-fi from your computer? Vinyl on abudget

Hot-rodded Jolida CD Transmission line test

Three media PCs compared: page 32 Pro-Ject Debut 3: page 45 by Parts Connexion: page 42

PMC FBI+ speakers: page 50
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Dual Concentric
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park circus, glasgow, g3 6ax, scotland

FREE BOOK ON THE SILVER DISC FORMATS I
Introducing the new C-5xe
If you are at all
interested in Hi Fi
you need to have this
book. Fortunately
it's free ... with the
new C-5xe Universal
Stereo Player.
However, if you own aC-5xe, you don't need the book
You just pop asilver disc in the drawer and the C-5xe
identifies the species, even from the variable formats
within CD, SACD. DVD, MP3; and it plays the highest
resolution layer available. It is apurist audio- only 2-channel
player (
RCA or fully-balanced) with adigital output for
PCM.
If it finds the best layer in acompressed surround format
on aDVD soundtrack, say Dolby 5.1 or DTS, it mixes
down to 2-channels, although Ipersonally have discovered
that surround information gives you the goose bumps
by phase information making a3-D image from two
loudspeakers.That, incidentally, is ahigh compliment to
the phase accuracy of the C-5xe.Try the soundtrack from
the famous Roy Orbison DIS encoded DVD; see, Itold
you! Now try the DVD-a version of Neil Young's Harvest,
and experience an audiophile revelation! And they say that
nothing's new?
Hearing your music
afresh you probably
won't have time to
read that manual, but
if even Barry Fox has
left us puzzled by the multiplicity of variety within the
formats, Charles Hansen's expertise and real experience
of the many discs has cut apath through the jungle for the
serious music lover and audiophile. Reader or listener.
The C-5xe is abrilliant product from abrilliant company
in aworld of lookalike and transient models.Available
in black or silver; it is asteal and 1have to confess that
Iwill now have to change my opinion about universal
players sounding compromised.This one does not, and it
therefore outperforms CD players on CD at twice the
price. Five stars.

Ayre Acoustics
Ayre Acoustics is rightly perceived as ayoung
company with heritage! The young bit is a
team headed by Charles Hansen, and in the
UK you get to see Michael at the Heathrow
shows. It's nice that they take the UK as a
serious interest, not just amonthly shipment.
Hailing from Boulder Colorado, the heritage began with
the K1 pre-amp in the early nineties.When CD was
undermining the perceived need for apre-amp, Mr Hansen
delivered the KIto an astonished world.When we

/

advertised arare used one about 5years
later, we literally had customers fighting
over itToday, the K- 5x sells for under
£2,500 with an outboard P- 5x phono
pre amplifier for less than £, 000. Either
or both products do not demand recordbreaking prices, and yet, the performance
offers atrue high-end experience
comparable to much higher priced rivals.

AX I integr awci

CX-7 CD Player

The hallmarks of all Ayre products are aclean simplicity
of execution:a detailed and accurate sound, and then
abit. Let's call it the X-factor where X stands for the
non-electronic, non-digital, non compressed sound we
ultimately turn away from with disappointment. X is aglue
that keeps you stuck to your seat, moved amused by the
nuances of the performers who are rendered as people
not noises.
The cheapest way to taste Ayre is anumber
of their accessories, which have become
legends.There is the famous CD ( E15.95)
which is more than aburn-in tool, but more of asystem
enhancer.Track 7has the amazing demagnetising tones.
And there are the seamless Ayre XLR to RCA adaptors,
and the myrtle wooden blocks ( E12.70 for aset of three
including postage; yes, they work). And in collaboration
with George Cardas,Ayre Signature interconnect and
tonearm cables are very special, certainly in the context of
an Ayre system.
System-matching is the skill
of manufacturer, dealer and
consumer. It is awell-known
fact that Ayre components
form asystem sounding more
than the sum of its prices. It
is easy to overlook the sub
£2,500 integrated amplifier AX- 7and CD Player CX-7 as
lesser machines than big-hitters unless you check them
out.
In the world of stereo,Ayre's K- 5x preamp and V- 5x
power amplifier silence arguments that premium products
are overpriced. In the world of video and multi-channel,
products like the D- Ix CD/DVD player and theV-6x
multi- channel amplifiers are breakthrough products which
have already earned the utmost in respect and reviews.
The very latest news from this energetic and mouldbreaking company is the "evolution" status of all products
which have shipped since November 2004.This is aseries
of related revisions and upgrades by which the best just
got better.

ayre

bcd
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chord cables
custom design

ear
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grand prix audio
gryphon
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kernp electroniks
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manley labs
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P- 5x Phono Stage

K- I
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K-Sx Pre Amplifier

V- I
xPower Amplifier

V-5x Power Amplifier

If you want to rise above the rivals, walk on Ayre.
You heard it here.
V- 6x Multichannel Amplifier

professional and hand-crafted hi-fi equipment
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art loudspeakers
atc
.
audio philosophy
audiosource

Amplifier

michell
oracle
origin live
parasound
pass labs
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Jolida JD- 100 CD player

The ONE — Chord
Electronics' complete
CD player

Min

aiL)

45

•
(7.)

Pro-Ject Debut revised as
new Mk Ill version

414`411,

54

Hardware

18

-1-7

Chord ONE CD player

Ken Kessler makes the case for bringing joy back

Top-of-the-range model from French glass

to hi-fi with this, the first one- box CD-playing

merchants Waterfall - but is it clearly the best?

machine from Chord Electronics

Ivor Humphreys looks into it

22

Tannoy Arena sub/sat system

48

EAT KT- 88 Diamond valves

All the big names in British speakers are making

Also from the Czech Republic, this highly-priced

stylish sub/sat speakers. Tannoy's package may

glassware impresses Ken Kessler

be one of the best, says Andrew Harrison

'6

Audio Research VM220
monoblock power amplifier
luge price Chu blue LA Pic pul lu, put

David

Berriman still falls for the sound of these sturdy
200W valve monoblock amplifiers

30

Windows Media PCs

Tempted by the idea of bringing Micrcsoft into
your digital lounge? David Allcock tries the Sony

41:1 Chario Silhouette
200 loudspeaker
Italy's Chano is back in the UK - prompting Tony

50

PMC FB1+ loudspeaker

FB1 goes all soft with anew tweeter and other
upgrades. David Berriman reappraises this fine
transmission- line floorstander

54 Musical Fidelity
kW 750 pre/power amplifier

39

the pre-amp! Ken Kessler also listens to the other

Naim Audio DVD5 and AV2

Only 20 watts per channel? Yes... but that's just

We tested the Nairn AV2 processor. We tested

750W/ch available, from the power ampdier.

the Naim DVD5. Now Andrew Harrison puts the

With Lab test by Paul Miller

two pieces of Naim's AV jigsaw together

42

Jolida 1D-100 CD player

58

Classic Kit: Quad
33/303 pre/power amplifier

US tweak firm The Parts Connexion makes this

Afresh look at the quintessential

Chinese CD player with valves inside awarm and

solid-state amplifiers from Quad,

weighty option, finds David Allcock

born in the Summer of Love no less!

45

Pro-Ject Debut Ill turntable

The Debut has introduced anew generation to
the delight of music on vinyl. Tony Bolton checks
out the Mk Ill, now re-armed and re-motored

58

Classic Kit: Quad
33/303 amplifiers

Bolton to try the low- price 200 bookshelf model

Evesham ebox media 'center' PCs.

VAi0 VGC-V2S, Hewlett Packard m1150 UK, and

Musical Fidelity
kW 750 pre- and
power amps

Waterfall Victoria speaker

49

Chario Silhouette 200

22

Tannoy Arena
sub/sat system
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AVTech reports on ahigh-end
LCD projector from Fujitsu
[right]; HK AVR335 and Marantz
SR7500 AV amps [below]; and
Philips RC9800i [
below right]

Clear As Crystal

David Perry steers us through the world of LCD
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View From The Inside

Jon Thompson on the arrival of 3-D digital cinema
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Lowdown on all the latest hi-fi happenings

DAB was made for cars... until you try fitting it!

Inventor of SME anti-skate solution speaks up

Letters page — your chance for feedback

Save money when you get HFN delivered

Icon Audio Stereo 40i SE, and Bellari m- m amp
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Audio Research
VM220 monoblock
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Arnold Overtures for vacuum cleaner, Bacn and
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August issue sneak preview

Garbage's Bleed Like Me, Van Morrison Magic une,

138

Robert Plant new solo, and Mariah Carey's poiished

Ken Kessler
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The new B&W 800 Series
Diamond Tweeter Technology
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The mark of a truly great tweeter - one that can
release all the vivid detail in your music - is what's
called ' perfect piston behaviour'. As long as the
tweeter dome is vibrating rigidly, like a piston, its
delivery will be accurate. The higher the frequency,
though. the harder that becomes. The materials most
resistant to ' break-up' combine lightness and stiffness.
And there's one that does that better than anything
else on earth.
The new B&W 800 Series feature tweeter domes
of pure, ultra- hard diamond. It may seem extravagant,
but nothing gets closer to the behaviour of a hypothetical
'perfect tweeter'- one with infinite stiffness. Our diamond
dome carries on vibrating like a piston well beyond
the range of human hearing, and delivers audible
sound with unheard-of clarity.

www.bw800.com
Visit our website and order your tree DVD
Call +44 (0)1903 221 500

Diamond
At Work
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hat does ' convergence' mean to you? The dawning of a
bright new day, in which wonderful PC systems satisfy our
every audio and video need? Or are we entering adark
age, where we can't play asong without Microsoft's permission?
Whichever way you see it, convergence is the order of day — the
convergence, that is, between home entertainment and
computing. It's atheme that turns out to have so many aspects
and angles it seems more like divergence, as Andrew Harrison
found at the Audio Engineering Society UK conference [ page 93].
We've seen the music download revolution and the rise of the
iPod, and we're entering the era of the mobile phone that does
everything. But for those who prefer to listen to music indoors,
the central issue is the new role of acomputer at the heart of a
home system. Serious home cinema buffs long
ago decided that aPC- based system is the
only way to go, and found extremely
sophisticated solutions.
But the efforts of Microsoft and the
computer industry to take over the living room
still don't do much for audiophiles. Can ' media
PCs' really replace our existing hi-fi, as well as
AV components? David Allcock tries three key
models in our ' Media PC shootout' [ page 30].
If convergence and audio quality don't
always go hand in hand, it's as much a
question of attitude. For example, computer
users can compress adata file to afraction of
its original size and then expand it to recover
all the data, intact. Lossy compression of audio
(as in MP3) or video ( MPEG) is adifferent
thing: here you are throwing away data, forever. ' Data reduction'
is amore accurate term. But PC users, who've been confidently
Zipping up their files for years, often fail to realise the difference.
On the other hand, audiophiles rightly demand it ' uncompressed',
because they want as much original sound as possible — not just
enough information to fool the ear.
And the positive side of convergence is that with tomorrow's
technology, in the form of Blu-ray or HD-DVD, we should be able
to have all the uncompressed audio we want.
So why should we settle for second best?

PC users, who've
been confidently
Zipping up their
files for years,
often fail to realise
the difference
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Steve Harris
EDITOR

Two years into the compact disc era — it's possibly no coincidence that
this was also the era of the Great British Baby Speaker. Big floorstanders
were suddenly passé and everyone was listening to tiny boxes perched
on tall stands. Nobody used subwoofers. Could it be that the big boomy
old boxes, which added weight to 1970s analogue sources, sounded
unbearable when fed with the true extended bass of CD? Anyway, the July
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1985 issue featured Martin Colloms's DC1 DIY design, the size of aBBC
LS3/5A ( acult speaker even then) and Martin also reviewed ten small
speakers from AR ( 18BX and 8BX),1BL, Mordaunt Short, Linn ( Index and
Kan), Monitor Audio, ProAc and Wharfedale. We've come full circle,
with today's satellites on apole. Except now we add asub...
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The experiences this chair has had! The amazirg performances, concerts and gigs it has witnessed from all around the musical world.
From the front row at Carnegie Hall to the stalls at Brixton Academy, from the dress circle of the Sydney Opera House to the bar in
Ronnie Scott's — this chair has been there! It has experienced music as it should be heard — alive and vibrant, with every nuance and
emotion as clear as the musicians intended.
The Rotel 02 Series is anew range of hi-fi from acompany with areputation for delivering award-w nning sounds at realistic prices.
The 02 Series' superb sound is the result of Rotel's Balanced Deign Concept — an integrated approach that ensures five star performance.
To find out how the Rotel 02 Series can take you to the world's greatest musical venues, visit www.rotel.com.

The Rote! G.. Series
including the RA-03 amplifier

)
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.
• ,

el£4
WINNER
\ *****
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Rotel RA-03

HUH

magazine

Rotel RA- 03
B&W Loudspeakers, Dale Road, Worthing, West Sussex BN11 2BH, United Kingdom, 01903 221500
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What's happening in the world of hi-fi

Paris show unveils stereo surprises
and V10 integrated amplifier), and so

To everyone's surprise, stereo and
analogue enjoyed arevival at the

many new valve products from China

2005 Salon Hi Fi Home Cinema in

that UK, US and European

Paris in April. The show revealed a

manufacturers must be worried.
Meanwhile, in the UK, John

preponderance of two-channel-only
systems, turntables, tubes, and vinyl,

Howes' amazing annual vintage audio

and was able to host some very

fair at Tonbridge in February and

important launches in time to scoop

Canterbury's maiden V3 audio fair in

both New York and Munich.

March showed that there are plenty of
used treasures and bargains still to be

Most impressive was the first

found. Amongst the rarities I
spotted

showing of the Audio Research
Reference 610T monoblocks, not

Launched in Paris: left, the 600W

in Tonbridge were an EMI Emidicta

even hinted at in Las Vegas. These

Audio Research 6101valve

dictation machine that records on to

14x22x2lin (wdh)floorstanding

monoblock, standing 21in high and

what the vendor described as ' the

towers produce 600W into 4, 8or 16

(below) Creek's CD53 Mk 2player

world's first floppy disks,' boxes of

ohm loads. Notable is afront panel

and 5350SE Mk 2amp. Above, a

mint valves ( including GEC KT88s)

display, as per REF 3pre-amp,

rare Emidicta recording machine

and unused, military-spec 845s.

showing measurements for each

seen at the Tonbridge audiojumble

Canterbury, meanwhile, benefited

output tube, AC line voltage level,

from asublime display of Nagra and

and power output tube life.

Stellavox tape recorders courtesy of
Bob Marriott, while the LS3/5A crowd

Copland's CTA405 is another valve
design that enjoyed its debut at Paris,

was there in force, including Paul

ahandsome integrated amp - with

Whatton, Dave Fagan, and Doug

phono stage- giving aconservative

Stirling with stocks of the new

50W/ch from four KT88s. Also seen

LS3/5A V2. Conclusions to draw from

in Paris were new products from

both events: hands-on, street- level

Creek, the forthcoming MartinLogan

audio passion remains high, and

Summit speaker, T+A's tube D10 CD

there are bargains galore if you know

player (to match the G10 turntable

where to look. Ken Kessler

Sony moves in on KEF's 2.1 turf

Tivoli dabbles
with DAB

news that aJapanese giant

KIT 100 ( subwoofer not

It nearly cornered the market in

nas unveiled anew 2.1

shown) and below, Sony's
DAV-X1 Dream System

2.1 systems: left, KEF's

KEF has responded to the

retro-themed analogue ' lifestyle'

channel surround sound

devices: now Tivoli Audio offers a

outfit. In acommunication

digital option too. For this new

entitled ' KEF welcomes

Tivoli Model DAB, ' form and

recognition of its 2.1

functionality take pride of place

Solution,' the UK-based

over gadgetry and the best

company stressed that it was

possible sound quality is the

pleased to hear the news that

prime objective.' The Model DAB

the giant Sony Corporation

is ahybrid featuring Tivoli Audio's

nas ' identified and

award winning AM/FM tuner with

recognised the 2.] speaker

its celebrated 5:1 tuning dial. It

surroLnd sound solution, as

offers ' complete upgrade

already demonstrated by

flexibility': plug in an optional

KEF, as aviable and

Companion Speaker and you have

developing section of the home

undoubtedly help to grow consumer

sideways and reflecting off the side

astereo radio system; or Model CD

audio-visual entertainment market'.

awareness of 2.1 channel surround

walls towards the rear of the room.

and Model Subwoofer and you

Sony announced in March that it

sound technology as awhole, thus

The listener is sitting in the null spot

have acomplete DAB system. The

to bring to the market its first 2.1

expanding the market, which can,

generated by the dipole which
further enhances the wide, ambient

Model Dab hits the high street

channel surround sound DVD

in turn, only reflect positively on the

from July at £ 229.99 .

System. KEF rolled out its KEF

sales performance of the KEF

rear effects. To date, says KEF, all

Ruark Acoustics, 01702 601410

Instant theatre ( KIT100) back in

products within this sector,

competitor products within the 2.1

www.tivoli-audio.com

early 2004, and the system has won

strengthening its position as the

channel surround sound market

anumber of awards - including

leadirg player,' says the firm.

sector utilise proprietary circuitry to

Most Stylish Complete System' in

Me lle..
:. s •

8

O_J

HFAfs Industry Awards 2004.
So why isn't KEF worried about
this new competition? ' The

The KIT 100 directs the rear

generate the rear effects, whereas

channel information to two flat

KEF's system uses standard Dolby

panel speakers mounted behind the

Digital and DTS processing without

main front Uni Qspeakers. The flat

any further signal processing.

presence of such awidely respected

panels act as natural dipoles,

KEF, 01622 672261

household- name brand will

radiating the rear effects out

www.kefinstanttheatre.com
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A different Classé
For more than 20 years Classé has been designing and manufacturing extraordinary
audio equipment for enthusiasts who demand nothing less than the very best. Our
engineers have apassion for what they create and it shows: engineering, style, userinterface, product reliability and performance are all second to none. The new Delta
series is an inspired statement about the art of high performance design. Visit us
at www.classeaudio.com or experience the product range at one of the following
authorised retailers.

Holburn Hi Fi Ltd
+44 ( 0) 1224 585 713
note@holburnhifi.co.uk
Hi Fi Experience
+44 (0) 20 7580 3535
sales@hifilondon.co.uk

Sound Academy
+44 (0)1922 493 499
sales@scundacaderryco.uk
Acoust ca
+44 ( 0) 1244 344 227
geoff.colemar@acoustica.co.uk

Robert Taussig
+44 ( 0) 20 7487 3455
sales@nAperttaussig.co.uk
Cloney Audio
+ 353 ( 0) 1288 9449
sales© cloneyaudio.com

CLASSE
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What's happening in the world of hi-fi

Dire Straits' new call to arms for SACD
available in two formats— the

Can Dire Straits' gazillion-selling

original double album and a

AOR monster Brothers in Arms do
for Super Audio CD what it did for
CD back in the 1980s? In aneat
piece of audio symmetry, the

DIRE STRAITS
BROTHERS IN ARMS

definitive 7-disc collector's edition
package. Both are issued as hybrid

20th ANNIVERSARY EDITI

SACDs with 5.1 surround sound
and stereo re- mastered mixes

album that ushered in the CD age

Inspired by the HGWells novel,

for the masses has become the
3000th release for SACD. The
20th anniversary edition of

the album blends prog rock and

Knopf ler & Co's meisterwork was

with narration by Richard Burton

launched simultaneously as a
Hybrid Surround Sound SACD and

and performances from some of
the biggest artists of the era,

as CD by Mercury Records back in

including David Essex, Justin

May. Just 20 years ago, the
decision to release Dire Straits'

Covington. The War Of The Worlds

fifth collection on Compact Disc

spent over 260 consecutive weeks

classical and literary influences,

Hayward, Phil Lynott and Julie

in the UK album charts and has

proved amajor fillip to the format's
take-up: the album clocked up over
20 million sales and bagged the

sold an amazing 12.5 million
records around the globe.

top chart spot in 22 countries. It is
credited above all other albums

album was painstakingly re- built

For the 5.1 remix the original

with establishing the CD format

the remixing and re- mastering was

and moving it into music's
mainstream. It was also, by all

carried out at his studio facility.
Retailing at the same price as

accounts one of Diana, Princess of

the CD version, the Super Audio CD

Wales' favourite albums. ( And
admit it, you bought it too!) Having
released his latest solo album,

includes are- mastered stereo CD
mix, plus stereo SACD and afully
featured 5.1 surround Super Audio

Shangri-La, on SACD last autumn,

CD mix. In order to create the two
SACD mixes, Knopfler went back to

Dire Straits' lead vocalist and
guitarist, Mark Knopfler, is
experienced in the format and
personally supervised the Super
Audio CD release project. Much of

VTL rolls out
new pre-amp
The valve amp gurus at VTL ( USA)

the original studio master tapes
and converted them to Direct
Stream Digital ( DSD) recordings.
The result, according to the record

label, is an ' entirely new listening
and sensory experience — aversion

from 70-plus multi-track tapes. In

of this classic 1980s album that

3is devoted to the best club

breathes new life into tracks such
as Money For Nothing, Walk Of Life

remixes of this album from 1979-

and Brothers in Arms'.

2005; discs 4-6 include rarities,
out-takes and unreleased tracks,

WAR OF THE WORLDS ON SACD

including an uncut full-length
narration by Richard Burton; and

Biggest SACD news for June is the
SonyBMG's re-release of Jeff
Wayne's Musical Version of The
War of the Worlds. The classic
1978 double album will now be

disc 7is a75-minute ' Making of...'
DVD video, which also gives a
sneak preview of the upcoming
animated version.
www.superaudio-cd.com

Get your pause on aRoberts
More evidence of the fusion of classic, retro stylings and bang-up-tothe-minute DAB technology arrives in the salubrious form of the

have unveiled their latest tube

Roberts Gemini 11 digital radio. The ' high-tech' innovation angle

goodie. The TL-6.5 Signature preamplifier is said to be the first

comes in here with the radio's ' PausePlus' function, which allows
listeners to pause the radio and rewind for up to 40 minutes at the

'affordable' commercial application

touch of abutton, ' So if the phone rings or the doorbell goes,' says

of VTL's recent ' Reference
Technology' R&D. 'We've taken the

Roberts, ' you can stop the radio programme you are listening to, and
when you return simply press the button again and it will start the
programme from where you left off.' The Gemini 11 costs £ 140.

proven technology and sound quality
of the critically acclaimed TL- 7.5

the 7-disc collector's package, Disc

Roberts Radio, 01709 571 722, www.robertsradio.co.uk

Reference Preamplifier and scaled it
into the single-chassis TL-6.5,' said
VTL. president Luke Manley. The TL6.5 uses the same high current/low

Soundstyle builds on Modular range
each individual shelf can take up to 75kg

impedance output stage coupled to

New ' Modular' models have been added to

atube gain stage, fully regulated and
shielded power supplies, and low-

the Soundstyle furniture range. Both the

(165Ibs). Suggested prices are £295 for

noise microprocessor design as the

MD4 four shelf hi-fi support and the MD2
AV, two-shelf home cinema variant may be

the MD4 and £250 for the MD2 AV. The
optional shelf kit for the MD4 is the MD4-

two-chassis TL- 7.5. With fully

customisec to suit individual needs by

balanced operation, top quality

adding optional extra frame/shelf kits.The
steel frames are finished in gloss black or
lacquered silver and are complemented by

160 (£ 70), which provides a160mm
high shelf. Two shelf kits available for the
MD2 AV: the MD2-160 is a160mm high
shelf, while the MD2-230 is a230mm-

thick safety glass shelves in achoice of
three opalescent colours: Platinum, Aqua

high version. Both these options are
priced at £ 115.

and Black. Built to take today's extra large

Armour Electronics, 01279 501111

televisions and home cinema amplifiers,

www.armourhe.co.uk

parts, and asimple low negative
feedback circuit topology, it's said to
yield asonic result that is close to the
TL-7.5. Price is US$8,500.
Vacuum Tube Logic, vtl.com
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What's happening in the world of hi-fi

Sources

Lyngdorf spins off from TacT Shorts
correction to a10-channel cinema

ISOL-8-Teknologies, the
power conditioning product
brand founded and owned by
Nic Poulson, has entered a

system with full digital amplification
and correction. Finally, there'll be the
Blade Reference Series, ' As good as
we can make it, when we can make it.'

'strategic alliance' with The
Opposition Group, which will
bring the products to market
on aglobal scale. Contact
020 8387 1590,
www.opposition-group.co.uk

Lyngdorf Audio products will use
the Dynoton Digital Room Correction
(DDRC) developed by the Danish
technology company Dynoton Aps, in
which Lyngdorf himself has just made
a ' significant investment'. DDRC
offers ' room correction on achip' to
OEM manufacturers, with ascalable
technology said to offer far better
performance at far lower cost than
ever before, eliminating the
Peter Lyngdorf: new brand will offer ' elegant and efficient system building'

previously- inevitable trade-off

TacT Auaio co-founder Peter Lyngdorf

SDAi, SDA1 and TDA2200. Planned

and audio quality.

between room correction precision
is moving on to launch anew audio

for later this year is aversatile CD

brand. The Danish multi- millionaire,

player/transport with onboard room

all we could with TacT Audio. The long

also the owner of the Dali speaker firm

correction and pre-amp. Lyngdorf

distance partnership ( America/

and the dominant Nordic retail chain

says: ' Plug this CD player into any

Denmark) made co-ordinating a

Hi Fi Klubben, is launching Lyngdorf

power amplifier and obtain amusical

single vision increasingly difficult. It

Audio ' to deliver outstanding high-

performance far in excess of the

was time to take on my new and my

performance audio systems using

modest outlay without the need to buy

last challenge.' Meanwhile, TacT

state-of-the-art digital amplification

acollection of boxes, cables and

Audio products will continue to be

and room correction technologies.'

shelves. Elegant and efficient system

marketed and sold by TacT Audio Inc

building is core to our strategy.'

(America). TacT Audio UK confirms

First of three planned Lyngdorf
ranges is the Performance Series,

Secondly, planned for early 2006,

Peter Lyngdorf says: ' We achieved

the more upmarket Blade Series will

and high- performing ' at modest

be based on aversatile chassis

receive support and help.

prices', founded on recent models

housing scalable components, from a

TacT Audio UK, 0870 9100100

from TacT Audio ( Denmark): the

two-channel pre-amp with room

www.tactaudio.com

El

NOKIA has released a harddisk- based music phone. The
Nokia N91 is said to trounce
rival music phones with its
4GB storage capacity.

that customers who have invested in

described as extremely well-equipped

these products will continue to

SIMAUDIO'S Moon
SuperNova $ 4500 CD player
claims to ' raise the bar' for
CD replay with its internal

IneM

24-bit/352.8kHz digital audio
processing, 24- bit D/A
conversion. It also offers the
choice of 24 cosmetic
combinations, ' so you can
make your perfect Moon': the
brand logo can be chrome

5 EASY MIE1.2", moonem.ftE
20 cowman mama
8s.vu WM 10 CfCCOlAll VAIN men

HI-Fi&Home
Entertainment Show

99

par*c.tart

DRESSING
ham,

Lifestyle boost for London's hi-fi event
Further special attractions have

Association, will play host to a

been announced for London's major

range of special presentations and

autumn industry event, the Hi Fi &

demonstrations for both trade and

Home Entertainment Show, which

consumer visitors.

will be open to the public or 24 and
25 September— and to trade and
press only on 23 September.
HiFi News and BADA have
teamed up with lifestyle magazine

Also at the Show, in aspecial
area sponsored by market- leading

yip . „. . . .l•MAM 1 .1013.01A
,0•111
3«1-.10.
Designer touch: lifestyle monthly
Livingetc will create special feature
for visitors to this year's Show

internet magazine Web User,
visitors will be able to browse the

bliss — an experience that money

web, check their emails for free and

can buy, but not easily!

Livingetc to illustrate the truly

meet members of Web User's

stylish nature of high-end home

editorial team. More information in

entertainment. Designers will be

Web User magazine and at

Entertainment Show offers a

creating adedicated lifestyle area

www.webuserco.uk.

unique showcase of the very best

that demonstrates the sexiest

Visitors will also be invited to

As London's major industry
event, The Hi Fi & Home

and very latest in high end home

equipment in the context of the

listen to their own music on a

living environment. And BADA, the

£50,000 system. Don't miss your

Call 020 8726 8317 or visit

British Audio-Visual Dealers

chance for five minutes of sonic

www.hifishow.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

LSO LIVE, the London
Symphony Orchestra's own
record label, has made its
recordings available for
download worldwide on
Apple's iTunes Music Store.
The LSO Live label was set
up four years ago and its
recordings feature artists such
as Sir Colin Davis, Bernard
Haitink, Mstislav
Rostropovich, Mariss Jansons
and André Previn.
www.itunes.cotn

entertainment.

(standard), gold or pewter; leg
cones chrome or gold; and
both front panel cheeks and
the front face- plate can
supplied in silver or black.
www.si maudio.com
SYSTEMLINE Modular multiroom installation system
now includes multi- source
capability. Up to six
individual users can enjoy
and control up to six different
audio/video sources in up to
eight different rooms at the
same time, using the new
AM8 audio hub or VM8 video
hub components. Armour
Home Electronics, 01279
501111, www.armourhe.co.uk
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Sources

NAD adds two for two- channel fans
the C720BEE, combining the

channels driven. Switchable 'soft

amplifier design of the C320BEE

clipping' is included and NAD says

integrated amplifier with an RDS
AM/FM tuner. It also offers Multi-

enables the unit to produce up to

its proprietary PowerDrive topology

source Zone 2capabilities and full
remote control. The BEE suffix

220W peak into 2ohms and up to
50A peak current. The tone

recognises the contribution of
designer Bjorn Erik Edvardsen,

tone defeat switch. In achoice of

NAD's Director of Advanced

titanium or grey finish, the
C720BEE retails at £399.95.

NAD aims to please two-channel

the maximum amount of energy

Developments. Continuous power
output is specified as 50W/ch into

listeners in general and vinyl

from the record itself, leading to a

4ohms, 20Hz to 20kHz, both

enthusiasts in particular with its
two latest products. The new NAD

without the colorations common to

C555 is aRega-type rigid plinth

other designs.' The Goldring

design and comes with tonearm

Elektra cartridge has acompliance

and aGoldring moving- magnet
cartridge. The MDF platter is belt-

of 16cu and is fitted with an

driven by an AC synchronous
motor. The plinth rests on specially
designed isolation feet. NAD
claims that this design releases

controls can be bypassed using the

Lenbrook UK Ltd, 01908 319360
www.lenbrook.co.uk

dynamic and highly detailed sound
-4111P-41111I 41111OF

e

55
-

¡es.)

MI»
ON.

18x7pm elliptical stylus, and gives
astandard output of 5mV at 5cm/s.
The C555 package retails at £250.
Also just introduced is NAD's
latest two-channel stereo receiver,

Can-do Sennheiser
Good things come in pairs for fans
of Sennheiser, and without wires
too. Out now are the RS 130 and
RS 140 wireless headphones,
using FM wireless transmission
with arange of 150m. Each
transmitter incorporates Intelligent
Auto Tuning, to automatically
choose the best of three radio
channels for low-distortion, noisefree operation. Both base stations
Speaker maker Crane Audio has opened its new listening room at Richmond in
south-west London. ' We want to show people the full potential oi the Oceana
packages, but not in apressured sales environment - in our listening room you can
relax on asofa, coffee in hand, while we show you just how gooÉ your favourite
films and songs could sound,' explains company founder, Peter crane. To book a
dew, call Crane Audio on 08704,441056, or visit www.craneaudio.com.

incorporate on- hook charging for
their headsets.
The RS 130 is an open- backed
design for music and home- cinema

Events

sound, sporting switchable Virtual

27-30 JUNE CEDIA Expo 2005,

'SRS Headphone' Surround, and

International Convention Centre,

utilises ' Open-Aire' headphone

Birmingham. Call 01462

design to achieve natural, lifelike

627377 or see www.cedia.co.uk

sound.
The RS 140 is aclosed- back

23-25 SEPTEMBER HiFi &

tuners and CD players) and twin-

system engineered for high

Home Entertainment Show,

products for Europe, continuing the

speaker outputs, and

volume. With an impressive

Park Inn and Renaissance

trend seen elsewhere to reviving
traditional two-channel. The HK 970

moving- magnet phono input stage.
The HD 970 CD player, at 399

maximum output of 110dB and
improved signal-to-noise

Hotels, Heathrow, London,
sponsored by HiFi News. Open

amplifier, at 599 Euros, promises to

Euros, combines the third generation

performance, the RS 140 system

to the public 24th and 25th,

deliver serious power and lively,
dynamic sound thanks to High

of ' Real-time

is also agood choice for the

open to trade and press only

technology ( RLS-1 II) with a high

hearing impaired. Switchable

23rd September. Call 020 8726

Current Capability ( HCC). Watts per

performance

compression is said to make TV

8317 or see www.hifinews.co.uk

channel is an incomplete measure of

upconversion to 24 bits at asampling

sound crystal clear and anew

amplifier power... in terms of dynamic
range and impact, it's current that

frequency of 384kHz, employing a

balance control allows

29-30 OCTOBER Home

high precision local clock as reference

independent left/right levels. The

Entertainment Show,

counts,' HK argues. The HK 970
boasts aone- line dot matrix display,

for all audio processing.

130 retails at £99.99, and the

Renaissance Hotel, Manchester.

Harman Consumer. 020 8731 4670

Call 0161 839 8869

system remote control (also to operate

www.harman-kardon.com

140 costs £ 149.99.
www.sennheiser.com

Harman backs stereo
Harman

Kardon

has new stereo

Linear
D/A

includes a

Smoothing'

converter,

with

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778
www.hifinews.co.uk
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SOUND

Creating

QUALITY

a new

reference

No one factor can deliver perfect sound. All parameters must be considered if newtechnologies
are to move us closer to that ultimate goal. Our Beryllium tweeter is aclear example. It is
not just this material's exceptional rigidity, nor its super light weight form that changes our
perception of what sound quality means. It's these elements in combination with Beryllium's
natural inherent damping factor that simply set anew reference for what can be achieved.
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www.usheraudio.com

6 key elements to Contemporary Art

X-616
Dimensions(w x d x h,cm):65x35x2

SERIES-.

7
0

CP-6371
Dimensionsfw x d x h,cm,:35x65x119.

V.:

tii.
.
e

The •
• Top mounted tweeter avoiding diffraction for
more natural sound imaging.
. Elegantly sloped cabinet design to enhance
sound dispersion and time phase coherency.
(P-6381

. High-grade mirror- imaged finish on gloss black,
gloss sliver, gloss white.
. High-grade furniture-quality real wood tweeter

Dimensionsfw x d x h,cm):35x65x123

y

cover and wood side panel reinforcement.
• Base chamber design, to increase weight by
fill in leads or sand and better bass control.
• Design by Dr. Joseph D'appolilto

Usher 6 Ser ies LP-6311 speaker
* 2004 CES " Best at Show" by The Stereo Times
* 2004 " Editors' Choice" by THE ABSOLUTEâOUND
* 2004 " Great Sound, Awesome Build-Qualiteferrific Value"
by AUDIO VIDEO GUIDE
* 2005 " Editors' Choice" by Audio Art

CP-6391
Dimensionsfw x d x h,cm1:35x74x1 23

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai- Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Te1:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-237110511temaihusher@ms11.hinet.net

HIAudio
9 Sovereign Gardens Miskin nr Pontyclun CF72 8SZ
Tel/Fax: 01443 231458

Mob:07968 272614

Web:www.hiaudio.co.uk

Email: hugh@hiauctileo.uk

Opinion

DAB
on the brakes
Why in- car Digital Radio has yet to get started

0

fcom, the telecoms regulator,
wants to abolish minimum bit-

compensates for the cheap and lossy

rate limits for DAB. Currently

Change the radio and it may not
supply the necessary voltage. Even if

coax used by the factory.

the rock bottom permitted for stereo
music is 128kb/s. If this limit is

you find an adaptor which sucks 12V

scrapped, music stations can drop to

DC from the car wiring and injects it

112kb/s or lower, squeeze in more
stations and earn more from ads.

be no DAB signal because the

into the coax, there will probably still
amplifier is narrow band and
completely blocks DAB frequencies.

This is acceptable, says Ofcom,
because ' since this regulation was put
in place, technological progress has
enabled new coders to deliver better
quality with the same bit-rate, or to
achieve the same quality with a

Pure success: Digital Radio sales now exceed

One option is to change the roof
aerial. Some DAB signal may then
manage to get through the lossy

analogue, but in-car DAB is barely ticking over

coax. But changing the aerial

reduced bit-rate, which in turn would
enable more services to be carried on adigital multiplex.'

involves ' dropping' the roof. You will
need to pull off the trim and cloth and hope you can get it

progress' to put DAB quality back to where it was when

back looking right. Another option is to stick aDAB aerial on
the windscreen. But unless you fancy wires draped round the

256kb/s was originally planned but abandoned in favour of

dashboard you'll need to lift the dashboard trim to hide the

192kb/s, before cuts down to today's rates.

wires underneath: again, get this wrong and the trim is spoiled.

A noisy car may soon be the best place to listen to DAB's
declining data rates. Unfortunately, acar is still one of the

And the windscreen aerial needs to be connected to tne radio,

most unlikely places to find adigital radio. Specifying aDAB
receiver when buying anew car will increase the price by

separate inputs; others have asingle wideband input. So the
two aerial feeds must be combined. Even alow loss R/C

No-one is mentioning the other option; use the ' technological

along with the existing FM aerial. Some DAB radios have two

around £400. On the face of things it is cheaper to buy acar
with abudget radio, rip it out and fit aDAB replacement — or
buy acar with agood analogue radio and fit aDAB adaptor.
NOT SO EASY
If only it were that easy. And if anyone tells you it is that easy,
or writes apuff article extolling the virtues of aDAB retrofit,

A noisy car may soon be the
best place to listen to DAB's
declining data rates

just ask them the simple question; have they ever actually tried
adding DAB to an analogue car? More likely they have read a

combiner will lose signal. And it will have coax or Fsockets.

glossy press release and been taken for aride in acar with a

Not car aerial sockets. This means more cutting and soldering.

DAB adaptor that an expert has fitted earlier.
Replacing any car radio with another is seldom apull-out
and push- in swap job. The fitting frames vary from make to

There have been several ideas for bolting an adaptor on to
an existing analogue FM radio. The adaptor decodes the DAB
signal, and modulates it on to an FM signal at the unused

make, and the connectors can vary electrically even when they

bottom end of the VHF FM band. Transmitting this to the FM

look identical. The live wires may not stay live when the ignition

radio at low power would be easy. But it's illegal under the

is off. So the presets evaporate when you park the car to go

Wireless Telegraphy Acts because the DAB adaptor becomes an
unlicensed FM radio station.

shopping. If you change the wiring connectors, you risk
forfeiting the engine warranty because touching the sacred
wiring loom has upset the electronic control computer.
There is no single standard for aerial plugs and sockets.

The legal solution is to make ahard wire connection from
the DAB adaptor to the analogue radio aerial socket. But the
modulated DAB signal has to be mixed in with the FM aerial

Adaptors are expensive and hard to find. Cut off amoulded

feed, the adaptor still has to be powered from the car wiring

plug and you may find yourself trying to solder wires that are

and the wires for awindscreen DAB aerial still have to be

too thin to solder. Existing car aerials are designed for AM and

hidden under the dashboard trim. The total cost can be similar

FM band reception, not for DAB at 174-240MHz (or in future

to that of fitting anew DAB radio.

1452-1492MHz). At best, reception will be erratic.

Until someone achieves the apparently impossible and

Worse still, around one third of all new cars have active
aerials. A small amplifier built into the base of the aerial,

comes up with asimple-to-fit adaptor, the message is clear. If

powered by DC voltage fed up the coaxial cable from the radio,

factory fitted DAB radio or professional retrofitting.

www.hifinews.co.uk

you want to listen to DAB in acar, pay what it costs for a
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Hi FiNews Definitive Test
CD player

Chord Electronics

ONE CD player
If the Blu and DAC64 combination is out of your
reach, Chord's ONE player may fit the bill.
Review by Ken Kessler, lab test by Paul Miller
Chord ONE
PRICE

£2995-3445

L

et's talk about cool'. Normally, this is something that
eludes the pages of hi-fi magazines because audiophiles
are
nearly
unique
among
enthusiasts
and

anoraks in our resolute joylessness. (Nearly unique
because photography and computer magazines are just as
miserable.) Even Roy Cropper on Coronation Street
musters abigger smile when talking about trams. You
think I'm exaggerating? Every food, travel, scent, car,
watch, pen and furniture magazine or article discusses the
way its subject matter exists to Make You Feel Good.
Audio journalism exists to make you feel insecure.
Well, frankly, I'm sick of this stuff. It's about time we
remembered that audio is about music and music is about
—bottom line — pleasure. Or have we forgotten what it's
like to buy apiece of gear simply because we like it? Have
you been hounded so viciously by the audio equivalent of
the politically correct that you can't bear just to switch on a
system for fear of not allowing it to warm up sufficiently?
If you cannot rid yourself of this angst, then you will
hate the Chord ONE, which is, undeniably, an absolute
hoot. Straight out of the box. Why? Because it's cool. As in
genuine Ray-Bans, a piano player in a New York bar,
Dino's cuff links, awet shave at Trtunper's. Seriously cool.
Chord's Choral range is one of very few hi-fi stables able
to combine audiophile performance with 'lifestyle'
presence. The ONE CD player is anatural addition. The
stuff doesn't take over your life. It doesn't require you to be
of aspecific persuasion. You don't have to consult runes,
nor Glasgow, nor gurus to use Choral. You don't even have
to beg your wife for the space in which to house it. In a
nutshell, Choral is to high-end audio what a Porsche
Boxster is to exotic and temperamental automobiles: 99
percent of the fun and none of the pain.
With the ONE, Chord has come astage
closer to an 'entry level' system because —

predecessors, the DAC64 and Blu upsampling CD
transport combination. They cost, respectively, £1995 and
£1195, while the ONE sells for £2995-£3445 depending on
finish — effectively half the price. And Chord will not even
attempt to misdirect you by suggesting that the ONE comes
anywhere near the Blu/DAC64 pairing for performance.
Because the more you get into the ONE, it seems not to be
about performance, but about, well, being cool.
Let's look at what you do get. The ONE employs the
same Philips CD-Pro2M CD mechanism and isolated toploading arrangement as the Blu CD transport. But inside is
an AKM 4384 24-bit 192kHz two-channel chip to provide
the digital-analogue conversion, and what is basically a
humdrum Philips kit of parts. A fully-buffered, true
balanced analogue output stage attempts to extract the best
possible musical performance, accessible via proper XLR

horal is to high- end audio what a
Porsche Boxster is to exotic and
temperamental automobiles
balanced analogue outputs; you will find, if you have an
amp with balanced inputs, that this mode offers superior
sound, especially for an improved sense of 'air' and
seemingly tighter bass. The ONE also provides RCA phono
outputs for systems lacking balanced operation, plus a
BNC socket for S/PDIF coaxial digital output.
Here's where you see Chord sticking to its guns, despite
the demands of the market. It lacks both TOSlink optical
and RCA phono coaxial digital output, simply because
Chord's engineers are adamant that BNC is the best means
of ingress and egress for digital signals. Obviously, th
Shiny finish worth
reflecting on - but
beware of
fingerprints

let's face it — 475O for the least expensive
pre-/power amps ain't cheap. When
Chord fits an integrated amp into the nowfamiliar Choral chassis, for, say, £2495,
they will have — with said integrated and
the ONE — the niftiest small-footprint
system since the 'chocolate bar' Meridians
of amillion years ago.
Before you rub your hands with glee,
the ONE is not asubstitute for its Choral

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Bright blue display courtesy of Philips' kit of parts

Manufacturer's specifications
Under the ' tank'

Frequency Response 20Hz-20kHz ± 0.2dB

lid: the Philips CD-

THD <0.003% 20Hz-20 kHz

Pro mechanism

DAC Architecture 24- bit 192kHz Delta- Sigma,
Laser Mechanism Philips CD-Pro2M
Signal- noise ratio 106dB A-weighted

Lab Report

Channel Separation 100dB@ IkHz

.10140

Analogue Outputs 2xRCA phono, 2xXLR balanced

MK, NI,C.1111t>“ XI I
.
EP

Digital Output BNC digital Coaxial S/PDIF

70

Mains Power 50V AC through to 260V AC Auto I
ine adjust

"
N "

Dimensions 335x105x170mm ( whd)
Weight 7kg
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Fig 1: jitter spectrum, totalling - 100psec

Fig 2, ultrasonic noise and harmonic distortion

Housed within the distinctively- sculptured

the associated noise- shaping releases a

enclost:re that marks oin this series from

modest sweep of ultrasonic requantisation

Chord is an equally distinctive CD ' package'

noise. All this is evident in Fig 2which also

sourced from Philips. This includes afully

snows the - 0.08% of 2nd/3rd distortion

integrated CD trans)ort board that includes

hamonics from the 20kHz peak plus signs of

the CD-Pro2M mechanism, servos, signal

granulation noise.

processing and DAC. The main
microprocessor and familiar Philips display

Nevertheless, and as if to demonstrate
the hazards of reviewing very early

are also included in this package. The DAC

production units, two samples of the ONE

is not from the Philips stable but from Asahi

showed clear and measureable differences.

Kasei. This part supports 192kHz/24-bit

Ken's sample had some 8.5dB poorer S/N

digital audio includes ai 8x oversampling

than my first sample ( 94.5dB vs 103dB) but

filter ard is typically aimed at cost and

was free of the - 0.75dEl in- band filter ripple

performance' based ( DVD) audio systems.
Chori's intervention comes in the design

suffered by the latter. Now Ken is avery
astute listener and there's plenty of

of abespoke analogue stage ( inspired by

evidence to suggest that abroadband S/N

the CPA3200 pre- amp), switch- mode power

a-ound CO's notional 96dB limit often

supplies for transport se -vos, control and

successfully hides amultitude of subjective

display plus separate regulation for the

sins. Arcam's wonderful Ring DAC CD

balanced and unbalanced analogue outputs.

players only flu' a96-98dB S/N, for

Distortion is maintained : o - 0.004-0.005%

example, while Icould list numerous hard

through the bass and midrange over the top

and grainy sounding players with S/N ratios

30dB of the player's dynamic range while

up around 106dB. Only time will tell which

jitter, as Fig 1illustrates, is held to a

is the ' real' ONE, but for now enthusiasts

fabulously low - 100psec. The AK4384

can download both reports from

DACs oversaripling filter offers alimited

www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech.

56dB attenuation of stopband images while
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Paul Miller

ONE can also be upgraded by adding the DAC64. Chord
makes it clear that, although the ONE shares alot with the
Blu transport, it has little in common with the DAC64, so
here's where the cost difference is realized. The ONE
dispenses with all of the frills, and abit of the performance.
But using it feels just like you're playing with aBlu.
See what Imean about the Porsche Boxster analogy? Yes,
a911 will blow your socks off. But aBoxster will at least
lower them to your ankles. Ditto the ONE versus its twopart sibling. What they share is that huge, hinged lid — a
rare occasion when Idon't puke at the thought of atoploader. The only thing that would make this aspect of the
ONE even cooler is motorizing its operation. Chord says
it's studying this, but it'll add to the price.
A lot less cluttered than the Blu, the ONE places its
minor controls and keypad on a substantial, all-metal
remote control. And as it costs alot less, many of you who
covet aBlu might opt for the ONE instead just to use as a
transport. Chord left the top plate clean save for the
minimum number of buttons to control all transport
functions, seven in arow and therefore prettier than aBlu.
Above them is the blue-lit display, to the right the
aforementioned lid. Damn, Ilove that lid, straight out of
Jules Verne. You expect to hear the hiss of avacuum lock
when you close it.
Not everything about the ONE is cool. Chord has yielded
to public demand in amove that proves the customer is not
always right. In addition to the original, gorgeous satin
silver finish, and the sexy, sinister satin black, Chord now
offers the Choral components in 'Brilliant', aname clearly
not referring to the intellect of those who would pay the
extra £450. Like bits of carrot somehow always appearing
in vomit even if you didn't have carrots that week: get near
this thing, and it will show fingerprints — even if you wear

www.hifinews. co. uk

Hi FiNews Definitive Test
CD player
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amusical event.
In particular, the ONE demonstrates genuine panache
when it comes to the portrayal of voices, the Blind Boys of
Alabama benefiting from its ability to retain textural
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gloves or operate the buttons with telekinesis.
Fed into anumber of systems, both balanced and single
ended, — involving the Arcam Solo CD receiver,
PrimaLuna Prologue Two integrated amp, McIntosh
C220/MC2102 pre/power combination, and speakers
including Wilson WATT Puppy System 7, Sonus Faber
Guarneri, PMC DB1+ and Rogers LS3/5A — the ONE took
mere seconds to insinuate its way onto my post-lottery win
Wants List. Chord has dialed in asound as satinyas the
finish. From my recollection of the DAC64, it is neither as
finely-etched in the middle nor as commanding in the
lowest octave. Isuspect that the voicing very carefully,
very tentatively errs on the side of euphony.
In this respect, it's almost out of character with what I
consider to be the Chord norm. Chord has always
eschewed musicality for accuracy, and every system I've
used or auditioned has, for the most part, placed utter
transparency and speed over warmth or 'roundness'. As a
rule, Chord gear engenders respect rather than lust. Let's
put it another way: even with abelly full of tequila, there
ain't no way you'd mistake typical Chord gear for valvebearing hardware. In this respect, Chord is wise to crank
up pleasure over, say, authority, because the target Choral
client is probably not the sort who would place 'ultimate
extraction of low-level detail' above the ability to listen to
music for hours without fatigue.
Intriguingly, the sound quality placed the ONE smack
in-between my budget references — the Musical Fidelity XRAY v3 and the Quad 99CDP — and the take-no-prisoners
Marantz CD12/DA12. Idoubt that Chord's golden ears sat
there with arepresentative selection of rivals at assorted
price increments, but there's no doubting that the ONE
sounds like a £3k machine. It's rich and involving.
especially because of its ability to create avast soundstage
with an enveloping character. Whatever Imay have
intimated about Chord tilting the balance away from the
clinical toward the cuddly, it does still produce copious
amounts of detail, and it really does provide you with the
opportunity to lose yourself in atruly realistic recreation of

www.hifinews.co.u k

analogue stereo
output on phono

differences from singer to singer. At the other extreme,
near-castrato harmonies remained sweet and sibilance-

sockets; S/PDIF

free, from Poco's Keeping the Legend Alive to the recent

stereo balanced on

Bee Gees' Greatest Hits, the latter not agroup that ever
seemed to exhibit any interest in recording quality. But the
litmus test, if this CD player is to become the choice of the
lounge lizard, has to be easy listening. With 1950s Capitol

XLR; IEC power

on BNC; analogue

inlet

recordings, the sound is downright salacious.

Chunky all- metal handset
for remote control

Label-free panel,
from left to right:

Which is not to say that this is going to be the choice of
audiophiles. Critical listening will show up weakness,
especially for those who value CD for absolute quietness
and precision. What I've tried to convey is that the ONE is
about style, not performance. We appear to have received
two wildly differing samples, of which I've heard one. To
be blunt, it does not suck. And Iunabashedly admit to
falling in love with its looks and build quality. To be even
more blunt: that may be the ONE's sole raison d'etre.
Forget the chrome finish. That's strictly for very sad,
Bauhaus-driven, Wallpaper-reading, wannabe-German

Ilove that lid.., you expect to
hear the hiss of avacuum lock
when you close it
masochists. Trust me: after playing one CD, you'll be fed
up with wiping off fingerprints and staring at your own
mug in the reflection. Chrome sucks on anything beyond a
Harley-Davidson's tailpipes. Instead, buy in satin black if
you listen to hip-hop or heavy metal, or you're aGoth, or
you actually own black equipment. Opt for the satin silver
if you just want something that will never, ever date. If you
buy either, what you will own — proudly — is the perfect CD
player for people who aren't afraid to play air guitar (or, for
that matter, air cello), in the privacy of their own homes.
That ain't cool: that's joy.

Supplier
Chord Electronics Ltd
01622 721444
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

FIFFINews verdict
The watchword here is ' cool': other £ 3k CD players may give amore
audiophile performance but this ONE brings astyle and sense of joy
unavailable absolutely anywhere else.

Hi-FiNews
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Tannoy

Arena
Is this AV speaker
system the missing link
between lifestyle
loudspeakers and high
performance monitors?

Arena satellites/centre/sub/ rules
PRICE

£1199

Arena floorstands
PRICE

£249/pair

Arena centre stand
PRICE

£79

G

ood hi-fi is about more than good sound.
Haying the fastest car in town impresses

no-one if it turns heads for all the wrong

design to amore functional role. And there's also
plenty of equipment that nods toward the lifestyle

finishes with achoice of different colours for the
front panel of the satellites too.

end of the market, and here the sound performance

The body of the speaker is an aluminium

may be a lesser concern. But in the case of

extrusion with acurved back that helps combat

Tannoy's new Arena speaker system, the company's
pedigree bodes well that asophisticated- looking

the build-up of internal standing waves that can
occur in a regular box loudspeaker. This shape

design may be more than just skin deep.

also confers strength on the cabinet, making a

These rounded, curvy-form loudspeakers gain
more respect once you've picked one of them up,
as hefting the weighty metal castings lets you

rigid shell to fix around the drivers. The crossover

know of the solid engineering within. The visuals
may appeal to different audiences according to

is fitted vertically at the back of the shell, and a
small amount of bonded acrylic fibre ( BAF) inside
helps to reduce ringing and resonance. To the rear
of the speaker is a single pair of connection
terminals — high quality posts with a chrome

reasons as you're driving down the street; and so
it can be with home audio, where it's been apoint

taste, and there is plenty of flexibility in the

of pride for some manufacturers to have spent the

the pod- like satellites, the centre speaker and the

finish. Each satellite weighs 2.5kg ( 5.51b), while
the centre speaker is rather heavier at 4kg (8.81b).

parts budget on the inside, relegating the exterior

subwoofer — which are available in a variety of

This centre speaker sports two main drivers fixed
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appearance of all the speakers in this package —
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Auditions
loudspeaker

Colour options are silver, black, white and bronze

With grille fitted but without mounting bracket

side by side, with the widerange tweeter sited in

with the neat design of drive unit and front reflex

the left-hand driver.

port there's probably less reason than usual to

You can take ar Arena pod out of its polystyrene
tray and simply place it on a shelf or stand,

hide this part away.
Once set up in asurround-sounc AV system,

connecting it to an amplifier using either bare

it was possible to sit back and enjoy the

wires or 4mm banana plugs. Or there is an

delicious small-scale sound that emanates

optional mounting foot, which can also serve as a

from these ear- fooling point sources. Without

wall bracket, allowing all wires to be hidden from

the subwoofer connected there's no low bass

Once you've picked them up, hefting
the weighty metal castings lets you know
of the solid engineering within

Centre
speaker on
optional foot
bracket

view ( although this will limi: cable choice to the

of consequence, of course, and yet in a small

thinnest of wires). Alternatively, there are custom

room it should still be possible to appreciate the

column stands which blend organically with the

finely-etched rendering of music. Adcing the sub

speaker, resulting in aparking meter- like construct

makes this atruly full- range system tnough, with

alone sans sub, there's arather ' hot' shading to

which makes an arresting change from most

Tannoy quoting an overall frequency response of

the higher frequencies, but wired as designed

speaker stands. If these are used, the total height

29Hz to 54kHz (-6dB).
If you've ever spent time with full- range

with the subwoofer taking a line- level signal

something of arevelation with Arena. Again, used

Then there are the detachable speaker grilles,

two-way concentric designs like KEF Uni Q or

(there's no high-level option for connecting to an
amplifier's main speaker outputs), the Arena

supplied as standard, made from a metal gauze

Tannoy Duals, and not been convinced by the

system could sound finely balanced, once the sub

which hdes the front panel entirely - although

sometimes ' darker' presentation, be prepared for

of stand- plus-speaker is 1018mm ( about 40in).

had been tweaked for best blending. There are
four principal controls here - crossover frequency,

Dual Concentrics all round

variable from

50Hz to

150Hz;

volume; ' LE

Extension', which varies the lower limit, the

Each of the five main speakers uses a100mm

results in increased

'Music' position giving deeper bass while the

(5in) Dual Concentric driver to cover around

resistance, which

'Theater' position increases the impact of film

nine octaves of the audio band, with the closed-

limits the incoming

low- frequency effects.

box subwoofer covering the area below about

power. Sensitivity of

phase control is also fitted, spanning 0 to 180°.
The ' LEE Mode' switch bypasses the sub's internal

A continuously-variable

100Hz. The 100mm unit uses a mixed fibre'

the satellites is

cone, based on paper, with a19mm titanium-

quoted as 88dB, 8

low-pass crossover, which is useful if you want to

domed tweeter fixed concentrically behind.

ohm impedance.

control the blending frequency from a suitably-

These drivers cross-over at 1.75kFtz, with a

The centre speaker

equipped AV processor.

2nd- order filter on the bass/mid unit and 1st-

sees its two mid/

order on the tweeter. The low- frequency filter

bass drivers wired

An automatic sleep function can also be
switched or, in which case the amplifier goes into

includes an impedance compensation network,

in series in order to

astandby state after 12 minutes of inactivity, and

and aseries capacitor to remove the deep bass

better match the

wakes up upon sersing a signal on its input.

that the satellite cannot reproduce

specification of the front and surround

There's plenty of flexibility in the siting of the

Overload Protection' is included, to protect the

speakers. Powering the subwoofer is a300W

subwoofer: it can be placed down on its longest

satellites at high running powers, and this takes

amplifier using proprietary BASH technology

side, with 10in wooer pointing outwards; it can

the form of a12W light bulb fitted in series. Its

from Ontario- based company Indigo. and this

be placed on its end, again with driver pointing

resistance is usually less than 1ohm, but if

uses aform of high- efficiency switching circuit.

out; or it can be lain on its side, with woofer

driven hard the pos.tive temperature coefficient

fed by aswitch- mode power supply.

Dynamic

pointing either up or down, in which case some
extension spikes help to give more clearance

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Aur:lio Consultants

Exclusive Brands to
Shadow Audio
Consultants:
ART Audio
Designed and handbuilt in England by
Tom Willis, ART
Audio Amplifiers are
not just beautiful to
behold, but beautiful to listen to as well.
Full- range available for demonstration.
Border Patrol
Valve amplifiers that
combine superb
sound quality
with clean retro
visuals.The elegant
hardwood plinths house modern, state
of the art triode valve circuitry that use
the latest high performance modern
components.

ART Audio
ART Loudspeakers
Audio Analogue
Aurum Cantus
Audio Physic
Audionet
AVI
Bel Canto
Black Rhodium

Blue Note
Border Patrol
Custom Design
Croft
GamuT
Goldring
Graaf
Hovland
Living Voice

Full-range available for demonstration.

every time.

Hovland
Hovland Company
designs and
manufactures
audio products to
accurately convey
the passion of music

sus

Full- range available for demonstration.

McIntosh
A laboratory is
not afactory; it is a
place where people
search for ways to
improve the quality
of life, where things
are designed and built to an ever- higher
standard, instead of aprice.
By design... there is nothing like a
McIntosh.

Full- range available for demonstration.

Full- range available for demonstration.

Croft
Made for the faithful
and the enthusiastic,
they are capable of
making the cynical
and jaded amongst us
relive the true miracle of High- Fidelity
audio reproduction.

Musical Fidelity
kW Series
The themes
underlying Musical
Fidelity's progress
have been value for money, sonic
excellence and beauty of design and
build.

Models: Croft Transvalve series, TS4 and
Charisma X available for demonstration.

Models: full MF range including
the entire kW series available for
demonstration.

GamuT
A range that
--.11111111p
consists of CD
Players, Pre and
Power Amplifiers.
Each and every product is scrutinised
down to the very last detail and the
result? Products that reproduce the
entire range of musical notes...

Stello
Sophisticated audio
components require
an experienced and
passionate team. From
engineers to chassis
designers, every one of April Music's
technical staff is an artisan who in most

Lumley
McIntosh
Musical Fidelity
Musical First
Opera
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Project

cases is amusician as well.
Full- range available for demonstration.
Vertex AQ cables
"Listen up, and don't
skip this section, 'cos
I'm about to reveal
the best improvement
in my hi-fi system for
adecade: - Paul Messenger,
Hi Fi +. Our favourite cables !!
Full-range available for demonstration.

Shadow Audio are major
stockists for a wide range
of brands including:

r=-1

Bel Canto
High- end audio
equipment that
brings you closer
to the music, reproducing sound sc.
precisely you'll think you re at alive
performance.

£995
£750
£995
£1595
£1250
£495
£1750
£650
£450
£695
£1495
£495
£475
£950
£895
£895
£1795
£2495
£1695
£1295
f865
£2995
£549

Amplifiers
AVI Lab Series Integrated. (
11500)
Audio Analogue Puccini Settanta (£950)
Musical FiderityA3 pre amp
Musical FidelityA3 power amplifier
Sugden Masterclass Mono blocks (£6300)
Sugden Masterclass Pre-amplifier (£2300)
Audio Note Soro SE + built in phono stage
Krell FPB300 power amp, (£ 10990)
Krell KRC-3 pre amp
Graaf GM50,KT88 valve amp, black,(£4000)
Audio ResearchVT200 mkII, (£ 10,000)

£995
£750
£470
£470
£4950
£1595
£1895
£
£4995
1695
f2995
£5995

and
many more.

Full-range available for demonstration
including the very limited edition SCDT300.
Wadia
Design true
State-of-the-art
CD Players.The
legendary Wadia 861 is now available in
three versions, which means the best is
now more affordable than ever!!
Full- range available for demonstration.
Wilson Benesch
The name Wilson Benesch is
synonymous with innovative
design and advanced
materials technology.They
set the standards by which
others are judged.
Full- range available for
demonstration
Music Evenings

Ii

Living Voice
The Auditorium series
comprises three D'appolito
designs. Simple, elegant,
book- matched cabinets
house performance that
exceeds the expectations
of the most discerning music lover. Each
models performance is well beyond it's
respective pricepoint
Full- range available for demonstration.
Shanling
A range Of very
distinctive, beautifully
built and superb
sounding valve based
products from China.

Best Part- Exchange Prices

Shanling CDT- 100 ( 3D accoustics), £ 1600
Audio Analogue Paganini 24/192 (£950)
Musical Fidelity A308CD player,
Advantage CD IS player, ( 14000)
Audio Analogue New Maestro (£ 1750)
Ah! NjoeTjoeb CD4000 ref Model (£899)
Sugden Masterclass CD, (£2500)
Audio Analogue Primo Setanta CD+Amp
Roksan Kano' MKIII silver/black ex-dem
Roksan Caspian M series CD player, £ 1100
Chord DAC 64, Boxed
Heart CD 6000, boxed
Audio Analogue Paganini
Audio Analogue Maestro, ex-dem
Meridian 508/24, as new
Primare D30.2, boxed
Sony SCD-1 SACD player
Marantz SA- 1SACD player, one owner
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista CD
Electrocompaniet EMC1
Unison Research Link°, as new
Krell KPS 20 cd player. £ 10k new
Musical FidelityA3.2 CD player

Townshend Audio
Unison Research
Wadia
Whest
Wilson Benesch
Vertex AQ

Full- range available for demonstration.

For full details of our extremely comprehensive range of products,
our extensive used listing, links to reviews, technical information
and much more, visit www.shadowaudio.co.uk

CD Players

QED
Ref 3a
Resolution
Roksan
Shanling
Soundstyle
Stello
Triangle
Trichord

Musical Fidelity X- I
50 v3 boxed as new.
Icon Audio MB25 300B Mono Blocks + LA3
EAR 899 integrated, (£ 3250)
Hovland HP 100 pre+ built in phono stage
Hovland Radia Power amplifier (£7995
Hovland HP200 + phono stage (£7325
Quad four forty valve preJpower £4000
Audio Analogue New Maestro (£ 1750)
Unison Research S2
Audio Analogue Primo Setanta
Unison Research SR I
Krell KAV 300i
Musical Fidelity NuVista Integrated
Chord SPM 3300 with integra legs
Pathos Classic One MKI
Musical Fidelity A308 Power amplifier
Musical Fidelity A308 Pre amplifier
Primare A30.1, boxed
Roksan Caspian
Musical Fidelity A3.2
CnoftTwinstar 2 £2500

.

£650
£1495
£1995
£3995
f6495
£5995
£2995
£1255
£575
£395
£895
£995
£1695
£3495
£795
£995
£995
£795
£695
£695
£995

Loudspeakers
Triangle Australe in cherry, (£3300)
Living-Voice Auditorium speakers in cherry
Totem Model One + beaks in Natural Cherry
Triangle Altea ES, boxed as new,92db!!! (£795)
Living Voice Avatar OBX-R in Cherry
Wilson Benesch Discovery, (£5700)
Martin Logan Ascent i, (new £4330)
Zingali Overture 3S, new £4200
Quad 989 ESL Vintage, new £5000
Quad 988 ESL in Nouveau, cost new £3750
Audio Physic Spark3,Cherry or light maple
Audio PhysicTempo 3i,Cherry or light maple
Audio PhisicTempo3i SE,Cherry/li tmaple
,
JM Lab MicroUtopia be with stands
Audio Physic Virgo Ill Cherry

to I4 ,
111
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Throughout
2005,
Shadow
Audio will
be holding
aseries
of Music
Evenings.

These will focus on aspecific product
or system. Experts will be on-hand at
all times to give advice and answer any
questions that you may have
Please register your interest as early
as possible to avoid disappointment as
places are limited and by appointment
only. An evening full of music and
friends - not to be missed.
We look forward to seeing you !!

VISA

MID

Met.

£1990
£1299
f699
£595
£2695
£3895
£2995
£2195
EPOA
£2999
£1250
£1395
£1799
£2295
f2895

F
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Wilson Benesch ACT 1in Cherry
Wilson Benesch Actor
Triangle Antal ES
ATCSCM 50 ASL, boxed
Martin Logan Aerius i
Opera Super Pavarotti MKII, boxed

£3595
£2295
£595
£3295
£995
£995

Analogue
Musical Fidelity kW Phono stage (£2300)
Musical Fidelity MI turntable, boxed as new
Sugden Masterclass Phono Stage (£ 1299)
Roksan Radius 5Acrylic, ex-dem (£850)
Pro-ject 2.9 wood + Ortofon 510 cartridge
Michell Orbe SE boxed as new
Tom Evans 'The Groove' phono stage(£ I
900)
Trichord Delphini 4box dual mono phono
Pro-ject RPM6 SB + cartridge
SME I
OA, boxed
Linn LP 12 lttok, very high spec
Michelle Gyro SE, RB300, boxed unused
Nottingham Analogue Spacedec
Kuzma Stabi / Stogi S
Michelle Orbe SE, boxed
Pro-ject RPM 9 (non-acrylic)
EAR 834P de- luxe phono stage
Ortofon Jubilee - very low hours
Trichord Dino - silver front

£1495
£1990
£795
£699
£350
£1595
£1250
£1295
£395
£2495
£795
£795
£695
£995
£1395
£695
£495
£795
£199

Miscellaneous
Magnum Dynalab DTS (£ 1000)
PS Audio P600 power plant (£ 2600)
Stax SRS 4040 tube system
Ecosse Legend SE I
m interconnect

£595
£1695
f695
£195

List is updated on adaily basis via
website

Shadow Audio Consultants, 21 - 22 Cadham Centre, Glenrothes, KY7 6RU
tel: 01592 744 779 Ifax: 01592 744 710 Iinfo@shadowaudio.co.uk Iwww.shadowaudio.co.uk

Auditions
loudspeaker

If desired, the optional foot bracket can be used
to mount asatellite on the listening room wall
Subwoofer can be sited in avariety of

enough to make the Arena actually tiring to listen

orientations to suit taste or for best sound,
including upward-firing...

to. And bass could be very muscular and profound,
set up in a 14 x12 x7.5ft living room with the
sub sited near the corner of the room. Iused the
...and side-

LEE input mode, with aNairn AV2 processor set
at 80Hz for bass management, and the satellite

firing. If set for
downward-

speakers set to ' small'.
Maximum volume is a little more limited

firing, the

compared to when using true full- range speakers,
but Ifound the system could be played relatively

removable grille
can be fixed to

loud and cleanly before signs of distress. On
dynamic peaks at higher volume, there was a
transitory cutting-out effect apparent, which may

the top surface
if desired

have been the action of the overload protection
circuit [see ' Dual Concentrics all round' panel].
Overall, the Tannoy Arena proved to offer ahigh
quality of sound reproduction, quite in keeping
with its smart designer looks. By increasing the
upper reach of the satellites' frequency response,
Tannoy

41111111111111.1011111111111111111liiii&
between the box and the floor. Given a5.1 speaker
system, there are many possibilities for trying a
variety of audio sources, from

low-resolution

to

given

this

speaker

effective

included for toning down the top end for more

the quality of the input sound, with CD sounding
quite respectable in a2.1 channel configuration.
Thanks

has

supertweeter performance; although this does
mean amildly bright balance, and no provision is

the

Dual

Concentric

driver

sensitive ears.
Soundstaging could be excellent too, with very
good spatial integrity heard from a variety of
listening positions. Considering the very high

digital audio DAB radio and Dolby Digital DVD
soundtracks, through CD stereo material (which
can be converted to amatrix 5.1 surround system,

arrangement, it is possible to move around a
variety of listening positions without obvious shifts
in tonal colour. In this respect alone, the Arena

quality of construction, the level of thought that
has gone into the design and styling, and the

such as DTS Neo:6 or Dolby Pro Logic II), to true
discrete surround sound from DTS, DVD-A and

deserves careful consideration by anyone looking

revealing and musical sound itself, this package

for ahigh-quality sub/sat system for use in areal

actually appears to be very well priced at just
£1200 for the core system. Highly recommended,

Soundstaging could be excellent too,
with very good spatial integrity heard
from avariety of listening positions

not just for turning heads, but highly competent
sound performance too. II

Supplier
Tannoy

11

SACD. As with any speaker, the better the signal

living room, as the issue of a hot seat' where the

fed them, the more impressive they will sound.

sound will be at its best is almost irrelevant.

Given compressed digital audio, such as from UK

The sound that you do hear from most positions

digital terrestrial TV, there is amore brittle quality
to the sound, accentuated by the speakers' slightly

is clear and bright, with a little increased zing'

explicit extension into the high frequencies. But
this becomes less conspicuous when you improve

www.hifinews.co.uk

01236 420199
www.tannoy.com

Hu-FiNews verdict
Tannoy's luxurious lifestyle satellites use the Dual

apparent on steel-strung acoustic guitar and

Concentric two- in- one driver principle to good effect,
with asound that's revealing and musical, if alittle

hi- hat cymbals. Midrange sounded a little set
back in relation to treble, but this balance was not

bright. The matching sub is capable and versatile.
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Audio Research

VM22O

upstart transistors didn't and, 35 years later, the

is usual in life, quality does not come cheap and

debate still goes onln the meant me, the brand
has gone from strength to strength and is one of

the price of these two mcoottlocks, at £4500
each in the UK, would pay for a perfectly good

hen Audio Research first started selling
valve amplifiers some 35 years ago, the

the few North American audiophile manufacturers

genre was already obsolete — having

quality, or high-end equipment — and all without

new family car. Add the price of the reference preamp Iusec with it, at apourd under £ 10k, and
that could buy agood luxury car.

Audio Research VM220
PRICE

£4500

W

still in business making the same kind of high-

been ousted by technically superior transistorised

pandering to shifting fashion.

amplifiers. To some observers it must have seemed

Research Corporation has adhered firmly to a

Indeed, Audio

It's certainly alot or money, bit each monoblock
is asizeable piece of well-pt..t together audiophile

about as logical as re- introducing the steam car or

wnning formula — build quality to die for and

real estate. Indeed, viewed against some of the

the Zeppelin airship, but to founder William Z

sound quality to match. It still builds the stuff

competition out there, these amps start to look

Johnson, it would have been entirely logical.
Transistor amplifiers were both lighter and

like it used to, with casework featuring chunky
panels of finely-finished anodised aluminium and

like good value for money. Each monoblock,
incidentally measures 445mm %aide, 200mm high

cheaper watt-for-watt ban valve- based designs,

thick black paint. The appearance of its products

and 480mm deep and weighs in at a gnat's

but there were dark muttering from ahard-core
of audiophiles and music lovers who opined that

is more akin to laboratory instrumentation than
domestic sound reproducing equipment, but this

whatsit under 25kg. Jus: look at the build quality
and you'll see what Imean. Just as with any

valves offered acertain sonic something that the

is the much- loved classic Audio Research look. As

aspirational luxury DrodJct, the price may seem
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6550s ' right' take
on output duties;
the 6NIPs lbelowl
have damping rings;
reservoir capacitors
are by Nichicon

These monoblocks
will set you back the
price of acar, but
you'll own an amp
that will make you
love your music
basic circuit as the less powerful stereo VMS55
and VS110, Audio Research claims this is the

and the improved power supply, are claimed to

first time fully-differential operation has been
applied in the Vseries.

dynamics. I'm going on long-term memory but,
having reviewed the VS11C ir these pages a
couple of years back, Ireckor that the sound is

The VM220 uses the same number of output
valves as the VS110. These are matched 6550C

improved - as ndeed it should be. The level cf

beam power tetrodes, which are paralleled to give

negative feedback applied in the VM220 is qu te
mocest at just 14dB, yet even so the overall

extra power. Like the VS110, it uses 6N1P twin
triode valves as output-stage driver/followers. In

bandwidth is asurprising 10Hz to 100kHz. wnicn

the VM220 there are four 6N1P valves in total.

suggests awide open- loop bandwidth ( befor.
eNFB
is applied). Rated power, fcr 0.5% distortion is

These are used for the driver stage, and provide
balanced

differentia and

unbalanced

inputs

(switchable), allowing it to match any Audio
Research pre-amplifier - including those in the
company's Reference series such as the Ref ll
Mark II, used for auditioning in this review.
Audio Research is very cagey about exachow it
has improved sound quality in the VM220, but

crazy or entirely justifiable, depending on one's
particular viewpoint.
But, whatever anyone thinks, price is always an
issue. To gain market share the company has been

provide greater bass extension, clarity, air and

200W. but Audio Research claims that some
230W is available before ' clipping' sets in.
SOUND QUALITY
On firing up the VM220s in the system Iwas half
expecting :o react by thinking, ' Yes, Iknow it's
very nice, but wha: about the price?' But after a

This amplifier wants to kick your
butt and stroke the sensibilities at
the very same time

introducing more powerful and affordable designs,
few bars Iwas secretly nodding to myself in that

such as the VS55 and VS110, with improved

the methods used include careful selection of

sound quality to woo new buyers. The 200-watt

passive components, and choice of internal wiring

knowing way that says 'Yes,

VM220 was designed in response to customer

and solder formulation.

Design tricks up its

the essence of Audio Research.' The VM220 is

requests for amonoblock more powerful than the

collective sleeve include a solid-state regulated

one of those products that takes very little time to

VS110 - and at areasonable price - although of
course two are required for stereo..

power supply with low ESR ( Effective Series
reservoir ( smoothing)

weave its magic. From the first bars its qualities
became apparent ( initially Wth aMusical Fide:ity

Resistance)

Nichicon

see: Iunderstand

capacitors, providing a claimed total of 332

A306 CR pre-amp). Here was a deep, broad

TECHNOLOGY
The VM220's circuit is billed as fully differential

kilojoules of energy s:orage.
There's also the new extra-wide- bandwidth

soundstage with warmth and richness, sparkling

push-pull, which Itake to mean from input right

output transformer ( c.istom-made, as with all
Audio Research amp ifiers). The new transformer,

texture. Bass was surprising)/ deep and powerful

through to the output. While based on the same

www.hifinews.co.uk

treble ard awide-open clarity, transparercy and
for avalve ampfifier, while treble was smooth ard
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99 cds

99 cep

fm tuner

pre-arnplfier

stereo power amplifier

mono power amplifier

909 stereo power amplifier

quad 99 series
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Ili Fi, 0161 8398869 * Montrose Robert Richie, 01674 673765 • New Malden Unilet Sound & Vision, 0208 9429567
*Newcastle Global Iii Fi retire, 0191 2303600 * Newcastle (metro) Lintone Audio, 0191 4600999 * Norwich Martins
HI-FI, 01603 627010 * Nottingham John Kirk, 01159 252986 * Nottingham Sevenoaks, 01159 112121 * Oxford Audio T,
01865 765961 * Preston Sevenoaks, 01772 825777 • Rugby Sounds Expensive, 017:: 540772 * Salisbury Salisbury Hi Fi,
01722 322169 * Scarborough Zen Audio, 01723 350850 * Sheffield Moorgate Acoustics, 0114 275 6048 * Shrewsbury
SMC Sound and Vision, 01743 232317 * Solihull Music Matters, 0121 742 0254 * Southampton Sevenoaks, 02380 337770
' * Staines Sevenoaks. 01784 440777 • Stourbridge Music Matters, 01384 444184 * Sutton Goldfield Music Matters,
0121 3542311 * Swindon Sevenoaks, 01793 610992 ellmbridge Wells Sounds of Music, 01892 545688 * Warrington
Doug Brady, 01925 828009 * Watford Ili Fi City 01923 226169 • Weybridge Sevenoaks, 01932 828525 * Wigan Adventures
In HI Fi, 01942 234202 * Witham Sevenoaks. 01376 501733 • Woverhampton Sevenoaks, 01902 312225 * Worcester
Wircester
01905 612929 * Wrexham Acton Gate Audio, 01978 364500 * York %fiches Hi Fi, 01904 629659
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clean, avoiding that rolled-off dulled and frankly
over-soft sound which can so often afflict valve

Real world Research

amplifiers. This is no rose-tinted tonal balance.
Later, Ibrought an Audio Research Reference

On apurely practical level, the VM220 has a

there are also output-transformer taps for both

hot- start circJit, which prevents the amplifier

4and 8- ohm loudspeakers. Iused the 8ohm

pre-amp into the system, with Crystal Connect

being re- started too soon after being turned off.

Reference balanced XLR interconnects, and this

The aim here is to prevent an in- rush of current

terminals for my listening tests.
For remote or multi--oorn installations, in

simply reinforced my view of the VM220, giving
yet more of that depth and warmth, further
enhanced by a Musical Fidelity kW SACD player

to the valves before they have cooled down.
Full bias adjustability is offered by means of

using the valve-amplified outputs.
From memory, the VM220 certainly had better

slotted potentiometers and voltage- measuring
sockets on the rear panel of the amp. For use
with as wide arange of speakers as possible,

which the amplifiers may be hidden ii a ( large)
cupboard away fron the actual listening
room(s) there's a12 volt control input with
daisy-chained output which allows the amps to
be linked and turned on and off by wire.

bass grip and treble clarity than the stereo Audio
Research VS110. The upper midrange and treble
seem to have been opened out nicely. Whereas
the VS110 had more of atypical warm, cuddly,
rounded valve sound, the VM220 was having none
of this. This amp wants to kick your butt and
stroke the sensibilities at the same time. Audio
Research claims it has the bass grip and
bandwidth of a transistor amplifier with the air
transparency of valves. That is something of an
over-simplification, but Ikind of understand what
they mean. If you really want the grip atransistor

GLOW0
•

amp gives then, ultimately, silicon land is where
you'll find it, but Icertainly didn't feel shortchanged by the VM220. Perhaps this was because
the bass was so finely formed and richly textured.
Though generalisations are always dangerous
there is no doubt in my mind that valves present
sound and music differently to transistors. Yet

Voltage measuring sockets, remote control inputs, output transformer taps... the ARC is flexible

with the VM220 Iwas less conscious of avalve-

Galanta [
Scottish SO/Mackerras, Linn Records
CKD 234], i: was the lovely deep spacious

versus-transistor schism, than simply of great
sound and great music. The best way Ican put it
was that, with the VS110, Ifelt there was achoice

acoustics, the well-articulated clarinet and
rounded, sonorous horns which told their story. In

On 'Vicious', the guitar cut through like
a blade from the back, Lou's vocals
stayed clear while the bass pounded

Transformer. Again, this is not the cleanest and
smoothest CD, but in he hands of the VM220 the
essence of the music comes through. On 'Vicious',
the guitar cut through like ablade from the back,
Reed's vocals stayed clear while the bass lines
pounded. In truth, though, this was one of the rare
times Ifelt that the bass could have benefited
from transistor drive and thrust, but it is so well
controlled and nicely textured it didn't matter. On
'Perfect Day' the main vocal stayed forward, the
piano was crisp and the sound cavernously wide.
On ' Walk on the Wild' side every detail was audible

of heart over head. The VS110 won the heart if

these pieces — even in the 'ode passages — the

— bass strings slapping in all their glorious

not the head, but for me the VM220 wins on both
counts. The ' problem' was that with asound as

strings stayed clean and clear, as though the

harmonic richness.

good as this there's adistinct tendency to forget

VM220 could literally handle anything.
My old Pentatore recording of Beethoven's

SUMMING UP

writing notes and simply play music ( now, there's

Symphony 2 [ Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra/

It's both difficult anC easy to sum up this amp. It

anovel thought). So I've had to go back and make

Masur, PTC 5186 143], was similarly smooth and

wants you to love music, and if you didn't love it

notes with specific tracks, but these are by no

yet incisive in the strings and here it was the

with your old amp . fier, well, it's going to damned

means the only ones played.
With Grieg's Piano Concerto in Aminor [ Bergan

confidence and assertiveness of the orchestral
sound that was telling. The rich homogeneity and
texture of massed instruments combined with a
'big' soundstage gave this replay a realistic

well make you love it now. In asystem that will do
it justice, it's both delicate and assertive, powerful
and restrained, brilliant and soft. It's as enigmatic

PO/Rudd/Noriko Ogawa, 131S-SACD-11911 the
strings had appropriate clarity and crispness yet
were smoothly textured at the same time.
Meanwhile, the piano, a difficult instrument to

oneness and feeling of scale.

handle at the best of times, was very well
reproduced, sounding both dynamic and powerful
and yet having plenty of weight and attack, along

Broken English [
Island CID 8023 524 036-21 is
handed to the listener carefully — like razor-sharp

with clarity and brilliance.
Noriko's playing style in this piece, was at one

Shifting genres, Marianne Faithfull's voice in

fragments of aonce fine piece of china. You can
hear the heartache, angst and longing — it's all
there in intimate detail with this CD.

moment, light in touch and delightfully playful,

With some starker, amplifiers one hears mainly

and the next, firm, powerful, and assertive yet

the brittleness in her voice and then she can
sound simply thin, flat and harsh. The VM220, by

delicate. Indeed, this could be ametaphor for the
VM220's sound — light, shade, power, delicacy,
weight, inner clarity and measured brilliance — all
covered in one example. In Kodaly's Dances of

www. hifinews. co . uk

comparison, aelivers her fragility, strength and
passion — and every layer of the dense studio
production. Finally, that old favourite Lou Reed's

as aflower-arranging Sumo wrestler but somewhat
easier on the eyes and ears. Just don't expect to
hear it and not to alter your audio perceptions. III
David Berriman

Supplier
Absolute Sounds
020 8971 3909
www.audioresearch.c DM

Hi-FiNews verdict
Warm, wide-open, rich and yet with sparkling treble,
the VM220 is sure to woo yet more buyers to the ARC
cause. Detailed yet never brittle, it's one for the heart
and the head. Classic tube looks, to boot.
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Jukebox, CD player, DVD recorder... how do
the latest media PCs fare as the hub of ahi-fi
or AV system? David Allcock tests three

F

or many, the PC is the bland, noisy, unreliable
box found in their office or, if at home, the

disc burnt by the Windows Media Center
2005 can only be replayed on the machine

and portable audio units, a 10/100baseT

object their children use for games. But have

that recorded it. Finally, a PC will allow

have you ever thought of installing one in

you to archive LPs and tapes to CD via its

your hi-fi or home cinema system? If the
answer is no then there are good reasons
why you should. The first is that a PC

line input. What's more, you can edit
tracks and clean up the sound before
committing them to CD-R.

network adaptor, two IEEE1394 FireWire
inputs, 3.5mm headphone and microphone
connectors, UHF TV aerial input, video

makes an excellent jukebox. You can store
all your CDs on it ( uncompressed naturally)
and call them up for replay.
A PC is also an excellent DVD player,
having software that allows images to he

Needless to say, all of these functions

network

connector,

802.11b/g

wireless

inputs on an S-video and composite video
connector, and a pair of RCA stereo
connectors. Meanwhile, the DVD drive is a

require that the PC is equipped with
flexible software; high- quality analogue-

dual-layer DVD-RW/CD-RW type that
enables the reading, writing and re-writing

to- digital and digital- to-analogue audio
converters: S/PDIF outputs to feed

of not just CD and DVD media, but new

The PC can also be used as aDVD
recorder, allowing you to record TV
programs to its hard disc

dual-layer media, too, allowing 8.5GB to
be stored on asingle disc.
The software supplied is comprehensive.
Unlike the other machines here this
includes Sonicstage audio editing and
recording software, Intervideo WinDVD 5,
Click to DVD for recording external video
to DVD, Sonic Record Now! and Premier
Standard video editing software. And

scaled before being

displayed

on

a

flatscreen display or projector. The PC
often has much more processing power
than that found in these latter devices,

surround-sound to an AV receiver or
processor; a high-quality video graphics
card, preferably with DVI output for the
latest displays ( thereby keeping video

plus scaling software that's potentially

content all-digital from end to end); and a

superior, so in most cases you can bypass

stable operating system [see panel. right).

the external display's internal scaler and
enjoy optimal picture quality.

SONY VAIO VGC-V2S

The PC can also be used as a video

The Vaio VGC-V2S is an all- in-one system.

recorder, allowing you to record TV

It offers a 20in widescreen WXGA screen

programmes to its hard disk. You can keep

with speakers mounted beneath. four USB

them there for viewing, or burn them onto

connectors, one Memory Stick Pro socket

a blank DVD-R disc for later viewing,
though acurrent limitation is that a DVD

to transfer data to and from Sony's flash
memory devices, used in Sony cameras
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that's all running on the basic Windows
XP Ilotne edition. If there's adrawback it's

Operating system
The operating system of choice is aversion of the
ubiquitous Microsoft Windows XP, called Media
Center 2005, though Sony has gone its own way
with Windows XP Home and its own front end. One
thing common to all machines is that they use Intel
Pentium 4processors rather than the cheaper AMD
Athlon, employ 512MB RAM, and include one or two
TV tuners, either analogue or Freeyiew. As for
peripherals, all come supplied with awireless
keyboard and mouse with aremo:e control.

hifinews.co.uk

starts here.
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Sony Vaio

VGC-1/2S,
Price £ 1799
Sony
www.sony.co.uk
01932 816 000

Lowdown
The Sony Vaio VGC-V2S is the all- in-one system,
with the screen and the PC built into one unit.
However, it's aclosed-architecture machine.

that this is aclosed-architecture machine,
meaning it has no PCI card slots, no AGP
slot for improving the graphics and none
of its components can be upgraded at a
later date. This is asignificant limitation
as PCs become obsolete fast.
Starting with audio, the Sony is crippled
by its limited soundcard ( 16-bit, 48kHz)
and alack of RCA connectors. An adaptor
cable could be used to convert 3.5mm
stereo jacks to RCA phono, but the 3.5mm
connector is not ideal in hi-fi terms. Once

The Sony again falls short as aDVD player,
with the lack of high-quality video output
being the problem. Even a £30 DVD player
bought on the high street can output RGB
or component video, so the omission of
this level of connectivity on such an
expensive machine would suggest Sony
has failed to understand that its potential
audience will want to watch DVDs on
something larger than a20in LCD screen.
The Sony also had serious problems as a
PVR and DVD recorder, as the internal TV

Sony has failed to understand that its
audience will want to watch DVDs on
something larger than a20in screen
you've connected your audio system to
this machine you'll hear a sound that is
thin, with poor imaging and soundstaging.
High frequencies lack air and sound
congested and splashy. Meanwhile, the
midrange is closed-in and has an opaque
quality, distancing the listener from the
performance. Bass is extended and firm,
but loses out in areas of speed and texture,
making the differentiation of bass guitar
and synthesized bass difficult.
As an audio recorder this machine has
serious limitations, with alack of dynamic
range and inferior soundstaging. The use
of an external USB-based solution, such as
those provided by M-Audio [
HFN Dec '02,
May '04] would bring huge improvements.
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tuning card refused to acknowledge the
connection of the TV aerial and the
presence of any TV channels. Despite my
best efforts Iwas unable to get the internal
TV input card to even display apicture.
Having worked with PCs for the last 18
years, Iknow this was not a software
problem; it may have been a hardware
fault, but this could not be confirmed
before this review was completed.
HP MEDIA CENTER M1150 UK
The £ 799 HP is based around the
conventional midi-tower computer look. It
has aDVD±RW drive with CD-RW ability,
allowing it to read, write and re-write
almost any kind of 5in optical media. A

Both CD and
DVD discs load
in averticallymounted drive,
with VO ports
below this

generous six USB 2.0 ports are included
along with two IEEE1394 FireWire and
audio and video inputs. It also has a9-in-1
media card reader to enable it to read and
write any modern memory card used in
digital cameras or MP3 flash players.
As for video, this is provided by an ATI
Radeon X300SE on a PCI-Express bus
along with a conventional video out for
TV. Audio is courtesy of aCreative Audigy
2ZS sound card — a 24/96 DVD-Audio
compatible design. Video input is managed
by aHauppauge Win-TV PVR that includes
an FM tuner. Finally, the HP has three
further PCI slots inside to accommodate
further expansion and updates.
This machine is shipped with a huge
amount of software. On the AV front is
Intervideo WinDVD Creator, Sonic Record
Now CD/DVD creation software, Microsoft

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Hewlett Packard Media Center

M1150 UK
Price £ 799
Hewlett Packard
www.hp.co.uk
0845 270 4142

Lowdown
The Hewlett Packard is a traditional- looking
computer that has had its internals modified to
function as amedia center. It can be upgraded.

Movie Maker 2, Windows Media Player 9
and Apple iTunes. Nevertheless, while
this machine does provide aVGA output
to allow the connection of a plasma or
video projector, and has an S-video fourpin DIN connector that connects to a
regular TV, the problem is the audio
connectivity. The Audigy 2ZS sound card
is capable of very good sound, but all
connections are again via 3.5mm mini
jacks — as used on personal stereos — and
the driver circuit behind these are of poor

Freeview digital TV card. Yet again this
machine is compromised by the inability
to obtain high-quality audio from the
machine. Image quality, however, is very
clean, with a slight loss of contrast and
increase in picture noise being the obvious
weakness when compared with something
like the Panasonic DMR-E85.
A further problem is the supplied
software, Sonic Record Now. This lacks
both functionality and flexibility compared
with a higher quality solution such as

quality. Even the S/PDIF digital output is
on 3.5mm connectors. This is apuzzle as

current market leader Nero 6 Ultra. The
HP also lacks any kind of audio recording

11

The HP's Audigy soundcard is capable
of very good sound, but all connections
are via 3.5mm mini-jacks
it

PCI slots
provide audio
and video
connectivity
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with TosLink digital I/O. The result is that
recording and playing back audio on this
machine is unsatisfying. Timing is poor,
bass lines lack dynamics and impact,

steel and into this is set a slot-load DVD
recorder, able to read and write CD-RW,
software, which for amachine designed to
and DVD-RW discs. However, this is the
be versatile is a massive oversight. I only PC in this line-up unable to handle
installed Syntrillium Cool Edit Pro 1.2a,
dual-layer DVD±R format discs. The front
but even then it proved impossible to make
panel is also home to a pair of USB 2.0
a high- quality recording. While the
connectors, an IEEE1394 connector, aline
Hewlett Packard is clearly avery capable
input and mic input.

midrange is cloudy and vague and there is
little high-frequency extension.

machine and has the potential to be
upgraded, it has shortcomings, too.

this card is available with standard RCA
line input and output connectors together

The good news is that as a PVR this
machine is much better, though the image
lacks the clarity offered by a standalone
DVD recorder. As good as the Hauppauge
PVR 250 card is, it could still be improved
if the HP had been equipped with a
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EVESHAM E-BOX
The E-Box is the only machine here that
actually looks at home in arack of audio
equipment or in the living room next to
the TV. Its front panel is made from 6mm

To the rear are four USB 2.0 connectors,
dual VGA connectors — one a traditional
15-pin 'D' type, and asecond video output
on aDVI connector partnered with an Svideo connector. This allows the E-Box to
be connected to the new breed of digital
input video devices on HDMI or DVI for
optimal picture quality. This is the only

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Evesham

-Box
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Evesham
www.evesham.com
0870 160 9500

1

.

Lowdown

•

Compact design with limited height means PCI expansion slots are horizontally mounted
machine here to feature a digital video
output, and this shows in the picture
quality available. It's also the only machine
to make use of Windows Media Center
2005 twin-tuner support. In this case you
have twin Freeview GDI Black Gold tuners,
plus apair of S-video inputs to connect a
satellite TV, set-top box or avideo recorder
for digitizing your own recordings from
video to hard disk. There is also aTosLink
digital output.
Sadly, RCA audio inputs and outputs
are missing on the E-Box, though apair of
PCI expansion slots allows the possibility

DVD, and Pinnacle Studio V9 for creating
your own DVDs from recordings made to
the hard drive. Again this machine really
needs agood audio recording package and
CD/DVD creation package like the current
market leader, Nero 6.
Once again the lack of quality audio
inputs and software made it difficult to
obtain good quality recordings from an
external source, with the seemingly
insensitive inputs requiring high levels to
register even moderate levels. The result
was that recordings had little dynamic
range and sounded flat and uninvolving.
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CONCLUSION

having the hard edge that Ihear with
TosLink connections, the sound was
fundamentally enjoyable with good lateral
soundstage presentation, multiple layers

the best tuner provision here by far, and
has aTosLink digital output. It still lacks a

in the depth plane, and abass line with
real extension and drive. Midrange was
still opaque compared with amodern £300
CD player, but good vocal intelligibility at
least made this afar more listenable system
than the others here.
Likewise the video, given its Freeview
digital tuners and digital video output,

quality soundcard with RCA connectors
and S/PDIF digital in/out connectivity,
and its software really needs something
better than Sonic Record Now, but the EBox is saved by its high quality DVI video
output and flawless performance as aPVR
and DVD recorder, plus its excellent DVD
picture. This is the one for audio use. •

gi

the PC, audio cables to and from the PC,
and long S-video cables to connect the PC
to aTV, and aDVI to VGA adaptor. Then
there's the ATI Radeon X300 graphics card.
In short, the Evesham is unquestionably
the most complete package on test.
As for software, along with Media Center
2005 comes the same Sonic Record Now
as the other machines, Cyberlink Power

was arevelation compared with the other
PCs on test. Contrast and clarity were far
greater, resolution was dramatically
superior, while colour rendering put the
other machines to shame. With DVD this
PC was at least as good as the new Denon
DVD-1910, if not ashade smoother when
using its DVI output. This machine has the
feel of areal, high quality AV component.

In this group the Sony was a huge
disappointment. Its display is too small
for use in most living rooms or home
cinemas, it has no video output, the audio
interfacing is poor, it has an analogue tuner
that doesn't work and yet it costs £1700.
The Hewlett Packard has agood video
output, though this is still only analogue
and there's no provision for digital output
on either TosLink or S/PDIF. It also lacks
software for audio recording. There again,
video images were clear and it has an
analogue tuner of good quality. Being
limited in its audio outputs means it just
misses out on recommendation.
This leaves the Evesham E-Box. It boasts

Then there's the ATI Radeon X300
graphics card... in short, the Evesham is
the most complete package on test
of these being added later. It would have
been nice for the multiple 3.5mm stereo
output jacks on the back panel to have
been abandoned in favour of aset of useful
connectors. Still, along with this array of
connectors, Evesham supplied a twin
output aerial booster for the Freeview
tuners, aerial cables from the booster to

Evesham's E- Box is designed to look like apiece
of AN equipment rather than aPC and comes with
all the cables you'll need to get up and running.

News was better with CD playback. Even
though the internal audio card has poor
analogue outputs, the TosLink output
allowed the E-Box to be connected to a
quality outboard DAC and, while still

www.hifinews.co.uk

Suppose someone had the bright idea of making

powered subs. KEF Uni Q ® arrays that

audiophile quality sound affordable by using a

flood the room with clear, spatially accurate

unique technology developed for some of the

and minutely detailed 3D sound.

world's finest speakers. Suppose the success of
the resulting range doesn't go to their heads;

Now suppose it cost no more than its

instead, they set about improving the design

award-winning predecessor. How br illiant

with dozens of ingenious refinements.

is that?

That's the story of the new Q series.A complete
range, with logical steps in performance from
the iQ Ibookshelf and dipole surrounds to
awesome floorstanders, centre channels and

SERIES
www. kef. com
KEF Audio ( UK), Eccleston Road,Tovil, Maidstone, Kent, ME IS 6QP U.K. T: + 44 (0) 1622 672261. F: + 44 (0) 1622 750653

The ProAc
Response 1115

The Response D15, renowred musicality and superb looks.
Beautiful British' hand crafted cabinets, high tech drive units
all seamlessly mated by the same design team for over 32
years. Involving, exciting and 'natural on all types o' music.

NOT JUST A SPEAKER, AN INVESTMENT.
01280 700147 www.proac-loudspeakers.com

OProAc

perfectly natural

Auditions

DVD player/decoder

Naim Audio

DVD5 & AV2

They may look like the perfect couple, but will
Naim's DVD and decoder make sweet music
(and film) together?

Naim Audio DVD5/AV2
PRICE £ 23501£2395

N

aim added the AV2 processor to its
catalogue three years ago, a surround-

sound decoder designed to expand a
stereo hi-fi system into one that could be used for

And if it becomes too tiresome to scroll through

Discrete ES, where ES holds a truly separate

unused inputs, these can be disabled readily
enough during set-up. The ' mode' button changes

channel to make 6.1 channels). But by pressing

the surround preset, so that most inputs can opt
between Mono, Stereo, Dolby Pro Logic II ( Music
or Movie versions), and DIS Neo:6 ( Music or

home cinema or multi- channel music. Unusually,

Cinema versions). Of course, if the AV2 is taking a
bitstream digital feed from the DVD5, this may be

it was an audio-only product, where most such

decoded from its native format, like Dolby Digital

processors include video switching capability in

(5.1 or Surround EX versions, the latter having an
additional ' virtual' rear channel), or DIS ( 5.1 or

the same box. At the time an additional video

11

An ethernet cable allows the AV2's
status to be overlayed graphically
through the DVD5's video output

and holding ' input' or ' mode' buttons it is possible
to set up the entire processor for the desired
number of channels in the room, such as 4.0,
2.1, etc, and to dial- in speaker distances and
adjust all channels' relative levels. It's also
possible to tweak the balance of surround steering
for the matrix surround modes.
When the DVD5 is added to al AV2, an ethernet
cable connected between the two boxes allows
the AV2's status to be cleverly overlayed
graphically through the DVD player's ydeo output.
This includes such information as volume setting,
showing ahorizontal coloured bar and numerical
count, plus the selected surround mode. Of
course, this is only of use when watcning DVD
because other video sources, such as digital TV,

routing box was promised to follow, but this role
has in part now been fulfilled by the Naim DVD5
DVD player, which was given a full technical
review by Paul Miller in May 2004. To see how
the two units work as the front-end of amusic and
film system, we decided to bring the pair together
for further investigation.
Stacked together the AV2 and DVD5 certainly
look the perfect couple. They share the same
industrial design as Naim's entry-level 5 series
components, such as the NAIT5 integrated amp
and CD5 CD player, although both of these AVcentric boxes cost over £2000 each.
In day-to-day use, you can operate all the AV2's
functions via the front controls, which is something
astonishing when you realise that there are only
two

buttons)

The

button

marked ' input'

is

ordinarily used to select input audio source, with
repeated presses rotating through available inputs.

www . hifinews.co.uk

Inside the DVD5:
note the large
toroidal
transformer,
unusual for aDVD
player. This is the
stereo version —
optional
multichanel board
fits directly above
the re2rmost
daughter board
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usical Fidelity

Spendor

If you don't want to go to the
ends of the earth to find the
right product and you don't
want to pay the earth, maybe
you should take atrip to New
Malden in Surrey

STOP searching

WAIT ROSE

LOOK at our website

HIGH

LISTEN in our demo rooms

EtAIDA
the symbol of

NEW

WALDEN

UNILET

For 33 years or more we've
beer stocking, demonstrating
and advising on the very best
hi-fi equipnent.

STREET

NI

Ill• It \

Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street, New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4BY
Tel: 020 8942 9567
Fax: 020 8336 0820
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DVD player/decoder

Control Freakery
With their minimalist front panels, it's easy to
assume that Naim has left out many essential
control

features

from

these

products.

Not

necessarily so, although to get fully up- to- speed
on using them, you'll definitely need to pore
over the operating manual for alittle time. The
remote handset is adifferent story, because as
is the case with most modern units, the greatest
level of control is only accessible from the
handheld remote.
On the DVD5 are just four buttons, marked
'prey', ' next', ' stop' and

play'. To pause a

playing disc, press and hold ' play', and repeat
to unpause. Ejecting a disc is possible by
pressing ' stop' when adisc is already stopped.
And to put the player into standby, press ' play'
and ' stop' together.

If the AV2

is already

connected via ethernet cable, this will go into
standby simultaneously with the DVD5, and
they will awake together when one is taken out
of standby. And with no disc spinning, pressing
and holding the ' next' button changes video
mode between PAL and NTSC.
On the AV2. there is no mute button facility
from the fascia, but if it is muted and then the
handset is mislaid, it can be taken out of mute
by winding the volume down to zero, then back
up to the desired volume.
will be connected directly to adisplay or projector
without passing througr the DVD5. But setting up
the AV2 is certainly more intuitive though the onscreen display, as to do so from the front panel
requires some careful reading ot the handbook.
As a combined sourcehecocing solution, the
Naim DVD5 and AV2 make agreat front-end to a Deceptive simplicity: Naim's front panels look spetan, but the control functions are comprehensive
home cinema system, with the player offering DVI
digital video output for modern disp'ays, plus

more limitations on DVD-A than usual, namely

various forms of component video sun as RGB

problems with downmixing asix-channel DVD-A

it is possible to get a very good ambient effect

HV and YPbPr HV.

Several adjustments are

album to anything beyond basic 5.1 playback.

from stereo music, and in practice this proved

possible for the cinephiie wanting to optimise the

This issue is schedulec for remedy in aforthcoming

highly effective for expanding the soundfield.

With Naim's minimalist front panels,
you'll definitely need to pore over the
manuals to get fully up to speed

and using either Dolby Pro Logic II or DIS Neo:6

There is an ongoing process of revisions and
improvements for both these highly sophisticated
pieces of equipment, and thanks to the softwarebased control architecture these can be fairly
easily applied with the help of a Windows PC

if

through

an

RS232

interface.

With

Naim's

commitment to support this new AV direction, you
can be confident that not only is this combination

picture, such as YC Delay adjustment, Film Mode,

update, but at present, if the multi-channel DVD-

one of the best ways to experience first-class

and 30 FPS Detection controls, which can all

Adecoder board is fitted it is not really possible to

pictures and sound right now, but will continue to

help improve picture quality in certain situations,

provide the necessary management to downmix to

be so in the future. U

if you have the time and patience to play. Asmall

another surround configuration other than 5.1.

Supplier

issue with the DVD5 is the cooling fan, which

Listening to DVD-A is still as frustrating as it's

switches on when the player reaches a certain

always been. Effectively navigating adisc without

Naim Audio

temperature. While fairly quiet, and certain:y

ascreen is not an option, as different disc authors

quieter than the typical fan noise from a video

have various ideas on what soundtracks to put on

01722 332266
www.naim-audio.com

projector, it was still aLdible in hushed moments

adisc, and where to put them. And downmixing

in music and films.

5.1 DVD-A to straight stereo is often a real

As amusic system, this pairing is able to play

compromise for quality sound, as confirmed with

DVD-Audio, DIS DVDs and CDs, and regular CD

the DVD5 before the multi-channel board was

(where the DVD5 can sound better than aCD5);

fitted. Overall sound quality of many discs — not

and in all cases afull surround-sound experience

the fault of the DVD5 — is rarely comprehensively

is available if desired. But at present there are

better than that from CD. But playing regular CDs

www.hifi news. co. uk

Andrew Harrison

1-11-FiNews verdict
The units work well together and are fully upgradeable,
so all- in- all this combined source/decoding system
makes a stunning front end to a home video and
music system. Capable of playing DVD-A discs, as
well as DTS and Dolby Digital film soundtracks.
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Jolida

JD- 100
'
fo'‘(IOLIDA
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Warm, weighty and avirtuoso with vocals, one of the secrets behind
this tweaked American/Chinese CD player is that it uses valves
stage, alarge LED window with atrack calendar

Jolida JD- 100
PRICE

reminiscent of late ' 80s Denon and Technics CD
players and, to the left, basic controls to open and

$1320 ( delivered)

A

niacreasingly popular and effective way of
obtaining high performance from CD replay
is the use of valves in playback. At the

close the drawer.

Directly above the display

were lsotek Elite and al power was provided
through an lsotek Titan w th three Isotek Orions
providing front-end power filtration.
The first thing to become apparent was that

window are play/pause, stop, previous and next

anecdotal

especially of the Black Gate components used

moment two companies dominate the field, these

track buttons. The rest of the controls are located
on the remote. Hewn from steel and black powder

being Musical Fidelity and Shanling. Now hybrid
American/Chinese company Jolida has entered

coated, with its 24 buttons being made of
stainless steel ball bearings, it looks like it should

the fray, ably assisted in this case by audio tuning

sport aKrell badge. To the rear of the player are a
coaxial digital output, two pairs of RCA phono
outputs, an IEC power inlet and an earth post.

specialists, Parts Connexion.
Jolida heralds from Maryland, but the players
are constructed in China with design, final
assembly, testing and packaging all carried out in

My reference system comprised

my usual

Shanling SCD-T200 and CD-T80, Inca Design

Jolida heralds from Maryland, but the
players are constructed in China with
final assembly carried out in the USA
the USA. The basic Jolida JD- 100A is a $ 900 CD
player, weighing in at 9.5 kg and measuring 425

Katana SE,

Perpetual Technologies P-1A/P-3A

x87.5 x300mm (whd). It's based around arigid

Signature and Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 21 and
X-DAC V3. Meanwhile, amplification was provided

frame and beam construction, which relies on a

not only by my trusty Krell KRC-3 preamplifier

combination of a Philips CDM-12 Pro transport,
dual power supplies — one for the CD player itself
and asecond for the HT line for the valves — and

and Bryston 3B-SST power amplifier, but also a

acompact DAC/output board. This houses avalve
output stage based around twin 12AX7 valves.
This apparently simple design is then modified by
Chris Johnson, founder of both The Parts

amplification courtesy of aMusical Fidelity X-80
and Shanling STP-80.

Musical Fidelity A5 pre/power combination, Alner
Hamblin passive pre/power, with integrated

Speakers used included Martin Logan SL- 3,
Leema Acoustics Xavier, PMC GB- 1 and Onyx
Rocket RSC-550. Townshend Audio Is°Ida cable

Connection and Sonic Frontiers, and sold
exclusively by Underwood Hi Fi via mailorder.

was used for all interconnects and speaker cables,

The front panel plays host to the power switch

supplemented by a Chord Company Chameleon

(really a standby), a discrete headphone output

Silver Plus and Odyssey 4 loom. All power cables
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evidence

regarding

running

in,

inside [see ' The upgrade Drocessl, was not only
accurate but critical in order to realise the
potential of this player. Frankly, it sounded OK
but unexceptional when first switched on, and
took me on a bit of a roller-coaster ride as I
listened to it during the burn- in period. But after
300 hours use the Jolida finally levelled out and
began performirg in an entirely consistent way.
One crucial point with this player is that it
should not be turned completely off, as aresidual
current is present when it's on standby. This
seems to maintain aminimal current flow through
essential audio circuits arid having at one point
powered down the player for acouple of days it
took a full 24 hours for the machine to reach
optimal performance once again. Ibegan with
some female vocals courtesy of both Hayley

The upgrade process
The upgrade shopping list includes 14 Audio Note
0.5 watt resistors, 15 Black Gate capacitors, 12
Black Gate diodes, four sheets of Soundcoat
damping material, 2t of DH Labs pure silver output
wire, one pair of all- copper Vampire output jacks,
four EAR Sorbothane footers and apair of Svetlana
12AX7 output tubes. Aquick look inside the case
will reveal that this pretty much means that all the
components that come into contact with either
the valve output stage or the analogue signal are
changed, plus there's the extra damping of the
chassis to reduce resonance within the cabinet.

CO.L1

k
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CD player

The Jolida features a
Philips CDM-12 Pro
transport with its own
power supply

Upmarket remote
is hewn from steel
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PtAYER

seriously reconsidering the
Salisburysourced front-ends.

RISE OF ElECTRIC SNOCK
DO NOT REEK« COVER

future

of

their

Meanwhile, high frequencies were delivered
with excellent clarity ano solidity, cymbals and
To the rear can be found acoaxial digital output, plus two pairs of RCA outputs

tambourines having the slimmer they possess
when heard live yet never suffering from undue

Westenra's debut album Pure [
Decca 475 330-2]
EMI CDP
and Kate Bush's The Whole Story [
7464142]. This player is extremely transparent,

player; female voices in particular enjoyed abody
and palpability that would have been considerec

emphasis or forwardness. This player must be
credited for having an admirable lack of listener

unattainable from adigital source five years ago

if not especially neutral; there is asubtle, though

for less than £ 10,000. And this was achieved
without detriment to either openness, air or
trarsparency around the singer.

fatigue without ei:her resolution or extension
being sacrificed.
The Jolida l
as a very distinct character. Its
subtle emphasis ir the lower registers delivers

easily discernable emphasis around 80-100Hz,
giving these lower registers a little extra warmth
and fullness compared with when heard via my
Tri Vista 21 or Shanling SCD-T200 sources. The
result was that kick drums and bass guitar

One area of this payer's performance that is a
little behind the best is its soundstaging. Stage

recordings with a touch of extra weight and
warmth, while it brought vocals into the room in a

width is very good, with images being heard

possessed a touch more power and weight
regardless of the speaker used. Even with this

beyond the outer edges of the speakers, but when
it came to the depth plane the image was flatter

very enjoyable way. It also manages to portray
high frequencies without grain or harshness while

slight emphasis down low, the sound was much

and more two-dimensional than Iwould have

avoiding rolling them off. However, it seemed less
adept at portraying a 3D soundstage or dealing
with highly complex recordings.

Female voices had apalpability that
would have been thought unattainable
from adigital source five years ago

This player will undoubtedly appeal to
those whose main musical diet is made up of
acoustic record!ngs or whose collection consists
predominantly cf well engineered discs. Indeed, I

if

tighter and faster than Ihad expected, being
bettered only by tie MF X- Ray V3 and Shanling

expected given the Jolida's capabilities in other
areas. That's not to say it's poor in this respect,

SCD-T200 players. The Jolida player is capable of
extracting much of the structural and textural

just that the latest players from MF, Shanling and

information that the aforementioned players are
able to retrieve, but here this information had
subtly greater definition.
To give one example of what this means to the
listener, it could clearly be heard that the new
vocals

recorded

for

Kate

Bush's 'Wuthering

Inca Design give a greater sense of depth and
space around musicians.
Also, this player could sound congested when

found that Iwas consciously selecting recordings
based on their engineering and recording quality
rather than their musical appeal. How much of an
issue this is far you is something only you can
decide, but the Jolida , sahighly appealing player,
if just abit of aDiva
David Allcock

Supplier

asked to deal with busy dance music. While it

Underwood Hi Fi

revealed the huge amount of engineering behind
tracks like Groove Armada's 'Vertigo' and Jakatta's
'Visions' more than most players do, both these

+1 770 667 5633
www.underwoodhifi.com

Heights' resided on adifferent tape than did the

recordings can sound excellent, and it was as it

1-11-FiNews verdict

rest of the recording. While this certainly makes
the Jolida an outstanding analytical tool, it does

the Jolida became lost when asked to deal with

Fast and weighty, this is arevealing player that can

the dense mixes. As aresult, individual lines were

look deep into recordings. though some will find their

mean that the player spotlights shortcomings in

diff.cult to follow at times. Having said that, the

less well- engineered discs left on the shelf. Best with

sheer speed, drive and energy that the Jotide

acoustic recordings, where .ts realism shines.

recordings that suffer from poor engineering.
Nevertheless, vocals were a real delight on this

www.hifinews.co.uk

brought to the table would have Naim aficionados
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Walrus

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

Some Digital and some Analogue news. And, don't forget the upcoming Heathrow Show ..!
Just because we are predominantly an analogue, vinyl based, retailer doesn't mean we don't care about digital. We realise that our

customers, much as they love their vinyl collections, still need to play digital media occasionally! It's apity that SACD never
achieved the prominence it ought to have. But then, the choice of music is still very limited. Or, perhaps it's the other way round.
Anyhow, when you get agood recording, SACD can be stunning. You guessed this was leading somewhere, and it is! Musical
Fidelity have at last released their new
kW Series SACD player. It features MF's
trademark sophisticated choke
regulated power supplies, and, unusually the
SACD and CD circuits and their power
supplies inside the player are completely
separate. Too often, when you buy a
really good SACD player you still need to
retain your existing expensive CD
player to get the best out of the respective
media. The MF player gets the
absolute best out of both media, it really is one
of the only genuine dual purpose machines on the market. Other details include technical specs ( signal to noise ratio and jitter)
which challenge the resolution of measuring instruments, and the ability to switch between two very high quality output stages,
valve and transistor, to keep both camps happy! This is their best digital player yet, and one which it will be very hard to surpass
(despite what MF say in their regular newsletters - existing owners know what we mean!) - if you are interested, don't delay in
hearing it as Ithink the limited production run will soon all be allocated. Oh, nearly forgot, the price is awhisker under £4000 very good value indeed when you see (and hear) what you get for the money.
Staying with digital, we've just taken delivery of the new "entry-level" Shanling CD player - the CD-T80 at £650 - and what a
brilliant player it is. How they manage to make this superbly built unit for the price they do is quite scary. The fit and finish is
absolutely top class, what you might expect if you pay double or treble the price, and the sound quality is on apar or better than
just about anything else up to athousand pounds. I'm told the importer is having aproblem keeping up with the demand! If
Shanling continue on present form, they will be (rightfully) dominating quite afew sectors of the enthusiast hi-fi market. We refer,
of course, to their two existing models, the mid-range CD-T100 (£ 1650) which has been around for ages now but is still very
competitive and looks as stunning as ever, and the relatively new limited edition CD-T300 Omega Drive player, featured in our last
ad, for £3999. This new, very modern and attractive player is attracting huge interest. Like the Musical Fidelity it is also alimited
edition model. If you fancy owning atop class CD player which will have lasting value, superb sound, and totally original
appearance, come and demo it before it's sold out.
Our main business, in case you were wondering, is definitely still analogue! And, we have some exciting news on the turntable
front. First, the affordable: Michell
Engineering have released alimited edition (it's all
limited editions this month!) turntable,
loosely based on the famous Gyrodec. However, the
Odyssey looks completely different, with a
jet black acrylic base, black chassis, clear lid, and a
special black version of the acclaimed
Tecnoarm A, finished off with ablack version of the
HR power supply. It also has nickel silver
weights, and aclear acrylic spyder like the Orbe.
This special model, which only needs a
cartridge to complete it, is not only stunning looking
but very competitively priced at £2150. But,
the most interesting thing is the exclusivity - only 100
pieces are being made. They will almost
certainly become collectable. And, sadly, due to copy
dates, by the time you read this we suspect there may not be many left, so please phone for current availability.
The other exciting news is the arrival at our shop of the brand new flagship turntable from Nottingham Analogue, the Deco. This
model is about as exclusive as it gets, the price alone will assure that! Mass is very high, and the platter features aunique
contoured design to aid energy dissipation. If you want to know more (and hear it) you'll have to pay us avisit.
Also new to Walrus is the Stirling Broadcast LS3/5a loudspeaker. Stirling is only one of two current licensees for this superb,
classic speaker design. It might be an old design, but it still beats most other compact speakers, especially since Stirling made
some small but important tweaks! Price is avery reasonable £890 to £973 dependent on finish. On demo now, please try to hear
before you consider purchasing any other compact speaker.
On to this month's Featured Accessory, the Shure SFG-2 Stylus Force Gauge. This is avery simple well made balance which sells
for £28, and will last you alifetime. It measures tracking weight between 0.5g and 3g. For anyone who regularly changes their
pickup this is an absolute must, unless you're rich enough to afford one of the swish electronic gauges such as the Martin Bastin
gauge. Even if you have an arm which already has tracking force calibration, the Shure will be alot more accurate.
Lastly, don't forget the Hi-fi and Home Entertainment Show at Heathrow, from the 23rd to 25th of September. Iknow it's along
way off, but put it in your diary now! We'll be there with lots of our favourite stuff in room Syndicate 16, feel free to turn up with
your favourite LP or CD for aquick demo. See ya there!
air tangent amazon amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio aero audio physic audiovalve black rhodium
breuer dynamic brinkmann cartridge man cawsey clearaudio consonance decca london duevel dynavector ear yoshino final
lab goldring graham ( tonearms) graham slee hadcock heart hyperion ( loudspeakers) incognito isolda jadis kr electronics
klimo koetsu lavardin lyra magneplanar michell engineering morch musical fidelity nordost nottingham analogue opus 3
origin live ortofon pro-ject rega ( turntables) revolver ringmat roksan shun mook shahinian shanling shelter slinkylinks sme
something solid sonneteer spendor stax stirling broadcast sugden sumiko tannoy tci cables tom evans townshend audio
transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo
tel: 020 7724 7224 fax: 020 7724 4347 email: contact@walrus.co.uk web: www.walrus.co.uk
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Pro-Ject

Debut III

new tonearm graces the
atest incarnation of this popular
ind affordable turntable
Pro-Ject Debut III

range and has aclaimed output of 4mV, making it

enjoying the performance but being aware that

suitable for most m- m phono stages. There's also

PRICE

adeluxe version of the deck, with built-in Speed

the cohesiveness of the presentation began to
disappear when the music headed towards

Box variable speed controller and Phono Box

fortissimo sections.

O

£ 130

ver the past few years Ihave reviewed
several iterations of the Pro-lect Debut

phono stage, for just £ 180.

Playing the same recording with the Debut Ill

turntable and found each to offer a level
fperformance that belied the price. Here we

The Debut Ill proved easy to set up, merely
requiring the arm counterweight to be fitted ard

revealed amore solid and deeply textured sound.

ave the Debut Ill, the obvious visual change from

balanced, and the anti-skate weight placed on the
appropriate notch of te three available. ( Ifcurd

to the sound of the cello, but the playing seemed
to have abit more passion and intensity to it. The

nepiece arm-tube mounted or what the company

the m ddle position to give the best results witn

attack of du Pré's bow on the strings was now

escribes

bearings,

the 0M5E's 1.75g tracking force.) Once the

determined and precise, and the whole piece had

onsisting of two hardened sta nless-steel points

platter and fe tmat were in position all that was

greater energy in its rhythm and flow.

,
revious

models being a new tonearm. This is a
as ' inverted

horizontal

It took amatter of just afew minutes of
listening to spot the greater maturity in
both size and presentation of the sound

Not only was there afuer and better shaped body

Once again Pro-ject offers excellent value for
money in both build quality and performance, and
the new arm offers serious cartridge upgrading
potential to release the latent capabilities of this
well thought out deck. Add plinths in arange of
colours at £ 15 extra and you've awinner.

Su. ' lier

earing in sapphire cushes'. These are located in

left to do was plug in the 16V output wall

gimbal style of bearing housing. The motor is

transformer, connect the pin to the back of the

Henley Designs Ltd

deck,

01235 511166

Is° new, and is said to be quieter than the
riginal. It is decoupled from the plinth by a
Jbber

band suspension, and drives the 1.3kg

heet steel platter via aflat sect or drive belt. The
hrome-plated stainless steel hub spindle runs on

insert the captive phono leads into a

suitabe input and play records!
It too .< just minutes of listening to hear a

•

Tony Bolton

www.henleydesigns.co.uK

greater maturity in both the size and presentation

Hi-FiNews verdict

of the sound. Although the preceding model was a

The Debut Ill comes in a range of finishes, with

polished ball- bearing in abrass housing.
The deck still measees 415 x320 x 118mm

good performer its limitations were apparent when
presented witn complex sounds. lremembered

options for speed control, and represents afurther

Ndh) and comes with an Ortofon 0M5E cartridge

listening to Jacquel.ne du Prés 1965 EMI
record ng of Elgar's Cello Concerto [ ASD6551and

tted as standard. This is the baby of the Ortofon

iww.hifinews.co.uk

advance in performance. Pro-lect's new tonearm
offers the potential for abetter cartridge to be fitted.
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Audio Consultants

The widest range of
products in Scotland
and many are Exclusive
to Shadow Audio.

Border Patrol
Border Patrol valve amplifiers
combine superb sound quality
with clean retro visuals.The
elegant hardwood plinths
house modern, state of the art
triode valve circuitry that use
the latest high performance
modern components.

" triode valves are the
simplest and most
accurate amplification
devices of them all"

It is often commented,
correctly, that though
most valve amplifiers have
wonderfully communicative
midrange and sound tonally
rich and warm, they have
poor bass performance and
dynamics and are incapable

of capturing the drama and
tension in music. Our intensive
research into power supply
design has overcome these
dynamic problems.
With aBP amplifier you can
enjoy the sweetness, clarity
and tonal realism that valve
amplifiers are renowned for
without the usual weaknesses
of poor bass and dynamics.
All the drama and tension is
effortlessly portrayed. All BP
amplifiers feature triode valves,
the simplest, most accurate
amplification devices of them
all.
Each and every circuit is

21 - 22
Cadham Centre
Glenrothes
KY7 6RU
tel: 01592 744 779
fax: 01592 744 710
info@shadowaudio.co.uk
www.shadowaudio.co.uk

designed to be as simple
as possible. Point to point
hand wiring, non-magnetic
construction, inter- stage
transformer and heavy duty
external power supply units
are used for all amplifiers.
More than anything the power
supplies are responsible for
the combination of dynamics,
bass performance, clarity and
amazing resolution.
Border Patrol will shortly
be introducing arange of
Pre-amplifiers. Audition these
along with all of the other
products in the range at
Shadow Audio today.

ONO

o

o

McIntosh
McIntosh owners have long
been known for their near
cult- like devotion to the brand,
with discriminating collectors
willing to pay many times the
original price for some of our
American Classics.

" classic, well- crafted, and
timeless - there really
is nothing quite like a
McIntosh"

Its total control of the
processes; engineering
excellence, stylish design and
meticulous craftsmanship that
makes McIntosh the choice
of an exclusive group of audio
consumers who demand true
perfection.
The classic McIntosh look,

Wadia
Without doubt, the most
important technical feature of
these new Players is VVadia's
philosophy of design.

"the result is playback
systems that set the
industry standard for both
performance and value"

As with all Wadia products,
these designs evolved through
abalance of technology
guided by apassion for, and
understanding of, the power
of music.
This design method is a
fascinating process. As each
new product is created,
Wadia engineers develop
new technical concepts

with its backlit black glass front
panel, tells everyone who sees
it that you're committed to
quality inside and out. It takes
three full days to complete a
McIntosh front panel, and if
even the slightest microscopic
imperfection is discovered at
any step, the whole panel is
rejected.
The chassis is treated to afive
step, one- hour finishing and
painting ¡process that puts an
indelible high gloss finish even
in places you'll never see.

with the very first McIntosh
amp: that every component
will be created with capacity
so great that it will never be
operated at or near its stress
point.
For more than 55 years,
they have earned asupreme
reputation for performance
and reliability.
But don't just take our word
on it - visit Shadow Audio for
an audition and find out for
yourself.

The exceptional longevity of
McIntosh products owes to a
design philosophy established

that they believe will ensure
great performance.These
new concepts result from
VVadia's previous work on
digital playback, but also
from broad research of
leading-edge techniques from
other digital fields, such as
telecommunications and image
processing.
Many measured and sonically
evaluated parameters are
assessed during the design
process, but there is one that
receives overwhelming priority
-the ability of aCD player to
communicate the power and
intent of music.

for further information, literature, or to arrange an audition call

VVadia's goal is to produce
equipment that makes the
message of the composer
and per-former clear and
accessible to the listener. A
Wadia product must meet
many criteria, but if it fails to
communicate music it cannot
be considered asuccess.
This unique design process has
continued for over 15 years.
Visit Shadow Audio where
you will be able to audition
to the astonishing 302 and
breathtaking 861 CD Player
models.

01592 744 779

Auditions
loudspeaker

Waterfall

Victoria
Can this French- built glass loudspeaker
sound as transparent as it looks? The
Waterfall's secret is in the damping
seven-component crossover (air-cored chokes and

Waterfall Victoria 1WN
PRICE

polypropylene capacitors) is built on asmall PCB

£ 3000 pair

0

nthe face of it, glass is an unlikely choice
for acabinet material, but Waterfall points

in the plinth from which three neatly strung wire
pairs feed up to the drivers and can be seen
through the baffle. There is no provision for bi-

to its density, reminding us that sand ( or
silica, the prime component of glass) has
occasionally done sterling service as adamping

wiring ( just two gold-plated 4mm socket/binding

medium in some high-end designs. Unlike sand,
though, glass is highly reflective, which threatens
mayhem in an application where a substantial
part of its remit would ordinarily be to contain

With a nominal impedance of 4 ohms ( and it
never goes below this) and asensitivity of around
90dB (for 2.83V at 1m) the Victoria presents a
straight‘orward load.

sound from the rear of the drivers.
The enclosure can't be damped (well, it can if

First impressions are the most critical and mine
were: how remarkably unbox-like this speaker

you don't mind seeing a filling of absorbent

sounds; how articulate it is in the mid and treble;
and how convincingly it establishes an image. I

wadding, or use opaque glass), Waterfall figured,
but why not apply damping ' at source', using
tubular extensions located immediately behind
the drivers? Thus was born

Waterfall's ADT

(Acoustic Damping Tube), a70mm long, 120mm
inside diameter, 4mm thick cardboard tube in

posts). The feed to the two bass drivers is
paralleled; this is athree-driver, two-way design.

have some reservations about the bass, which
seems to increase the ' bloat' of bass- heavy
orchestral material yet is well paced with lighter
scored naterial, while afairly evident contribution
in the octave below middle C tends to warm the

Isoon came to appreciate the
intrinsically musical character here and
found myself listening at great length If
which the rear of the bass driver ( in this case,
drivers) sits, and whose otherwise open far end is

tonal character. Spoken word is lucid, though,
and solo piano — a severe test — is very well

policed by athin open weave foam disc preceded

confounded in reaty. With closed eyes Iwas

conveyed,

by a layer of acetate fibre wadding ( it's amazing

percussive nature.

substantially won over by the sound; with them
open again Iwas intrigLed by their novel, room-

both

in weight and

its inherently

what you can patent). This subdues midrange

These foibles can be tempered to an extent by

energy and pacifies cone excursion at low
frequencies, and is claimed to be a ' perfect

experiment with positioning. They're also relatively

insulator between the driver and the glass'.

through : hem. Certainly Isoon came to appreciate

The Victoria TWN is the top model in arange of
three freestanding speakers, all having plan view
cabinet dimensions of 215 x215mm. Below it in
height and bass extension come the two-way,
two- unit lguasçu TWN and two-way, single- unit
(coaxial) Athabasca. The 150mm bass/mid drivers
are made by Triangle and have a doped paper

mild so that after a while the ear easily hears
the intrinsically musical character on offer here
and found myself listening at great length over
several weeks, fascinated in hearing new detail in
recordings Ithought Iknew inside out.
As ever, you'll get the best results with a
powerful amplifier, but this is not aspeaker for
the Wellington brigade. It holds its focus extremely

friendly appearance Not quite the pinnacle in
each world but possibly the best of both. II
Ivor Humphreys

Supplier
BBG Distribution Limited
02C 8901 2600
www.bbg-ay.com

Hi-FiNews verdict
A surprisingly capable and coherent performer.

cone with apleated woven surround and ' spider',
all built on to an impressively rigid cast chassis.

well across a range of quiet to moderate sound
levels bt.t will tighten if pushed too hard ( will it

Exullent detail and generally smooth tonal balance
witr only some warmth in the lower midrange

The sealed 20mm metal-dome tweeter is from
Atohm and has a neodymium magnet. The

fail before it shatters, Iwonder?). My cynicism at
the thought of aglass cabinet was almost entirely

Best at quiet to moderate sound levels.

vvvvw.hifinews.co.uk

complicating ar otherwise clean sonic signature.
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Auditions
valves

EAT

KT-88
If you believe upmarket
tubes merely bring
differences rather than
improvements in sound
these Czech KT- 88s will
make you think again
EAT Valve KT-88 Diamond

ConsiderMg that most 100W/c1, KT-88-equipped
amps in ny experience use four per channel, then

PRICE

EAT is being conservative; rnc:Gt users are unlike)/

£288/matched pair

H

to hammer these to 100W per pair.
aving been well and truly educated by
Because Ihave been using the PrimaLuna
manufacturers like Croft and AudioValve, I
Prologue Two as my budget reference amp, and as
am loath to enter the ' premium valve' fray.
PrimaLuna shares UK distribution with EAT in the
Both have shown that intelligent design can more
UK, Iasked the importer to set up aPrologue Two
than compensate for tube variation and quality.
Conversely, I
can't rule out upscale replacement
tubes, having long ago experienced matched
pairs, brand-vs- brand quality, military spec over
civilian grades and other pursuits. And Ihate to
admit that you can hear differences, and they are
not subtle. The problem is that simply replacing
stock tubes with something of the hot-rodded
variety won't necessarily yield an improvement.
So now along comes aCzech operation with the

with amatcied quartet of EAT KT-88s. Th swou.d
enable me to warm-up both amps simultaneously.
It was as close to A/B testing as possible. Speakers
consistea of PMC DB1+, Rogers LS3a, Rogers
LS3/5A and — Lip' — Sonus Faber Guarneri.
It took, oh, all of two seconds to custify their
existence, even in an amp costing amere £999 —
or only £400 more than the set of valves on i:s
own. Iknow, there's nothing rational about stuffing

AmDlification factor 4; Heater voltage 6.3V;
Flament current 1.64: Grid voltage - 55V;
Transconductance 12mAN: Plate voltage 250V:
Plate current 162mA; Plate dissipation 40.5W;
especially on vocals such as Joss Stone's or Aimee
Mann's, was to increase intimacy by strengthening
the sensation of the singer being in the room.
This benefit also revealed its worth with cluttered
recordings. The extra clarity and openness make
it much easier to focus on adetail — especially
,ow- level ores typically masked or overwhelmed
oy louder sounds. And yet there was never any
sensation of listening to disembodied sounds in a
single playing field.
Then there's the attack- and-decay capabilities

ludicrous name of EAT. ( EAT is an acronym for

£600's worth of glass into an amp £ 1shy o' a

of the EATs. They're quick — almost ridiculously

European Audio Team.) And while they exhibit

grand.. or is there? Even thugh the measurements

so. Put on adisc by any virtuoso known for rapid
olucking or fingering — from manic guitarists to a
young Lou,s Armstrong or Louis Prima. No

It took, oh, all of two seconds to justify
their existence, even in an amp costing
amere £ 999
Swiss rather than Eastern European standards of
production and presentation they also exhibit
Swiss pricing. To me, £ 140 for aKT-88, £ 288 for
amatched pair and £ 599 for amatched quartet is
somehow lunatic when eBay shows unused, boxed
GEC KT-88s for £ 56 each. So such schadenfreude
Icould enjoy if the EATs were crap. But they're
not. In fact, they're sensational.
EAT says that its KT-88 Diamond (the company
also manufactures 300Bs, 6550s and other
popular tubes) were conceived to operate securely
as replacements in situations as demanding as
100W from apair of valves in Class AB1 operation.
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indicate no gain in power, the sound is somehow
more rotust, gving an impression cf increased
wattage. The bottom end was transformed from
already-credible performance to sometning I'd
associate with, say, £ 2500's worth of Audio
Research convincing weight palpab'e mass. The
treble was cleaner, faster and sill without the sort

muddle, no delays, no upsetting the timing.
lnagine: if £600's worth of EATs can turn the
£999 PrimaLuna into areasonable facsimile of a
£3000 amp, what will they do for an aged but
beloved Mac 275? An elderly Audio Research
amp? Any : ired Jadis? What we have here, my
friends, is the valve amp equivalent of Viagra. III
Ken Kessler

Supplier
Absolute Sounds
020 8971 39C9
www.a bsoli tesoucds.com

of edge lhat causes fatigue. But the real gains

Hi-FiNews verdict

were in tile rridband.
Indisputably amazing though the PrimaLuna is,

Premium products at apremium price, and standards

the EATs cranked it up another lotch. Abig notch.
They peeled away a layer of texturing, akin to

performance that ccunts, and the KT- 88s astonish,
offering gains in weight, midband clarity and speed.

of 3
roduction show where the money goes. But it's

removing an extra speaker grille. The net effect,

vvww. hifinews.co. uk

Auditions
loudspeaker

Charlo

Silhouette
200
Chario's back with aclassy compact
boasting abig, refined sound despite a
budget price. Just add stands and enjoy
made using the same HDF and veneers. They are

Chario Silhouette 200
PRICE

more than an accessory as the speakers are
designed to work within acertain distance of the

£ 350/pair

A

fter an absence of several years Chario
loudspeakers are again available in the UK,
distribution having been taken on by Audio

Classics. The Silhouette 200

floor. Mounting the speakers on ashelf, or above
the optimum level, will result in adiminishing of
performance. This holds true for stands made

the second model

from another material. Itried apair of sand-filled

up in Chario's budget range, with a pair costing
£350. Like all its products, all parts are either
made in-house or custom built for the company.

Apollo 24in ( 57.6cm) items and the sound lost

The veneering and finishing of the cabinets is
done by hand and the result is asuperb- looking

200 to be very pleasantly voiced, in adetailed but

is

product of aquality that belies its modest price.
Although conventional in shape — the 200
measures 370 x 180 x 300mm ( hwd) — this

precision while acquiring arather hard tone.
Back on their own stands Ifound the Silhouette
unobtrusive manner. After a couple of weeks'
running in, the initial sharpness of the tweeters
disappeared to be replaced

by sounds that

certainly went very high, but not in the slightly

1V

Bass guitars had an easy- grooving feel
that was very engaging and certainly set
the feet tapping

â

speaker's grilles are tapered, giving it a passing
resemblance to the faceting on the cabinets of its

forced manner common to alot of speakers at this
price point. As long as there was a reasonably
refined source producing the signal, these

with a sympathetically tuned subwcofer, this

are

available: walnut, blonde walnut, black ash and

speakers possessed a high frequency refinement

the cherry of the sample reviewed here.

that allowed

Underneath those real wood veneers is an HDF
cabinet housing a27mm soft dome tweeter and a

instruments and female operatic voices to be a
pleasure rather than atorture.

The 200 has aclassy air that should win it alot
of friends in the market place. As long as it's not
required to pay Wagner loudly then it will perform

more

expensive

siblings.

Four

finishes

160mm polymeric compound bass/mid unit. The

high volume listening to brass

Meanwhile, midrange definition was generally

crossover between these takes place at 1750Hz,
with the claimed overall frequency response being

good, although Ifelt that there was alittle bit of a
flat spot in the upper mid section. It was small,

60Hz-20kHz (-3dB). Efficiency is recorded as
88dB for 2.83V/1m, which combined with a

but Ioccasionally had the feeling that the singer

claimed 8 ohm impedance should make the 200
an easy load for most amplifiers to drive.
The 200 is unusual in having adownward-firing

had leant away from the microphone on a few
notes, their intensity seeming to be marginally
less than their neighbours.
Bass weight is often the Achilles' heel of small,

55mm diameter port underneath the cabinet. A

low-priced speaker designs and the 200 was fairly

black front- plinth and matching rear-mounted

unsurprising in this area. Bass guitars had an

coned feet are fitted to ensure a20mm gap for

easy-grooving feel that was very engaging and set

the dispersal of the airwave from the port.
An extra £ 120 buys dedicated, 60cm-tall stands

the feet tapping, but the more demanding sounds
of an orchestra revealed traces of constriction

in a finish to match the speakers, these being

during crescendos. If this speaker was matched

www.hifinews.co.uk

would probably cease to be noticeable.

excellently, offering detailed imaging and awell
developed tonal palette that's above what one
would expect of aspeaker at this price..
Tony Bolton

Supplier
Audio Classics
01942 790600
www.chario.i:

Hi-FiNews verdict
Used with dedicated stands and areasonably refined
source the 200 rewards with asmooth, musical and
foot-tapping sound. Midrange is well defined, if atad
uneven, and overall performance above class norm.
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PMC

FE31+

Aswitch to asoft dome tweeter makes an
old favourite sound sweeter. Listening and
lab test by David Berriman
PMC FBI+
PRICE

£1695/pair

T

ransmission line speakers are the basis
of PMC's business. It's as if the baton —

originally handed to Radford by the late
Arthur Bailey, then to IMF — has been passed to
PMC, and the company has run and run with it.
The FB1+ is a recent development of the
FBI, which Ireviewed as part of agroup test in
HFN May '01. PMC has retained the same
cabinet and transmission line dimensions, but
has replaced the metal dome tweeter with a
cloth-domed unit, re-designed the crossover
network and added achunk of dense acoustic
foam behind the woofer cone. (An upgrade kit
is available for existing Frif owners.) The 'line'
runs up the front of the cabinet, across the top,
down the back and emerges at the front, at floor
level. The 170mm Vifa woofer is agood quality
unit with alightly coated paper-pulp cone on a
cast metal chassis. It is placed approximately
one third of the way from the closed end,
which minimises excitation of the third
harmonic line resonance (3/4 wavelength). The
line is lagged by acritical quantity of acoustic
foam, positioned to absorb higher frequencies

input terminal, is based on second-order filters
using good-quality components and all wiring
is via PMC marked cables.
SOUND QUALITY
The upgrade to the soft dome tweeter has,
relying on long-term memory, brought a
sweeter sound to the FBI in its new guise. The

The new speaker has a lively, open
windowed dynamic quality with acrisp,
transparent but clean sound balance if
while allowing the bass to flow relatively freely
and (ideally) slowing the wave in the line to
increase its effective length. In awell-designed
transmission line, the port output should be
broad in frequency range, in contrast with a
(generally) sharply-tuned reflex loading.
The crossover, located on the back of the
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Going soft: this fabric- dome tweeter
replaces the original FBI's metal dome

transparent but clean sound balance. Musical
dynamics are nicely captured. The design
sounded uncompressed relative to some
speakers and this freed up the sound to
reproduce those minutiae of musical activity
which make life interesting. For instance,
when playing ' Freddie Freeloader' from Miles
Davis's Kind Of Blue, the sonorous horns had
palpable depth and clarity, the crisp sparkle of
the cymbals rang out with startling clarity and
the metallic breathy sound of Miles's trumpet

over such a long time span, so Iwon't try.
Overall, the new speaker has a lively, open-

set an ethereal, atmospheric scene.
In adifferent genre, Groove Armada's 'In my
Bones' was atmospheric and rhythmic, with
oodles of detail. The bouncy bass lines flowed
fast and furious. (The old bugbear of ' slow' bass
does not seem to afflict PMCs — and they have
worked hard to avoid it.) This is ahot mix,

windowed, dynamic quality, with a crisp,

slightly hotter via the PMCs.

old tweeter was OK, but had atrace of residual
metal-dome fizz, whereas the new one is clean,
fast, lucid and smooth.
It's difficult to judge the other improvements

www.hifinews.co. uk

it seems to be atrend these
days to build in adegree of
treble lift to liven up the sound,
which is not entirely natural Fr

Within the hi-fi retail industry we like to set ourselves apart so we would like to explain to you alittle about Loud & Clear.
WHAT WE ARE NOT

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT

• Blinkered, flat earth anoraks working from our spare bedroom.

• Over 100 years combined experience in high end hi-fi between

• Advocates of unreliable kit from manufacturers unlikely to be around
•

the Glasgow and Edinburgh stores.

in three months never mind three years.

• Stockists of

Pushers of the next big thing, belittling products we thought were

• Nine dedicated demonstration rooms across three central

311

of the world's finest hi-fi equipment.

Scotland locations.

great only yesterday.
• Dictatorial - we don't subscribe to their being only one "true sound" personal taste, as important to hi-fi as it is to music.
• A glorified telly shop with apassing interest in hi-fi.

• Full on site installation expertisa
• On site turntable set up facilities and equipment service
and repair.

WHAT WE ARE

WHAT NOW

• Ateam of committed professionals enthusiastic about creating the

So, if you are interested in Hi-fi Nirvana, call us now on 0141 221 02211
or 0131 226 6500 to arrange ademonstration or visit us at:

perfect sound for you.
• assionate about music and presenting it in its most enjoyable form.
• experienced at putting equipment and components together to ensure

www.loud-clear.co.uk

that the whole is greater than the sum of the parts.
• Dedicated to helping you achieve your audiophile goals.

520 St. Vincent Street,

26 Hamilton Place,

Firnieston, Glasgow

Stockbridge, Edinburg -1

t? 0141-221 0221

tel 0131-226 6500

The difference is Loud & Clear.

Loud
oClear
& home ciii

ri

i.ucliophile Base, AVID, Artison, Audiovector, AVI, Chord Co, Clearaudio, Copland, Creek, Denon, DNM, Epos, JM Lab, Isol-E, KU, Krell, Lexicon, Linn, living Voice.
Morantz, Martin Logan, McIntosh, Michell, Moon, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Naim Audio, Nordost, Ortofon, Pioneer, Pfimare, Prna Luna, PMC, ProAc,.
Protect, Quadraspire, Rega, Roksan, Sim 2, SME, Sonu3 Faber, Tannoy, Tivoli, Totem, Van den Hul, Veloclme,

www.hifinews.co.uk

Lab Test
loudspeaker
Transmission lines: fancy name, simple concept
A 'transmission line' - in electrical engineering, a ended resonance of the duct. The other benefit is that
cable, but in acoustics a duct - is theoretically a at resonance, the air impedance the woofer ' sees' is
channel for energy travelling away from the source to

high,

infinity. Of course, no channel is really infinitely long,

energy transfer ( abit like atuned reflex).

minimising cone movement and maximising

but has to end somewhere: if this termination is

The trick is to damp the line sufficiently to absorb

incorrect, energy is reflected back to the source, then

harmful mid- to high- frequencies, avoid the addition of

bounces down the line again to create standing waves

coloration, reduce the quarter wave resonance '
IT and

and delayed energy pulses.

allow lows to emerge freely and with enough delay to

However, if the termination matches the ' line', all the

reinforce the low bass. Done badly, transmission lines

energy is absorbed and none reflected. In electronics,

can, literally, give you a headache; but done well, a

it is fairly simple matter to match the termination to the

good transmission line contributes reinforcemert

impedance of the line and achieve aperfect match, but

energy over abroad range of frequencies - in contrast

a deliberate mismatch can create a filter which will

to the high '
O.' resonance of reflex designs.

behave just like atuned circuit.
In reality, transmission line loudspeakers are not

Bi wire terminals come with chunky links

true lines - it's such apity to waste all that lovely rearward energy. In the same way that reflex loudspeakers

improvement on the previous incarnation. If
offers amore spirited delivery than many, and
while my enthusiasm may be tempered slightly

use tuned narrow- hand energy to reinforce bass,
practical transmission line loudspeakers use the rear
energy - and the time delay it has experienced along
the line. If the delay is long enough, it emerges
sufficiently phase- rotated to reinforce the front energy.
In practice, the minimum useful length is one quarter of
a wavelength which, conveniently, is also the open-

Judged over a range of music, the overall
sound balance was arguably on the bright side
of neutral. It seems to be atrend these days to
build in adegree of treble lift to liven up the
sound, but it is not entirely natural. The
balance was certainly corroborated by the
measurements. I tried firing the speakers
straight ahead (leaving the grilles on) so that I
was, in effect, listening off axis. It was better
balanced and, as the curves show, this listening
or measuring position does tame the treble lift.
Bass delivery of the FBI+ had a pleasingly
'muscular' quality. For instance. double basses

and pianoforte had a richness, body and
warmth to them reminiscent of the live sound
which was very appealing.
It is this feeling of low-frequency strength
which characterises PMC's transmission-line
designs and sets them apart. The bass output
gave afirm sense of underpinning to the whale
sound, adding to the sense of realism, though
maybe it just lacked the ultimate subterranean
presence that lurks in tracks such as Groove
Armada's 'At the River'. In truth, I'm probably
hankering after one of PMC's larger models...
On balance, Iliked the FBI+ and think it an

by their brighter than neutral balance. it's Their
unabashed joi de vivre which appeals to me.
The FBI+ is a lively, spirited and powerful
performer, refreshingly communicative. With
finely built cabinets, excellent finish and good
drive units, these offer real value for money.
Definitely worth alisten with your own music
and equipment.

Su' ' lier
PMC Ltd
0870 4441044
www.pmc-speakers.com

1-11-FiNews verdict
Awell- finished transm ssion line speaker which may
be alittle bright for some tastes but has aclear, oper
and dynamic quality. An upgrade kit is available for
owners of the original FBI model.

Lab Report: PMC FB1+
The on- axis graph IFig 1Iindicates afrequency

Measurements of the cone and port ( not shown)

with only the below- axis :race showing adip due to

response of 41Hz to above 20kHz ± 5.2dB - if the dip

indicated that the main quarter- wave resonance of the

woofer to tweeter path differences. This is probably

at 200Hz is ignored. This dip, by the way, appears to

2.1m- long transmission line was at 33Hz, which

less audible than the sanie dip would be above axis.

be due to the emerging wave being out of phase with,

indicates an effective length, with filling material, of

The treble lift shown on- axis is repeated in the off- axis
curves, but is lessened at the 30' horizontal position.

and subtracting from, the sound of the cone front at

2.6m. Port output extends very broadly from around

this frequency, rather than ( for example) apipe

25Hz to 250Hz, with afew minor well-danmed peaks

Fig 3shows the modu us of impedance in red and

resonance, so the dip should be fairly innocuous.

and dips due to line modes over the range. These are

phase in blue. The lowest impedance measured was 6

Bass output humps up alittle around 60Hz to

well below the woofer's main output, so should not be

ohms at 140Hz, which is only marginally below the

150Hz, which probably adds some bass weight. It rolls

audible during normal listening. The woofer's output is

IEC-specified minimum for anominal 8ohm

off below 60Hz, but there is output down to 25Hz,

larger than the port down to 40Hz, and below in

loudspeaker. Electrical phase was fine, at within +42

which with room gain, can be felt and heard - though

frequency; it's the port which dominates.

to -39'. All in all, an easy load for any reasonably-

at alower level. There's up to 3dB of treble lift above
3kHz on axis, which brightens the sound balance.

The off- axis curves, measured at one metre and

specified amplifier. The impedance dip to 6.5 ohms at

shown in Fig 2, indica eavery even set of curves,

32Hz indicates the main quarter- wave line resonance.

•••.,
10,••••
1011
r
,11.111
-

IGO

.1.0.01010

Fig 1. On- axis frequency response, 1m
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Fig 3. Impedance (
red) and phase ( blue)
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Musical Fidelity kW 750 pre/powe
PRICE

£ 29991E5999

A

fter borrowing Musical Fidelity's
humungous kilowatt kW amplifier to

see how Apogee Scintillas would
fare %% ill' a modern powerhouse, Ithought

The kW 750 power amp weighs 751b,
measures a considerable 483 x 167 x
553mm (whd), and is bordered by those
vicious, ankle-slashing heat-sinks that MF
insists on using although there are dozens of
be-finned amps on the market with the

overload

margin',

and

extremely

high

current capacity. It should also prove
impossible to clip, thanks to the huge
overload margin. A very low feedback
design, it has an extremely high input
impedance of above 500k ohm, with

Because it can be sited elsewhere, you
don't have to worry too much about the

low capacitance. According to Antony
Michaelson, ' Whatever is plugged into it
has an extremely easy load to drive and as a

impracticals that Iwould never own, like,

outboard power supply, which needs only a
space of 365 x 167 x279mm (whd), but you
might want to place it next to the main unit

result produces its best performance. The
higher the input resistance (and lower
capacitance) that an input has, the easier it

say, Larnborghini's Murcielago.

for appearance's sake. Then there's the

is for asignal source to drive and vice versa.'

matching kW Hybrid Line Preamplifier
filling aspace of 483 x167 x450mm (whd),

Line-level-only, the kW boasts a ' muvista' sub-miniature valve in its driver stage.

sane alternative to the aforementioned

including feet, knob and terminals. Not

This is far more important that at first may

supercar, so did MF release the half-power

unmanageable,

of

seem, especially if you, as Ido, attribute

kW 500. And now the new kW 750 Dual
Mono Power Amplifier not only narrows

deliberation before you let the seduction

more of asystem's sonic character to apre-

take hold. And seduce you, they will.

amp than to apower amp, since it's closer to

KW HYBRID LINE PREAMPLIFIER

the source and has more influence on the
sound, amplifying as it does far less robust

Musical Fidelity states that ' the new kW
super performance pre-amp is a direct

signals than the power amp. Conversely, a
power amp has to drive loudspeakers, all of

descendant of the original ultra- limited
edition kW pre-amp of 2003.' As such, it
promises very low distortion, ' super wide

which are imperfect loads, so you can argue
it both ways. However, Iexperimented with
four or five combinations of kWs and other

no more

of it

once

it

was

returned.

Astounding amp, soberiiag price, obscene
use of floor real estate. Ifiled it in the back
of my mind along with other wondrous

But dream-makers aren't fools. Just as
Lamborghini introduced the Gallardo as a

the gap, it more than makes up for the fact
that the original kW sold out in record time.
The kW 750 is not a limited edition, so
panic buying isn't part of the experience.
Phew, I hear you sigh. Why the relief?
Because, as brilliant as the kW 500 may be,
there are those who crave more.
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Lab Test
amplifier

Musical Fidelity

kW 750
pre/power
Big amps, unburstable sound...
Ken Kessler checks out the latest
kW kids. Lab report by Paul Miller

pre-amps and power amps, and learned that
the kW 750 is so neutral above the bottom
couple of octaves that it will ape the mid
and treble nature of the pre-amp — where the
real character emerges. As you might guess,
this pre-amp sounds very valve-like in its
warmth and 'bloom'.
Michaelson is particularly proud of its
output stage. 'There is not one pre-amp in
the world which comes near what the kW
can achieve.' Its maximum output is 62V,
'so it is impossible that the kW pre-amp can
be overdriven.' Moreover, the kW pre-amp

fi

has output current capacity of about 5A
ak, and this is where Antony's excitement

as to ooze seriousness. Accompanied by a
comprehensive remote control, the kW
pre-amp's fascia sports eight buttons with
an LED to indicate its status — that's it. They
summon, from left to right, power/on off,
with a pair of LEDs to indicate power on
and mute, tape monitor, CD, SACD, tuner,
aux, HT direct (for home cinema
throughput) and tape via another line input.
Connections are equally straightforward:
apair of widely spaced, single-ended main
outputs, seven pairs of RCAs for the source
components, the HT direct and output for
tape record and an IEC three-pin mains
input, and that's your lot. The unit is quiet,

The kW 750 combination calls up
avast amphitheatre in which your
preferred music will play
becomes so great he can hardly contain
himself. 'It will produce roughly 20W FtMS
into 8 ohms!' Remember, we're talking
about apre-amp. Which could, Isuppose,
actually drive an efficient speaker. AM also
told me that this design is capable of an

seems utterly immune to the proximity of
other components, and behaves impeccably.
While £2999 is alot of money, for once it
represents almost unbelievable value.

'approximately 100W peak for one second.'
Bearing the latest Musical Fidelity
look, with a single huge rotary volume

This amp, which my colleague Paul Miller
described as so powerful it could drive wet
string [see Lab Report], aspires to the greatness of the kW line's sire by offering massive reserves of power and current,
conservatively rated at 750W/channel. Its

control and feet that light up (how long
before that grows tiresome?), the pre-amp is
otherwise so clean and minimalist looking

www.hifinews.co. uk

KW 750 DUAL MONO POWER AMPLIFIER

dynamic range encompasses

peaks

of

105-110 dB. In keeping with Michaelson's
belief that 'an 85dB or 86dB efficiency
speaker really needs in excess of 500W,' the
'750 should never exhibit any clipping.
So let's get that one out of the way:
whether using the hungry Sonus Faber
Guarneris, or the mildly difficult Wilson
WATT Puppy System 7, Icould get nowhere
near to apoint where the kW 750 seemed
like it was about to turn nasty. This amp is
said to produce 200 amp peaks. And it most
likely does. For once, the outrageous specs
are not the fevered imaginings of aPR putz.
Over to Antony, who does on occasion,
show a proclivity for PR putz-ness, eg,
statements like, 'My amps are the only
interesting products in the known
universe': 'The distortion is typically less
than 0.005% right up to 40kHz. The
amazing technical performance is achieved
with low feedback, but the real innovations
are in the internal layout. Rather than using
a few big, fat, lazy capacitors (and,
admittedly, they look impressive), we have
used banks of small, fast, efficient
capacitors, very near to the output
transistors. The signal path between the
output transistor and its related capacitor is
very short. Low resistance, low inductance,
low capacitance and they're fast, really fast.
'This interesting circuit innovation yields
huge improvements in the top
performance,
without requiring

end
any
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With just eight buttons and alarge volume
knob the pre-amp's fascia oozes seriousness

and loop

output, and nice

multi-way

binding posts — two pairs per channel — for
power hi-wiring. Across the bottom are
three inputs for power and control from the
outboard power supply. Corresponding
sockets are located on the back of the power
supply, with a couple of user-replaceable
fuses and an AC input.
For £5999, this is — like the pre — alot of

di•
41o4,
/

amp for the money. That's clearly high-end

e

dough, but far from extreme in a world
where some luftmensch is prepared to sell a
single-ended triode amp with less than 10W
•
4

for US$350,000 per pair. By comparison,

D

this one's agift. As your ears will confirm.
THE SOUND

increases of other changes to the feedback

quiet.' This is due in no small part to the

configuration. When this is coupled to the

power supply transformers being housed in
a separate chassis to rid the unit of their
hysteresis effect.

exemplary layout, the result is the kW 750's
extraordinary performance. Typically, at
240V, the kW 750 delivers 800W/ch into
8 ohm and about 1225W into 4 ohm. It is
very, very powerful. Better still, the noise
ratio is about 125dB down. Very, very

not kidding: even cold. you know that
you're playing with grown-ups' toys. Words
like ' substantial' and ' commanding' spring
to mind. But this is no exercise in

All you find on the front is an on/off

laboratory-like precision, for the system has

button and two pairs of LEDs to indicate

adistinct trait.
I suspect the majority of kW pre-amps

power on or protection activated. The back
contains single-ended inputs for main in

and kW 750s will be sold together, so my

Lab resort
Musical Fidelity's kW 750 amplifiers are

one peer, offering amighty 1210W ( 12.3A),

arguably the most capable designs on the planet
—short of the supremely ridiculous kW(1000)s
EFIFN Aug ' 031. Capability, here, stems from the

2220W ( 23.6A), 3640W (42.7A) and a
shuddering 4750W (68.9A) into 8, 4, 2and 1

kW 750's ability to drive any speaker system
that crosses its path. This is the product of its
massive reserves of clean current available to
sustain the output voltage across the most
arduous of speaker loads. ' Peak current' figures

ohm loads, respectively, for durations of 10msec
at less than 1% distortion ( see Fig 1). This also
represents asubstantial + 1.5dB headroom over
the 860W/8ohm and 1265W/4ohm continuous

distortion still at just 0.0005% through the
midrange, rising to 0.003% at 20kHz. The
response rolls away fractionally earlier at
—1.6dB/100kHz but its maximum output
(through alow 1ohm source impedance) is
close to some 60V. Even at 20V rms, distortion
is just 0.003%. Which leads us to MF's party
piece — using its pre-amp to drive real world

are one of the last bastions of nonsense peddled

power output achieved by the kW 750.
There's aslight shortfall (' shortfall' relative to
the world's most powerful amp) into the lowest

by manufacturers and magazines alike. Why?
Because such figures are never qualified by time

transformer ( 2kVA per channel in the kW1000

(for how long) or distortion ( how much). An

versus 1.2kVA per channel in the kW 750).

Of course, by power amp standards, the

'instantaneous current' figure of 55A, for

Otherwise it's atextbook performance with

pre-amp's LF output impedance is alittle too

example, is meaningless on its own and even

distortion as low as 0.003% through the

high, so while ' acceptable' tunes are possible

less useful in practice if it's sustained for less

midrange, an A-wtd S/N ratio of 120.8dB ( re.

through most speakers, it'll never match the

than lmsec at 20% distortion. Maximum

two-thirds output), aresponse just —0.8dB down

partnering kW 750 power amp for bass control!

current specifications are only useful, and

at 100kHz through an output impedance of

comparable, if we know ' for how long' and at
what purity. In this regard, the kW 750 has only

0.045ohm ( midrange) — see Fig 2.
The matching kW pre-amplifier enjoys lower

Iwo.. min LITO

impedances, due to the reduced size of its PSU

vs [WM POWIR /WV 19(5•0.42(

KWThO POWIR Men.

loudspeakers with greater gusto than many
integrated and power amplifiers! The kW
Pre- amp can sustain acontinuous output in
excess of 15W into an 8ohm load.

• Download QC Suite Test Reports on the MF kW
series from www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech
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Fig 1: MF's power amp boasts incredible

Fig 2: Tailored pre-amp response ( red); low

power output at low distortion

output impedance from power amp (dashed)
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Fig 3: Pre-amp offers acombination of very
high output levels with very low distortion
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Power amp's power
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supply is a separate
unit [ top left];
light- up feet [ above]

turn blue in use

remarks are mainly about the two used
jointly. Although Ispent alot of time doing
'mix 'n' match' with McIntosh, Marantz,
Musical Fidelity (Nu-Vista), Radford and
Graaf pre-amps and power amps, Iwas not
tempted to assume roles for them beyond
the interallied. Like all good pre/power
combos from the same brand, designed for
each other, they work best that way.
If, on the other hand, you want one but
not the other, Iwill allow that the pre-amp
is the more valve-like and refined, the
power amp the more robust and imposing.

would deny it, but this pairing goes out of
its way to produce rich, fat, luscious,
romantic bass. Ican imagine some regarding
it as bottom-heavy, even with some thin
recordings, such as 1960s Motown hits and
certain US folkie releases, it proffers bass in
luxuriant abundance.
Ihasten to add that this is not undamped,
overpowering bass, certainly not the
aggressive sort found with modem dance
recordings, nor the flaccid bass people think
is associated with valves. (Well, OK, it is
part and parcel of the 300B experience.)

Using the compensatory approach to
compromise. you would therefore use them

Rather, it's like a tilt toward the lower
registers — never unpleasant, but noticeable

in the most complementary way. eg, the kW
pre-amp worked better with the McIntosh

enough to challenge its absolute accuracy.
In MF parlance, it means afoundation to the

111

1'm at a loss to figure out how the kWs

can accentuate the bass, yet at the same
time not overwhelm you
MC2102 power amp than it did with the
vintage Radford. (Note, too, that MF does
not support balanced operation. which may
play apart if you're partial to it.)
Those concerns aside, I used the
combination mainly with the Wilson
speakers, and with sources including the
Quad 99 CDP and Musical Fidelity X-Ray
V3 CD players, the Marantz SA-11 SAO)
player and an analogue front-end of SME 30
turntable, Series V arm, Transfiguration
Temper V arm, through the Audio Research
PH5 phono amp. All wiring was
Transparent Reference.
Fm convinced that even with a Beretta
pressing against his temple, Michaelson

www.hifinews.co. uk

music and asubjective impression of greater
weight Even with 15 ohm LS3/5As and
FMC's tiny DB1+, the MFs suggest listening
to much larger, grander speakers. But once
you get past this low-end enhancement the
kWs are almost too easy to assess.
Why 'easy'? Because they seem to do
everything else just right. With available
wattage, headroom, dynamic range, speed.
detail, neutrality (above the bass, that is)
and signal-to-noise not even raising their
heads as issues worth discussing, thanks to
the abundance of power and quiet running.
what's left are two areas to discuss: scale
and soundstaging. And this set-up opts for
the panoramic.

Fortunately, it doesn't achieve this in the
way that some idiot at the local TV
emporium stretches a 4:3 image to
widescreen on a16:9 set. Rather MF calls
up a vast amphitheatre in which your
preferred music will play. It resolves all
three dimensions with aplomb, working
miracles with recordings where scale
matters. And yet, on intimate works, the
proportions aren't exaggerated in the
slightest, no doubt thanks to Michaelson's
penchant for classical chamber music.
It's quite dazzling, and if Iwere trying to
sell you aset, I'd demonstrate it first with
the 1812 Overture (
naturally, I'd leave the
room for that) followed by some solo
acoustic guitar, or maybe acappella — you
really must hear The Persuasions through
this. Invariably, you'd surmise after acouple
of tracks that this combination can deal
with anything you might throw at it. Even
the 12in single version of ' Superman' on the
MoFi Kinks SAM, with its overabundance
of bass, somehow stayed palatable. I'm at a
loss to figure out how the kWs can
accentuate the bass, yet at the same time not
overwhelm you.
Bottom line? If you're ample of pocket,
and have either alarge-ish room or hungry
speakers, a predilection for the bottom
octaves, a loathing of midband coloration
and the psychological need for asystem that
never exhibits atrace of instability, then this
would by £9000 well spent. But audition
this for more than a half-hour and you'll
find it very hard to go back to low-power
alternatives. Even if they cost $350,000. U

Supplier
Musical Fidelity
020 8900 2866
www.musicalfidelity.com

Hi-FINews verdict
A big amp, a big ticket, but for those with big
pockets, abig room and aliking for bottom octaves
along with a loathing of midband coloration, there
are few designs to rival this combo for sheer valLie.
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Launched in 1967, the 33 and 303 became Quad's alltime best sellers. Ken Kessler celebrates the only
transistor amp of its era that's still sought after today
58
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STEREO

aah, if only every manufacturer had this dilemma — too many classics in its CV! With Quad,
do you think first of the original ESL or the ESL63? The Quad 22/11? Or do you picture Quad's

biggest- selling pre- amp ever and

its second- best-selling power amp, the 33/303

combination? For those of acertain age, who arrived on the hi-fi scene after 1967 but before the dawn
of CD, that was the heart of aQuad system, and for many of them, it was the introduction to the UK's
most venerable brand. ( And of course, they asgWed to add the beautiful FM3 tuner, seen with the 33
above.) By the mid- 1960s, the transistor had made such broad inroads into audio that even valve die-
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by Ken Kessler. available from the Hi-F, News Accessories C

Ross Walker recalls the 33/303
arguing before Icould persuade
people that there was areal
problem out there.
'We then had to gold-plate the
contacts. Unfortunately, because
we had cracking after- sales
service, everybody always
thought the 33 was avery
reliable product, when the first
20,000 all went bloody wrong.
'In many respects, Peter)
made life more difficult for our

'h.

customers, although he thought

e.

Peter Walkers son, Ross, worked for Quad
during the entire life of the 33/303 combination.
'Peter ( Walker' and Peter Bas IBaxandalll

he was doing them afavour. When the 33 came

That compact back panel layout loots nice...

worked together on the 33 and 303 and did their

that, he thought this was great. And customers

triples la way of making output devices so that
the biasing wouldn't shift with temperature).

would come up and say: " Well, I'm not going to

hards like Quad, McIntosh, Leak and Radford

à were having to produce both. As Gordon Hill
recalled

in the book

Quad — The Closest

f, Approach: '
Quad was one of the last audio
E manufacturers
to introduce a transistor
••'-- amplifier...

Many famous names were early

• adopters and they were acommercial. if not an
audiophile success. The original Leak Stereo 30
•is one such example.
'In many ways Quad had built a ! ocf for its own
back. Prevailing transistor amplifiers had neither
• the power response nor the stability to drive the
e
ESL- 57 satisfactorily and the world at large would

E
.e

just have to wait if the remarkabfe qualities of

out, people said, " I'm not buying it with that
bloody marigold thing on it." Well, Peter loved

That worked very well, so the 33/303 really

buy that unless you take that marigold thing off.
You'll have to change that." And he'd say, " Well,

started to motor, although we managed to build
into the 33 acatastrophic failure.

I'm not. Bugger off. Go and buy aLeak. Go on,
bugger off." And actually, we did manage to sell

'They used to have these bloody little plug-in
circuit boards that were frightfully dinky and

quite alot of those, but we'd have sold an awful

frigntfully clever and we thought we could

mind that if we'd been abit more — we were

change those for servicing, etc. It was done for

customer-friendly, but not ' customercentric'.. if you bought it, you got jolly good

all the right reasons. But the original edge

lot more. There is absolutely no doubt in my

connectors had tinned contacts and the boards

attention, but what about the other 99.99% of

were silver- copper, and of course with subtle
vibrations they went through the tinning and

the population that didn't buy the bloody thing?

oxidised. so you got resistance building up.

marigold, and actually it looked abit peculiar
and rinky-dink and of course that's why Yamaha

'We started to get reports of intermittent
performance and again we had alot of internal

Because they didn't like the fact that it was

argLments. Isaid, Look, something is wrong;
we're getting far too high afailure rate. No, it's

and Pioneer and Sony came in and took over the
world. Yes, they were good at manufacturing
and we were absolutely crap at it.'

A DEPENDABLE DEVICE
Unlike some, Quad did wait for a dependable
device. It came in the form of the silicon epitaxial

not, it's fine, it's fine. Because, of course, when
we looked it, it does work, because the first

Problems aside, were they immediate hits?
'No question, it went off like arocket — I

time you take aboard out and put it back in, you

should imagine our business just about doubled

transistor which, Hill states, ' had virtually none of

get aconnection. We had about ayear of

the year that we brought them out.'

i" this speaker were not to be thrown away by an
• unsuitable design.'

the disadvantages of its germanium cousin. There
was a learning curve, but manufacturers did
eventually produce high-gain, low- no se input

at the Quad 22 and the Quad 33, it fits in the

with aplug-in board to provide different cartridge

same furniture by just squaring off the corners'.

sensitivities and impedances. ( Moving-coil was

devices and stable, wide bandwidth output

The styling was brought up to date, allowing the

not amajor concern in 1967.) Gordon Hill: 'The

transistors. The EF86 and KT66 were the devices

unit to be free-standing or cabinet- mounted.

relatively low headroom of this stage requires that

of yesterday, the BC109 and the 2N3055 were

Quad provided mains power for the 33 to allow

high-oLtput devices be attenuated, thus failing to

the devices of tomorrow. Nearly 40 years on you
can still find them, or some of their variants, in

it to be used as astand-alone unit and it had two
switched sockets on the rear panel to supply

maximise the noise performance of the preamplifier. This being 1967, all options for

many modern amplifiers.'
Quad launched the 33 pre-amplifier .and 303

mains to a tuner and a power amplifier. To
maxim,se the available space, all the signal

stereo power amplifier in 1967 after atypically

connections were DIN, at a time before the
average audiophile grew to loathe them.

long gestation period. Many have noted that the
Quad 33 is in many ways asolid-state Quad 22.
Quad employee Roger Hill notes that ' if you look

adjusting recording characteristics have been
consigned to history and the response is within
0.5dB of the RIAA curve from 30Hz-20kHz. A

input is a conventional, two-

built-in rumble filter cuts in steeply at 30Hz.'
Asecond plug-in board in the tape loop allowed

transistor amplifier with feedback equalisation,

the user to vary the output and input sensitivities,

Its phono

303 Timeline
Early ads reassured customers
that the transistorised 33/303
would accommodate the
new lower- efficiency
speakers and loweroutput pickups; ( far
right] two of the ' pro'
versions of the 303
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Classic kit
Quad 33/303

Peter Walker remembered by Roger Hill
•

Roger Hill worked
with Peter Walker
Heft] from 1960
through Peter's
retirement, remaining

1

/

actual topology of the circuit. It's adetail thing.
We didn't do anything for 78s at all, but we
made the RIAA as close as we possibly could —
nowhere near as good as the 44, but alot better

at Quad until 1996.

than the 22.
'We were looking for anew pre- amplifier

'We got lots of flak

while the 33 was still running. So the 33 went on

from the press when

for afew years while we were making the 44.
The things we wanted to do were all in the 44 —

we carried on making
valve amplifiers when

marketing wanted all of the inputs on separate

everybody else was making transistor
amplifiers. And Mr Walker said, " We're not going

They wanted more inputs than the 33. Mr Walker

to make atransistor amplifier until it's as good

and the senior engineers had been doing tests

as our valve ones. As good as its sound, its

on tone controls, because no doubt you've heard
Mr Walker say that we put them on as a

reliability, its price."
'A lot of the inside detail of the 33 was mine,
but not the 303, and Idid the test gear for the
pre- amp. John Collinson — avery clever chap,

modules so that it could be made to measure.

marketing exercise because our dealers said
they couldn't sell the stuff without it. But we also

.. and the 303 occupied the same space as aII

quite important to my training — designed the

put on the cancel facility, so that customers,
having paid for these expensive tone controls

the time, Iwas simply unaware of its presence —

main circuit and it was finished by Mr Walker.
'I might also have done some honing of the

could then switch them off. Ilaughs.1 The oldfashioned tone controls hadn't really much use

high praise, Iassure you. (While the ESL 57 is an
obvious match, you simply must hear it with

circuit, like the pre- amplifier for disc. Idid the

once you'd got into the 1970s. They had when
you were playing 78s, but not into the 1910s.'

LS3/5As.) Clean, sweet, devoid of the nasl'iness of
most early tranny amps — it stood out among its

actual values selection; Ididn't change the
while the tape output could be adjusted to the
correct DIN-standard level. Gordon Hill remarked

amplifier's performance features low distortion
and a controlled bandwidth of 20Hz-35kHz,

that, 'those who were around at the time will

—1dB. As transistor amplifiers go, the output

recollect what ablessing that was. On just about

impedance is arelatively high 0.3 ohms, fine for

every other British pre-amp of the period the

16 ohm loads, less good into lower impedances.
At very low impedances, performance falls off.'
303 variations do exist, including models

presence of DIN sockets did not
conformity with the DIN standard!'

indicate

At the front, the 33 looked like no other preamp — other than a modernised 22. Customer
loyalty was ahuge part of the Quad client profile;

adapted for pro use, but the basic model featured
a special DIN-type connector to take the signal
feed from the 33, with mains in via a three- pin

if you look at the Quad 22 and the Quad
33, it fits in the same furniture by just
squaring off the corners

desk. Ifound it so easy on the ears that, most of

contemporaries as a harbinger of doom for the
commercial dominance of the valve.
Gordon Hill felt that, ' with 16 ohm loads, the
amplifier behaves impeccably. On loads where the
impedance plunges heavily at low frequencies,
the amplifier can run out of steam and its 4ohm
performance is just about adequate. That said,
there are thousands in current use all over the
world and, in its day, the 303 was extensively
employed in domestic, broadcasting and
professional
applications,
satisfied
users
including ( improbably) Pink Floyd.'
Inevitably, what goes around, comes around,
and, as of 2005, Quad — like McIntosh, Audio
Research and others — produces bob tube and
solid-state ranges. This year, Quad relaunched a
facsimile of the Quad II valve amp. But will they
ever reissJe the 33/303? Unlikely, and for two
reasons. Iwas once told — emphatically — that

to prevent culture shock for users moving to the

connector. Earlier versions (serial numbers 80,500

both pieces would be too expensive to produce

33 from the 22, Quad provided an extensive

and below) use atiny three- pin Bulgin socket; later

today, using the methods and technology of their

filtering and tone control system, with small

versions use athree- pin IEC connector.

day.

Change the

innards to surface- mount

rotaries for the tone controls, plus press buttons
for source select and filter settings. A primary

'In

rotary knob provided on/off and volume.
Its sister, the 303, was rated at 45W/ch into 8

philosophy, the 303 uses afully regulated power
supply. The genius of the circuit lies in the

33/303, then, would it?
And the other reason? The survival iates of both
the 33 and the 303 are so high that, at any given

ohms, producing 28W into 16 ohms and was

innovative use of " output triples", which renders

time, the classifieds and the audio fairs are full of

believed to be unconditionally stable into any

the current in the output stage virtually immune
from temperature changes and ensures stable

them, at bargain prices. And, yes, Quad will still
repair them.

performance under widely varying conditions.'

,
(en

load. Gordon Hill felt that it was, ' outstanding in
partnership with the

16 ohm ESL- 57; the

Gordon Hill remains impressed with the 303.
complete

contrast

to

today's

design

ICs, etc. Well, it wouldn't be a

Kessler

Additionally, Quad fitted the 303 with automatic
current- limiting
to
render
it
virtually

Production numbers

indestructible under nearly any combination of

The 33/303 combination ranks amongst Quad's

input and output, including an open circuit or
dead short across the output terminals.

all-time best-sellers. Altogether 120.000 Quad

As for the sound, well, let's just say that amint
33/303 combination will upset audiophiles who
refuse to believe than vintage solid-state gear can
produce satisfactory sounds. I lived with my
33/303 on a daily basis, using it 40 hours per
week for four years, driving the LS3/5As on my

www.hifi news

technology,

33 Control Units were produced, from 19611982; 94,000 Quad 303s were made, 1961-85.
Quad accounts for the difference by reminding
us that the arrival of the 405 power amplifier
preceded the matching 44 pre- amp by four
years, so anumber of 405s were sold with 33s.
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Two of the latest AV receivers
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MasterClass
Strange stuff, Liquid Crystal.
David Perry charts the rise of the
LCD and the technology within
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View from the Inside
Jon Thompson reports from ShoWest
and the exciting prospect of
next-generation 3-D movies

72

Fujitsu LPF-D711Projector
Not DLP but LCD. An AVTech

Philips' RC9800i touch- screen remote also

exclusive on anew ' three-chipper'

supports Wi-Fi 802.11b networking

that's set for 1080p digital video

A

AVTech's monthly newsround with David Perry

new 2D to 3D film conversion process
called ' Dimensionalization' has been
demonstrated by film industry colossi

George Lucas, James Cameron, Robert Zemeckis,
Robert Rodriguez, Randal Kleiser and Peter

TI has also announced anumber of technological
advancements that its 1080p DLP system will
bring to the highly competitive large screen TV
market. These are: SharpPicture, aprocessing

ELV Cell OFF
Grid
Insulator

Jackson at this year's ShoWest in Las Vegas (see
Jon Thompson's column, p71). This symposium

enhancement that works in conjunction with
SmoothPicture technology to simultaneously
provide sharp, yet smooth and seamless images;

on 3-D and digital cinema was sponsored by
Texas Instruments.

DynamicColor which enhances colours and
contrast without impacting skin tones, allowing

Developed by In-Three Inc of California USA, the

for more vibrant and lifelike color reproduction;

new technology involves converting a movie into
two slightly offset images, one for each eye. Special
wireless active glasses allow the viewer to see the

and DynamicBlack, asystem level solution that
provides increases in contrast and grayscale
extension by as much as 4x, bringing greater

results as a single 3-D image. Existing systems
such as IMAX 3-D require two side- by-side film

detail to dark scenes and images and allowing
OEM producers to achieve ratios well above

projectors, while In-Three's system operates with

5000:1. Finally, there's DarkChip3 which
includes architectural changes to the DLP chip This schematic illustrates the principles behind ELV
resulting in a20-40% improvement in contrast
over DarkChip2.

asingle digital projector, providing the opportunity
for existing 3-D films to be shown outside the IMAX
network. Of course, IMAX might argue that while
3-D is great, 'wraparound 3-D' can only be better.
DLP DOES 1080P AT LAST
Texas Instruments announced that its 1080p DLP
TV technology is ready for shipment to its OEM

Transparent
Electrode
Diffuse lightguide
ELV Cell ON

..

1111111,

Response times are equivalent to, or better than
ELECTROWETTING — ARIVAL FOR LCD?
ELV or Electrowetting Light Valve is anew display

current LCDs but contrast ratios and black levels

technology from the University of Cincinnati, USA

anytime soon but it's one of many new display
technologies Al/Tech is keeping akeen eye on.

which it feels could rival LCDs. The researchers'

still require furtfer R&D. Don't expect products

customers this July. The new Digital- Micro- Mirror

backlit display consists of pixel cells filled with

chip was previously known as xHD3, aversion that

coloured oil and water. Using a ' glass sandwich'

uses a 960 x 1080 mirror array to generate full
HD images at 1920 x 1080p via its proprietary
SmoothPicture system.

HI-DEF FORMAT WARS — OVER ALREADY?

structure that's not dissimilar to LCD, the ELV pixels

The next generation, high definition DVD format

appear black when no voltage is applied across

war is possibly going to be resolved before ashot is

Manufacturers who have announced 1080p DLP

its electrodes because the oil forms an opaque
film below the water. When a voltage is applied,

TVs, for the US market at least, include LG,

fired in anger. So can we all breathe asigh of relief?
Well half asigh perhaps, because at the time of

the oil contracts and allows light to pass through,

Mitsubishi, Samsung, and Toshiba. Similar RPTVs
will make their European debut in late 2005/early
2006 in time for Hi-Def digital broadcasting.

writing, representatives from both the HD-DVD and

effectively switching on the pixel. The system
has the advantage of not requiring polarised light

Blu-Ray camps were in talks to '... jointly develop a
new standard for next-generation DVDs to give the

and being highly efficient, currently around 80%.

best benefit to consumers', aSony source told the
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rAVTech Update
These are the 23in 23LB23064
(black), 23LB230S4 ( silver) and
27in 27LB23084. The 23-32in
models also sport Thomson's Hi-Pix

Statement

image processing, support WXGA
resolutions and are HD Ready.
Thompson Scenium LCD TV with post- in DVD, above
WC'S 'WORLD FIRST' DVD-RW
JVC claims to have developed the
world's first single-sided, dual
layer DVD-RW disc technology
with a maximum storage capacity
of 8.5GB. The breakthrough was
made possible by the company's
development of a highly sensitive
recording film, a new ' N-Strategy'
recording method which enhances
erasability, and anew precision thin
film forming technology.
The new disc technology delivers
1.8 times the storage capacity of a
conventional, single-sided, singlelayer DVD-RW disc with its 4.7GB
capacity. This new recording film
also brings re-writable features to
single-sided, dual- layer DVD discs,
which until now have been limited
Panasonic's TU-CTH100 PVR with added PAP

to write-once capability. JVC will

I

fthe AVTech e-mail bag is any guide,
then more than a few home cinema
fans are currently pondering the wisdom

of feeding their plasma or projector with a
progressive video output. Even in the highest
of high- end DVD players, the interlaced-toprogressive video conversion and scaling
processes are necessarily generic, while
those included in the better plasmas and
projectors are bespoke solutions adapted to
the specific requirements of the panel(s).
As a result, you'll often get asmootherlooking picture by electing for the interlaced
(digital or analogue) video output of the
DVD player and allowing the display device

Reuters news agency. The two have been pushing
different formats which have split movie studios

forward a proposal to the DVD
Forum in an effort to promote the adoption and

to create its own ' progressively drawn' and

advancement of its single-sided, dual- layer DVD-RW

optimally-scaled image.

and technology firms in their support. It would seem

disc technology.

So it is with Fujitsu's amazing twobox LCD projector, reviewed exclusively in

that acompromised yet 'desirable hybrid' of both

ethe

PANASONIC'S FIRST FREEVIEW PVR

AVTech, which shows adistinct preference

talks. We watch and wait with fingers crossed!

Panasonic finally releases its long awaited Freeview-

for a 1080i digital video feed over 720p,

PHILIPS CONTROLS THEM ALL IN STYLE

equipped PVR this month with asuggested price
of £280. The TU-CTH100 features two terrestrial

even when supplied by as impressive a
player as Denor's reference DVD-AlXV.

Philips has led the way in affordable, multifunction

DTV tuners and an 80GB hard disc drive along with

programmable remote controls for several years,

picture-and- picture and picture-in-picture ( PAP/PIP)
facilities. The usual 7-day [ PG ( Electronic Program

So does this projector offer the first real
alternative to existing high-end three-chip

proponents' technologies would be the aim

particularly with its acclaimed Pronto range. The
company's latest control everything, touch-screen
wonder' is the RC9800i. Capable of learning the IR
commands for up to 600 AA/ products, the touchscreen device features Wi-Fi 802.11b functionality
to enable wireless networking. This allows access

Guide) is offered with aone hour live pause, replay
and search buffer that Panasonic calls 'Time-Slip'.

DLP systems? Turn to page 72 to finci out.
At the sharp end of the home cinema
chain, we've also taken avery close !ook at
where the first truly capable AV receivers

NEC's WIRELESS TV FOR HD BROADCASTS

begin — at around £600-£700. Denon has

NEC has developed a prototype HD-compatible
television that requires no cables to connect it to a
tuner, video equipment or other AV products. The

traditionally been very strong here, but
now it faces achallenge from Marantz and
Harman Kardon, who meet in our head-to-

Fi devices in the home. The handset uses UPnP
(Universal Plug and Play) which, with Philips'

TV features transceivers that use millimetric waves

head on page 64.

to transmit data to audiovisual products at > 1Gb/s.

All this plus a new MasterClass on LCD

Digital Media Manager PC software, allows music or

more than twice the speed thought to be possible

technology and Jis update from the world

photos stored on aPC to be viewed on its screen.
Expected in May at around £399.

with UWB ( ultra-wideband) technology.
The TV only requires apower cable, eliminating

of professional c'nema. Happy viewing!

and control of multimedia content from a PC or
Internet which can be redistributed to other Wi-

the need to place AV devices near the TV and
LCD MEETS DVD IN THOMSON'S NEW TVs

encouraging hassle-free wall mounting. NEC aims

Thomson plans to launch no fewer than 11 new

to release atelevision incorporating this technology

LCD TV models this summer as part of its updated

within two years. II

Scenium range and includes Plasma
and DLP TVs. Model sizes ranging
from 17-20in offer a standard 4:3
aspect while the 23-32in units are
all widescreen ( oddly, however, some
are quoted at 15:9 instead of 16:9).
Various styles are described in either
black or silver and with or without a
glass panel finish.
Three of the models include an
integrated, slot- loading DVD player.

www.hifinews.co.uk

Mentioned in dispatches...
Extreme Photonix ( ELV) www.biostarlorg
JVC UK

www.jvc.co.uk

0870 330 5000

NEC UK

www.nec.co.uk

0845 234 4040

Panasonic UK Ltd
Philips
Texas Instruments

www.panasonic.co.uk
www.philips.co.uk

08705 357357

Thomson Europe

www.thomson-europe.co.uk

0870 601 0101

www.ti.com, www.d1p.com

University of Cincinnati www.nanolab.uc.edu

Paul Miller, Editor, AVTech

Comprehensive Test Reports from the QC
Suite are available to download at
www.milleraudioresearch.conilavtech
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Marantz

SR7500 meets

As the price of power falls, anew breed of AV receiver is born, says Paul Miller
DTS (ES)

Marantz SR7500
PRICE

£700

Harman Kardon AVR355
PRICE

The SR7500
includes 4

ig screen entertainment needs a big sound to
match, but large loudspeakers are not
necessarily the answer unless you've got a

inputs, 8 digital
audio inputs ( 7 are
assignable) plus
7.1 channel audio
inputs ( for DVD-A
and SACD) with

£600

B

component video

beefy engine to drive them. With this in mind, your first
confident step on the road to home cinema heaven is
likely to begin at around £600, because this is the point
at which some truly capable, seven-channel AV amps
fall within our grasp. And apair of particularly eager-

matching 7.1

and RS232 ports

beavers are baring their teeth in our blind listening test
this month, courtesy of Marantz with its £700 SR7500
and Harman Kardon with its new, £600 AVR335. Both

add automation

utilise the same Crystal-based Dolby Digital (EX) and

channel preamp
outputs. Trigger

Mert•il.

•

•

uIA

090430 _
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customised bass

certification), HK has opted for the ' standard' Dolby EX
mode, added its own Logic 7 and VMAx (' surround'
headphone) DSP and ploughed extra resources into its
enhanced speaker configuration options and separate
192kHz/24bit DACs. Marantz specifies an integrated, 8channel DAC solution from Crystal. Otherwise, the
sheer number of internal amps allows both Marantz and
HK to spread their excess capacity into supporting a
second room. HK even supplies asmaller remote (see
main picture) to service this additional zone.
Some sort of auto-setup routine is de rigueur these
days, so while Harman offers the latest version of its
EzSet+ system, Marantz has included MRAC (Marantz
Room Acoustic Calibration). Each system comes with a
little omni-directional microphone that
plugs into the front of the amplifier (as in
our photos above). This recovers aseries of

•

e
.---

•

tones generated by the amp, which are used
to provide correction for asymmetrically
placed or sized speakers and to apply a
partial band-aid to the most disagreeable of
room acoustics. As ever, use these facilities
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decoder,

management. Other features, including a200msec lipsync delay, also come packaged with this processor.
However, while Marantz has paid up for extra code to
support THX-flavoured EX (with THX Select
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to get you in the right ballpark, but do take
the time to trawl through the menu(s) and
tweak the amplifier for best performance.
Personally, I found Marantz's menu
structure that bit easier to navigate, not least

www.hifinews.co.uk

AVTech AV Receivers

Harman Kardon

AVR335

because the remote's tom le control is duplicated on the
amp itself. Harman's menu is a little less intuitive —
even the OSD key is hidden away in acluster of buttons
on the remote. Then again, the AVR335 is one of the
first mid-priced amplifiers to feature both a ' Global' and
'Independent' bass manager, the latter allowing for
different crossover frequencies (40-200Hz) on each of
the front, centre, surround and back channels. This
could be useful, for example. if your surround speakers
are a lot smaller than the centre or front pair.
Nevertheless, in the interests of the highest home
cinema fidelity, my advice is always to leave all
channels set to ' Large' and avoid any bass management

Hammond organ albeit with a slightly rougher vocal
texture that, according to our listeners ' sounds more
like areal life performance'.
We were not surprised to hear the SR7500 paint
Rebecca Pidgeon's Raven Album across the front of the
room with slick efficiency. There's not quite the edge to
her voice we've heard before and neither is there the
final sweep to the guitar, which typically sounds alittle
deeper and more aggressive, nevertheless the overall
performance is so very ` listenable' and engaging that
few are likely to find cause to complain.
Switching to the AVR335 caused percussion, strings
and Rebecca's voice to snap into a sharper and more

unless (extreme) circumstances demand otherwise...
LIGHTS OUT
Music and movies were the order of the day for our
blind listening panel, who were unaware of the rank
and serial number of the amplifiers tucked away behind
the curtains at the rear of the AVTech cinema. We
kicked off with Ray Charles' Genius Loves Company
SACD, which sounded smooth and relaxed through
Marantz's SR7500, revealing the age in the voice of this
legendary performer while still maintaining a 'global
slickness that's typical of US-produced, Grammy
Award-winning material'. Or so one listener suggested.
Harman's AVR335 has a different take on things,
delivering the same performance with abetter grip of
vocals and instruments dike but with an urgency that
contrasts with the silky-smooth character of the
Marantz. Low bass is especially deep and snappy
through, bringing adecent weight and structure to the

www.hifinews.co.uk

When The Incredibles family is shot
down over the sea, the SR7500 has the
jet explode with an impressive ' boom'

II

articulate focus, trading some loss in transparency and
warmth for extra punch and immediacy. Exciting,
certainly, but it's asound that could become demanding
in the longer term. Where the Marantz beguiles, the HK
is more authoritative — ' more club than lounge',
suggested one listener.
Movies were less clear-cut, for as Mr Incredible is
pelted with great globs of goo from the row of canons in
Mr Syndrome's lair, the SR7500 just fails to match the
sharpness of focus and articulation of effects achieved
by the HK. Similarly, when The Incredibles family is
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DIVA
MASTER CLASS
Rarely in the world of home cinema can you experience the level of video and audio reproduction these talented
divas can deliver.
The DV79 and AVR300 offer that elusive combination of afull feature set with the finest performance in its class.
DV79 highlights include an HDMI video output offering stunning digital video for use with the world's finest
displays as well as reference quality audio from movie and music sources.
The AVR300 features exceptional performance on both stereo and multi- channel playback. The massive
amplifier section delivers 100 watts per channel into all seven channels and 120 watts into two channels
with the kind of audiophile reproduction you'd expect from Arcam.
Book your front row seat at your nearest Arcam specialist to see and hear these exceptionally talented divas
for yourself.
For the inside story on the Arcam DiVA master class visit www.arcam.co.uk/diva

ARCAM
DiVA

Bringing music and movies to life.
Tel: 01223 203200 www.arcam.co.uk

AVTech AV Receivers'
On the Bench with AVTech
DVD / COAX
DOLBY D EX

Turning our attention to the decoder and DAC section of both

10:.
`
="
1..:

'•

receivers, it became evident that the SR7500 has a built-in
bass roll- off, amounting to - 4dB at 20Hz. This is regardless
of the speaker crossover or Pure Direct' setting and increases

irriperCr

to some - 25dB/20Hz once the channel is set from Large to
Small, as expected. The effect of this HP filter is also evident
from the polarity test. There's also some premature overload
of the sub channel when all main channels are set to Small
and a generalised increase in distortion from a low 0.003%
through bass and mid to arather higher - 0.1% in the extreme
treble. Outside of the decoder section, HF distortion through
the power amplifiers is typically - 0.06% at 20kHz/lOW.
Harman Kardon's AVR335 has higher jitter (- 4500psec
against the Marantz's - 1280psec) but has a better bass
extension, cleaner bass management and 10x lower distortion
at higher frequencies (- 0.01%). Noise, however, is poorer as
is its front-to- back separation.
But power is the real key to these wannabe AV wonders and

cinema systems but neither represents an inclusive
music and AV solution. There's no doubt that HK has
saved some cash by not shelling-out on THX licensing
and concentrating, instead, on delivering some extra,
low-end grunt. Nevertheless, the warm and richlydetailed Marantz sounds the more cultured and
'musical' of the pair with both CD and DVD software,
suiting brighter-sounding systems that might appear too
hard or forceful with the HK. But if you are looking for

while Marantz has a definite edge in two channel mode
(2x150W vs 2x100W/8ohm for the HK), it's the seemingly
lower- powered HK that proves the more speaker-tolerant in
multichannel mode. Where the SR7500 drops to 5x115W,
the AVR335 is ( relatively) tougher at 5x9OW/8 ohm sJpported
by a 5x12.5A maximum current to underpin its handling of
more difficult speakers. By contrast, the SR7500 flattens out
at 5x9.4A and is likely to fare better with true 8 ohm
loudspeaker combinations.
Want the

data? Then

Two worthy
contenders, hut
which comes
out on top?

cinematic thrills and spills, then the Harman is more
likely to barge its way up to the plate! •

download every facet of these

amplifier's LPCM, decoder and analogue ( power) performance
from www.milleraudioresearch.coneavtech

Supplier

shot down over the sea, the SR7500 has the jet explode
with an impressive 'boom', but the whistling wind is
just alittle too rich and smooth.
You might expect the more pointed delivery of the
HK to be universally better suited to movie
soundtracks, but it's not that simple. For example, the
Incredibles jet sequence definitely sounds more

Harman Consumer UK
0208 731 4670

Harman Kardon's

www.harman.com

AVR335 may lack

Hi-FiNews

verdict

Marantz's RS232
automation and

If you would rather he pitched nto the middle of imovie than the

sophisticated

thrilling with the HK, just as the chase sequence with

middle of aconcert, then the AVR335 has hags oi enthusiasm for the

video

Dash, later in the movie, has you on the edge of your
seat. But dialogue? Well this is neither as comfortable or

task and more than enough gruni to unnerpin those ? ffects.

upconversion hut
still features two

articulate as it sounds through the Marantz.

even if it sounds a little 'big' for the
screen. So while the SR7500 brings a
sense of weight and foreboding, the
AVR335's cues are crispness, immediacy
and impact.

Both these amplifiers do a tremendous

component inputs.

Marantz Hi Fi UK Ltd

Also included are

01753 680868

4 optical and 4

www.marantz.com

IFIFFINews

coaxia digital

verdict

audio inputs plus
7.1 channel

The confident hut easy- listening contender from nui impromptu head-

analogue audio

to- head. More accomplished at sustaining asense of atmosphere and

inputs and

occasion with music ban the srecial effects of modern movies.

pre- amp outputs
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Much the same thing applies to the tunnel scene from
I, Robot where, despite Will Smith's slightly
compressed and hooded dialogue with the marauding
mechanoids, every creak and clatter of the Audi's
tortured frame comes rattling with atmospheric effect
from the surrounds. There's a better sense of drama
with the HK but the Marantz brings a far smoother.
more reflective and atmospheric quality to centre
channel dialogue which anchors it to the screen. If you
have matched front/centre speakers then
it's well worth increasing the AVR335's
centre channel level by + 1to +2dB. This
really lifts the intelligibility of dialogue,
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As LCD- equipped products continue to gather
momentum, David Perry steers us through the
mysterious world of the Liquid Crystal

E

ven if the humble cathode ray tube still rules the roost in
terms of global TV sales, it's an open secret that flat panel

harks back over acentury. Liquid crystals ( LC) were discovered in

plasma displays have an eye on usurping the CRT's crown.

passed before C Mauguin discovered their ' twisted-nematic'

And yet, surprisingly, it is the Liquid Crystal Display ( LCD) in its

structure that later became the basis for the use of LC in displays.
However, it was almost 80 years after Reinitzer's discovery before

various forms that's most common throughout the world, despite
barely being given asecond thought. Until now, that is, for 2005
is shaping up to be the year when LCDs confidently strut their

1888 by Austrian botanist Friedrich Reinitzer. Afurther 30 years

asimple LCD was finally realised by the USA's RCA Corp.
The ' 50s dream of ' hang-on-the-wall' TV had been finally been

stuff in the fiercely competitive consumer displays market.

achieved, or so RCA's eneeers thought. In fact it took afurther

LCDs are everywhere we look, from calculators to wristwatches,

two

cock- radios, remote controls, PDAs and notebook computers.

monochrome TVs and

decades

of

intense

development

before

even

small

portable computer displays became

Almost every electronic item that conveys visual information does

available. Colour, high resolution LCDs began to percolate through

or has, at some point in its evolution, utilized a liquid crystal

the notebook and desktop PC markets during the early ' 90s and

display. So it's hardly surprising that we take them for granted,

although many sizeable LCD TVs prototypes were demonstrated

and about time we had acloser look at what LCD is all about.

in the late ' 90s, it was the turn of the 21st century before largescreen, wide-format LC displays finally hit the high street.

ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF LIQUID CRYSTAL

68

Every one of the latest ' high-tech' display technologies covered in

JEKYLL AND SLIDE

ot.r MasterClass features have all had along history of discovery,
evolution and development. In some cases, including LCD, this

'Liquid' Crystal might seem acontradiction in terms because we
naturally expect acrystal to be asolid, like quartz. In fact, these
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AVTech Masterclass
substances exist in astate between aliquid and acrystal while

the degree of twist in the spiral. LG-Philips favours a ' Super- In

exhibiting properties similar to both. The molecules that comprise
these liquid crystals are long, thin and tend to arrange themselves

Plane Switching' ( S-IPS) scheme whereas Samsung prefers its
'Super- Patterned Vertical Alignment' ( S-PVA) technology.

in the same general direction, allowing the mass to slide or flow
like a liquid. There are many compounds that can exist in this
liquid crystal state, but optimising their chemistry to meet the
needs of big screen LCD entertainment is still the subject of
major research.
LC's have the unique property of ' cooperative alignment',
which means the orientation of one molecule influences the
alignment of others in its vicinity. The LC materials used for

PERFORMANCE AND THE FUTURE
LCDs have long played second fiddle to competing technologies
like CRT, plasma and DLP when it comes to the key picture
attributes of black leve:, contrast, colour rendition and naturalistic
motion. However, judging by the LCD products presented at this
year's CES in Las Vegas, the earlier, mincing steps of LCD
development have been overtaken by confident strides towards a

displays also have an electrooptical nature. This means that
while their alignment influences the orientation of light waves

superlative HD picture performance.

passing through, this alignment itself may be manipulated by

last year or so.
New LC materials with improved optical properties,
enhancements in manufacturing tolerances and highly innovative

applying an external, electrical field. This concept is illustrated
by the simplified cross section, Fig 1.
In practice, LCDs fall into one of three camps — either
transmissive, reflective or a combination of both. We'll
concentrate on transmissive LCD technology as it's this that is
most commonly used for flat panel TVs, RPTVs and projectors
like the Fujitsu LPF-D711 (see p74). A reflective variant known
as LCoS ( Liquid Crystal on Silicon) is also slowly gaining ground
in the consumer market thanks to the efforts of both Sony and
JVC [
AVTech Aug 04].
PRESSING LC PROPERTIES INTO PRACTICE
Fundamentally, LCDs work by affecting the direction that light
waves vibrate or, specifically, their plane of polarisation.
Ordinarily, light waves are unpolarised and vibrate randomly in all

through this front polariser depends upon what degree the crystal
molecules have twisted these vertically- polarised light waves
back towards the horizontal.
In the case of the red pixel in Fig 1, the natural LC spiral
completely twists the light through 90° from a vertical to a
horizontal polarisation. This allows the red light to pass through
the polarising film at the front of the display at full strength. For
the green pixel, apartial electric field applies atwist to the LC

LCD

video processing ( including proprietary pixel overdriving schemes)
have raised LCD's bar. As a result, the latest generation LCDs
boast asmoother portrayal of film motion, higher contrast and
brightness, deeper black levels plus awider colour gamut and
saturation. Furthermore, new backlighting techniques have
provided for some striking picture improvements. Using LEDs
(Light Emitting Diodes) and new colour filter materials in
dimmable and blinking backlights has improved both black level
and motion performance. Meanwhile, another dimmable backlight

11

planes. Following the light path in Fig 1, we see the unpolarised
output from the lamp ( above) is filtered in such away that only
vertically- polarised light gets through. These waves then travel
through the liquid crystal, the colour filters and afinal, horizontal
polariser at the front of the display. How much light finally gets

Every aspect of

technology has either been renewed, reinvented or tweaked in the

'
Liquid' Crystal might seem a
contradiction in terms... we
expect acrystal to be asolid

that uses a scanning HCFL ( Hot Cathode Fluorescent Lamp)
technology from Philips also promises impressive picture
performance. Adding further momentum to LCD's bandwagon is
the recently formed 3LCD alliance of LCD micro-display panel
manufacturers and OEMs - agroup that would convince us all of
the superior performance and value associated with 3- panel LCD
Rear Projection TVs and front projectors. So if the plasma and
DLP teams have left the ball rolling into the corner of LCD's
court, perhaps it's about to be lobbed back with gusto! Ill

spiral which, in turn, means less of the
vertically- polarised light is converted to the
horizontal plane, and adarker green pixel
results. In our example, the blue pixel
represents the other extreme and is fully
'off'. Here the electric field has completely

Polarizer

undone the LC spiral, leaving the blue light

Glass Substrate

entirely
vertically
polarised
and
subsequently blocked by the front filter.
Although this example uses the red, green
and blue primaries to illustrate states of
full, medium and no output, respectively,
it's this technique of applying acarefully
controlled electric field to the LC layer that
defines its full greyscale from white to
black, regardless of the colour filter.
Unlike the DLP market, which is all but
dominated by Texas Instruments' own

ITO Film

I

Unpolarized
White Light

1TFT
Orientation Film

Liquid Crystal L
Orientation Film
Colour Filter
ITO Film
Glass Substrate
Polarizer

technology, there are many different LC
materials used by competing manufacturers
with unique molecular arrangements and
proprietary switching mechanisms. One
popular

system

keeps

the

molecules

parallel but uses an electric field to adjust

www.hifinews.co.uk

Fig 1. The brightness of every pixel is determined by the polarisation of the light passing through.
(Image courtesy of Merck KgaA)
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FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

eGRAAF GM5o.
A pure valve integrated amplifier, 5owpc,
capable of producing stunning 3- dimensional
soundstages. Deserves all the accolades.
£395 0 .
fAmphion Creon loudspeakers.
This offers asimilar sound to one of our
best selling speakers, the bigger Xenon,
but in amore affordable package. £ 1650.

cAyre Acoustics.
We are thrilled with the sound
of these exceptional sounding
solid-state designs. Very smooth,
large soundstage with accurate
focus of imaging. Dual mono designs
within high quality components and
gAudio Analogue Maestro

construction of casework. CX-7 CD
aThiel loudspeakers.
We are pleased to be representing this
excellent design of loudspeakers. Well known
throughout the world for their coherent sound
and wonderful imaging. Model CS1.6 £1895.
Model C52.4 E3495.

player f2495. AX-7Integrated

CD player.

amplifier £2395.

An advanced design 15,21(Hz/
24- bit upsampling player with

dNottingham Analogue Space Deck.

aseductive natural sound.

With the new, thicker platter and

Remarkable value at £ 1650.

upgrade kit it produces an even more
neutral and stable image. f1417.

bWhest Audio P5.20 phono stage.
A radical low noise circuit which enables
the RIAA network to resolve information
up to 6okHz, which many modern MC
cartridges are capable of. The resu:t is much
more information from your LPs and amore

u

three dimensional soundstage. Excellent value
with separate power supply at £ 1275.

AMPHION • AUDIO PHYSIC • AVALON • AYRE ACOUSTICS

BEL CANTO • BENZ- MICRO • CARDAS » CLEARAUDIO

CONRAD-JOHNSON

DALI

EARNOSHINO • FINAL

GRAAF • LYRA • MCINTOSH • MONO PULSE • NORDOST • NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE • PAGODE • PATHOS • QUADRASPIRE • RESOLUTION AUDIO • ROGUE AUDIO
SME • SHUN MOOK • SUGDEN • THIEL • TRANSFIGURATION • UNISON RESEARCH • VELODYNE

VIRTUAL DYNAMICS • WADIA • WHEST AUDIO

Located approximately i5 minutes drive

7Comet House

Demonstrations by appointment

from either MOlunction 12 or M3/Junction 6

Calleva Park

Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:oo.

with free and easy parking outside
the building.

Aldermaston

We have ahome evaluation scheme for those

Reading

who might find this method more convenient.

Berkshire RG7 8JA

It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration
and previously owned equipment listed on
our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk
At
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AVTech Update

JON THOMPSON'S

VIEW FROM THE INSIDE

C

inema has been threatening to go
all- digital for many years, but with no real
killer application to justify such a costly

transition. In March, at ShoWest, we may have
seen it. Held in Las Vegas, ShoWest is the
annual jamboree for cinema distributors, where
everything from popcorn to hotdog machines to
state-of-the-art digital cinema technology is
demonstrated. Nestled among digital screenings
of bad films such as Miss Congeniality 2was a
technical demonstration of 3-D movie production.
This event was an understated affair, but the
feeling among attendees was that we were going
to see something very special indeed. Le Théâtre
Des Arts in the Paris Hotel provided asuitable
venue for the event with its 70ft screen, easily
filled by a Christie CP2000 digital cinema
projector with its 7kW Xenon lamp.
Digital technology has enabled exciting new
methods for producing 3-D images using asingle
digital projector running at 96 frames per second
(96f ps). At this rate, it's possible to interleave successive images

there to talk about his plans to re-master all six Star Wars fims in

for the left then the right eye. Showing each image twice reduces

3-D by 2007, just in time for the 30th anniversary. James

Star Wars that will

flicker and brings the true frame rate down to atraditional 24fps.
The audience wears shuttered- LCD glasses controlled by an IR

Cameron also shared his enthusiasm for 3-D with re- mastered

benefit if 3-0

sender in the auditorium. This tells the glasses when to blank the
left eye, leaving the right eye to see the screen, and when to
blank the right eye, to leave the left eye to see the screen.
This is afar more elegant way of creating 3-D images than the
red and green-filtered glasses that most people are familiar with,
or the slightly more sophisticated polarised glasses that many
IMAX auditoriums use. The problem with red/green glasses is
that the film appears in monochrome, while polarised specs rely

It's not just fans of

clips from Ghosts of the Abyss and Terminator. His latest project,

makes it to movie

called Battle Angel, will also be released in 3-D by 2007.

theatres, ahome
cinema version is

BIG BUCKS
Others already have the tee-shirt, including Robert Zemeckis who
produced the Polar Express animation in 3-D exclusively for IMAX

sure to follow

theatres. Now, while these specialised outfits only accounted for
3% of all screenings, they contributed some 25% of the movie's
box office revenue. The London IMAX theatre alone made over

on you never moving your head. The LCD system, 1 1
by contrast, gives far superior reproduction with
minimal eyestrain. Plus, the glasses are very small
and lightweight. The company that makes the
glasses has even adapted adishwasher to clean
and sterilise each pair between performances!
The ShoWest demo was driven from a QuVis
QuBit 2K Acuity Server that's not dissimilar to the

1

Star Wars Episode IV, now re- mastered
in 3-D, was spectacular — like seeing
the film again for the very first time

servers being installed across the UK as part of the Film Council's
Digital Cinema Distribution Network ( see last month's column).
The Acuity is particularly clever because it will support two 4:2:2
streams in the space usually used for recording one 4:4:4 stream,

$1m screening the film in 3-D. After Zemeckis finished speaking,
Robert Rodriguez stood up and talked about his experiences with
Spy Kids in 3-D. He said he would like to release his latest film,
Sin City, in 3-D if the facilities were available within the next

ensuring that the left and right images never go out of sync.

month or so. If for no other reason, every distribution executive
and cinema operator in the venue was now wide awake, smelling

REWORKED INTO 3-D
The demonstration itself was stunning. Clips were shown from

big bucks from digital cinema.

re-worked versions of Top Gun, Mission Impossible Il and The
Lord of the Rings while Peter Jackson announced the release of

know it has a real chance of penetrating the mainstream.
Moreover, if 3-D becomes areality in theatres, there will surely

his King Kong movie in 3-D. For my part, seeing Star Wars

be a home cinema version hard on its heels. And with most

Episode IV, now re- mastered in 3-D, was truly spectacular — like
seeing the film again for the very first time. George Lucas was

modern, domestic display devices already capable of supporting
96fps, part of the battle has already been waged and won.

www.hifinews.co.uk

With some of the biggest movie powerbrokers backing 3-D, you
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Fu
Fujitsu "
LPERD711
No colour wheel or DLP chips for Fujitsu as
it bucks the fashion with an LCD projector.
Paul Miller is amazed at the evolution
FUJITSU LPF-D711/LPF-QSD1 PROJECTOR

engineers from the Rank Organisation, the likes of

PRICE £ 17,500

Sharp and Sony ruled the roost with LCD projectors

A

nother high- end three- chip projector and another exclusive

review from Alfrectis equally exclusive viewing facility, but

this Fujitsu chass,s is no variation on the DLP theme

championed by the likes of Screenplay, DPL, Marantz
and SIM2. Instead, and as our MasterClass suggests,
LCD technology is neither dead, forgotten nor limited to
low-cost flat panel displays as evidenced by its
application in this £17,500 two-box combination.
At a time when DLP technology was taking its
first tentative steps under the watchful eye of a few

72
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for the fledging home cinema market. These, like the
Fujitsu LPF-D711 pictured here, were necessarily threechip (or, more appropriately, three panel) LCD systems
that converged the output from individual red, green
and blue TFT cells to deliver a full-colour image. But
comparing those projectors with the 'D711 is rather
like stepping out of aFord Model T to take the wheel
of aBMW 7series. You see, not only is the LPF-D711
equipped with three very High Definition 1920x1080
LCD panels (far higher than the 1280x720 pixel array of
today's top DLP projectors) but it's also one of the very

www. hifi news.co.uk

AVTech Exclusive review
Fujitsu's Selector
torr - am»

box also includes

el,r760.

its AVM- II
deinterlacer and
scaler. All your

000

video sources are
accommodated
through a
combination of four
composite, S- video
and five component

few designed to accept afull 1080p digital video input.
Now that's what I call future-proofing! Incidentally,
AVTech will include an exclusive technical review
of the first 1080p-enabled DVD player very soon, so
perhaps Fujitsu's foresight was not so distant.
Under the bonnet we find three, 1.3-inch High
Temperature Poly-Silicon LCD panels from Epson (a
technology partner under the 3LCD banner). These
1920x1080 TFT panels are notoriously difficult to
manufacture and represent the current state-of-theart for LCD technology. In practice, however, while
the LPF-D711 is the lighthouse of Fujitsu's two-box
solution, the LPF-QSD1WB ' selector unit' is where all
the real action takes place.
Both the LPF-D711 and LPF-QSD1WB are controlled
off the same, diminutive IR handset. It's from here that
the projector's motorised zoom, focus and lens offset
are adjusted along with digital keystone correction and
image reverse/inversion to suit different installation
modes. Otherwise, the bulk of the image processing,
including the 12-bit AVM-II de-interlacing, noise
reduction and colour management is achieved within
the selector box. Regardless of the video input, the
LPF-QSD1WB creates and delivers a progressive and
scaled digital video signal up to the LPF-D711. Fujitsu
uses standard DVI connectors for this interface, but as
the timing signals are proprietary you'll not be able to
connect aDVD player directly to the 'D711.
A host of picture contrast, brightness, colour and
lamp/picture modes [see On the Bench] are offered
here but it's the so-called Precision Setting submenu
that provides the most powerful aid to squeezing the
very best from the 'D711. Here you have control over
the black level, detail gradation, noise reduction and
enhancement modes, the colour temperature (very
useful) and colour focus which allows correction of
specific hues in abright sky blue or the degree of pink
in fleshtones, for example.
Some movies still have slightly over-cooked fleshtones
(the re-release of the otherwise superb Apollo 13 is one
example), so you might care to reduce the User Colour
Temperature > Red from our default Recommended
Setting of 235 to 230. Furthermore, and in common
with Fujitsu's plasmas, this projector has more than
one contrast setting. ' Signal Contrast' acts on the video
signal while the 'Drive Contrast' alters the maximum
amount of light reaching each of the RBG LC panels.
The ' Light Control' feature is a dynamic contrast
adjustment that rotates the polarising filters against
one another rather than use some sort of auto iris as
found in competing products. The ' Off' setting gives
the brightest image, but one that's alittle washed out
through the dark greys. Use the ' Max' setting to achieve
the smoothest gamma throughout the very darkest
areas of the picture. This certainly improved the slick,

www.hifinews.co. uk

dark greys of the moisture-covered Aliens [see Lights

inputs plus an

Out] and contrasted superbly with the bright flashes of
lamplight.
The 1920x1080 panel resolution provides the option

HDCP-compatib le

of feeding the LPF-QSD1WB with either 720p video
(and de-interlacing at source) or 1080i and leaving
the de-interlacing to Fujitsu's AVM-II processor. We
decided upon the latter, courtesy of Denon's superb
DVD-AlXV [
AVTech May 05]. It is also worth checking
and resetting the projector's focus, because our sample
drifted between sessions.

HDMI socket.
The DVI-D input
does not support
encrypted digital
video, so can
only he used with
PC's. The scaled,
progressive digital
video...

LIGHTS OUT
Over the last few issues we've talked about the limited
red colour gamut of most, if not all, three chip DLP
projectors. This is typically linked to their UHP lamps
which determine the spectral purity of the projector's
output, unlike the Fujitsu whose primaries are set by
the dye used in each of the red, green and blue LC

11

...no discernible motion artefacts,
jaggies or smearing as the spinning
discs raced through the undergrowth

panels. And if you want to test out strong primaries,

you need look no further than The Incredibles DVD
where every scene appears to bubble with rich and
vibrant colours. Their red leotards glow with an energy
to match their super powers while the wall of lava that
cascades within the evil Syndrome's lair will have you
blinking from the reflected heat. Even the red-coloured
displays, monitored by his henchmen, have a deeply
crimson hue that radiates with adepth and luxuriance
missing from our favourite DLP projectors.
Then there's the impact of the motion-adaptive
de-interlacing included in
Fujitsu's AVM-II processor.
The chase scene with Dash

...is piped- up to the
LPF-D711 projector
through asingle
DVI link.

(clearly modelled on Return
of the Jedi) looks amazingly
smooth, however rapid the
motion, between trees and
rocks in their attempt to chase
down Mr Incredible junior.
And as he raced across the
surface of the water, the spray
looked refreshingly realistic
as it arched from the wake of
its pure, blue surface. There's
a tremendous sense of depth
to these images, ' almost three
dimensional' remarked one
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PINEWOOD frIt.t.SIC
of Somerset and Hampshire

THE MARTIN LOGAN SUMMIT

You are invited to call Brian Rivas or Alison Holmes to
arrange a demonstration of this milestone in
electrostatic design, a world- class loudspeaker that
can compete with the very finest.

MORE NEW ARRIVALS
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 3
There are many fine high end preamplifiers. We
chose this new reference point from America's
leader in valve designs as our own reference point.

JADIS JA 200
Hardly new, these exquisite monoaural amplifiers
were around before Pinewood Music started 18
years ago. A timeless and matchless classic.

Series 300

SONUS FABER DOMUS
We have the full range of the brand new entry-level
two- channel and cinema series. Shapely and lovely.

Agencies: Krell, Audio Research. Sonus faber, Wilson Audio.
Jadis, Unison Research. Pathos. Oracle, Lyra, Koetsu,
Copland, Martin Logan, Dreamvision, Prima Luna.
Transparent, Chord Company. BCD Enginering, Futureglass,
finite-elemente
11,0i0
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.

THE PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY
The finest in music and home theatre

Ask for details of this superb range:

SME LTD • STEYNING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 814321 •

Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

fax: + 44 ( 0)1903 814269

email: sales@sme.ltd.co.uk
or visit our website www.sme.ltd.uk
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AVTech Exclusive review
viewer, thanks in part to the clever use of progressive/
selective focus by Pixar's animators and the seductively

On the Bench with AVTech

transparent video processing engaged by Fujitsu.
If the LPF-D711 has an Achilles' Heel, then this is
exposed in the slight compression of detail in very dark

with acommensurate drop in fan noise) and acyan- biased colour temperature of

Setting the Picture Mode to Fine' drops the projector's output to 16.1FL ( along
6680K. Effective, Conventional and Still Picture Modes are not hugely dissimilar

areas of the picture. It's more of an Achilles' Toe in
practice. Basically, due to the transmissive nature of the

to our preferred Natural mode, which delivers a useful 21 FL's brightness off a

LC panels, it's very difficult to achieve very dark blacks,
particularly if there are the slightest imperfections in the

the large silver dot at the centre of the CIE chart [ Fig 11 which also illustrates the

panel construction allowing light leakage. Otherwise,
the polarising nature of the panels should, theoretically,
block the passage of any light [see our MasterClass on
pp68-69]. Nevertheless, it's a testament to Epson's LC
panel development that very dark-looking movies like
Alien vs Predator remain incredibly engaging, despite
the better DLP projectors delivering some finer gradation
of detail in the most shadowy areas of the picture.
Once again, the red-tinted Predator vision was
especially rich-coloured through the Fujitsu, which

10ft diagonal image at areference colour temperature of 6490K. This is shown by
LPF-D711's deep red, green and blue primaries achieved according to AVTech's
Recommended Settings ( below). The spectral purity chart [ Fig 21 also reinforces
this projector's healthy red output.
Fujitsu claims a 3300:1 contrast ratio but we could only achieve a best- case
figure of 950:1 due to its slightly higher black level ( compared with the better
three- chip DLP projectors). It's also worth remembering that the - 60% aperture
ratio of Epson's Poly- Silicon TFT panels is short of the 95% achieved by the latest
DC3 DLP chips. Fortunately, any perceived

chicken wire' effect is massively

reduced by the high 1920x1080 resolution of the panel. Unless you sit bang on
top of the screen, you'll not notice the LCD panel matrix.

glowed like fire from the screen, filling the room with
a crimson warmth that we'd not experienced before.
Importantly, there were none of the odd colour artefacts
we'd seen with JVC's LCoS projector [
AVTech Aug 04],

Fig 1: CIE Chart

although the disarming smoothness of its images was
very similar — only more so. Even the busiest fight
scenes between the various Aliens and Predators was
handled with an impressive slickness, their articulated
limbs whirling across the screen with no processing
artefacts to distract from the action.
Action on amore cerebral level is provided in spades
by the spit-and-polish re-release of Apollo 13 where
the Fujitsu's understated detailing of the module's
claustrophobic interior contrasts perfectly with the
breathtaking expanse of the sunlit moon beneath.
These images simply ooze drama and are the perfect
complement for the most engaging of home cinema
systems.
06

AVTECH SAYS...
Black detail notwithstanding, the wonderfully fluid
images and deeply saturated colours painted by this
Fujitsu combination are little short of mouth-watering.

Fig 2: Spectral Purity

Movie after movie, the LPF-D711's brilliant picture
quality can have some competing three-chip DLP
projectors looking decidedly pasty, despite their superior
contrast.
Do also bear in mind that the flexibility of Fujitsu's
two-box solution puts it at an immediate advantage
in most installations. Otherwise, the high-end AV
enthusiast needs to consider whether the punch of a
bold black/white contrast is more, or less, important
than the vibrancy, depth and impact of the most glorious
colours currently available to the home cinema screen.
So while I'd temper Fujitsu's description of its bluff
black box as ' sleek and stylish', its picture quality has a
beauty all its own. II

Supplier
Fujitsu General ( UK) Ltd
020 731 3450
www.fujitsu-general.co.uk

Hu-FiNews verdict
At last, traditional LCD technology has come of age. This high- end
projector from Fujitsu demonstrates areal and colourful alternative to
the dominant three- chip DLP technology.

www. hifinews. co. uk
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AVTech's Recommended Settings for the Fujitsu LPF-D711
Signal Contrast
Drive Contrast
Picture Mode
Lamp
tie Control
Precision Setting

> +5
>80
>Natural
>Normal
>Mid
>Black Level
>Detail Gradation
>User Color Temp

> +5
>On
>Red
>Green
>Blue

>235
>245
>255
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Oxford

Oxford Audio Consultants are devoted entirely to your listening and viewing pleasure
the best

projector, plasma and TV

systems. We have a wide range

based

of decor

and invisible loudspeakers throughout our

Audio
Consultants
Ltd

store.
Oxford Audio Consultants provide a full
range of custom installation services for the
home as well as hotel and commercial
premises,
your turntable to the installation of amultiroom audio and lighting system. We can

S

ince Oxford Audio Consultants were

demonstrate awide range of equipment in

established in 1988, we have built a one of our three listening rooms, one for
reputation as one of the leading specialists small ' lifestyle' audio and surround sound

in audio, home cinema, audio-visual and

systems, one for audio, and one for home

multimedia installations.

cinema where you will be able to experience

We are constantly striving to find and stock

10am-6pm,
Monday-Saturda.

for your garden that
look like stones and

Oxford Audio

sound magical! We
are

happy
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to
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for
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Opinion

Splendid
isolation
Hi-fi parallels between pylons and pickups

T

comprising springs or twists, those
supports temper their elastic.ty with

increasingly called upon to do
more than offer protection just from

of the frictional rubbing action between

casual knocks or the effects of insecure

adjacent

he business of isolating audio
gear from external vibrations is

resistance to such 'waggling' by virtue

inevitably

floorboards. HGVs or railway trains in
the vicinity can generate infrasonic

or

spirals

accompanies

that

sideways

movements. This is the contrivarce's
secret weapon, providing the vital

disturbances powerful enough to shake

damping component. So by juggling
arm mass, elasticity, and the frictional

whole buildings, and we are now
coming to realize that such things are
necessarily part of hi-fi demonology.

coefficients, the device can be tuned to
relevant frequencies at damping levels
which keep typical wind- induced

My thoughts were turned to this
recently when reconstruction work on
the rail line near my house suddenly
removed the shaking which had been

strands

vibrations under control. One example
I've come across had its two T' limbs
tuned differentially to 7Hz and 12Hz,
wi:h Q-factors ensuring maximum energy dissipation across and

SME's thread-and-weight bias compensator

felt routinely in the top floor bedroom
when heavy goods trains go through late at night. Ithen made a
journey on that same line which involved passing various groups
of Pylon-supported high-voltage power cables. As usual in the

beyond that band, rather in the manner of a radio engineer's

UK, the latter were fitted with small devices whose function is
to subdue the transverse oscillations induced by wind. Left

wave-trap. Its motional plot also strikingly resembles the
impedance locus of areflex loudspeaker, making me feel rather
more at home in the field of megawatt power distribution than

undamped, such vibrations can produce metal fatigue at
stationary terminating points, and thousands of such junctures

I'd ever have thought feasible. Likewise, when Mr Stockbridge
came up with his damper in 1926 he'd surely have beer amazed

flitted past as my train sped along.
Known as stockbridge dampers after their 1920's inventor,

to learn that 80 years later, not only would millions of his

and resembling squat inverted letter 'T's', they are usually fixed
in spaced pairs near the ends of cable spans, and are designed
to resonate in adamped energy-absorbing manne , at around
10Hz, where Aeolian vibrations tend to be concentrated. This is
amere octave below the audio band, and indeed the devices do
operate in amanner suggesting hi-fi parallels, employing mass,
compliance, resonance and damping as do loudspeakers,
pickups, mounting-feet, etc. So Ithought it would be
interesting to describe their modus operandi, which with luck

Iwas a3009 owner, but felt a
particular involvement as I'd
contributed indirectly to its design„
contraptions be in use around the world, but that their behaviour
would one day be likened to that of the moving-coil loudspeaker.

adapting their behaviour for help with the growing sub-sonic

And concerning such prognostic imponderables, the May
HFN has arrived as Iwrite, with KK's aptly nostalgic article on

interference problem.

the SME pickup arm prompting me to offer apersonal

might motivate some acoustico-mechanical whiz- kid to attempt

footnote. Iwas amember of that happy band of early Model
SPRINGS AND SPEAKERS
Those upturned T- pieces are less simple than they look, as the

3009 owners, but felt aparticular involvement because I'd
contributed indirectly to its design, having contrived the

thick outstretched limbs are tubular for much of their length,

low-tech thread-and-weight bias compensator which high-tech
Aiastair Robertson-Aikman nevertheless incorporated. SME

being supported by narrow concentrically disposed members
running from the device's vertical centre- piece to anchoring
points located at the far ends of the limbs' hollow sections,
beyond which there's aconcentration of mass.
Also, those rod- like supports are actually tightly clenched

thus pioneered my simple device, but were followed worldwide
by many others, and, astonishingly, it's still turning up afresh
after 45 years. In my innocence, though, I'd failed to seek

coiled springs or clutches of closely twisted wire strands which

patent protection, instead simply describing the idea in a
magazine article [
Wireless World, May 19601, so it's never

are stiff enough to remain horizontal despite the weight of their
containers. Yet their structure exhibits adegree of compliance

earned me apenny!
But two schemes that Idid register ( concerning roof-

permitting the arms to vibrate transversely, which they will do
most readily where their mass resonates with the compliance,

climbing appliances and velocity-differential steering) attracted
no commercial interest, so now Ijust confine myself to

permitting them, as it were, to waggle in the breeze. But whether

sentence construction.
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Starker's Bach Suites on vinyl

Barenboim and Rattle in Athens concert

Van Morrison and Maria Carey latest

Classical
ARNOLD
Overtures
BBC Philharmonic/

DVD Ramones

Olga Kern Russian recital

jazz with Johnny Griffin and Anthony Braxton

JS BACH
Cello Suites 1-6

readings which, if they seem at first ' hair shirt', exert
agrip on the listener such that they become wholly

Janos Starker

authoritative -even cellists such as Pierre Fournier or
sheen or styling.
So, what of the young Moscow player Alexander

Rumon Gamba

Speakers Corner Mercury SR3-9016
(£special) three discs LP
Alexander Kniazev

Chandos CHAN 10293

Warner 2564 61294 2

Kniazev? His timings are certainlyat wide variance with

75m 43s (£££)
'Principal vacuum cleaner Kathy

170m lOs ( especial) three discs
These two Bach cycles could hardly be more

Starker's ( Warner puts Suite 6in isolation on athird CD);
he has astunning technique and although he prefaces

Jones' isn't acredit often seen:
it refers of course to the Grand

contrasted. Janos Starker left Europe at Dorati's

some movements with agrunt or breath his intonation
and rhythms are impeccable. With the expansisveness

1956 for one of Gerard Hoffnung's
Festival Hall comic extravaganzas

BACH STARKER

(documented on Columbia LPs
at the time). One of his musical
cartoons is used for the
Chandos cover. Three such
cleaners and afloor polisher are

the motor horn' was the caption
for amuch- reproduced satirical

invitation ( to
Dallas) in 1948

of Shostakovich. Adifferent form of exploration of the
writing. The sound is obviously more modern, the
transfer levels unnecessarily high. CB

Hungarian,
who became a

PERFORMANCES EXTREMES OF OBJECTIVITY àND SUBJECTIVITY
RECORDINGS SUPERB LP REMASTERING ;GO QD DIGITAL ALTERNATIVE

Bloomington, he
has made several
recordings of the six Suites: the 1963/65 Mercury set,
also reissued as hybrid SACDs1470 644-21, shows
him ata technical peak; it was transferred to LP as an

drawing of Mahler from the time of
his Sixth Symphony.)
Laughter all round, unless like

80th birthday tribute and carries anote by the cellist

me you have an aversion to Arnold's
cinematic orchestration, blue notes

low frequency background and show adifferent studio
quality for the two earlier recordings, the Dmajor and C

and chromatic slides. Peterloo
(which the composer recorded
with the CBSO for EMI), honouring

on his relationship with Mercury. The pressings are
beautifully silent although the master tapes have some

minor Suites. This is not so noticeable with the Speakers
Corner discs, where each side carries one work,
although ajarring outside noise disturbs the Sarabande
of Suite 2from 2m 37s-39s.

04ANNIDOS

Arnold

I
suspect that Reiner's influence may have prompted
Starker to strip away from his Bach performances
anything too subjective or yielding; his are very direct

10m1 4.1 bed 0* • Rio. • Ye Arte •
bd. tie beyet
gal.
die sae« *um

Rua% Cuba
the trades unionists massacred
by the authorities in 1819, is
wonderfully crafted however, and
stands out in the context of the
characteristic ten on this superbly
recorded disc: acomplement to

and brilliance of the writing, its

BEETHOVEN

the conqu'ring hero comes' - and

composer ( now 84) was to become

Cello Sonatas Op.5:1

completes the Gastinel/Guy sonata

embittered by criticism and
crippled by relationships, alcohol

and Op.69 • Variations
on themes of Handel and

cycle for Naïve ( Sonatas 2,4 and
5are on V4817). Guy set out his

and medication. Darmstadt was the

Mozart
Anne Gastinel/

Beethoven stall some years ago with
amemorable Op.109 on Harmonia

François- Frédéric Guy

Mundi, and he is the dominant
figure here. ( When I
saw him in
London with Haitink afew years

Mecca for the critics of his time and
his symphonies were successively
put down like mongrel puppies. The
jolly romps were acover-up - The
Smoke (
London), adarkly uneasy
piece, gives more of an insight
than the Waltonian The Fair Field

Gamba's earler volume of film
music by Sir Malcolm. But as the
television documentary showed

(celebrating Croydon's concert hall)

last year, for all the apparent ease

RECORDING VERY GOOD
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in slow movements comes more than ahint of Russian
soul: akind of pain more associated with the music

but soon was
playing under
Fritz Reiner,
another fellow-

musical mentor.
Still teachingat

needed, the players eventually
'shot' - which may make you jumpbefore an elaborated finale pointing
afinger at Mahler 8. (' I've forgotten

Maurice Gendron sourd relatively preoccupied with

JAMES MCMILLAN/WARNER

Grand Festival Overture written in

78

Music Rev ews

or AFlourish for Orchestra. CB
PERFORMANCE GREAT FOR ARNOLD FANS

Naïve V 4995
75m 25s (£££)
Beethoven's cello sonatas and
variations have been coming from

ago he played an odiously bright
Yamaha; on th's disc the piano

all directions ( there's more to follow:

is by Steinway.) Gastinel doesn't

Wispelwey/Channel Classics); the
present disc has all three sets of

show any real sense of humour

variations -' Bei Mânnern', Ein

but she certainly keeps the same
pulse as Guy, however dazzling his

Mâdchen oder Weibchen' and See

fingerwork; the ensemble is

www.hifinews.co.uk

first-class. Naïve's recording tends
to separate cello and piano into the
two channels but the timbre of each
(Gastinel's 1690 Testore is to the
left) is vividly true. CB
PERFORMANCE VIVID PIANISM DOMINATES

two musicians.
Barenboim

anew composer to Grimaud's
discography — Chopin — and a

cannot suppress
occasional cues
from the head,

return toa sonata she recorded for
Denon aged only 15. As Horowitz

he's directed so
many concertos
from the keyboard
with the Berliners;

RECORDING WIDE SEPARATION

BRAHMS
Symphony 1 • Tragic
Overture • Academic
Festival Overture

he is completely
professional,
impressively

LPO/Marin Alsop

accurate yet the

Naxos 8.557428

playing doesn't
draw one in like

72m 42s (£)
Since Sir Adrian Boult's 1954 Nixa

the Andsnes/
Rattle. The
sound is clearer
and the playing

recording — reissued on CD as
part of aBrahms set in 1998 and
worth seeking out — there have
been four LPO versions of the First
Symphony (apparently an unissued
1959 Boult stereo recording exists
somewhere too) with Ten nstedt,
Jochum, Boult again and
Sawallisch. Of these ( all EMI) only
the last remains in the catalogue,
according to the company's

more watchful
in Schoenberg's

BRAHMS
Piano Concerto 1 •
Piano Quartet 1
(arranged Schoenberg)
Daniel Barenboim, BPO/
Sir Simon Rattle
EuroArts 2053659

garish orchestration of the Brahms
piano quartet with alla Zingarese
finale ( xylophone, triangle, etc). CB
PERFORMANCE INTERESTING TO WATCH
RECORDING BETTER IN THE SCHOENBERG

is also disconcertingly indecisive.

the Dminor Concerto with Leif

Incidentally, that prominent timpani

Ove Andsnes. Here, perhaps
surprisingly, we see his very first

This coupling of two big sonatas
each in Bflat minor introduces

127m (£££) DVD

It marks the start of acomplete
cycle but starts unpromisingly with

Filmed at the Herodes Attius
Odeon in Athens, these two 2004

timpani whacking away, rather

concert performances dupl cate
—but don't supersede— recordings

balance is about the only feature in
common with her mentor Leonard

Sir Simon Rattle made for EMI,

LP recordings of the concerto
date back to 1968 (asprawlingly

say feminine?— touches here; I
particularly liked the tempo for the
big theme in the finale. But overall

indulgent but characterful version
with Barbirolli) and 1980 ( a
disappointing CBS/Sony remake

this is apretty underwhelming
Cminor, rather blurrily recorded at

with NYP/Mehta).
In the orchestra we see, sitting

Watford Colossem: or is this aless

side by side, Emanuel Pahud

than consistently tight grip on the

and Douglas Boyd, no less; but

orchestra? I
could not help thinking
that Naxos might have stayed with

the average age of the players

the Bournemouth Orchestra, to
which Marin Alsop is appointed.
The two overture fillers are not that

Abbado's Berlin Philharmonic
on film. There's rather too much

Naxos credits an alphorn player but
I
detected no timbral difference in
the finale of the symphony ( Brahms
sent Clara Schumann the horn
theme eight years before finishing
the work). Sawallisch's magnificent

Too much to absorb as twinned,
the sonatas are given performances
of pulverizing emotional drive, the
piano sound vast in dynamic range,
often awash with pedal ( could you
follow the Barcarolle if you did
not know it?), yet also with great
expressive subtlety: take as one tiny
example the contrast between the
way Grimaud articulates mordents
and her slow trills in the Funeral
March movement of the Chopin.
Rachmaninov slow movement,
and the strenuous finale seemingly

PERFORMANCE POWERFULLY INDIVIDUALISTIC

challenges the listener to keep
pace: there is awilfulness in all
of this recital ( only the Berceuse
brings respite), the sense of taking
someone on afearful journey. But
we emerge the better for it! CB
RECORDING EXCELLENT

seems to have shot up relative to

focus on the, admittedly seductive,
amphitheatre rake, stonework
and surrounding landscape— also
seen in an 18m ' bonus' film about
Athens, preparations for the 2004
Olympics and the history o'the
European Concert series since

First is the one to have; his budget

1991; trailers include an intriguing
Gershwin programme with Ozawa

disc also has the Academic Festival

and the Marcus Roberts/Roland

Overture [
569855-2]. CB
PERFORMANCE BETTER VERSIONS ELSEWHERE

Guerin/Jason Marsalis Tric.
Make what you will of the

RECORDING FAIR

body language between these

www.hifinews.co.uk

hard to swallow her introductory
essay ' Death, where is Thy Victory?'

live performance with Daniel
Barenboim. Barenboim's earlier

Bernstein's Vienna recording,
which was pretty ghastly.
There are some warm — dare one

consequential either. In small print

from abooklet interview by Michael
Church, although some will find

EUROARTS MUSIC INTERNATIONAL

than setting up adramatic pulse;
the lead- back to the allegro repeat

orginal into his revised version of
1931. Hélène Grimaud's feelings
about all of the music here is clear

I
think she overcomplicates the

CHOPIN
Piano Sonata 2 •
Berceuse • Barcarolle
RACHMANINOV
Piano Sonata 2
Helene Grimaud
DG 477 5325
62m 07s (£££)

website. Marin Alsop's is, of course,
the first recording by awoman.

did, but taking different personal
decisions, Grimaud reinstates some
material from Rachmaninov's 1913

Hi-FiNews
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RACHMANINOV
Piano Sonata 2
Morçeaux de fantasie
Op.3
Polka de VR
Piano works by
Balakirev, Liadov and Taneyev
Olga Kern
Harmonia Mundi HMU 907399
75m 23s (£££)
lArN VARTflfelAN/WAPIACINIA LAI INfll

MAHLER
Symphony 8
Soloists, Rundfunkchor Berlin,
Deutsches SO Berlin/
Kent Nagano
Harmonia Mundi
HMC 801858.58
88m 15s (£special)
two discs SACD hybrid
Nine out of ten hybrid SACDs sound
better on my Meridian 508 CD
player than with my Denon 2900
but with this two-disc Mahler 8
the slight spikiness or shrillness of
the Berlin RSO winds with CD was
moderated and the dubious solo
intonation at 1m 19s'Veni creator'
gave less concern. Inevitably in
awork so costly to produce there
will be some ungainly details
—I
did not care for Naga no's tenor
Robert Gambill ( Dr Marianus) in
Part 2, for instance. Not live, this
Berlin Philharmonie recording
doesn't suggest aSymphony
of aThousand': for one thing
the children's choruses lack the
presence of Tennstedt's Tiffin

Olga Kern is aRussian pianist who won the 2001 Van
Cliburn Competition gold medal; this is her fourth
Harmonia Mundi CD. Starting with the revised version
of Rachmaninov's Second Sonata and ending with
Balakirev's virtuoso study Islamey (
Brendel recorded
this as ayoung Vox artist!) it is avery satisfying
programme for continuous listening— unlike Hélène
Grimaud's two concept albums' for DG which work
better taken in smaller doses. As well as the charming
Liadov Musical Snuff Box waltz it has afugue by
Taneyev which is about as cunning acamouflaging of
the form you could expect to find.
With exceptional sound from the LA Skywalker
Sound studios it is easy to imagine being present
ata live recital, and Olga Kern — playing aHamburg
Steinway— delivers in afree romantic style one of the
most elusive of Rachmaninov's major works. With
its cascades of bells and nostalgic slow movement
wholeheartedly embraced, if worked on asmaller
scale than Grimaud's, this is awonderful account. CB
PERFORMANCES ALOVELY RECITAL
RECORDING REALISTIC

RACHMANINOV

BALAKIREV

OLGA KERN: RUSSIAN PIANO WORKS ON HARMONIA MUNDI

ANEW MAHLER 8FROM KENT NAGANO

School boys. Nor is its solo voice
casting as fine as Solti's 1971
Decca production ( now on asingle
midpriced disc), still mentioned as
abenchmark recording, although I
now doubt that status: the sound is
phasey, the tenor on Part 1almost lost in the balance; and Solti jabs, as
ever, at the orchestral music which
begins Part 2. The Chicago SO was
not awonderful Mahler orchestra.
This long introduction is one of the
CO
highlights here (with Sinopoli's DG
version too) as is disc 2track 8, the
Adagissimo. Naga no's Part 2is
better than his Part 1, which lacks
the sweep of Klaus Tennstedt with
the LPO eta! [
EMI 572941 2].
This Harmonia Mundi Eighth is
supported with afine illustrated
book, with texts, Klimt artworks and
archive photographs; very good in
many places it does not cohere as
an unmissable interpretation. CB
PERFORMANCE APARTIAL SUCCESS ONLY
RECORDING NOT IDEALLY CLEAR
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PROKOFIEV
Piano Concertos 1-5 •
Violin Concerto 2
John Browning,
Erick Friedman, Boston SO/
Erich Leinsdorf
Testament SBT2 1376
143m 33s (£e) two discs
John Browning died two years
ago leaving afairly modest legacy
of recordings ( Capitol, RCA,

Sony, Delos) including two of the
piano concerto which Samuel
Barber wrote for him. He recorded
Prokofiev's Third with Leinsdorf
and the Philharmonia in 1962 then
they began to piece together, in
Boston from 1965-69, what was
the first complete cycle: at last on
CD, this Testament set is licensed
from RCA. As luck would have it,
the recordings don't come from a
golden era:
there is messy
upper string
tone and, in
No.3, some
tape overload;
No.5, done
last, is far
cleaner. The
piano often
sounds like
amono layer
over astereo
accompaniment.
The violin
concerto,
played by an
JOHN BROWNING
artist who had
been apupil of

both Heifetz and Milstein but who
recorded very little, is rather better
balanced and is musically tauter;
it's avaluable supplement.
Browning's playing is technically
very adroit, often exciting, but he
doesn't delve deeply ( Postnikova
and Rozhdestvensky's Melodiya
cycle, if you can find it, offers
far more character), and the
Boston ensemble is simply not
tight enough. Having jettisoned
my LP set years ago in favour of
Ashkenazy/Previn ( Decca), I
looked
forward to playing these Testament
transfers and now I'm rather
disappointed! CB
PERFORMANCES EXCITING IN PARTS
RECORDINGS SOME DISTORTION

RACHMANINOV
Piano Concerto 2 •
Paganini Rhapsody
Lang Lang, Ma riinsky Theatre
OrchestraNalery Gergiev
DG 477 5499
60m 32s ( especial)
SACD hybrid
The trouble with Lang Lang is that
he is too gifted technically for his
own good ( although hats off toa

www.hifinews.co.uk

pianist willing to learn the Tippett

1940s pieces with the lovely Apollo

Iliked the notion of Stravinsky

concerto for asingle Barbican

(to give it the title Stravinsky came
to prefer) and the audaciously
named instrumental setting of three

'remoulding or retreading' other
styles, in the booklet essay, but it's
not an easy read otherwise. CB

things. Here, he begins the Second
Concerto with an extraordinarily

madrigals by Gesualdo: music

PERFORMANCES ATTRACTIVE PROGRAMME

not particularly easy to adapt,

RECORDING GOOD

TCHAIKOVSKY

extended opening passage;
possibly he sees it as adistant faint

as the composer implied in his
commentary for the Sony Edition

R STRAUSS

Symphony 4
VPONalery Gergiev

pre-echo of the climax of the slow

—which includes all these pieces.

performance this spring!) and
wont to do all sorts of ear-catching

Stravinsky's own recorded

movement. There is something
bland in the outcome of both

Don Juan

Macbeth •

accompaniments are beautifully
realised. Amagical half hour! CB
PERFORMANCE BEST IN THE SONGS
RECORDING

EST IN THE SONGS

Philips 475 6196

7 Lieder

42m 35s (£ special)

version was somewhat tentative

Anne Schwanewilms, Hallé

SACD hybrid

recordings which have awholly
unrealistic forward balance for the

and unconvincing so this fine-tuned

Orchestra/Mark Elder

The Viena Philharmonic has

ECM alternative is worth having.

Hallé CD HLL 7508

recorded this symphony with

pianoforte: dynamics which may

The Concerto stands out though,

67m 31s (££)

conductors as contrasted as

with its sly wit and compressed
energy; I
was reminded of ayoung

one of Beethoven's Ninth, Macbeth

LANG 1
RACHMANINOV

Colin Davis's ECO recording
on Oiseau Lyre ( 1962). Apollo

7.

VALERY GERGIEV

was perhaps Karajan's finest
Stravinsky recording with the
Berlin Philharmonic; Russell
Davies's is not quite in that league
and in the ' Pas de deux' I
even

Starting with agesture reminding
was the earliest of Strauss's tone

• ›,,FHAIRKS'id
..1(SYAMION, U., 4

poems ( 1888) and is something
of ararity; Kempe's was the first
stereo recording ( EMI, 1973). It
is not resolved with the mastery

ERGIEV
WIENER
ARM(

of Don Juan, completed the
same year, but is nonetheless
worth hearing. I
wished
both pieces had been
done at the same BBC
Furtwângler, Kubelik, Maazei,

hall just seem unwarranted at this

Studio 7, Manchester
sessions: Don Juan

proximity. Gergiev can be heard

has less presence than

Dohnànyi and Karajan, the last of
whose five recordings of the work

with the LSO in Evgeny Kissin's RCA

Simon Eadon secures
for its forerunner. The

was made live in 1984. Gergiev's,
from October 2002, is also live:

Hallé may not match the

short- measure, it is part of a

tonal sheen of the great
Strauss orchestras, even
so this is an individual
and engaging version:

uniformly packaged 4, 5, 6VP0
trilogy comprising anew Pathétique

be necessaryto fill alarge concert

recording of Concerto 2; Lugansky
or Hough are more involving in the
Rhapsody than Lang Lang. CB
PERFORMANCES BLAND AND UNCONVINCING
REC ORDINGS PIANO MUCH TOO FORWARD

STRAVINSKY
Apollon Musagète
• Concerto in D

Mark Elder doesn't bring
out the peremptory
timpani motif at Om 12s

Danses concertantes

as most conductors do,

• Monumentum pro

and he broadens one or
two opening phrases.

Gesualdo di Venosa

(SACD), to be reviewed next month,
and aCD reissue of the 1998
Salzburg Festival Fifth.
The orchestral playing is good
and Gergiev deploys divided violins.
But he doesn't bring much new
to the work— unlike Ivan Fischer
on Channel Classics ( SACD),

Stuttga rt CO/
Dennis Russell Dayie ,,

The rather feminine,

for example— and makes rather

sugary violin solo is

ameal of marked ritardandos

ECM 472 1862

not attributable to Lyn

leading to clarinet over tremolando

68m 47s (£££)

Fletcher, who leads only

lower strings ( 5m 38s); the first

The Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra

in Macbeth and the seven

movement is heavy rather than

was founded 60 years ago and

songs with orchestra.

fateful, lumbering on to anoisy

under Karl Münchinger provided
the basis for Decca's baroque
catalogue — there was an LP of

had asubliminal flash of Disney's
dancing hippos in Fantasia (
a

The real value of this midpriced
issue is in Anne Schwanewilms's

climax. The Andantino is quite
quick; there's anice clean piccolo

film I
am glad never to have seen

artistry; ayoung German soprano
specialising in Straussian operatic

part in ( iii)— not always the case
—although the Meno mosso is too

roles she has remarkable vocal
control, projecting vibrantly yet
never squally or off- pitch. She

slow for my taste; the opening of ( iv)
isn't as clean as with Karajan but
there's alovely pianissimo before
the coda. This is aponderous,

Martin, Barber and Hindemith
but Stravinsky would have been
allocated to Ansermet. With the nth

since childhood). It came with
the leapfrog figures over pizzicati,
when sighing motifs first heard in

remake of Brandenburgs or Four
Seasons the partnership seemed
played out and collectors looked

the violins ( 1m 56s) return in the
right channel ( 2m 36s). There is
adanger of tweeness here which

elsewhere. But under Dennis
Russell Davies the string playing

Stravinsky resolutely avoids in his

line. The material (
Die Heiligen drei

checked finale: where's the thrill?
The sound is warm, somewhat

stubbornly no-nonsense account
with the adhocColumbia SO. Some

KOnige; Waldseligkeit; Wiegenlied;

thick, the SACD stereo option

has more accurate ensemble and

Morgen!, Das Rosenband; Meinem

marginally more open.

intonation: this is agood disc, well

traffic noise is faintly audible at the

Kinde; Befreit) is dramatically

Karajan'sVP0 Fourth could be

recorded, sandwichingtwo early

start of this track [ 23] on ECM.

contrasted and works well asa

characterised asa cruel overview

sequence. Elder certainly rises
to the challenge of working with

but he gets much more out of the
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TOPHER BREUNIG
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BEN WATSON

JOHNNY BLACK

£full price; ££ midprice. £ budget. Especial POA

sounds as concerned for the
meaning of the texts as for musical

music than Gergiev and the ' Gold'

this singer, ( but makes agreat

remastering [ DG 439 018-2]

deal of irritating vocal noise) and
Strauss's gorgeous dips and lifts,
and sensuously drifting orchestral

compares more than favourably. CB
PERFORMANCE UNREMARKABLE
RECORDING VERY GOOD
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T
HE C
LASSIC D
OUBLE A
LBUM

REMASTERED IRE -PACKAGED
AND RE -RELEASED ON
HYBRID SUPER AUDIO CD!

Breathtaking STEREO ud 5.1 SURROUND SOUND*
REMASTERED VERSIONS of the original double
album, PLUS deluxe packaging with expanded
48 page booklet including new artwork,
sleevenotes and content

LIMITED EDITION
7DISC COLLECTOR'S BOXSET
Also available

LA MM
13 JUNE 2005

• The original double album STI \ I REMASTERED
In STEREO and 5.1 SI ItRoUND SOUND'.
• ir,Ds of rarities, including never before heard material from
1'1111.1) \ MT, DAVID ESSEX, JUSTIN HAYWARD and R1015RD BURTON.
• In-depth making

or Mwtimentary featuring

NEW intersiews milli JEFF WAYNE.
• DELUXE PAILAGING with 12\12 hardback SO page
full colour collector's presentation hook.
SONY , 131%4G
MUNI<

I NI

('oh i11111%

vl)

Come and visit us at

www.thewaroftheworlds.com

•Ihhritl upor %Iola° 11›. aro tit,igni‘l for UN,. in 1.elt

and Super Audio C.I) plincr>

Jazz
COLLECTIVE 4TET
Moving Along
Leo LR418
48m 44s (£££)

JOHNNY GRIFFIN
Bush Dance
Galaxy G95004 CD
77m 24s (£££)
This CD comprises two LPs- Bush
Dance and Celt Whachawana -

Annotator Art Lange draws on Louis
Zukofsky, Peter Quatermain and
Pierre Boulez to describe the
extraordinarily egalitarian free jazz

issued on the Galaxy label in 1978
and 1983 respectively. On the

being played by Jeff Hoyer

his saxophone. It's the kind of
no-nonsense, colour studio shot
which leads you to expect aneo-

(trombone), Mark Hennen ( piano),
William Parker ( bass) and Heinz
Geisser ( drums). He's right, the
ensemble dynamic is rich, fluid and
dancing. He omits to mention that
these tracks are out-takes from Jon
Rosenberg's recording session in
November 2002 for Synopsis, and
don't really add much ( except
playingtime) to what we heard
there. This would be amomentous
release by another group, but it's
hardly necessary for the Collective
4tet - unless you're an addict.
Which Ihappen to be! Enjoy. BW
PERFORMANCES LUXURIANT, EXPANSIVE
RECORDINGS SYMPATHETIC, BIG-SCREEN

MARK O'LEARY/MAT
MANERI/MATTHEW
SHIPP
Chamber Trio
Leo LR425
65m 24s (£££)

cover, the Chicagoan tenor
saxophonist poses soberly behind

classical album. Actually, Bush
Dance leads off with a ' Night In

the cover in adashiki against alurid

album. But then Griffin tires of the
ploy, and plunges into the
break- neck hard bop with which he
made his name. Albert Heath
(drums) and Sam Jones ( bass) are
on the case, and the velocity is
impressive. George Freeman on

Washington ( drums). Griffir lead 3
off playing slightly flat on Mcnk's ' I

guitar and Cedar Walton on piano

Mean You'. After that, intonation
improves, but the idea ofiazz being

complete an ace sextet.
of dilettantism, he should find a
rock drummer and ahockey rink
pretty soon. BW

the tender age of 17. Since then

ALEXANDER VON
SCHLIPPENBACH
Monk's Casino:
The Complete Works
Of Thelonious Monk
lntakt 100 CD
186m 43s (£££) three discs
In June 2003 and February 2004,

processed guitar sound is thin, his
freak-outs like stunts imported from
another musical planet. If he wants
to play like this and not be accused

www.hifinews.co.uk

wasn't cut out to play •etrospective
honours othe classics, he was
mean: to burn and swerve. BW
PERFORMANCE EXCELLENT/POOR
RECORDING EXCELLENT

YUMIKO TANAKA/IVAR
GRYDELAND
Continental Crust
Sofa 517
46m 26s (£££)

Steve Reich; mind-bloWng or

Norwegian guitarist Ivar Grydeland
and Yumiko Tanaka ( on Litozao

way, individual c:oritributions

shamisen, taisho-goto, vocals)
make amusic of sounds answering
sounds, avoiding references to any
known idiom. When the intensity
peaks, they recall Noh drama and
the ritualistic timing which John

annoying according to taste. The
great difference from Br3xton's
1985 quartet is theanorymity of the
playing: sliced and diced in this
become mere part .cJes in the
glittering vortex. Personally, I
believe:he specific challenge of
comcDosing for improvisers entails
inagnifying musician personalities.
This is academic systems music: it
can do your head in, but its

played sets of Thelonious Monk
tunes at the A-Trane Club in Berlin.
Axel DOrner played trumpet, Rudi

song. In reply, Grydeland is driven
to invent some hilarious oseJdo-

RECORDING IN-FOCUS, APT, ADEQUATE

Mahal bass clarinet, Jan Roder
bass and Uli Jennessen drums.

ethnic stylings. Throughou: the

music, these cats can play bop, and

achieve Manfred Eicher's
trademark reverb. O'Leary's

this slow and sonorous floods the
inagin.3tion with en rtui. Griffir

top-down methodology implies a
very different aesthetic to jazz. BW

everything skips along tidily. But I
found my attention wandering.
There is something anodyne about

Thankfully, though, he didn't
have the production budget to

BUSH DANCE

Cage introduced to Western music.
However, as if reacting against this
hieratic aura, Tanaka bursts into

Alexander Von Schlippenbach

Although associated with free

wit and intelligence- they end up
backing up his evocations.

Call it Whachawana is aqJartet
date with Mulgrew Miller (piano),
Curtis Lundy ( bass) and Kenny

RECORDING ECONOMICALLY CHALLENGED

.1.(.9114413

with
GEORGE FRUYAN
ALBERT"TOO -r." HEATH
SAM DNES
CURTIS LUNDY
MULPEW MI_ER
KENNETH NASH
CEDAR WALTON
KENNY WASHINGTON

'aa-ee-ay' vocal) create the exotic
atmosphere of aPharoah Sanders

Los Angeles Musicians Institute at

sounds as if O'Leary craves ECM's
moodscape aesthetic. So, rather
than exploit what Manen i
and Shipp
can do- respond to the instant with

$

sunset. Kenneth Nash's congas
and Griffin's late-Trane tenor ( and

PERFORMANCE NEVER IGNITES

as spikier talents: Mat Manen i
( viola)
and Matthew Shipp ( piano). But the
trio's music lacks immediacy. It

t

Tunisia' that would be better
signalled by Griffin appearing on

Guitarist Mark O'Leary attended the

he's played with Paul Bley, Jack De
Johnette and Tomasz Stan ko as well

14/

the combo which doesn't suit the
ringing contradictions at the heart of
Monk's funky method. It is as if
Jackson Pollock started turning out
standard impressionist canvases atalking point, but hardly rivetting.

rough-and-tumble, though, the two
mu≤.icians maintain amusical focus
which is elegant and earnes`.. BW
PERFORMANCE FUNNY, VITAL TANGY
RECORDING BRILLIANT

ANTHONY BRAXTON
Ninetet ( Yoshi's) 1997,
Vol. 2
Leo LR420/421
111m Ois (£££) two discs
The head arrangements of N.211'

Mahal's ability to clone Eric Dolphy
quickly becomes irritating. BW

and ' N.212' ( the two 55m

PERFORMANCE ACCURATE BUT UNENGAGED

processual pieces of writing with d
relentless banality reminiscent of

RECORDING FAIR LIVE SOUND

PERFORMANCE AVID, FLEET, SELF-SACRIFICING

compositions here) are ticky
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Audio Destination
01884 243 584
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01628 633 995
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Doug Brady Hi-fi
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Loud & Clear
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0141 221 0221
O'Brien Hi-fi
0208 946 0331
Progressive Audio
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-

01634 389004

Sim Audio. manufacturers of
high end audio since 1980.

Romers Hi-fi
01254 887799

Numerous award winning products
including CD players. integrated

The Sound Practice

amplifiers as well as pre- amplifiers

• -E

and power amplifiers.

01727 893 928
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Rock
GARBAGE
Bleed Like Me
Warner 50467-7681-2
45m 04s (£££)

VAN MORRISON
Magic Time
Exile 9870945
59m 12s (£££)
This album features possibly the

If you're looking for aquick

most brain-dead cover artwork
I've seen in alongtime, but

mainstream rock affair, this could
be the album. I
saw Garbage live a

fortunately, the album is
considerably better. I
was lucky

year ago, and felt they were treading
water, but this is amuch more ballsy

enough to see Morrison perform
this album live ata recent
showcase in London's Shaw

album than I'd have predicted.
Garbage have pulled off the trick of
managing to seem alternative and a
bit menacing while actually
producing mainstream, formulaic
rock. There are acouple of songs
here- like the title, about selfharming, and the despairing closer
'Happy Home' - which suggest that
Shirley Manson is still capable of
lyrics that dig deep into the dark
psyche; but most of the time she
seems content to re- hash spunkychick- rock. The result is that
Garbage, who once seemed to be

VAN MORRISON
v1AGIC TIME'

Theatre where I
was encouraged
to find him in good mood, being
nice to his band, chatting to the
audience and even displaying
some self-deprecating wit in his
comments. Best of all, though, the
live show confirmed what I'd felt
about the album when I
first heard
it. This is Van Morrison making
music that truly reflects his love of
awell-crafted melody, backed by
aband that's good enough not to
have anything to prove.
Arguably, there's nothing

•

breaking new ground, are now little

particularly new about any of the

popular standards, but there's a
pleasing swagger to ' Keep

says Muir soil is along way from

more than anew Blondie - slickly

songs, and several of them clearly

Mediocrity At Bay' and arighteous

burred out. JB
PERFORMANCE TRADITIONAL SONGSMITH

produced, professional and
entertaining - but not something

owe agreat deal to long-cherished

anger in ' They Sold Me Out' that

RECORDING NATURALISTIC INTIMACY

you'll be playing in ten years. JB

'Say Something' and the sparky
sophistication of the Nelly duet ' To

'Bluer Than This', with its gorgeous
wordless solo. Write her name

guitars of the title, and the quirky

PERFORMANCE MUSCULAR ROCK
RECORDING BROODINGLY ELECTRONIC

The Floor', but most of the time I
feel

alongside Patsy Mathesor, Becky

'Shine It All Around' are examples of

I've heard this all from Destiny's

Mills and Rachel Goodwinand stick
in an envelope marked ' Don't open

MARIAH CAREY
Emancipation Of Mimi
Universal 9881270

Child and sundry others.
Comfortingly, the new J- Lo seems to
have stiffed big time, so maybe the

53m 34s (£££)
How much smooth can you take?
Here's almost an hour of it, slick and

public is finally getting wise. JB
PERFORMANCE ERSATZ SOUL
RECORDING ICY PERFECTION

allegedly sexy, played by some of
the finest r'n'b and hip hop talent:
guests including The Neptunes,
Snoop Doggand top producer
Jermaine Dupri. I
always face a
problem with Mariah Carey albums
-I
can't fault them on any technical

WAKING THE WITCH
Hands And Bridges
Witch WITCH01
51m 43s (£££)
Stumbled across this Leeds quartet
last year in the acoustic tent at

until 2010'. When you open it again,
they'll all be legends. JB
PERFORMANCE SOOTHING STIMULATION
RECORDING GLISTENING ACOUSTICS

electronica of ahidden re- mix of
Plan', at the top of his game. JB
PERFORMANCE ECLECTIC GROOVES
RECORDING SOLIDLY MUSCULAR

YOURCODENAMEIS:MILO
Ignoto
Fiction 9869177

ROBERT PLANT
Mighty Rearranger
Sanctuary SANCD356

47m 24s (£££)

54m 19s (£££)
Never having been aLed Zep fan.

and alot of people Irespect think

I
really wanted to fke this Newcastle
band, because I
love their name,
they're great, but right from the

nor particularly loving Plant's sole
efforts, this one took me by surprÈe.

Connecting Flight', I
just couldn't
get tc grips. They're clearly capable,

propulsive opener, ' I
Am

or performance level, but they do

Glastonbury and found myself

His voice in the opener, ' Another

nothing whatsoever for me. There's

floored by close harmonies and

Tribe', exhibits adelicacy, bordering

passionate, and attempting to avoid

so much technique in Carey's
singing that it doesn't leave any

sparkling acoustic guitar interplay
that stood up the hairs on my neck.
Groups like this can't be

on tenderness, that I
don't associate

cliché but it's atask to find a
singable tune amid all the clever

manufactured, they have to just
happen; and you should catch
them while you can, because with
four gifted songwriters in one band

melody and words are somewhat
chched, is athunderous m xof
roesy rhythms with electronic rock
that is aman re- invigorated. The

it's hard to imagine them staying

scathing self-examination of ' Tin

room for genuine emotion; and
there's so much attention to detail in
the production and arrangements,
there's no room for spontanaeity. I
can live with the easy- loping sway of

twists and turns. There have been
comparisons with And You Will
Know Us By The Trail Of Dead and
At The Drive In, but what Ihear is
more like Radiohead infused with
Pixies- like abrasive. Even ' Team

together forever. If Crosby, Stills &

Pan Vadey' certainly suggests a

Nash had been women, they might
have produced this as their debut.
Not only do WTW write their own

determination to crag himself out of
pampered rock star rut.
Several tracks I
can take or leave,

songs, they perform every note, and

either because of hackneyed lyrics

There's asection in the middle that

produced the album. Despite its

-can you believe ' Sing asong of
freedom, write it in the sky'- or

sounds like areal song for aminute,

superficially calm, reflective,
acoustic ambience, there's a
shimmering sense of heightened
emotion, especially in Jools Parker's

www.hifinews.co.uk

w th Plant. The acclaimed single,
'Shine It All Around', even if its

predictable rawk bombast, but the
eccentrically lurching rhythm of
'Somebody Knocking', the scratchy

Radar', which starts out all twinkly
ambient, introduces so many
dissonant elements it's hard to
enjoyin any traditional sense.

before sliding back into cacophony.
But hey, you might love it! JB
PERFORMANCE OVER-WROUGHT ANGST
RECORDING SONIC BARRAGE
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Practical 1-1I Fi

David W. Speirs
Practical Hi Fi PLUS
88, Bridge St, Warrington Cheshire

PLU

YOU REALLY MUST HERE THIS!
In audio retail it is so important to care about the craft and art of putting together
systems that will work indefinitely, producing music and reducing the levels of fatigue
that are sometimes so obvious in poorly matched systems. It is that care and attention to detail that you will find at Practical HiR PLUS,where you can be confident
that we have actually listened to the products we write about and stock in the
store.You can be confident that we are able to build asystem around aparticular
item that you may already have, obtaining performance of the very highest standard.
In short you can be confident that we care about the sys:ems, the performance and
that your expectations are taken beyond all expectation!
You know, when it comes to recreating seriously good music, the good old 300B
valve keeps coming back to remind us just how " real" the experience should be.
If you have never heard avalve amplifier, you will be shocked at just how different
to transistors this particular tube sounds. One phrase summarises it very
well ..... " tonal quality".
Yes that's it, tone. The Border Patrol p21 has it in spades, especially when driving this power amplifier with its matching Control 2 pre-amp. Wow, this is the best
sounding valve combination made in the UK. Very special indeed! The p21 offers a
very healthy 20 Watts per channel in push pull mode. Maybe that's the amazing thing
about it too, it sounds like asingle-ended amplifier. Size, scale and dynamics all from
the world of SE, but with real useable pp power. Hand made and designed here in
the UK, we urge you to investigate this amplifier as soon as you can. It is nothing
short of arevelation! Listen to it here and find out why it was awarded product of the
year by Hi Fi+ magazine. Truly stunning!
And speaking of revelations, then ART Impression is on permanent dem here in
one of our reference systems. We are compelled to hail it as possibly the finest
loudspeaker available today. In fact, we think it is the best sounding speaker we have
ever had the privilege to listen through. It is of modular design, each driver has its
own inert closure, which optimises the mechanical loading. A 12" bass unit handles
the low frequencies with nothing less than total ease. Married to this the Kevlar
Velvet mid band unit, sounds like how it is constructed.. smooth, delicate, natural.
Interestingly, the tweeter is ahorn loaded unit, which simply soars with an effortless
ease. This speaker is the state of the art in moving coil designs. When you are in
the market to upgrade to your final loudspeaker, this is probably it! Oh, and it is
extremely easy to drive, even with as low as 20 quality watts per channel.
Again, you really must hear this!
Another favourite here at Practical Hi Fi PLUS is the range of GRAAF valve
amps. The integrated GM 50 is simply the most convenient integrated valve amp
yet. Incorporating remote volume, and around 50 Watts per channel, its sound is
powerful involving and extremely articulate, this could be the amp you are looking
for!! Again, don't be shy. Book adem and listen to this and perhaps the Pathos
Inpol2 for comparison.

coustic
rts
Independent audio consultants

sonus faber domus concertino

st abar,s,nad

,
Aatford

Tel:
01925 632179

Also new to Practical HiFi PLUS, we are currently assessing the range of
JM Lab loudspeakers from France. These are indeed fine products, producing very
convincing sound staging, finesse and dynamic " slam". Build quality is first rate with
afit and finish that many UK manufacturers could take lessons from! Early days for
us, but we feel these are ahead of many of the " homegrown" speaker designs
currently being made in China!?
The Berylium h.f unit is seamless, and really does sing. Indeed these speakers are
so well integrated, you simply don't hear the boxes. Come and check them out
soon. All exciting stuff, indeed matched with the right kind of amplifier, the JM's are
simply gems!
A tremendous combination that has recently set our imaginations alight is the new
SUGDEN A21SE and CD21SE coupled to the JM Lab Electra 927 BE.
Now here is asystem that simply works together, looking great and sounding
"right". Of course this is really the first upgrade the A21 has received in 18 years of
production, and Tony Miller the company designer has excelled with anew pre-amp
stage. better power supply and asprinkling of " magic ingredient", believed to be so
rare it is only ever found in moonbeams and audiophile dreams! Idon't know, but I
can say that it was amajor task to under-take to improve on such awell regarded
amp as the A21a, but this new 21SE has it all, with improved dynamics, much more
power and asense of control that makes you believe it to be 100 Watts per channel.
The CD21SE has also received the same kind of improvements, better power
supply. revised analogue stage, and amuch beefier chassis (which Idefinitely think
helps digital products!). The combination is nothing short of magic. and with the
aforementioned Electra 927s, you must ask the question, where to from here?
A small tip for anyone wanting to improve the sound from any CD player. Apart from
using decent audio leads of course, the single biggest cost effective upgrade ir. to
site the player on aTownsend Seismic Sink. This is another of those magic products
which has been in production for more than adecade, largely unchanged, but refined
over the years. The Sink is aplatform that is inflated with air, effectively isolating the
player from unwanted mechanical vibration. What this does to the sound is uncanny+
We recently demonstrated the effects of the Seismic Sink to acouple of sales reps
from awell known amplifier manufacturer. with astounding. and very positive results!
Of course as previously stated, it is great having all these and many more esoteric
toys, but only experience and experiment can teach us how to pair these units
together, to achieve results that simply outperform their costs. It is this care and
expertise that is worth finding. after all agood dealer should be afriend for life, and
someone who can guide and advise to actually save you money in the long term.
Enjoy the music, till next time.

www.acousticarts.co.u k
sit our web site for second hand listinc

For 23 years Acoustic Arts has been known for it's
exceptional service. So if you are considering your
next upgrade speak to people who really know!

prima luna prologue 2

hertfordshire wc11 7 ird tuesdav-saturdav 10X10 AM to 5.30 PM

velodyne dd12

t.01923 245.250 ¶. 01923230798 mail@acousticarts co uk

audio reseach audioquest aloia b&w beyer blueroom boston clearaudio copland densen focal jm-labs grado
grado harman kardon hutter kef koetsu krell martin logan michell ortofon
pnmare project qed
quadraspire roksan rotel sonneteer sonus faber theta transparent audio vertex aq vibe wilson audio
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Music DVD
BLUE MAN GROUP
The Complex Rock
Tour Live
Lava 53138-2

POCO
Keeping The
Legend Alive
Madacy MEG2 50843
90m (£££) 4:3 Dolby 5.1
Country- rock legends Poco

77m 30s plus extras (£££)

regroup periodically, and this

16:9 Dolby 5.1 and DIS
You've seen these guys doingadds
for IBM — the dudes painted blue,

concert recorded in Nashville
in 2004 shows that they've

playing around with bits of plastic
tubing. Here they are live in concert,
presenting awhacko mix of straight

managed to live up to the disc's
title. Founding member Richie
Furay— now apastor — took time
away from his congregation to

music ( highly techno), comedy,
cabaret and general tomfoolery,
all performed and produced to the

turn this into apoignant reunion.
All of the masterpieces are here,

slickest, highest standards. Loaded
with extras, the disc is atwo-sider,

erstwhile silent member, pedal
steel wizard Rusty Young, doing
asuperb job where Eagle Tim
Schmidt previously performed.

with the B-side featuring remixes
of three tracks, including aDIS
surround version. ( The concert
footage is Dolby-only.) Clearly a
work-out for surround systems, but
eminently watchable. KK
PERFORMANCE VEGAS-PLUS

mainly sung ( beautifully) by the

Unbelievably, this concert- length
DVD is afreebie bonus disc toa
CD. KK
PERFORMANCE

FUZZY, HEARTFELT

RECORDING WORKMANLIKE

RECORDING CUTTING-EDGE

ERIC CLAPTON

deservedly, I'd say— gets minimal

Sessions For Robert J

coverage. On the upside, though,

Gecrge Burns amongtheguests,
and it has apurity of its own as a

Direct Video DVDUK059D

Reprise 7599-38631-2

you do get to see plenty of rare TV

singe entity. The other is arandom

62m ( EEE) 4:3 b/w mono
Another gem from the Samuel Z
Arkoff collection, this little rock'n'roll

97m ( LEE) 16:9 Dolby DIS
If you're the kind of purist who really

footage, including aspot right after
Woodstock in which both Stills and
Crosby appear on the Dick Cavett
Showalo%with Jefferson Airplane
and Joni Mitchell. So fans of Crosby,

collection cri appearances with Bob

ROCK ALL NIGHT

Hope. Jimmy Durante and the like,
but — roost tellingly— it also bears

exploitation treasure from 1957
actually has much to recommend
it to film, if not necessarily music

didn't enjoy Clapton's previous
homage to Robert Johnson, you
won't like this one either. But in
that case you'll simply be depriving

Stills & Nash definitely won't be

estate of Bobby Darin'. Not that that

buffs. Although the Platters do
their numbers at the beginning

yourself of what just may be the
best bonus DVD ever, packaged

disappointed, but the band surely
justifies adefinitive video history as

will stop us hardcore fans, KK

(for aquick escape?), there's a

with amusic CD. Culled from the

meaty as those for the Ramones,

RECORDING VOUAI ITV CIRCA 19SOS

decent little show- biz story here
with hints of noir and all manner

laid-back sessions that yielded his

the Undertones and other DVDs of

second batch of Johnson covers,

recent vintage. KK

of familiar character actors — no

the DVD mixes straight musical

PERFORMANCE ARCHIVAL

End Of The Century

surprise, given that this is an early

performances with interviews,
Clapton explaining why he so

RECORDING ARCHIVAL

Tartan TVD3526

BOBBY DARIN

the schmuck who titled the bonus

adores the blues legend. It's an
education in itself, and there's no
finer moment for this particular

interview with Arkoff as 'Samuel Z
Jackson'. KK

Clapton fan than the spellbinding
sequence showing EC entering

PERFORMANCE EARNEST

the actual, now-derelict building
where Johnson recorded his last

Roger Corman opus. Great stuff,
especially the crystal-clear Platters
footage, but aslap on the wrist for

RECORDING B-MOVIE ALL THE WAY
THE AHt(OFF FILM! LIBRAILH,T

- THE PLATTERS
THE BLOCKBUSTERS

ROCK
ALL
NIGHT

two sessions nearly 70 years ago.
Sublime stuff. KK
PERFORMANCE PEFINITIVE
RECORDING NAI URAL AND EASY

PERFORMANCE JLTRA-SHOW-BillY

THE RAhrONES

110m approx plus extras (£££)
The Darin Invasion
View Video 2320
48m plus extras ( fU)
4:3 mono
Singing At His Best!
Passport Video DVD1579
55m (£££) 4:3 mono
I
revitably, tne release of the
biopic Beyond The Sea resulted
ir aflood of reissued material,
including at least eight CDs so far.

CROSBY, STILLS & NASH

As for DVDs. well, Oscar nominee

Long Time Comin'

Darin appeared in feature films,

Rhino/Warner 0349 70299 2

1.85:1 Dolby DTS
Sub-titled ' The Story of the
Ramones', this utterly magnificent
package shows just how arock
docurrentani/biog should be
produced: it starts with theW
induct/ion into the Rock hall of
Fameand backtracks to the band's
NYC roots, irterspersing interviews
with film footage of concerts, pretty
muchanswering every question
while asserting emphatically that
the pioreering punkstersweeen't a
mere aberration. Make no mistake:
this is the bard that asshole Sex

57m (£££) 4:3, Dolby 5.1

sc those DVDs are of the standard
you expect for movies. This pair of

Almost aperfect companion

music DVDs, though, exploits his

were, the groupthat shook up

to the two recently- released
concert DVDs, this is a1990

vast amount of TV work, and the

rock in Me 1970s so the! it was not
commandeered by dinosaurs like
Emerson, Lake arid Palmer. This

documentary that tells CSN's story
through aseries of vintage clips
and interviews. However, it's a
bit lightweight, in serious need of
updating, and Neil Young— possibly

www.hifinews.co.uk

the warning, ' This DVD is neither
endorsed nor authorized by the

results are mixed. Don't get me
wrong: the performances are pure

Pistols fans th ink Rotten and Co

Darin, and both DVDs show him
to be aversatile entertainer. The
Darin Invasion is a1970 TV special

disc is atonic, b..n aboveal ifs a
vindication. KK

in colour, with Linda Ronstadt and

RECORDING BIC BUDGET

PERFORMANCE FLAWLESS
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Phase

One way out: Eclipse
avoids crossover phase
issues by using only a
single drive unit

change (uoi-L>jbï

Your speaker's drive units may be connected out of
phase. It isn't faulty — it was designed that way.
But, asks Keith Howard, is this really agood idea?

I

fyou are familiar with the design of loudspeaker crossovers, you
will know that it is common practice to connect up drive units
with opposing polarities. Average hi-fi users, with the familiar

warning about connecting speakers to the amplifier with
consistent phase (red terminal to red terminal, black to
black) ringing in their ears, will find this odd. There are
good reasons why it's done, but it turns out that the
knee-jerk reaction to consider it strange may be the right
one. Some loudspeaker designers have come to the
conclusion that it is a bad habit the audio industry
should break.
Ihave found myself talking to asuccession of speaker
designers in recent months who have mentioned afactor
that isn't often talked about — loudspeaker impulse
response. Those of us who measure speakers,
particularly those who use MLSSA or one of its clones,
deal in speaker impulse response all the time, since this
is what these tools measure. But even in reviews that
contain measurements, an impulse or step response
rarely appears. What do appear are the frequency
response and waterfall plots derived from the impulse.
One reason for this is that the impulse response of a
typical multi-way loudspeaker is not apretty sight and
needs careful interpretation.
Ifirst found myself talking speaker impulse response
recently with Hiroshi Kowaki of Fujitsu Ten, as part of
the

review

of

the

Eclipse

[February issue] — a speaker
which eschews a crossover
network altogether in order to
keep its impulse response as
unsullied
as
possible.
Meridian's Bob Stuart also
mentioned impulse response
when Iinterviewed him about
the benefits of applying digital
signal processing to loudspeakers [June issue]. More
specifically to our subject
here, Allan Hendry [see the
March issue review of the
MonoPulse 32] justifies his
unusual choice of crossover
filtering partly on the basis that
A subtle change? In B&W's new 800 Series, a
new physical alignment of drive units hints that
they're no longer connected in anti- phase
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MonoPulse loudspeakers have been designed with
impulse response firmly at the top of the agenda

it allows the bass-mid unit and tweeter to be
connected in phase (that is, with the seine polarity).
And in preparing this piece I had a telephone
conversation with Steve Roe of B&W whose latest
800 Series, it turns out, also deliberately avoids
anti-phase driver connection. And why? For the

best possible reason: it sounds better.
SO WHY ANTI-PHASE?
The first question to answer in unravelling this issue
is why anti-phase driver connection should ever
have been preferred in the first place. It is used, and
has routinely been used for decades, in a wide
variety of crossover networks for two reasons:
either to improve the phase response (and thereby
reduce phase distortion) through the crossover
www.hifinews.co. uk

Feature
etc) since these have outputs that am in phase quadrature
with each other (that is, they have aphase difference that
is an odd multiple of 90°). Even-order filters (2nd-order,
4th-order, etc) can meet the requirement, but the use of
classic Butterworth low-pass and high-pass sections
crossing over at —3dB — then the conventional alignment
— also results in a 3dB peak, this time in the on-axis
response. It was Linlcwitz's colleague Russ Riley who
pointed out that this could be avoided by using what
have become known as ' double Butterworth' or
'Butterworth squared' filters, which are produced by
concatenating two Butterworth filters with the same
corner frequency. So asecond-order double-Butterworth

Fig 1. Conventional arrangement of asecond- order crossover.
Note that the two drivers are connected in anti- phase

Fig 2. Phase

Some designers have come to the
conclusion that it is abad habit
the audio industry should break

responses of the
low-pass ( red
trace) and highpass ( blue trace)
sections of a
Linkwitz-Riley
second- order
crossover. The
two curves are
the same shape
but 180 apart

10
Moen Imposey

is obtained by combining two first-order Butterworths, a
fourth-order double-Butterworth by combining two
second-order Butterworths, and so on. Crossed over at
—6dB, these double-Butterworth (aka Linkwitz-Riley)
filters have a flat on-axis response and generate no
lobbing error, which explains why they have become
widely used in the three decades since Linkwitz's paper
was published.
Actually, this bald statement that double-Butterworth
low- and high-pass filters sum to aflat on-axis response
requires some elaboration. In the case of asecond-order
Linkwitz-Riley crossover this is only the case if one
driver is connected with opposite polarity to the other
(just as it has to be with the classic Butterworth

region, or to avoid a notch in the on-axis frequency

response.

In third-order crossovers,

for example,

Fig 3. Low-pass

in-phase or anti-phase connection of the drive units
results in the same on-axis frequency response (which is

(red trace), highpass ( blue trace)

flat if complementary Butterworth alignments are used
for the low-pass and high-pass sections) but the phase

and combined

response is much superior using the anti-phase option.
To keep matters simple, Iam going to concentrate in
what follows exclusively on Linkwitz-Riley doubleButterworth crossover filters, for the good reason that
these are now almost an industry standard. lit 1976,
Siegfried Linkwitz — then working at Hewlett-Packard —

frequency

(orange trace)
responses for a
second- order
Linkwitz-Riley
crossover

wrote apaper' in the Journal of the Audio Engineering
Society that had the effect every audio academic dreams
of achieving: it changed industry design practice. What
Linlcwitz had realised was that conventional approaches

1

10

relatnre frequency

to crossover design ignored the fact that the two drive
units whose outputs are being dovetailed are rarely
coincident — more usually they are separate drivers,

Fig 4. What

spaced apart on the speaker's front baffle. This means
that it is not enough to ensure that the electrical outputs
from the low-pass and high-pass sections of the

are connected in

crossover sum to a flat frequency response. It is also
necessary for the two outputs to have equivalent phase
response, otherwise at some angle off-axis there will be

happens to Fig 3
if the two drivers
phase rather than
in anti- phase
a

an undesirable peak in output at the crossover frequency.
This effect, which is often referred to as lobing error,
threatens to distort the spectral content of early
reflections and/or the reverberant sound in a room,
thereby adding coloration.
The requirement to match phase responses cannot be
met with odd-order crossover filters (1st-order, 3rd-order,
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Fig 5. Second- order Linkwitz-Riley step responses: from
left, ( a) input, ()) low-pass section, ( c) high-pass section

alternative). Industry convention has it that the bass unit
should retain correct polarity, so in atwo-way system it
is usually the tweeter which is polarity-reversed, as
shown in schematic form in Fig 1.
Why this is so can be seen from Fig 2, which plots the
phase responses of the low-pass (red trace) and high-pass
(blue trace) filter sections of a second-order LinkwitzRiley crossover. They have exactly the same shape, as
Linkwitz requires, but they are 180° apart at all
frequencies. In other words, the outputs of the low-pass
and high-pass filters are of opposite polarity. This can be
corrected simply by inverting the connection to one of
the drive units, with the happy result of Fig 3: a flat
on-axis frequency response. If, by contrast, the drivers
are connected in phase, with the same polarity, the filter
outputs cancel around the crossover frequency, with the
undesirable result shown in Fig 4: adeep, wide notch in
the speaker's on-axis output.
On the face of it, then, anti-phase connection looks like
athoroughly good and sensible idea. But if you look back
through audio's annals you will find occasional voices

On the face of it, anti- phase
connection looks like athoroughly
good and sensible idea. But...
raised in unease at it. Over 20 years ago, Richard Greiner
wrote in aclosing Note appended to an AES paper whose
measurements appeared to justify the anti-phase
connection': 'Drastic measures such as the inversion of
an entire band of frequencies, while improving the
narrow region near the crossover frequency, disrupt the
broad-band response of the system severely. Thus the
results of this report should not be interpreted as support
for the use of the inverted connection of any of the
drivers. It is our belief that such tactics cause much more
damage to the overall transient response than they lend
to any improvement in the crossover region'.
To paraphrase, what Greiner was saying is that if you
put an impulse into a speaker with opposed driver
polarities, then as one diaphragm moves forward, the
other will move back — an intuitively undesirable
situation, particularly given the established significance
of leading-edge transients in music.
We can see this happening in Figs 5and 6, which were
generated from the transfer functions of the low- and
high-pass sections of a second-order Linkwitz-Riley
90
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crossover using Mathcad. Fig 5a shows the step input test
signal, while 5b and 5c show the resulting outputs of the
low-pass and high-pass filters respectively. No speaker
could ever reproduce these waveforms because the low
frequency response of the low-pass filter stretches to DC
and there is no restriction on the high frequency
bandwidth of the high-pass filter. But since it's the
behaviour of the crossover that we are interested in here,
this doesn't matter. If anything, it makes matters clearer.
Note how the low-pass output responds rather lazily to
the step, because it lacks the high frequency content
necessary to achieve asharp leading edge. The high-pass
section, by contrast, can achieve the sharp edge, but
cannot maintain the step because it doesn't receive DC.
If we add these low-pass and high-pass step responses
in anti-phase, which is achieved here by first inverting
the high-pass response, the result is as Fig 6a. As
expected, the two diaphragms move in different
directions. Whereas if we add the two responses in
phase, the general shape of the step response (which is
greyed out in the background for reference) is retained.
The output isn't the same as the input, but that's to be
expected. Recall that there's abig notch in the combined
amplitude response, and the crossover filtering also
introduces phase distortion.
SIMPLICITY
The obvious way to avoid this problem is to employ a
fourth-order Linkwitz-Riley crossover instead. In this
case the phase responses of the low-pass and high-pass
sections differ by 360°, so the two drivers can be
connected with the same polarity. But a fourth-order
crossover introduces greater phase distortion and
requires twice as many filter components.
When Siegfried Linkwitz wrote his famous paper and
followed it up with aDIY active loudspeaker project in
Wireless World, he satisfied himself that the phase
distortion of the fourth-order incarnation of his crossover
is inaudible. But the old notion that the human ear is
phase deaf, at least to phase shifts of the order introduced
by crossover networks, is no longer so widely held. My
own experience is that they do affect sound quality —
quite subtly, certainly, but enough to want to eliminate
them or at least minimise them. And Isense that an
increasing number of speaker designers feel similarly.
Crossover complexity too is an issue on which
opinions have changed over the past 20 years or so. It
doesn't seem that long ago that there was an obvious rift
within the speaker industry between manufacturers,
often small manufacturers, who believed that the best
crossover was a minimalist network numbering the
fewest possible components, and others — typically larger
institutions — who had the computer power to design
www.hifinews.co.uk

Feature
complex crossovers and jolly well liked to exploit it.
Today there seems to be a wider appreciation that

Fig 7. How the

crossover components affect sound quality in
undesirable ways. In its booklet describing the latest 800
Series, for instance, B&W is candid about this and the
desirability of keeping crossovers as simple as possible.

(repeated here) is

'Some speakers demand complex crossovers to
compensate for the shortcomings of their drive units,' it
says. 'The better the mechanical design, the simpler the
electronic design can be. That's why the 800 Series uses
simple circuit design, with the crossover between the
critical tweeter and midrange drivers being first-order —
the simplest circuit possible. That simplicity, coupled

response of Fig 4
improved by time
aligning the drivers
such that the
acoustic centre of

de

one is half a
wavelength forward
of the other at the
crossover frequency

with using components of the highest calibre, helps
retain the purity of the signal.'
All this will have a familiar ring to audiophiles of
sufficient vintage, but what the Series 800 booklet
doesn't say is that, just as importantly, all the drive units
of all the speakers in the range are connected in phase,
even though the crossover filtering — electrical plus
acoustic — typically approximates a second-order
Linkwitz-Riley alignment. I asked Steve Roe, B&W's
development director, why. 'It's difficult to describe —
ideally you need to try it — but it just makes the imaging
more coherent. Interestingly, when we originally tried
third-order filters the difference between the old
aluminium dome and our new diamond dome tweeter
wasn't that dramatic. But as soon as we used the simpler
crossover [just a series capacitor to the tweeter] the
difference was huge. The sound just opened up.'
Quite why the odd transient performance of the antiphase connection should have this particular effect on
sound quality is unclear — at least to me — but it reinforces

the doubts expressed by Greiner all those years ago (and
probably by many others since and perhaps before). But
as we've seen, the problem with connecting drivers in
phase with asecond-order crossover is that this results in
adeep cancellation notch.
To obviate this, B&W adjusts the time alignment of the
drivers so that one has its acoustic centre the equivalent
of half awavelength forward of the other at the crossover
frequency. At 41(Hz — the mid/treble crossover frequency
used throughout the 800 Series — this amounts to a
distance of 43mm. This ruse doesn't entirely cure the

1B&W's

latest 800 Series avoids
anti- phase driver connection, for
the best possible reason

problem, as Fig 7 shows, but it does substantially
ameliorate it, and reducing the spacing to 0.35 of a
wavelength can further suppress the response ripples.
This is on-axis. Off-axis there is no escaping the
notched response which, if we assume adriver spacing
of 150mm, will occur at an angle of 16° vertically off-axis
for the 43mm driver offset suggested above. In an ideal
world (which in this context means the use of
linear-phase crossovers), this behaviour wouldn't be
acceptable. But it is ameasure of B&W's certainty that inphase driver connection sounds better that its engineers
are prepared to sacrifice the textbook performance
doe

offered by the conventional anti-phase alternative.
How much of this approach is truly new Ihesitate to
say. If you look hard enough, most apparent novelties in
audio technology prove to have an embarrassingly longer
history than you suppose. But that's of academic interest,
whereas B&W's eschewal of anti-phase driver connection
maybe presages a wider-scale abandonment of the
crossover principles espoused by Siegfried Linkwitz.
A final note: none of this, I should emphasise,
represents a justification for you to remove the drive
units from your speakers, check how they are connected
up and swap leads about if they prove to be wired in antiphase. Please, do no such thing. But by all means wonder
how it seemed such aneat idea for so long.

time

Fig 6. Adding the low-pass and high-pass step
responses of Fig 5 in anti- phase ( a) and in phase ( b).
The in- phase connection better maintains the

1) SHLinkwitz, Active Crossover Networks for Noncoincident Drivers', Journal of the Audio Engineering
Society, vol 24, no 1, January/February 1976
2) RAGreiner, ' Tone- Burst Testing on Selected Electronic Crossover Networks', Journal of the Audio
Engineering Society, vol 30, no 7/8. July/August 1982

unipolar nature of the input signal
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"A work of art consists

Avalon
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Acoustics
Symbol,
Ascendant,
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Eidolon Diamond

inner is the emotion in
the soul of the artist,
this emotion has the
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Wassily Kandinsky
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They're now considered
essential as far as lm

conrad johnson
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Worlds 1st Audio Cables
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Tube HiFi equipment
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AES resort

Convergence or

divergence?

Computers and audio — the Audio Engineering
Society met in Cambridge to explore the realities

C

onvergence was the theme of this
year's annual UK conference of

the Audio Engineering Society

not just in the sense of multi- tasked consumer
products, but in the inextricable link between
the world of sound and audio, and that of
computers and data networking. Held at New
Hall college, Cambridge, this year saw athird
day of special sessions for the public.

KEEP IT SIMPLE
Crestron's Adrian Lloyd- Owen pointed out that
despite the exhortations from the media and

e

aele.„01

Convergence in- car: HFN's Keith Howard listens
in Harman Kardon's 7.1- equipped sound wagon

consumer electronics industry to 'go digital', in a
real installation setting this is not always

Arcam's John

Liza Marshall plays guitar as John Watkinson of Celtic

Dawson made the

Audi captures the magic for replay comparison

practicable, as new digital interfaces such as

case for home

DVI, HDMI and 1394 are hampered by their

media systems to

gave an educated DAB listener's perspective,

short range ( less than 15m, compared with
hundreds of metres for legacy analogue audio

he simple and
reliable, in

and video links), and more worryingly by
unworkable ' secure' encryption schemes. If you

contrast to the
'media PC'

showing the problems of ' flat fading' in afringe
reception area — eg, inside the typical kitchen —
and suggested that aminimum of 160kb/s

want astate-of-the-art home of the future, you'll
need the wires from the past.

solutions now

should be used across BBC stations to ward off
the annoyance of MPEG Layer II when operating

appearing

at the commonplace but unsuitable 128kb/s

Microsoft's Tom Blank evangelised the Media

data-rate, adding that the format could be
relaunched and marketed as amotorists' service.

Center PC, hyped as asimplification for our
digital lives, risibly stealing Apple's slogan of ' it

and confused its surround- sound audio
accompaniment with high-resolution audio, as if

just works' — acontrast from the experience of
many users, including Arcam's John Dawson,

the two terms are synoymous when in broadcast
applications we will likely only see low-resolution

false-optimism pop DJ-style, while explaining
that UK DAB is doing just fine, honestly, and

who explained that the digital living room is no

Dolby Digital at apaltry 384kb/s for 5.1
channels — lower quality than that heard from

that selected statistics show how people are

most DVDs. Perspective was supplied by Bob
Stuart of Meridian, who explained that for an

The public day attracted more people than
planned, and sessions that included listening

place for complex PCs, if they are truly to be
entrusted with managing our home music and
video pleasures. And given the success of the
iPod, lessons should be learned on how to make

audio medium transparency means acarrier with

John Dawson explained that the digital
living room is no place for complex PCs,
if they are to be trusted with our musica

"

audio consumer electronics appealing, said

no audible consequence of its own and which

From the BBC, Andy Baker followed with a

happier with more choice over adequate quality.

skills for lossy compression, and live-vs- recorded
comparisons, mace auseful conclusion to the
conference. But the final thoughts of Joe Bull at
SADiE snould not go unheeded, who concluded
his overv.ew of computers in recording and their
ubiquity in patching less- than- perfect sessions,
by asking rhetorically wnat has been lost since
the onset of the silicon revolution in audio —
apart from inspiration. artistry and quality.
Andrew Harrison

•

Nelson Phillips of Cambridge's Judge Institute of

has no risk of human detection. Technical

Management. One key issue, already touched on

diagrams illustrated that wideband digital PCM

About the AES

by Dawson, was to keep the product simple. And

is agood solution, with high bit depths to give a

The Audio Engineering Society provides the industiy

convergence of features is not always necessary,

good margin above adithered noise floor.

with aworld-wide framewoik for the advancement of
both the science and art of audio. Monthly meetings

added Phillips, or even sensible. At dinner, a

EDUCATED DAB

convergence of knife, fork and spoon into one
tool will be of little interest to ahungry diner.

Other presentations discussed lossy compression

Sony Broadcast's John lye gave atalk entitled
'Developments in High Definition Audio and

developments, like the new AAC Plus, this neatly
leading on to the shambles of UK DAB radio.

Video'. However, he spoke only of hi-def video,

Adrian Pickering from Southampton University

www.hifinews.co.uk

held in London are open to all, discussing all
aspects of sound and music engineering.
AES UK, 01628 663725
www.aes.org/sections/uk
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Always setting new standards
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We think it's about time
we did it again!
Three years ago we brought the groundbreaking range of products from Shanling to
the UK Shores.
Now we are going to redefine the price/
performance ratio again, but this time with
aloudspeaker. More precisely - The Next
Generation of Loudspeaker.

o
o

If you have up to £ 15,000 to spend on new
speakers, audition the Hyperion 938 at
selected dealers and leave the store only
£3,750 lighter.
Not convinced? Why not give Matthew
acall on 0870 909 6777 or visit
www.realhi-fi.com for alist of selected
dealers.
It's Real hi-fi - pure and simple
distriitted in the uk exclusively by

tel: 0870 909 6777
email: info@realhi-fi.com
web site: www.realhi-fi.com
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More praise for Accuphase please...
How refreshing it was to see two Accuphase
products reviewed recently, the DP- 67 CD player
[Feb ' 05], and the E530 amplifier [ May ' 051.
As someone who is interested in sound quality
rather than ' esoterica', Ihave never understood
the British hi-fi press's reluctance to review
these products and tendency to offer up the
arcane, or the dreary diet of Naim and Musical
Fidelity, instead.
It would appear that the readers/consumers
are being short-changed by reviewer prejudice
and questionable independence.
Ican wholeheartedly recommend Accuphase
pre-amplifiers as well and would confidently
place this brand amongst such exalted names
as Nagra, Mark Levinson, Lamm and Spectral.
Mark Dun/home, Tunbridge Wells

Still unier-exposed? The beautifully- built Accuphase DP- 67 player

Over the top...

software companies will increase their support

Without the CD layer, SACD discs should be alot

Icannot agree with KK's over-the-top review or

for the format?

cheaper, so heiping sales considerably.

the HiFi News verdict on the Marantz SA- 11S1

Ken questioned Marantz's thinking in

[May ' 05]. Having heard two different

releasing atwo-channel only audiophile player.

John Luke, Brockenhurst, Hampshire

comparative demonstrations against my 16-year-

Why riot? Multichannel is of little interest to

• Paul Miller gave afavourable review to the

old 16-bit Marantz CD94 ( modified) using a

most nigh-end audiophiles ( not least for cost

(multichannel) XA9000ES in May '04. The CD94

Hyperion hybrid SACD A67425 of Shostakovich

reasons) so why add complication and costs by

was and is an excellent machine but we stand by

piano concertos, the sound from the CD94 was

building in channels that most do not want?

our reviews. On the last point, remember SACD

Marantz makes other machines for the mult .-

would have died if it wasn't for the hybrid disc.

far more musical and natural.
Whilst Ican understand the SAll-S1 was

channel market. You said the future for high-end

compared to vinyl, it surely would have been far

disc replay is at the £2000 price point: maybe

Power problem solved

more helpful to readers if acomparison had been

Marantz have taken this to heart. The SAll-S1

Iread with interest the letter from RA Millar

made with its closest rival the Sony XA9000ES,

demonstrates in spades that it can be done.

['Views', May Ion fluctuating power supply.

which Ihope to audition shortly. However Ifeel

With cost in mind, why acd aCD layer to

that the only magnificent thing about these two
machines will be the price.
PStanley, Stanmore, Middlesex

...or on the money?

As Ihad this problem and have now seen it

SACD hyorid discs? Who on earth would buy a

cured Ithougnt my experience might be of

SACD if they did not own aSACO player? Avery

interest. I'd got fed up with the sharp difference

few might buy aSACO as aCD with future

in quality of reception. Icalled in the electricity

upgrading in mind but for sure nobody is gong

board who tested my supply over one week.

to pay the price of SACO for CD-only replay.

They indicated that whilst there was fluctuation

Itook aflyer on the purchase of the Marantz
SAll-S1 largely because of an ingrained belief
in the mystical powers of Ken lshiwata. After all
he let nobody down with the CD7, and Marantz's
new found independence from the bean counters
and marketing expediency of giant corporations
promised that Ken might be allowed to pursue
the cause of high-fidelity music reproduction
with renewed vigour.
Ken Kessler's review of the SAll-S1 seems to
bear this out. You've got to believe it, SACD
replay on this machine is quite simply a
revelation; CD is pretty cute as well. If machines
like this are successful in the market place — and
they deserve to be at only £3000 — surely the

Sticking with stereo: the Marantz SAILS]. provides SACD for audicphiles who don't want surround

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Views
it was within their allowable parameters.
up with adedicated mains. This made a

Etymotic review missed atrick

tremendous improvement on its own. Ithen

Ken Kessler's excellent review of the Etymotic

Following advice, Igot my electrician to fit me

added Russ Andrews' Mini Purifier and Silencer.

ER- 4P [April ' 05] was of particular interest to

Now Iget superb sound on CD and tuner without

me as afew months ago Ipurchased apair of

any fluctuations due to the time of day.
Iuse aMarantz P17 amplifier and CD17

similar in-ear phones, the Shure E3C. Ithought
you might be interested to learn why Iuse them

player, both Signature models. Icontinue to use

as, quite understandably, Ken has missed a

aQuad FM tuner, which is very good. My

trick with these phones, namely their appeal to

speakers are Jamo Concert 11. Ihave expensive

people like myself who have hearing difficulties.

Kimber power chords and interconnects. Ileave

Ihave partial deafness and tinnitus in both

all my equipment powered up all the time and

ears and these earphones are ajoy to listen

have done for the past two years.

through, bypassing my hearing aids. Although

Ihope this is of interest and some use.
David Roberts, Tunbridge Wells

Unfair to surround music?

digital hearing aids are excellent (and Iam
happy to use them to listen to music, live or

Etymotic ER-4P: ideal for the hearing impaired?

recorded) the high quality of sound these in-ear
phones produce is nothing short of miraculous.

partially-deaf users. The answer is amost

With great interest did Iread Barry Fox's article

Iam able to appreciate every fine detail and

definite yes'. Because our hearing ability is

on the history of surround ( March ' 051. It gives a

nuance of sound from CD and DAB radio.

diminished it doesn't mean we cannot enjoy

lot of interesting information on the formats and
(en)coding systems that have been used.
Barry gives alot of attention to the

Ken remarks on the unusual experience of
hearing sounds in his head rather than from

high quality sound. In fact the opposite is true,
just as it is for those lucky enough to have

outside, but this is quite familiar to me as

normal hearing. Having made this investment I

Ambisonics system, which it deserves, but

almost all sound is generated artificially by

wonder what Iam missing by not having the

overstates its capacity as the best way to record

hearing aids in the ear canal.

£500 Shure E5Cs, but they will have to wait

and playback in surround. It is ageneralisation
to state that most producers use multi-channel

One or two friends have asked if spending
£200 on earphones makes any sense for

and so will I!
John Pelham, Crowborough

speakers as dramatic spot sources of sound. To
end with the conclusion that we have gone

would sound horrible too. That means that these

backward alot in music reproduction since the

reflections play an equal part in the sound

but about the sound characteristics that support

industry's adoption of stereo 50 years ago does

quality of the recording as they do in the real

the musical performances. In my opinion, a

great injustice to current developments in the

acoustic. The spread in time, space and level of

great step forwards for music lovers.

audio and recording industry.

these reflections specify the character and the

Let's separate the formats, like DVD, DVD-A
and SACD, from the difference between twochannel stereo and five-channel surround and
focus on the last.
Barry describes how an acoustic consisting of
direct sound and reflective sound generates a

11

quality of the acoustic.
Using two loudspeakers makes it possible to
retain some of the character of the original

rot about spatial imaging or other ' hi-fi' ideas

Erdo Groot, Polyhymnia International SV, Holland

Looking for Lo Sfizio
h the review of the Audion Lo Sfizio amplifier

acoustic. Using more speakers will increase this

[Jan '05] you gave www.audion.net as the

greatly, resulting in much more ' lifelike' sound

relevant website for information on this product.

character in the playback of music. Of course

A real acoustic musical event can be
much more successful in five- channel
surround than in stereo

ICould not find any obvious link to the reviewed
amp on this site. Have you any further details?
Michael Morzyk, email
II The website address www.audion.net is correct
although bizarrely the site does not feature any of
the company's amplifiers! Audion's phone
number is 0039 055827292 while you can

space and warmth, or ambience. This is what

choice of microphone type and position will

gives instruments and voices their particular

always be of great influence and people have

character and carries the music.

different tastes. But trying to achieve in a

Dynaco for DlYers

recording and subsequent playback the sound

In ' Views', February issue, CCWong of

of music. To listen to abeautiful Stradivarius

qualities present in areal acoustic musical event

Melbourne, Australia wrote about his old Dynaco

violin played by afantastic artist in a

can be much more successful in five- channel

ST- 70. Mr Wong might like to know that there is

non-reflective or dead chamber is horrible. Put

surround than in stereo.

asmall audio manufacturer in the USA which

Specific acoustics are used for specific types

the player in anice small concert hall and the
difference will be striking. If you listen to a

This is something that Ihave been

email them via info@udion.net.

used to do alot of work and modifications on

experiencing over the last eight years, while

them ard could send him plans and DIY mods

recording of this violin playing, you need in the

making almost all my recordings in stereo as well

for him to keep it in operating condition. It's

recording amixture of the direct sound and the

as surround. Always Iprefer the surround, and

AVA ( Audio by Van Alstine), www.avahifi.com

reflected sound of the acoustic otherwise it

not only me, also the musicians involved. It is

Charlie Mercier, email

• Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of HiFi News. We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication. Correspondents using e-mail are
asked to give their full postal address ( which won't be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting, and at our discretion, but we regret that
we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone.
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Competition

1£1000 worth of
valve amp bliss!
A chance to own the exciting Icon Audio Stereo 40i SE, plus a Bellari phono stage
Valve amplification no longer needs to be the preserve of the dedicated and
well-heeled enthusiast. And one of the leading lights in bringing the
delights of valve amplification to more people has been Leicester-based
Icon Audio f
www.iconaudio.co.uk]. Here's achance to win the latest and
most powerful version of one of the company's most successful products.
Now available in several versions to suit different needs and customer
budgets, in its original form Icon's Stereo 40i integrated amp won much
acclaim, not least with aHiFi News Award in 2003 and an Editor's Choice
award in 2004. That original model — using four EL34 output tubes and
producing 40W/ch — is now joined by the Stereo 40i SE versions based on
the KT-66 and KT-88 ' kinkless tetrode' valves.
While the KT-66 has its own enthusiastic following, the KT-88 — first
introduced in 1957 and truly aclassic tube — provides even more clean
power. When run in ultralinear mode, the Stereo 40i SE KT-88 amplifier
puts out 45W/ch. But as with the other 40i models, it can also be switched
to run in triode mode, when it gives an output of 20W/ch. Soft start'
protects from switch-on power surges. There are four line- level inputs
(labelled for CD, Tuner Tape and Aux). The Stereo 40i SE ( KT-88) comes
complete with afabulous- looking Plexiglass valve cage ( not shown in our
picture) and normally retails at £ 799.99 or — as in
Add Bellari's funky tube phono pre-amplifier...
our prize — £879.95 when fitted with the optional
HT delay circuit which protects the valves and
To complete our great prize package, here's
level control. The Bellei product range is
extends their life.
available in the UK through SmartSound
an eye-catching but highly functional allIcon amplifiers use traditional designs to get
Direct, www.smartsounddirect.com.
valve phono stage from Bellari, from iltahthat relaxed smooth sound of earlier British valve
amps. The Leicester design team has over 125
years of working with valve amplifiers! Says Icon,
'It's easy to make a valve amp, the hard bit is
making agood one!' Icon amps are made in China
supervised by regular visits to ensure that the high
specification is maintained.
Win this mouthwatering and exciting prize and
you too could soon be basking in the gorgeous
valve sound of Icon Audio — enter today!

Competition rules
a¡rd io

u, ,

Normally retailing at £ 179.99, the VP129
provides the necessary RIAA ecpalisation
and voltage amplification to match your
m-m cartridge to the main amp's line- level
input. There is aswitchable rumble filter
and mute switch and the VP129 also
provides aheadphone output with its own

Complete this entry form ( or aphotocopy) and post it to ICON COMPETITION, HiFi News, PO Box

11 The competition m
upe ,1!JUI,

based Rolls Corporation.

531, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2ZA — to arrive not later than FRIDAY, 15 WY, 2005.

,
n,oioyees of IPC Media. Icon

Audio. Rolls/Bellan, or their agents. Overseas readers are not eligible to

Answer the following three questions:

enter. 21 Photocopied entry forms are accepted. but only one entry per
reader is accepted: multiple entrants will be disqualified. 3) Them is no

output when switched to
triode mode?

30W

ri 9W

(3) In what year was the
KT-88 power output tube first
introduced?

45W

(1) What is the rated output ( 2)...ano what is the power

cash or other alternative to the prize offered. While every effort us made
to ensure that all information regarding the prize is correct at time of
going to press. IPC Media cannot be held responsible for any errors or

of the Icon Stereo 40i KT-88
version in ultralinear mode?

discrepancies. 4) The winner will be selected shortly after the closing
date and will be contacted by post 51 The Editor's decision wit be final

I 1955

El 42W

the rules. All entry forms submitted become the property of WC Media.

E 19W

ri 1994

19W

Heft News magazine. published by PC Media. will collect personal

88W

20W

P11967

and binding and no correspondence wit be entered into the Winner's
name will be published in the September ' 05 issue of th-Fi News. CI The
winner should be prepared to co-operate with publicity arising as aresult
of winning the prize. 71 Entry to this competition implies acceptance of

information to process your entry. Would you like to receive e- mails from
HIFi News magazine and WC containing news, special offers. and

Name

product and service information and take part in our magazine research

D 1957

Address

via e-mail? It yes, please tick here
Hi Fi News magazine and IPC would like to contact you by post or
telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services
lick here if you prefer not to hear from us J. WC may occasionally pass

Daytime tel

your details to carefully selected organisations so they can contact you by
telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
n
,
nducts and services fick here if you prole ,oof fo fho oontatted

www.hifinews.co.uk

E-mail

Post : ode

I.
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H FiNews

essential hi-fi
buyer's shortlist
Here's our vital buying guide section HFN 's listing of the finest components
that we've

reviewed,

updated

every

month.

You'll find the emphasis here is on real value for money - which
doesn't

always

mean

the

lowest- cost

options -

but

we've

also

highlighted those more expensive components that genuinely justify
their sometimes frightening price tags, by offering a true advance in
sound quality for the audiophile. Listed are the issue date ( month/
year) where you can track down the original review, and the author's
initials.

To

track

down

the

full-length

review

contact

our

Back Issues service, 01733 370800, www.mags-uk.com, or check
Stunning looks: Inca Tech's Katana CD player

out our review reprints service by visiting www.hi-finews.co.uk.

CD players
Make/model

Arcam CD33
Arcam Diva
CD73

Price

Tested

£1300

08/03
AH

Multi-format machines struggle to be ajack of all trades - this player is master of one.

£399

03/04

The replacement of the Burr Brown DAC used in previous players with aWM8740 multi- bit sigma delta design from Microelectronics pays off

TH

Cambridge
C340C Azur

£250

Cho rd DAC 64

£1960

Creek CD50
dCS Purcell/
Delius

£100

01/02
AH
07/03
DB
12/93
88

Musical Fidelity
308CR

£2000

Nairn CD5i

AH

6500
£995

Naim CDS3

09/04

now

Inca Tech
Katana SE

Musical Fidelity
X- Ray V3

£890

"

£7050

12/041
DA
01103

ea

08/04
DA
10/03

mc
£825

A 2004
wards

MOO/
$800

I
uoi

Rotel RCD-02

£380

2002
Awards

Unison
Research Unico

£11 00

07/03
KY,

Perpetual
P-1A/P-3A

How we rate it

DA

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are det
ail, i
ns i
ght an da goodgr ip on rh
yth m. Whil e

here with acomfortable, smooth and civilised sound. Silky highs and wonderful female vocals, even if treble is slightly rounded off.
Mechanically quiet and flawless in operation this high-performance machine boasts aclean, detailed sound and was rarely upset by even the
most challenging of discs. Cosmetic match for the 640A amp, with which it works well in small rooms and with modest-sized loudspeakers.
Chord's now fully sorted 96kHz-capable DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking syste m th atth eore ti ca lly eli m i
na t
es jitter. AH
concluded. ' It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'
We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags,
extracting incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?
Purcell is aDID converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable
firmware, pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link
Stunning looks, sturdy build and balanced outputs to boot, this player deserves to make waves at its pric epoi
nt
th an ks t
o th rilli ng voca l
s an da
dexterity and energy that truly brings music to life. Single-ended output version available for £600. Both players amust- listen concluded DA.
DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24-bit upsampling player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's
sound quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' and ' unforced'.
Aplayer punching well above its weight, the V3 puts the emphasis firmly on the music with awell proportioned presentation that gives areal
impression of depth and power. Vocals sound fully fleshed and separation of instruments is good. Comes into its own used as adigital transport.
Top-of the-range two-box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for anyother player- high-resolution format or
otherwise - according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-round abilitythan its predecessor the worthy CDS2.
Na im's most affordable player excels in the areas for which the British brand has become justifiably famous :pace, rhythm and timing. For
many listeners this translates into excitement and involvement with the music, especially when it comes to modern pop and rock material.
Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but with capability for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail onieronly in UK
Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East- built budget players. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV
receivers, it hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.
Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes 'scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD-Video, DVD-Audio and SACD players
Make/model

Price

Tested

HOSA we rat,' it

Arca m
DV88 Plus

£1000

02/03
AG

video, dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.

Arcam
DV29

£1600

03/05
PM

sheep's clothing and is adesirable alternative to its gadget-strewn competition. Buy with confidence.

Cambridge
Audio DVD57

£200

10/03
PM

performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite too.

Denon
DVD-2900

£850

09/03
PM

Smooth and natural-sounding on both DVD-A and SACD, this universal player gives seamless multichanrel sound plus excellent video

Marantz
SA- 11S1

£2000

05/05
KO

Abenchmark with SACD replay thanks to exceptional transparency, speed and resolution, plus deep bass and an uncannily natural mid band.

Pioneer
DV-868AV'

£1000

02/04
PM

Sony
XA9000ES

£2400

05/04
PM

100

JULY 2005

Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and
Dubious features are abandoned here in favour of purist engineering that benefits both video and audio quality. The Arcam DV29 is awolf in

Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD-A player Group Test. Elegant styling and an extremely competent

performance. Lackingthe proprietary Denon digital link of the DV-Al, it remains afine all-rounder, awortty competitor to Pioneer's universals.
With CD-only replay this player can sound rich, lush and incredibly euphonic thanks to the proprietary user-selectable filters on board.
Despite prosaic looks, technology on board makes this player the very first of athoroughly new generation. Stunning pictures, with DDPD
scaler providing tighter, noise-free and contrasting images. Sonically, I
ighter touch of more affordable DV-668AV proved more satisfying.
Sony's current flagship for the SACD format is also aDVD video player ( not DVD-A!). It offers an extended, transparent and wholly unforced
sound with the vast majority of rival DVD and CD players sounding artifical by comparison. If DVD leaves you cold then buy the Sony, said PM.

Hi-FiNews
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Michell Orbe NC

Michell Engineering's top deck is now
sounding better than ever. The longrunning and much- loved Michell Orbe
turntable has received an effective revamp
courtesy of a new Controller NC (' Never
Connected') DC power supply. Careful
comparisons showed that the new version
offers the best of both worlds — it brings
you the pace and toe-tapping timing of the

company's original AC-powered unit yet
retains the greater realism and naturalness
gained by the DC unit which preceded the
Controller NC. And if you already have an
Orbe with VC power supply, it can be
upgraded to the new spec: the cost is
£235 (for decks which already have aDC
motor) or £835 (where an AC synchronous
motor has to be replaced).

Turntables
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate

Avid Diva

02.04
.1H

Versatile enough to accept arms of up to 12in effective length and even to carry two arms, this intelligently designed skeletal turntable is true to

Clearaudio
Champion

09/0/
PHI

Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; but afine rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With black acrylic base

IC/97

Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Anston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves

the engineering concepts of Avid's bigger models, and the sound is not far behind them either.
and translucent platter (no dust cover), the outboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.
room for improvement with better power suppl es; now only available with Lingo power supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonearms.

Michell Orbe SE/
NC power supply

£2413

Prolect Debut
Mk11

£120

Pro-Ject
RPM 9X
Oracle Delphi
Mk V

£1000
£3180

the company's AC-powered unit yet retains the greater realism and naturalness gained by the DC unit.

01/00

Simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortofon m- m cartridge. No nasty top or flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively sound,'
commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB ( with fine speed control, £ 160).

0./0
TB
104
BA
IJ99

SME Model 10

Revamp for flagship deck courtesy of anew power supply that offers the best of both worlds in that it brings the pace and toe-tapping timing of

OJOS
H

Pro-Ject favourite receives arevamp courtesy of an acrylic platter. Result is apresentation having greater flow, air and lucidity with improved
definition beween leading edges of instrument s. Less surface noise compared with original model along with complete banishment of grain.
Basic design is 25 years old out according to DA, the Mk Vcan still show some very costly decks athing or two, and suspension tuning problems
area thing of the past. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra.
Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series Vtcnearm. So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best
ambassadors yet for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 ets you hear the music and nothing else'.

2904
Awards

Rega P2

1./03
AH

Roksan
Radius 5

Back in the 19705, Rega's original Planar 2was the usual choice for those who couldn't afford aLinn. Design principles are unchanged
(there's still no subchassis) but the P2 remains agood buy if your sonic priorities are rhythm and drive rather than subtlety.
Price quoted includes the Nima tonearm. This Roksan deck offers a ' listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect ' real dynamic
contrast and timbral colouring, with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

Tuners
Make/model

Arcam DT81
Creek T43
Magnum
Dynalab MD106
Marantz ST- 17
Digital
DRX-702ES
PURE

Price

Tested

How we rate it

£650

1/02
AH

With better controls than previous models, the DT81 is arguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include

£400

WOI
to

Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi- path

£3150

2704
Awards

Old-fashioned analogue tuner rather than adigital synthesiser type, meticulously designed and built with atriode valve output stage. Expensive, for

£600

9/01
11H

Three wavebands and RDS; for IR the sound was 'detailed and so id, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle

£330

/03
AH

Winner of our three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for

engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.
distortion are displayed. IH mund it had afull-bodied sound that's nicely articulated and stable.., excellent value.'
sure, but now sets the standard of excellence. After all, as AG put it, on aRadio 3concert, 'the orchestra colours practically glowed.'
bright. It lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.
upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves — atop-drawer product.

Naim NAC 202/NAP 200
£1400/£1385
If you've only ever dreamed of owning aNaim pre-/power
amplifier, take a look at this under-£3000 pairing. A
well-executed design boasting excellent musical and
rhythmic abilities, as we've come to expect from this
brand. Though imaging is vague, the boogie factor more
than compensates, ensuring that music is both involving
and hugely enjoyable. Bomb-proof build and offers
plenty of user-friendly features.
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Performance
Perfected
The Hi Fi & Home Entertainment Show is the
only place to see, hear and experience the very
best performers in high- end sound and vision.
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The event attracts a raft of exhibitors with products
that are quite simply the very best in their
respective classes.
If you take audio and vision seriously make sure
you're at the only show that promises to scintillate
your senses.

Hi Fi & Home

Rnnk Tickptç Nnwl
Get 2 for the price of 1
Call 020 8726 8317
Visit www.hifishow.co.uk

Entertainment Show
The Very Best in Sound & Vision
23rd - 25th September 2005 ("
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Hi Fi • Home Cinema • Speakers • Amplifiers • Digital Correction • Accessories
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ATLAS RETAILERS
London & South East England
•Ashford ( Kent)
Soundcraft Hi Fi
01233 62441'
NW
,,,tthiIi.oni
•Guildford
P. J. HiFi Ltd
01483 504801

•Harrow
020 8863 0938

•London N7
020 7607 2148

•London W1
020 7580 3527

•Sevenoaks

www pihiftco.uk

Harrow Audio

It's because we pay attention to detail,
that you can.
award -winning range of Interconnects, speaker cable
and digital connects are designed to extract every last drop
of information from your system. Listen to the difference
for yourself at one of our carefully selected retailers.
Our

Visit our website or call 01563 572666 for more information.
Plug in, sit back and enjoy the experience.

01903 245577

•Bournemouth
01202 555512

•Bournemouth
01202 529988

•Bristol
0117 944 1010

•Poole
01202 730865

•Salisbury

ATLAS Cables
www.hifjorg.uk
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01722 322169

•Southampton
02380 228434

•Weymouth
01305 785729

•Birmingham

Music Matters

0121 429 2811

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Solihull

Music Matters

0121 742 0254

Bart letts Hi -Fi
www.bartlettshiftco.uk

•Stourbridge

Music Matters

01384 444184

VWON.musicmatters.co.uk

Hi -Fi Experience
www.hifilondon.co.uk
Sound Seduction
Phase 3Hi -Fi
www.phase3hifi.corn

South West England
•Bath
Radfords Hi Fi
01225 446245

Overture
verre uverture.co.uk

01295 2/2158

www.harrowaudio.com

01732 456573 www.soundseducton.co uk

.Worthing

Central England
•Banbury

www.radfords.co. uk

Suttons Hi -Fi
www.suttonshifi.co.uk

Movement Audio

vsm,vvmovernent audlo «auk

Radfords Hi -Fi
www.radfords.co.uk
Movement Audio
www.movement audio.co.uk
Salisbury Hi -Fi
www.salisburyhiftco uk

wwwmusicmatters.co.uk

•Sutton Coldfield
0121 354 2311

•Wilstead

Music Matters

www.musicmatters.co.uk

British Audio Products

01234 741152

www. bitishaudio.co. uk

North England
•Hull

A. Fanthorpe Ltd.

01482 223096

www fanthorpe.co.uk

•Gateshead

Lintone Audio

0191 477 4167

vvww.lintone.com

•Gateshead (mime)
0191 460 0999

•Sheffield

Lintone Audio
vwvw.lintone.com

Moorgate Acoustics

0114 275 6048

Scotland
•Aberdeen

vmaic motgateacoustns comk

Holburn Hi Fi

01224 585713

•Glasgow

www.holburnhiftco.uk

Glasgow Audio

0141 332 4707

www.glasgowaude.com

Phase 3 Hi -Fi
www.phase3hift corn
Weymouth Hi -Fi
www.weymouthhdtco.uk
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Amplifiers
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

03/02
AG

This top-of- the- range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the

£700

05/01
AA

Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices (not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimby communicates music.

£4000

03/03
06

With eight 6550 output tubes ( four per channel in push- put pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in

£10,000

03/00
MC

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

08/01
MC

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

07/00
AG

the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.

Bryston 3B- SST

£1725

10/0
DA

see if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly- he did! Fantastic sonic balarce and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

£4040

01/9
All

transparent ' Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'

£5000

07/04
MC

detail was reference class wide stereo image scale, width and depth were all to avery high standard. Midrange was exceptionally pure.

£8000

09/J 4
MC

fluid midrange of tube amps with the dynamic range, grip and slam of the best solid-state designs. The answer to an audiophile's dreams.

Croft Vitale

£350

02/30
813

Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and

£1500

01/0C
88

Aphonoinclusive pre-anplfier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation

EAR 864

£3950

09/1.
Kit

This gorgeous- looking valve integrated combines real pride of ownership with aperformance set to re-write the rules in the sub-£4030 market

Icon Audio
Stereo 40

£990

02/01
TB

Krell KAV-30011_

£3900

10p3
10(

A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best sound lhave ever heard from the

Krell KAV 400xi

£2698

(6/3
DB

This 'entry-level' 200W model doesn't use Krell's Plateau Biasing but does offer balanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly listenable, with punch

Music First
Audio Passive

£1498

10/9
AH

features from apre-amp then this passive device can stand alongside active units at over three times the price. Strongly recommended.

£1000

05/0
0,3

domestic speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'

£4000

10/i
DB

with no loss of musicality. It's powerful, yet never forceful, and boasts asilent electronic background. Sound from LP was stunning.

£800

06/0
DA

Nagra VPA

£9350

04/'
101

feedback. KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.

Nairn NAC 202/
NAP 200

£14001
£1385

12/0
TB

ensuring that music is both hvolving and hugely enjoyable. Bomb- proof build and offers plenty of user-friendly features.

Naim NAC 552

£11,750

06/r..
1G

This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than

Naim NAC
112/NAP 150

£625/
£750

03,0

This 150W combination delvers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts

Arcam11 A32
Arcam A85
Audio Research
VS110
Audio Research
Ref Two

Conrad-Johnson
Premier LS2
Conrad-Johnson
Premier 350

GRAAF GM5OB

Musical
Fidelit A3.2
Musical
Fidelity kW 500

£1100

Ail

Naim NAIT 5

£800

02:1'
AH

Pass Labs X350

£9950

02,00
AG

Pathos TT RR

£3250

08199
KA

Pi] mare A30.1

£1500

06/99
AG

Quad QC
24/II-forty

£4000

11'00
10t

most of speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.
Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.
spades. DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.
Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab- handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. ' It comes close to being astate-ofthe-art piece of audio engineering,' said MC.
Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to
light-controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.
Full remote control pre-ampand 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics arid load tolerance of solid-state with
David Allcock was already anowner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to1

Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully-balanced SPM120CC uses aswitched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and
Purist triode pre-amplifier orers full-on audiophile sound at acompetitive price. More 'different' than ' better' than the long-lived original LS2.
First solid-state Premier series amp turns out to be amassively powerful stereo chassis at ahighlycompetitive price. Offers the well-balanced,

commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.

offers improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operation.

thanks to its seamless, sweet and open sound. Despite having no phono stage it boasts areal affir ity with vinyl. Remote control, too.
UK-designed, Chinese built. with two pairs of EL34 pentode valves for aclaimed 40W/ch, or I9W when run in sweeter-sounding triode mode.
TB liked its impeccable finish and solid build as well as its ability to produce natural-sounding music.
Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state amplcan name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.

drama and speed. It's no: atall laid-back, so if you want awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.
Utilitarian looks belie aproduct boasting the the finest balance of virtues of any pre-amp AH had heard to date. If you can live without added
DA felt that the 3.2 pre-ampoffered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any
Musical Fidelity does it again with aneutral-sounding high-powered ( 500W!) integrated that manages to offer ahigh degree of transparency

Compact at 218x 98 x377nam (whd), yet pleasingly substantial in build, the X- I50 delivers 80W/c1h into 8ohms ( 160W into 4ohms!) along with
transparency, refinement and excellent soundstaging. There's built-in m-m phono input of very adequate quality too.
Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative
Awell-executed design boasting excellent musical and rhythmic abitties. Though imaging is vague, the boogie factor more than compensates,

any other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!

products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.
Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going
amp that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm anc timing its real strengths.

very warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.

Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs

MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads
:)elow about 5ohm ' make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.
Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The
volume control is afine 100-step-ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.
Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/11 valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power ( 40W/ch) of the KT-66 original.
Pre-amp lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision.

Rotel
RA-01/RA-02

Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise-identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch ( 8ohm) output, six line

TacT Audio
RCS 2.2X

Adigital pre-amplifier with very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC to idealise the system's response at the

inputs, and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price bit you will be pleasantly surprised.
listening position. If you're thinking of upgrading, but the real limitation is the room, try this beforespending on other components.

o
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Loudspeakers
Make/model

Price

Tested

Avantgarde
Uno

£7350

woo

Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 44cm high, has horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself-powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system

SH

sensitivity of 100dB/W.SH said itgave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, wfthout the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.

Avalon Eidolon

£23,000

B&W
DIVI603 S3

£600

B&W DIVI303

£180

MC

12/e4
AG
12/01
AG

B&W
Nautilus 802

nn
£60uu

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

£730

Dynaudio
Contour 12.5

harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.
One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but
w ill wor ki
n room sp
aces w h
ere th e 801
simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.
TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater

05/01
AG

Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the sub a150W amp an d200 mm

2001
Awards

An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.

£1 300

06/09

Compact' only by barn-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers, with
the boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.

£1500

05/02
AG

Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell-braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little
strain even when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.

02/04

With ahigh sensitivity (90dB/1W) this big 1200mm-tall floorstander needs careful positioning but can deliver an extraordinary sense of depth

Epos IV112

£500

£11000
,

Leem aAcoustics
Xavier

In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown- up' qua lity th an th e rest
.T
re bl e can get

The Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the

u

JWIlab
Utopia Alto Be

07/02

music in most situations. Not the most exciting ride, but balanced and sure not to disappoint. Rear ports come with foam tuning bungs.

mop
Kit

£75n

Ja m° D830

AH

An excellent general purpose speaker that is sensitive enough to work with any half-decent amplifier and sounds pleasing with most types of

vividness and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. (Special finishes available at extra cost.)

£2460

Ha rbeth
Compact 7ES

mitt

Alandmark achievment in the evolution of speaker design, the Eidolon marries the speed an dt
rans i
en t
defi niti on oft
opcl
ass el
ec t
ros t
ati cs
with the tailored directivity and fine dynamics of amoving-coil design. Build and technology are of the highest quality.

ID

Energy
Encore 2

Linn Katan

Daim

How we rate it

£1994

"
£635

Mc

AG

capacity to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.
re fl ex- loaded

driver. Well able to

reproduce subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.

and scale, yet its unusually smooth treble makes it difficult to coax the Alto Be into sounding oppressive even when loud.

01/05
DA

One to dominate aroom physically though the Xavier thankfully proved unfussy when it came to positioning and rewarding with ahighly

11/01

Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non- parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which,

natural and transparent sound. Needs careful matching with sources otherwise excellent resolving abilities of treble can prove fatiguing.

All

when reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.

£8910

oeno
MC

Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional

MartinLogan
Clarity

£2500

08/03
DA

This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but
al
so f
ea t
ur i
ng

PNIC DB1+

£625

11/04
Kit

PIVIC GB1

£95

MartinLogan
Prodigy

Quad ESL-989
Ruark Etude
Ruark
Prologue
Sonus Faber
Cremona

10 /
04

DA

spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.
a rearmoun t
ed25 mm

tweeter- for better off-axis

sound dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!
Unburstable 'transmission-line' standmounter with aroom-filling sound that belies its compact size. Superb midband with warm rich vocals

reveals BBC pedigree, but no shortage of snap either. Upgrade kit available for owners of DB I. Aclass winner at the price.
PMC builds on the success of the OBI with afloorstander compact enough to suit the average UK living room yet which offers few
compromises when it comes to bass extension, image height and size of soundstage. Definitely one to audition.

£4000

ono
Kit

components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.

£500

05/02

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive ( 86dB), and aclean and neutral sound :amildly laid-back

AG

presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open mid band.

£95 ,

"
£5000

10/00
AG
0""

I0(

Larger, wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic '57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile

Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosure (supplied in mirror-image pairs) using two 140mm paper pulp bass/mids and a28mm silk dome that
takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightly droopingfrequency response, but its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.
Another beautiful ' boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002
Awards issue. You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.

Sonus Faber
Stradivari

£22 , 000

Spendor S6e

£1495
..

04/01
MC

With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn-loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has Tannoy's
Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.

07/99
All

Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around

Ta nrioy
Dimension TD12

Totem Arro
Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

£65 uu

£84 „

"
£120

Wharfedale
EVO10

£320

Wilson Benesch
ACT 2

£9000

Wilson WATT/
Puppy System 7 £22 , 500

104

JULY

04/04

Our Hot 100 doesn't encompass hi-fi for millionaires, but this £20k design has to be included. Aculmination of the dedication, skill and artistry

MUM(

of Sonus Faber's founder, Franco Serblin, it will reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.

11/04

Admirably well voiced floorstanding speaker with low coloration and good transparency to allow the boxes to disappear. Midrange

filC

09/01 &
12/01
06/03
AD
10/55
AG
12/02
MC

performance was especially impressive and the speaker could play easily at higher levels. Another winner from Spendor.

the speakers. Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the sea mlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid mid band.
An opinion divider. KK found 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'. AG
and his panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.
Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — w eighty bass ,
op
en
midband and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.
High-tech carbon-loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested a
rather bright balance with superb articulation and class-leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.
Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more
dynamic bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the ' 7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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SEVENO'
SOUND

at

With our custom designed installations, your home
entertainment choices become as convenient as they are
clever. We can help transform every room and every home,
whatever your requirements and budget.
Our installation experts are trained to the highest standards
in all areas and provide aprompt, reliable and totally
professional service. Rest assured also that our commitment
to service doesn't end once your equipment is in place.
Sevenoaks staff will continue to support you and your kit
long after your initial visit to one of our stores.

VISION
With over 30 years experience,
SEVENOAKS Sound & Vision is one of the
largest and most respected AudioNisual
retailers in the country.
Each Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store stocks a
wide range of quality products, covering all
categories of specialist home entertainment,
from Hi Fi separates and systems to DVD
recorders, widescreen plasma televisions and
projection systems.
Our fully trained installation experts can neatly
and seamlessly integrate ahome cinema or hi-fi
system into your home. Ail electronics can be
hidden away, speakers discreetly mounted
either in the wall or ceiling and the complete
system operated via remote control.
Whatever your requirements, Sevenoaks Sound
& Vision has adiverse range of products and the
expertise to advise, demonstrate and guide you
through the home entertainment jungle.

ABERDEEN
BEDFORD
BIRMINGHAM
BRIGHTON
BRISTOL
BROMLEY
CAMBRIDGE
CARDIFF
CHELSEA
CHELTENHAM
CRAWLEY
CROYDON
EALING
EDINBURGH
EPSOM
EXETER
GLASGOW
GUILDFORD
HOLBORN
HULL
IPSWICH

• THE BEST PERFORMANCE
• THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY
• THE WIDEST RANGE
... AND TOTAL PEACE OF MIND

KINGSTON
LEICESTER
LEEDS
LINCOLN
MAIDSTONE
MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE
NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM

NEW B&VV Mini Theatre
Bowers & Wilkins has introduced Mini Theatre, ahigh-performance compact
home cinema system. The system is available in thee different configurations
distinguished by three subwoofer options. Common to all is the M-1 satellite
speaker, which, although diminutive in size, has been engineered with the
same design attributes as B&W's larger ranges. The M-1 is supplied with both
apedestal stand and an adjustable bracket for wall mounting with afloor
stand available at an additional £ 150 per pair.

OXFORD
PETERBOROUGH
PLYMOUTH
POOLE
PRESTON
READING
SEVENOAKS
SHEFFIELD
SCLIHULL
SOUTHAMPTON

MINI THEATRE PRICES START FROM £849.95

SOUTHGATE
STAINES
SWINDON
SWISS COTTAGE
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYBRIDGE
WITHAM ( ESSEX)
WOLVERHAMPTON

49 STORES NATIONWIDE

vvvm.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk
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Specialist hi-fi
Contemporary hi fi is constantly setting new standards in sound
reproduction and design. Whatever you listen to, be it Robbie Williams
or Rachmaninov, Sevenoaks can recommend separate components that
will bring your music collection to life and complement your home.
We're enthusiasts and experts, passionate about helping you build (or
upgrade) asystem that will delight for years to come.

Rotel is truly unique: afamily-owned, specialist Japanese company whose passionate

interest in music led them to manufacture audio components cf uncompromised quality.

Arcam

The 02 Series is Rotel's entry-level range. The RCD-02 CD player combined with either
an RA-01, RA-02 or RA-03 integrated amplifier represents true audiophile performance
at an affordable price. For increased high-end performance, the RC-03/RB-3 pre/power
amplifiers are available. The RT-02 tuner completes the range.

Arcem has sperr: more
than a generation

02 SERIES

building some of the
finest high-fidelity'
prodLcts the wcrld has
eve- seen. Whether

Af.;( . v.7 ,
=()[(

you're interested in
twc-cnannel or
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1N-.7)riF MUSIC SYSTEM

chairel AV system. the
Arcana DiVA series

ROTEL RA 03 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
'The Rote is simply the best-sounding amp here, and one

RA-03 AMPLIFIER

of the cheapest - if you're after an amp, you must hear it."

RCD-02 CD PLAYER
RT-02 TUNER

scup: A sleek, easy-tooperate system. Featuring
an a....empnile tD player,
a50 VVPC amplifier
—
combined with aDAB digital radio
and a high quality FM tuner, the SOLO
music system will camvate all who listen

10 SERIES

t

compete multi-

RA-01 AMPLIFIER
RA-02 AMPLIFIER

RA-1062 AMPLIFIER
RCD-1072 CD PLAYER

offers the music ard
movie lover the most
complete range of

DIVA SERIES INCLUDES

T61 TUNER

A65 PLUS AMPLIFIER

high-performance

DT91 DAB TUNER

A80 AMPLIFIER

home entertainment

DV78 DVD PLAYER

A90 AMPLIFIER

solutions from any

C0737 CO PLAYER

DV79 DVD PLAYER
AVR250 AN RECEIVER

specialist manufacturer.

CD192 CD PLAYER

AVR300 NV RECEIVER

Project
Project is currently one of the world's leading
suppliers of turntables, with arange of models
designed to satisfy all levels of expectation
and budget. The range is simple to
use, maintenance free and will
function for alifetime.

Cyrus

DEBUT Ill TURNTABLE WITH OMSE CARTRIDGE
2XPERIENCE TURNTABLE (PICTURED RIGHT)

you've enjoyed listening to music before, try
ening to it through aCyrus system. With every
product tuned by ear, Cyrus represents aquality of

B&VV

sound, which is rare at any price. Invest in aCyrus
system and you'll be rewarded with awealth of
sound you wouldn't have thought possible.

,410,01/9
_
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Since the outset, the focus of Bowers and Wilkins Loudspeakers
has always been to offer the best possble musical experience.

RANGE INCLUDES
CD6 & CD8X CD PLAYERS
6V5 & 8V5 AMPLIFIERS PRE X VS PREAMPLIFIER

With acombination of the latest R&D techniques and apassion
for music, B&W produces adiverse range of products befitting
the largest audio manufacturer in the UK.

DAC-X DAC & FM X TUNER

600 SERIES INCLUDES

UNKSERVER SOLO

DM601 53 & DM602 53

A Cyrus CD Player with
built in 80Gb hard disk

.04

40/44. 2004

700 SERIES INCLUDES

drive. Keep all .
your
favourite music instantly

1112'Llinz YORAM
ire ,

705 & 703
FPM SERIES INCLUDES
PV1 SUBWOOFER

accessible in a single, easy
to operate component.

Visit the special offers page on our website for scme fantastic
savings on new and ex-demonstration equipment,
www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk and click-on Special Offers
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PRICING
POLICY

We a'ways try to ensure our
prices are highly competitive.
In the event you can find the same
proclac-ts and excellent service at a
lower price, please bring it to our
store managers' attention.

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

00A, nlYANCE

PLEASE
NOTE

0°h finance option' is available on

Some products/brands are not available
at all stores. Please call to confirm or
visit our website before travelling.

OPTION*

The right accessories can make
or break your system.

Spread the cost of buying.

Our carefully selected range,
including QED, SoundstOe and

the majority of products we stock,

Grado, will ensure you get the very
best performance from your system.

lAbitten details on request. Licensed credit
brokers. Minimum balance f400. Subject to Status.

2

'Added Value Offers - Froto range available
in-store. Not in conjunction with any other offer.
ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 30/06/2005, E&OE.

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

Monitor Audic

Roksan

Since 1972 Monitor Audio has been developing and
perfectng the implementation of metal drivers,
innovative crossovers, and exemplary speaker cabinet

Roksan designs and

manufactures S.DÍTI5 of

construction and finish to further the ideal of achieving

the most acclaimed hi-fi

sound which is to the original " as close as it gets".

equipment currently
awailable All Roksan

Radius, aseriously compact system bringing true hi-fi
perforrrance to both music and movies at home.

performance and build quality.

(Dl MKIII CD PLAYER

Casplan

The range includes - Gold, New Silver RS, Bronze and

products are carefully
evaluated by experienced engineers art every
stage of the design process with the emphasis on

KA1 MK III AMPLIFIER

¡NEW
SILVER RS6

-

M SERIES

RADIUS

INCLUDE r
B

CD PLA'ER
AMPLIE ER
PREAMPLIFIER

zoo3

STEREO POWER

BRONZE B2, B2 AV, B4 AV
SILVER RS1, RS6, RS8
GOLD REFERENCE 10 & 60

MONOELOC POWER

Acoustic
Energy Established in 1987,
Acoustic Energy is one of

.0
•

Britain's premer loudspeaUr

Digital Radio
Harman Kardon

manufacturer.; offering one
of the most targeted range

much more expensive than their
f200 price tag would suggest. In fact, they
sound superb... In the competitive world of budget hi-fi,
speakers don't get much better than the B2s."

Wharfedale

TU970 DAB/ANALOGUE TUNER
With Digital Audio Broadcastirg (DAB) capabilty, this high-quality
tuner delivers more stations and offers pure, distortion-free, CDlike sound, whire providing useful radio and data services.

of hi-fi ana home cinema

"BRONZE B2
'Monitor Audio's Bronze 82s sound

DIAMOND 9.1 SPEAKERS
"The overall balance of
the speakers is their
finest characteristic.
Thanks to near-perfect

loudspeaker systems on the

driver Integration, music

market today.

sounds wonderfully

EZID.
Prodyct
AELITE THREE
'
The legendary AE1 lives on
this groundbreaking new
ver.ion... It sets anew
standard for small speakers."

Essential
Accessories

Pure

. sil see
c
I «Poo*
See"'

and GRADO, will ensure you get
the very best performance from
your system.

Interconnect & Speaker
Cables
Speaker Stands
Headphones
Equipment Supports

from Wharfedale: these
are ridiculously good

e

speakers at the budget

ê

price level." digital !PIAFM:111
AWARDS
technologies from one
DRX702ES DAB/ANALOGUE TUNER

The Marantz ' Range Series' offers flexible
sysr:em building options for every lifestyle.
RANGE SERIES INCLUDES
CD5400 CD PLAYER
PM4400 AMPLIFIER

The right accessories can
make or break your system.
Our carefully selected range,.
including QED, SOUNDSTYLE

natural and transparent.
This is abar-raising effort

PM7200 AMPLIFIER
ST4000 TUNER
CD5400 "
This is aremarkable CD player for the

SR4500 AN RECEIVER

money, with superb sound, looks and feel - A very
solid buy and alot of fun."

SR5500 AA/ RECEIVER

of the oldest hi-fi names

Quad
Founded in 1938, Quad's history is one of audio
excellence. Today's range includes both electronics
and speaker systems.
PRODUCTS INCLUDE
99 CD- PREAMPLIFIER
111 SPEAKERS

DV4500 DVD PLAYER

KEF

Q Series

The Latest evolution of the acclaimed Q Series
demonstrates how the benefits of KEF technology
cascade down from the Reference Series to more
affordable ranges. New Q features all the inherent
advantages of KEF UNI-Cetechnology and are
available in avariety of Finishes.

Musical Fidelity
Musical Fidelity's X-Series combines execeptional build
quality with value for money.
X SERIES

X-80 & X150 AMPLIFIER
X-RAY"' CD PLAYER

A5 SERIES AS AMPLIFIER & CD PLAYER

Q COMPACT BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS
Q4 FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS
Q7 AV SPEAKER PACKAGE
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Specialist home cinema
The recent growth of DVD has led to ahuge rise in demand for
home cinema equipment. The prices of DVD players, AV receivers,
projectors and plasma screens continue to fa'l but, with so many
options, it's not easy to know which ones will suit your needs.
Indeed, in the face of this quickly evolving and often bemusing
array of products, we aim to assist you in assembling a home
cinema system to be proud of - one that achieves outstanding
picture and sound quality.
1

DENON DVD-Al XV
"An astonishing piece
of kit that has no
equals. Prepare
to be astounded."

Denon

Pioneer

Yamaha

MODELS INCLUDE

MODELS INCLUDE

Yamaha is recognised as a

DSP-AX757SE & DSP-Z9

A/V AMPLIFIER VS/A-AM 0Ai
AN RECEIVERS VSX-0814 • VSX- 2014i • VSX-AX5Ai

of musical instruments and

UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYERS DV668Av • DV868Avi

AN AMPLIFIERS

world leader in the fields

AN RECEIVERS
RX-V557 & RX-V1500

audio equipment, and in

DVD PLAYERS

more recent years, home

DVD-S557 & DVD-S1500

Denon, Japan's oldest audio company, has established
an enviable reputation for the performance of both its
hi-fi and home cinema products, winning numerous
awards and accolades over the years. Its stylish systems
have succeeded in becoming the benchmark by which
all other are judged.
MODELS INCLUDE

cinema. New models for

A/V RECEIVERS
AVR-1905 • AVR-210. • AVR-2805 • AVE 3805

2005 include upgraded
AN receivers, amplifers,

A/V AMPUFIER AVC - A1
XV

and DVD players plus

DVD PLAYERS D\,D-1710 • DVD-1910

the innovative YSP-1
DV-575A " Fce outstanding all-round ability there are
few players that can match Pioneer's DV- 575A."

..• <
.

virtual surround speaker
(pictured right).

39

•

UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYERS
DVD-2910 • DVD-3910 • DVD-A11 • DVD-A1XV

NEW YSP-1
Digital Sound Projector

DVD SYSTEMS
DH1-500SD • DHT-550SD

\

k"Ft •

!nee re
•

VSX-AX5Ai Tweaked version cf the Award-winning

•• 01 1001

AVR-2805 " Last years Award-winning AVR2803 finally meets its match in the shape of
this storm ng successor from Denon."

VSX-Ani wish additional sound-processing modes.

DHT-500SD

Arcam

"The Denon DHT-500SD is the best home cinema
system you can fnd ir one box. If you're not

Whether noire interested in two-channel or acomplete multi-channel AV system, Arcam offers the
music and movie lover the most complete range of high-performanœ home entertainment solutions
from any specialist manufacturer.

confident that separates are the answer for you too complex or too expensive - then the Denon
provides the ideal solution."

DVD PLAYERS DV78, DV79
FM1 DV29
AN RECEIVERS AVR250, AVR300
AN PRE/PROCESSOR AV8, AVP700
MULTICHANNEL p
P7, P1000

Visit the special offers page on our website for some fantastic
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PRICING
POLICY

%

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

We always try to ensure our
prices are highly competitive.

The right accessories can make
or break your system.

In the event yoi_ can find the same
products and excellent service at a
lower price. please bring it to our

Our careful),selected range,
including QED. Soundstyle and
Grado, will ensure you get the very
best performa Ice from your system

stone managers' attention.

savings on new and ex- demonstration equipment.
www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk and click-on Special Offers

FINANCE
OPTION*

Spread the cost of buyin
0% finance option is available on •
the majority of products we stock.
*Written details on request. Licensed credit
brokers. Minimum balance £400 Subject to s
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PLEASE
NOTE
Some products/brands are not available
at all stores. Please call to confirm or
visit our website before travelling.
*Added Value Offers - From range available
in-store Not in conjunction with any other offer
ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 30/0612005, E60E.

Although making digital recordings of TV broadcasts isn't
new, the choice, versatility and quality of recorders keep
getting better. Our product selection includes both DVD

Pioneer

REL
Subwoofers

only recorders and hybrid DVD/hard-disk models.

In amarket packed with subwoofers claiming to
deliver the ultimate bass experience, only one brand
of sub-bass system can prove its supremacy. With a

Panasonic

record of review success stretching back aver a
decade and featuring no fewer than nine af the
coveted What HiFi? Awards, REL is acknowledged as

DVD RECORDERS
NEW DMR-ES10 (MULTI-FORMAT)

the leading provide ,of deep, clean bass frequencies.

HARD-DISK MODELS (
HDD)
NEW [ MR-ENSO 80GB ( MULTI- FORMAT) DMR-E 500 400GB

DVD RECORDERS (
DVD-RW)
DVR-220 • DVD-320
HARD-DISK MODELS (
HDD/DVD-RVV)
DVR-420H 80GB • DVR-520H 80GB
DVR-720H 160GB • DVR-920H 250GB
"In all, the Pioneer DVR-720H is afine machine with
some nifty features and superb performance... Superb."
WHA1 VIDEO AND WIDESCREEN TV • AUGUST 2004

KEF KHT

The Kef Home Theatre ( KHT) series brings
audiophile sound quality to affordable
home entertainment — it's been breaking
new ground ever since it was first
introduced As its many awards and 5-star

"A flawless
performance
from the REL
Stampede
leaves little
room for
criticism."

Q SERIES
Quake • 0150E • Q201E • Q400E
ST SERIES
Stampede • Strata 5• Stoim 5

ratings prove, the original outperformed
every conventional system in its class.
MODELS INCLUDE
KHT1005 • KHT2005 2
KHT5005 • KHT9000ACE

KHT2005.2 "KEF has done it. This is the new best system in its class...
The KHT2005.2 is the new top surround dog. KEF should be very proud."

KEF

KIT1 00
Home Cinema System
"Why take five speakers into the living room when
you can use just two? Creating avirtual surround
opund experience has never been simpler or more

rig
yllri
01,JUI

effective, thanks to this two speakers plus
subwoofer concoction from KEF."

Mordaunt
Short

Min=
• ••••

Genie
"Distincti.re looks, practical to use,
first-class,sonics from the sats and
the sub - it adds up to awinning
cinema set-up... For seamless

"Performance with style If you're looking for a
speaker package without
sonic sacrifices, then
look no further than
the Elegantes."

Acoustic Energy
Established in 1987, Acoustic Energy is one of
Britain's premier loudspeaker manufacturers
offering arguably the most targeted range of hi-fi
and home cinenna loudspeaker systems on the

integratiar of sound, impressive
integrity of build and all-round
CDvetability, the Mordaunt-Short
Genie package is hard to beat - and
it looks rather splendid, too."

market today.
The multi-award winning AEGIS EVO Series is a
budget separates range for hi-fi and home cinema
enthusiasts alike, offering exquisite transparency,

1V-Cube

detail and : larty, coupled with awesome

"Mission has shaken
up this market with
.an innovative,
slesireable product
of rare ability audition today."

bass and dynamics.
AEGIS EVO SERIES
EVO One • EVO Three • EVO Centre & Sub
AELITE SERIES INCLUDES
Aelite Two • Aelite TF•ree • Aelite Centre & Sub
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DVD PLAYERS
REGION/MULTIREGA, .

MAKEKMODEL

E699.95 E699.95
(999.95 (999.95

Arcam DIVA DV78
Arcam DIVA DV79
Arcam FM1 DV29

£1599.95 ( 1599.95
£1199.95 £ 199.95

Cyrus DVD8
Denon DVD-1710
Denon DVD-1910
Denon DVD-2910 Universal .
Denon DVD-3910 Universal .
Denon DVD-A1 1

fCALL
ECALL

ECALL
fCALL

Monitor Audio
vize 82 AV
Monitor Audio
nze 54 AV
Monitor Audio ,., rdrus

Harman Kardon DVD22

fCALL
fCALL

fCALL
fCALL

Mordaunt Short Genie ...
Quad
-

fCALL
fCALL

fCALL
ECALL

Wharfedale Diamond 9 HCP

Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Toshiba

TURNTABLES
Goldring G31
Linn
Michell , yro SE/RB300
Project Debut Phono SB
Project Debut Ill (Black)
Project 1Xpression
Project 2Xpenence
Roksan Radrus 5 (Wood)

TUC

RS

Arcam
Arcam

T61
DT91 DAB/FM

Cyrus
Denon
60! MKII
Harman Kardon TU970 DAB/AN/FM
Marantz • ,
Pure DRX. ,01ES DAB
Pure DRX-702ES DAB/FM .

CD PLAYERS
Arcam

CD73T

Arcam . A CD192
Arcam M1 CD337
Cyrus CDf,
Cyrus CD8 X
Cyrus DAN X
Denon D0 D485
Linn RANGE
Marantz (D5400
Meridian R/C1GE
Musical Fidelity X-Ray''
Musical Fidelity AS
Quad
Quad •
P2 ..
Roksan • dndy KD1 Mfr
Roksan avian M .
Rotel
Rotel

DO2
c)1072

CD RECORDERS
Ifennahn CDR-1101500

AMPLIFIERS
Arum DtVA A65 Plus
Arcam DIVA A80
Arcam DIVA A90
Arcam FM1 A32
Cyrus Sus

1139.95
fCALL
£1949.95
£169.95
£129.95
£109.95
£549.95
£749.95

£229.95
£A49.95
f499.95
£99.95
£249.95
£99.95
£189.95
f269.95

Cyrus Pm. X vs Pre
Cyrus SmartPower plus
Cyrus XPower

f39995
f849.95
£1349.95
£649.95
(999.95
£1099.95

Musical Fidelity AS . . .
Quad '
39 Power
Quad 109 Power
Roksan Kandy [Al MKIII
Roksan Caspian M
Roksan Caspian M Pre/Stereo Power .
Rotel
Rotel
Rotel
Rotel

(649.95
£999.95
£1999.95
£249.95
(349.95
£499.95
(594.95

RA-01
RA-02
RA-03
RA- 1062

SPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy
Acoustic Energy
Acoustic Energy
Acoustic Energy
Acinetic Energy
AVI

(129.95
£249.95

Aegis E
VO One ..
Aegis Evo Three
£449.95
Paine T
WO
£749.95
Aelite rree
AEI MKIII
FROM £ 1699.95
•
.
(49995
£ 249.95
£ 299.95

B&W 705
B&W 703
KEF 0 RANGE

£899.95
£ 1999.95
ECALL

KEF ›,Q RANGE
Linn RANGE

fCALL
ECALL

Meridian RANGE

( CALL

Mission r,311
( 129.95
Mission ir13/-'1
£ 299.95
Monitor Audio Bronze 82
( 199.95
M on it or Audio Silver RS1
.
( 349.95

£899 .
95
£1499.95

Monitor Audio ', river RS6
.
( 59995
Mon tor Audio Aver RS8 _ . £ 799.95

(649.95
(999 95
£649.95

Monitor Audio () old Reference 10 ...
099.95
Monitor Audio Gold Referr.nce 60
( 1999.95
Quad 11 L
£ 379.95

£1099.95
f379.95
(594.95

Quad 12L
Quad 22L
Ruark RANGE

..

Wharfedale '' rnond 91
£599.95

(389.95
£599.95
0149.95
£1199.95
£649.95
£999.95
£699.95
£999.95

£139.95
£239.95
ECALL

E499.95
( 894.95
fCALL
.

JTEMS
Arcam
lo. Ex Speakers
Deno. • ) 1Ex Speakers .

( 179.95

.

Denon ,, 101 Ex Speakers
Denon DMil Ex Speakers
Denon DM13 Ex Speakers
Denon DM35 Ex Speakers
Linn Classik Music Ex Speakers

£ 999.95
f479.95
£299.95
£189.95
£229.95
£E279.95
ECALL

DVD SYSTEMS

Denon DH"F500SD Inc 5.1 Speaker Package ECALL
Demon DH7-55051) Inc 5.1 Speaker Package ECALL
CALL
KEF KIT100 Inc Speaker.

i

M ULTI - ROOM

AUDIO

Cyrus Link RANGE
Living Control RANGE
Yamaha MusicCast RANI if

CALL
fCALL
CALL

ECALL

P1Sound

ECALL
fCALL
£ 799.95
(949.95
ECALL
fCALL
£ 1899.95
( 499.95

Projector

fCALL

SUB WOOFERS

fCALL
ECALL
fCALL
ECALL
ECALL
fCALL
ECALL £ CALL

B&W PV1
M&K RANGE
M1 Acoustics P-\NGE

Toshiba SD350

fCALL

fCALL

Yamaha DVD-5557
Yamaha DVD-5657

ECALL
ECALL

ECALL
fCALL

Quad.. ,,r• • .
REL Q1 SOE MKII (Brittex Black)

fCALL
£499.95

REL Q201E (Brittex Black)

£724.95

Yamaha DVD-S1500

fCALL ( CALL

REL Q400E ( Brittex Blacx)
REL Quake (Britten Black)
REL Stampede ( Black)

£999.95
£349.95
£549.95

REL Strata 5 (Brittex Black)
REL Storm 5 (Wood Finishes)
Wharfedale Diamond SW150

£ 99.95
£999.95
E249.95

DVD RECORDERS
MAKE & MODEL

REGION I MULTI REGION

Panasonic DMR-ES10
Panasonic DMR-EH50
Panasonic DMR-E500

ECALL
fCALL
fCALL ( CALL
fCALL
ECALL

Pioneer DVR-220
Pioneer DVR-320

( 199 95
ECALL

E219.95
ECALL

Pioneer DVR-420H .
Pioneer DVR-520H .
Pioneer NR- 72 OH
Pioneer .) vR-920H

fCALL
ECALL
fCALL
( CALL

ECALL
ECALL
(CALL
ECALL

'

£119.95
ECALL
£119.95
fCALL

Cyrus Mono X Power
( Each) £1199.95
Denon PMA355
£169.95
Linn .. GE
ECALI_
Marantz PM4400
Marantz PM7200
Meridian rANC,F

£799.95
(1499.95
(549.95
(899.95

B&W DI,1601 33
B&W DM6O2 S3

£849.95

Cyrus 8,..s

£399.95

Musical Fidelity X-80 ...
Musical Fidelity X-150 ...

Yamaha

( CALL £ CALL
fCALL
ECALL

DV575A Universal
DV668Av Universal
DV868Avi Universal
SD250

fCALL

Mission M3i AV Package
Mission 1.1 1 ,h, AV Package (
ex stands)
Mission
82 7.1 Package

ECALL
ECALL
fCALL

Meridian RANGE
Pioneer DV370

Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please call to
confirm or visit vvww.sevenoakssoundandvision before travelling.

M&K RANGE
Mission M30 AV Package

ECALL
ECALL
fCALL

Harman Kardon DVD31
Marantz DV.-1_

(299.95
£599.95
ECALL
fCALL
ECALL

KEF • 11005
KEF • ,T2005.2
KEF • -115005
KEF )7AV

A/V AMPLIFIERS
RECEIVERS & PROCESS
Arcam AVR250 AN Receiver
Arcam AVR300 AN Receiver

£ 999.95
(1299 .
95

Arcam AVP700/P1000 AN Processor/Pov.r
fTBA
Arcam AV8/P7 AN Processor/Power £ 5749.95
Cyrus AV8 AN Processor
( 1099.95
Denon AVC-A1 XV AN Amplifier

E CALL

Denon AVR1705 AN Receiver
Denon . \s,'121905 AN Receiver

ECALL
ECALL

Denon • . R2105 AN Receiver
,
Denon
DOIS AN Receiver
' , AN Receiver
Denon
Harman Kardon AVR335 AN Receiver .
Harman Kardon AVR635 AN Receiver
Harman Kardon DPR2005 AN Receiver

ECALL

Lexicon RANGE
Marantz SR4500 AN Receiver
Marantz SR5500 AN Receiver

ECALL

f
f CALL
fCALL
ECALL
£ CALL

ECALL
ECALL

Onkyo TX-NR5000E AN Receiver
On ky o rX-SR602E AN Receiver

ECALL

Pioneer . •
SX-0814 AN Receiver
Pioneer .03K-2014E AN Receiver

fCALL
E

Pioneer • SX-AX5Ai AN Receiver

( CALL

Pioneer .' SA-AX10Ai AN Amplifier . . £ CALL
Rotel .: 1056 AN Receiver
£1199.95
31067 AN Receiver
Rotel ,
Rotel .- 1P1098 AN Processor
Yamaha DSP-AX757SE AN Amplifier
Yamaha DSP-29 AN Amplifier

£1799.95
£2294.95
ECALL
fCALL
ECALL

Yamaha RX-V357 AN Receiver
Yamaha RX-V457 AN Receiver .
Yamaha RX-V557 AN Receiver .

CALL
fCALL
fCALL

Yamaha RX-V657 AN Receiver ...
Yamaha RX-V150ORDS AN Receiver
Yamaha RX-V250ORDS AN Receiver .

fCALL

AN SPEAKERS & PACKAGES

f799.95
£449.95

Acoustic Energy Evo 36
Acoustic Energy Aego P5/1
Acoustic Energy Aelite 5.1
Artcoustic RANGE
B&W' 11/AS1
B&W Mini Theatre RANGE

£1B94.95
ECALL
£1149.95
FROM fB49.95

£ 949.95
ECALL
ECALL

Monitor Audio •.\ NGE ...

ECALL

PLASMA
Fujitsu RANGE
Hitachi 42PD7200 42"
Hitachi 42PD7500 42"

ECALL
E
ECALL
CALL

Hitachi 55PMA550TE 55"
Panasonic TH37PE50 37"
Panasonic TI-142PE50 42"

ECALL

Panasonic TH37PV500 37"
Panasonic TH42PV500 42"

CAL L
E
fCALL
CALL

Panasonic TH5OPV500 50"
Pioneer -) P435FDE 43"

ECALL
ECALL

Pioneer

DP435XDE 43"

Pioneer rDP505XDE 50"
Toshiba 42WP46 42"

i

ECALL
ECALL

LCD TV
Hitachi 32LD7200 32"
Loewe ANGE
Panasonic TX26LXD50 26"
Sharp Aquos
- 26GA532"
26"
Panasonic
' • ' 2LXD50
Sharp Aquos - 32GA5 32"
Sharp Aquos - 32GD1 32"
Sharp Aquos
37GD1 37"
Sharp Aquos - 37GA5 37"
Sharp Aquos LE-45001 45"
Toshiba , ANGE

ECALL

E
:cA
CA
cAuL
LL
L
fCALI.
ECALL
ECAL
IE CALL
fCALL
fCALL
(CALL

'..CTORS
Optoma H27 DLP
Screenplay 51,4805 DLP
Screenplay SP5700 DLP
Screenplay SP7205 DLP
Screenplay SP7210 DLP
Screenplay SP777 DLP
Sharp XV-Z91E DLP
Sharp XVZ200/201 DLP
Sharp XV22000 DLP
Sim 2Domino 18 DLP
Sim 2Domino 20-H HDMI DLP

fCALL
ECALL
fCALL
ECALL
ECALL
( CALL
( CALL
ECALL
fCALL
£ CALL
ECALL

Sim 2Domino 30-H HDMI DIP .....
Sim 2HT300E DLP
Sim 2HT500 Link DLP

fCALL
ECALL
ECALL

ThemeScene H30A Cinema DLP
ThemeScene H57 Cinema DIP .

ECALL
ECALL

ThemeScene , 177 Cinema DLP ..

fCALL

REMOTE CONTROLS
Marantz RC5400
Marantz RC9500
Philips - Pronto RU1000

(399.95
E79995
£1399.95

Visit the special offers page on our website for some fantastic

The Magnificent Seven
PRICING
POLICY
We always try to ensure our
prices are highly competitive.
In the event you can find the iame
products and excellent service at a
lower price, please bring it to our
store managers' attention.

savings on new and ex-demonstration equipment.
www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk and click-on Special Offers

%

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

FINANCE
OPTION*

Spread the cost of buying.

The right accessories can make
or break your system.

0% finance option' is available on

Our carefully selected range,
including QED. Soundstyle and
Grado, will ensile you get the very
best performar ce from your system.

the majority of products we stock

PLEASE
NOTE
Some products/brands are not available
at all stores. Please call to confirm or
visit our website before travelling.
'Added Value Often - From range available
in-store. Not in conjunction with any other offer.

•
11111Mten debits on request. Licensed cretin
brokers. Mbeineen balance £100. Sublet., to status.

6

ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 30/06/2005, E&OE.

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

Who are Sevenoaks?
Established as Sevenoaks HiFi in 1972, we have grown steadily onto one of the leading

aionwi
Store gui
ABERDEEN 01224 252797

outstanding service, choice and value for money. In 1995, reflecting our commitment to the
emergent new technologies in home cinema, our name was changed to Sevenoaks Sound
& Vision, We now have 49 stores across the land stocking a broad range of exceptional
equipment and accessories.

•96 WEEK STREET

BEDFORD 01234 272779

MANCHESTER 0161 831 7969

•29-31 ST PETERS STREET

•69 HIGH ST CITY CENTRE

BIRMINGHAM 0121 233 2977

NEWCASTLE 0191 221 2320

•,F,t_H 12, LI \JERY STREET

•19 NEVVC,AfE STREET

BRIGHTON 01273 733338

NORWICH 01603 767605

•5

•29-29A ST GILES STREET

BRISTOL 0117 974 3727

NOTTINGHAM 0115 911 2121

•92B WHITELAD'ES ROAD, CUFTON

•597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD

BROMLEY 020 8290 1988

OXFORD 01865 241773

•39A EAST STREET

•41 ST CLEMENTS STREET

CAMBRIDGE 01223 304770

PETERBOROUGH 01733 897697

•17 BURLEIGH STREET

•36-38 PARK ROAD OPENsutialr

CARDIFF 029 2047 2899
•104-106 ALBANY ROAD

PLYMOUTH 01752 226011
•10/ CORNWALL STREET

CHELSEA 020 7352 9466

POOLE 01202 671677

•403 K.NO 5,
ROAD

•LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH iTREET

CHELTENHAM 01242 241171

PRESTON 01772 825777

•14 FITTVILLE STREET

•40-41 LUNE STREET OPENSUNDAY

CRAWLEY 01293 510777

READING 0118 959 7768

•32 THE BOULEVARD OPENSUNDAY

•3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE

CROYDON 020 8665 1203

SEVENOAKS 01732 459555

•369-373 LCNDON ROAD

•109-113 LONDON ROAD

EALING 020 8579 8777

SHEFFIELD 0114 255 5861

•24 THE GREEN °
MIDWAY

•535 QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY OPEN sway

EDINBURGH 0131 229 7267

SOLIHULL 0121 733 3727

•5THE GRASSMARKET

•149-151 ÇTRATMRD ROAD

EPSOM 01372 720720

SOUTHAMPTON 023 8033 7770
•13 LONDON ROAD

EXETER 01392 218895
•28 COWCK STREET

SOUTHGATE 020 8886 2777
•i9-81 CHASE SIDE

GLASGOW 0141 332 9655

STAINES 01784 460777

•88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD

•4THAMES STREET OPHISUNDAY

GUILDFORD 01483 536666

SWINDON 01793 610992

•738 NORTH STREET

•8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

HOLBORN 020 7837 7540

SWISS COTTAGE 020 7722 9777

•144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD

•21 Is/ORTHWAYS POE, FINCHLEY FLO aped &eau

HULL 01482 587171
•1SAVILE ROW, SAV1LE STREET

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 01892 531543

IPSWICH 01473 286977

WATFORD 01923 213533

•12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET

•478 ST ALBANS ROAD

KINGSTON 020 8547 0717

WEYBRIDGE 01932 828525

•43 FIFE ROAD trauma

•43 CHURCH STREET, THE QUADRANT

LEEDS 0113 245 2775

WITHAM (
ESSEX) 01376 501733
•tTI- EGROVE CENTRE

LEICESTER 0116 253 6567
•10 LOSEBY LANE
LINCOLN 01522 527397
•20-22 CORPDRAT1ON STREET (
OFFNIENSDIEED

When it comes to making big decisions about what to buy, there's no substitute for actually
road-testing your prospective purchases - seeing, hearing and experiencing the products in
action, with the benefit of our expert knowledge and guidance to help you choose. To get
the most from your Sevenoaks Sound & Vision experience, simply follow this checklist:
•ESTABLISH YOUR AIMS - Are you tweaking an existing system to improve sound or
picture quality, or are you looking for amore fundamental and comprehensive upgrade?
•BRING YOUR FAVOURITE DISCS WITH YOU - To ensure you get the most from the
music and movies in your collection, it pays to test equipment using those very same discs
or records, That way you can readily compare levels of performance. However, if you prefer,
we can supply aselection of demo discs - current mainstream entertainment that serves to
highlight the capabilities of the equipment.
•JUST ASK - If you are unsure of any aspect of the products or technologies available, or
would like more information about installation options, simply let us know and our staff will
be happy to help you out.
•TAKE YOUR TIME - We want you to be as happy as possible with your choices, so please
take as much time as you need to determine which products are right for you.

Sevenoaks
SOUND & VIS

HiFi & Home Cinema
Guide - 2005 Edition
Pick-up acopy of our New 72 Page Guide

•12 UPPER HIGH STREET OPENSIPIDAY

•62 NORTH ;TREET OPENS/NEW

How to shop at Sevenoaks

MAIDSTONE 01622 686366

•57 CROWN STREET OPENSUNDAY

TERN ROAD, HOVE

independent home entertainment specialists in the UK, earning a reputation for

SEVINOAMS • SOUND I VISIO

at your nearest Sevenoaks Sound & Vision
store or order acopy via our Website. The
brochure will be posted to you (UK mainland
addresses only) free of charge.

Custom Installation
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision's Custom Installation Service enables the
integration of ahome cinema or hi-fi system into your home as neatly and
seamlessly as possible. All
electronics can be hidden away,
speakers discreetly mounted
either in the wall or ceiling and
the complete system operated via
remote control.
Our installation experts are fully
trained to the highest standards
in all areas and provide a
prompt, reliable and professional
service. Whether you're looking for amulti- room system, adedicated
home cinema installation with aretractable screen and built-in speakers or
an integrated control or lighting
system, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has
adiverse range of products available to
cater for all your requirements.

•28 30 ST JOHNS ROAD
FREE
CUSTOM INSTALLATION BROCHURE
available now from your nearest store
or via our website.

Sevenoaks Website
The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website has news and .nformation on the Sevenoaks group
and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest sto e. In addition, there are hundreds of
SPECIAL OFFERS and STOCK CLEARANCE items available from our stores nationwide -

WOLVERHAMPTON 01902 312225
•29-3D CLEVELAND STREET

many with savings of up to 50%. To view our regularly updated product lists, visit
OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VI ;IT OUR WERSITE
E-MAIL ' Insert store locatexesevenoat

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk '
Ind dick on special offers

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk
7
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Accessories Club
BETTER MAINS QUALITY WITH BEN DUNCAN
Mains quality has become apretty constant
discussion point for hi-fi enthusiasts, who want
to know what can be done inside the building to
maintain or improve the quality of the 240V AC
supply to the listening room.
Ben Duncan has written extensively on the
virtues of establishing adedicated supply for the
hi-fi system, bypassing all the equipment
associated with the existing 240V system, fitting
new consumer units, cable runs and sockets etc,
to higher-than-usual 'audiophile' standards. His
'Super Spur' system is shielded throughout,
utilising aspecially modified steel-clad
consumer unit available exclusively from the
Accessories Club, and armoured cable, the
armouring of which is used as an RF shield.
Along with Ben's ' Radex' earthing components
and steel-clad MK wall sockets, this system has
shown remarkable improvements, as noted by
numerous customers.
The fine detail of Ben's Super Spur system,
with installation hints and tips, is available in his
'Audio Quality Mains Supply' booklet from the
Accessories Club at £ 22.00.
Having ' smoothed the path' between the
electricity company's meter and the listening
room, the conditioning of the supply remains a
matter of considerable debate. Many
manufacturers, particularly of high quality, high

SWIRe abi es

lofted 1.5 CS-8S «

output power amplifiers, stipulate in their
instructions that no filters of any sort should be
used with their equipment, on the basis that the
dynamics of the system are likely to be
compromised. Ben's solution is to engineer a
specific form of isolating transformer, the ' Pure
Power' mains conditioner. More properly
referred to as a 'Transreactor', and using the very
latest encapsulated toroidal transformer
technology, Pure Power units are built to
accommodate the quite massive changes in
power draw, typically up to eight times the rated
output power, that are called for by high quality
audio equipment, effectively removing spikes,
RF, DC etc without introducing the problems of
reduced dynamics.
The range of his ' Pure Power' units has
recently been extended and now includes a
120VA form, designed to run individual
components [seen left], as well as 500VA,
1000VA and 2000VA models [ right] that have
the capability of running complete systems. All

have ' Balanced' outputs,
and all are available either as
standard Nominal/Nominal
models ( 240V/240V or 120V/120V) or in
step up ( 120Vinput/240V output) or step down
(240V input/120V output) versions.
It is probably asign that the world is getting
smaller that sales of the step up and step down
versions have outstripped the standard form of
all types in the recent past. Such aunit gives all
the advantages of professional transformerbased Mains Conditioning with the ability to run
120V equipment in 240V areas or vice versa.
Once past the sockets, the Accessories Club
current flexible cable of choice is LoRad from
Supra in Sweden. We have been supplying
Supra ' LoRad' in its 2.5mm form for some time.
The cable uses aunique ' semiconductor' strip
within the insulation of the earth conductor to
make continuous contact with afoil shield that
sits under the outer insulation resulting in a
shielded construction that's very simple to
install. Customer feedback has been excellent!
Supra has now introduced asmaller 1.5mm
version of the cable, rated at amaximum of 10
Amps, available either 'Off the reel' in any
specified length, or as pre-assembled cable sets,
fitted with Supra's own high quality 13A plugs
and I
EC line sockets in either 2metre or
1.5metre lengths. Costs are £ 10.00 for the raw
cable. £60.00 for the 2m set, £40.00 for the
1.5m assembly.
Supra

Lo Rad 1.5mm, £ 10/metre

Supra 1.5m Cable Set
Supra 2m Cable Set

Hmetres
£40 LI
£50 EJ

www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com — e-mail orders welcome

accessories cub order form
Name
Address

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
Post code
Tel ephone
cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

'HFN Accessories Club' or please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex ( delete)"
Card Number

HL-I1

HFN Accessories Club & CD Service
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK
OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR E-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com
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UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,
anywhere in the United Kingdom.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome. Where
applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will

£800 El
£850 D
£450
£500 0
£345 D
£395 D
£200 D
£230 D

RADEX EARTH CABLE Standard, per metre

£4.50 CI

RADEX EARTH CABLE HID, per metre
RADEX RF EXTERMINATOR EARTH SPIKE 1.2 metre

£6.50 D
£45 D
£60 CI

PURE HENRY RF INDUCTOR per pair

Signature

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy) to:

500VA UK/Euro 230/230V
500VA International 120/230V or 230/120V
150VA UK/Euro 230/230V
150VA International 120/230V or 230/120V

JE1 JI _ IL II_ 11_1_1 I__

Expires ( date)

PURE POWER MAINS CONDITIONERS
2kVA UK/Euro 230/230V
2kVA International 230/120V or 120V/230V
IkVA UK/Euro 230/230V
IkVA International 230/120V or 120V/230V

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke, kit
SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 2-way
SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 6-way
SUPER SPUR LIGHTNING PROTECTOR
PURE HARDWIRE Mains distribution system, 12-way

£35
£99
£199
£99
£145

CI
D
D
O

be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact

METAL CLAD 32A Mains distribution block, 10- way
METAL CLAD 32A Mains distribution block, 6-way
METAL CLAD 32A Mains distribution block, 4-way

£95 O
£85 D
£70 D

us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.

SUPRA LORAD Mains cable, 2.5mm, per metre

£15 ED

www.hifinews.co.uk

In a world where so much looks the same,
we take pride in being different!
Densen Audio Technologies

• 0 é

Authorised dealers:
Acoustic Arts, Watford, Tel. 01923 245250 - Adams & Jarrett, Eas - Sussex, Tel. 01 424 437165 - HI-F1 Studios. Doncaster, Tel. 01302 725550
Holburn HiFi. Aberdeen, Tel. 01224 585713 - Kevin Galloway Audio. Kilmarnock, Tel. 01563 574185 - Midland Audio Exchange, Belbroughton, Tel. 01562 731100
Mike Mann.ng, Taunton, Tel. 01823 326688 - Mike Manning, Yeovil, Tel. 01935 479361- New Audio Frontiers, Lougt-borough, Tel. 01509 264002
7
>honograpny, Ringwood, Tel. 01425 461230 - Sound Seduction, Sevenoaks, Tel. 01 732 456573 - VideoTech, Huddersfield, Tel. 01 484 516670

Jensen products are in a minimalist Scandinavian design, which

Though design is important, music is what is really close to our

Dre made of 100% non-magnetic aluminium, making the casing

heart. Our philosophy is that music must be engaging to listen

slim and sexy like none other. No visible screws make the cabi-

to, and we ore not satisfied until you feel like standing up,

iet look like one slab of aluminium.

playing the Air-Guitar and forgetting ALL about Hi Fi. After all a
good hi-fi system is a tool to enjoy and discover music !

"his focus on perfection also continues inside our products, as
bey are produced with extreme precision to ensure outstan-

Having taken so much care in designing and producing our

Jing mechanical and electrical performance. As an example,

products, we naturally back it up with a decent warranty, so we

DII components are mounted by robot, to a precision of more

give a lifelong warranty to the first owner. As we believe audio

tan 0,02 mm (!) using silver solder, and soldered in an artificial

equipment should be a worthwhile investment, we try to design
our products so that they can easily be upgraded in the future.

Dtmosphere of nitrogen to avoid oxidation of the soldering.

k_]

GOLD

*I
snn
o
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BEST ANALOGUE
TUNER

A

'One can analyse hi-fi specifics till the cows come home but it's
,omething intangible, difficult to put into words, but to which the
Dar and brain subliminally react. So, do Ilike this Densen amp?
'Jo, Ilove it."

Densen products are ready for the future. For example you can
upgrade the CD players and add external power supplies to
pre-amps and the tuner. Upgrade your system from being a
dedicated stereo system to a high- end surround system.
Upgrade the power and integrated amplifiers with electronic
crossovers for active systems. Our own Denlink system provides
multiroom capability, and even the possibility to dim the lights in
your room.

Review of the B-300 by Hi Fi Choice

Densen - Lundevej 10 - 6705 Esbjerg 0 - Denmark - Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14 - E-mail: mail@densendk - www ripnspn rnm

audio salon
4 park circus, glasgow, g3 6ax, scotland
t: 0141 333 9700
e : info@audiosalon.co.uk
w : www.audiosalon.co.uk
Consultants:
Jack Lawson / Dale Linzey

Gryphon Audio
(www.gryphon-audio.dk)
Gryphon Audio Designs is the
brainchild of Flemming E. Rasmussen
and the fulfilment of alifelong dream
to allow the purest essence of the live
music experience to be recreated in the
home environment.
Gryphon Audio Designs was founded
in 1985. The Gryphon name and logo
are inspired by the fabulous creature
of Greek mythology with the head
and wings of an eagle and the body
of alion.This perfect union of the
power of the lion with the grace of the
Eagle is an appropriate symbol of the
forceful elegance we strive to achieve in
Gryphon audio equipment.
Gryphon has undertaken aquest
for absolute musical truth, remaining
unconditionally faithful to the musical
source. One of the most important
lessons that Rasmussen learned as
apainter is that too much of human
perception is based on expectations, on
what we think we know about things
and not on what we actually see or
hear. In order to properly create the
illusion of something real, we must
first perceive the reality accurately and
understand it in detail.This lesson is the
philosophical cornerstone of Gryphon
Audio Designs.
The Poseidon is Gryphon Audio's
Ultimate Statement and quite
possibly the most elaborate and
uncompromising loudspeaker in the
history of home audio.
Poseidon suite including woofer towers,
room corrrection and amplification:
£75,000 international price, UK
VAT inclusive. Price includes home
installation including calibration.

semi

.
•Ii,'

"The best tonearm I've
heard"

HI Fl WORLD

w inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component
of 2004 award

‘‘A

new benchmark for musical communication"

STEREOTIMES
NEW SOVEREIGN DECK

"

One of the truly special products I,ve reviewed in the past 18 years"
STEREOPHILE

Ultimate performance
for your system

"T
The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

he best musical results of any turntable
I've ever heard, regardless of price.

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sets a new reference."
STEREOTIMES

on the Aurora gold turntable & illustrious tonearm

Tonearm Models
Conqueror - £2500

Illustrious - £1570
Encounter - £970
Silver - £599
OL1 from - £124

Demonstrably better

Hazlemere Audio

IMO

DigitaL
dCS
Metronome
Opus 21 (new
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle
‘mplification
Chapter Audio
DNM
Lamm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral
Poser supply
Accuphase
Isoteklearl

sing

d

raicrS^

Avid
Garrard
Oracle
Speakers
ART
Talon
Verity Audio
REF 3A
Cables
Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral
Supports
Ct

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoeoriginlive.com

I

Full information on web site

www.originlive.com

Hand-crafted Products built In
the UK Products range from
£900 to £20,000
Also available:
Cryogenic Treated Valves
and Components
Tube Sound Turntable Mat
Carbon Isolation Blocks
Please

contact:

Definitive Ann.
Nottingham, Now.
01159 733 222
shout@definitive;u,
www,definitiveaudi
Hear Herr

London

020 7937 0856
07768 738 372
hearhere@onetel.“.
Shadow Audio
Consultants
Glenrothes, Scotland
01592 744 779
info@shadowaudio.co.uk
www.shadowaudio.co.uk

Lab

RATION Ili SOME
DEMON
STeQUIPMENT
NEW

value the best

If you
(rather than just the most expensive)
For an appointment (day or evening)
Call High Wycombe

(
01494 865829)

art, oudspeakers

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare • Gamut • Harmonic Technology
Ortofon • Piega • Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle
116
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tido
62 Vaughan Avenue. Hucknali Notts
fax 0115 840 3818 Iwww.artaudio.co.
tom©artaudio.co.uk Itwillis2@ndworld.com
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The new High Performance Phono Amplifier
from Trichord Research - fully adjustable
for any cartridge

mew stem 481 SE wail DIM IMP

mis er UN MOM 1111111.181 SUM

Diablo e

PRI1

Moving Coil, Moving Magnet, Switchable Gain, Switchable Loading,
Super Regulators, Dual- mono construction, Various Power Supply Options

Ne
strivar-Corineoted

Never Connected -- unique no
reduction technology avplilable
ror this product.

Fitted as Stamford. Eren the Ya/re Corer is Beautiful!

"The Stereo 401 sound has alovely spacious and airy quality with
plenty of depth... The frequency response exhibited extended bass
below 10Hz" ..."Stunning styling and an impressive spec at avery
sharp price".._

TRichoRd REsEARch

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600
sales@trichordresearch.com

Connie Soon!

lChoice

June '04

-DIM«

Chalice's Aware Wusr
la NI FI News ter Mil»,

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1684 311928
www.trichordresearch.com

Awarded Hi Fi News Mors Choice 2003'
"Icon Audio offers sensible, well sorted valve amps, with
adequate power and built to a good standard"

Hi Fi News Feb ' 04 said...

"
ample, deep, bass, underpinning a

lucid and effortless midrange and treble ""fliked the Impeccable

finish and feeling of bomb proof solidarity as well some of the most
natural sounding music that Ihave heard at home". Tony Bolton

No One else gives you al/mis value
THIS MONTHS DELIGHTS

•

Beautiful see through valve cover (
Included In the price)

•

Over 32 options of Stereo 401 from £599 to £1079

Perpetual technologies p1-a,p3-a p3b.

•

Choice of MuPard, ii, EH & Svetiana valve upgrades

Modwright level 2 signature upgrade.Brand new 3 yr
warranty,hear dcs then here this,demos,a pleasure.

•

Switchable Triode Mode (40i&SE) highly praised in reviews

•

Tape Monitor, essential for Tape, CD-R and home cinema

last few left

( f2000)

£ 1595

emi

Apogee Duetta sigs,full rebuild new ribbons,
northcreek crossovers , refinished,
better than new please call

(£ 4700)

Mark levinson no31 transpoi t

£ 3395

( L9995)

f2795

(£ 4400)

£1795

£ 5000)

£2395

£6000)
(£3000)

£ 1895
£1795

Mark Levinson no 38 preamp
mark levinson no 39 cd player
mark levinson no23 pwr amp
musical fidelty nu- vista cdplayer
audio research 100.2 pwr amp

(£3700)

£2395
£795

Classe dr6 two box preamp(phono)

(£ 3800)

£1295

micromega cd3/duo pro trans/dac

(£ 2800)

£995

micromega solo cd player

(£ 1800)

£795

Accuphase dp80 transport
orelle sa 100 integrated

(£ 5000)
(£ 650)

£895
£395

(£ 2800)
(£ 3395)

£795
£1295

(just had £ 500 service)
audio research v70 valve pwr amp

(£ 4500)
(£ 4.500)

£1795
£1495

theta ds pre ( preamp/dac) (£ 6000)
Fast,safe reliable shipping any item uk postcode.£16

£1495

ww.v.hifinews.co.uk

•
•

Tape out ( essential foi any kind of recording)
'Soft Start'. protects from switch on 'power surge'
HT Delay to protect valves & extend life (optional extra)

•

Each amp cars fully commissioned & tested in Leicester

•

Part Exchange facility for your old equipment, ask US!

Good old fashioned

technology built to last, easy to maintain. We

guarantee you can listen all day without " listening fatigue"
features include

All Triode front end. Hand built ' Point to Point' wiring

Tape monitor

circuit ALPS Volume control. No pnmed circuit board Gold plated terminals Auchophde
components by Solen, Rubycon, & Per audio cable Stanless steel 8 alloy plate
construction Soft start Plexiglas valve cage included Upgrade options
ISt.eirose, 401

brand new unused
audio research sp9 preamp ( phono)

kre'l ksl preamp
krell kst 100 pwr amp
ray lumley m150 valve monos

•

fEitieirrecs

EL34 40w119 tnode) integrated from

.
14301 SE KT66(retro)orKT88(Svetlana)

tatiesNess 411:101e

EL34 40 watts integrated

Stereo

EL84 15 warts integrated

0

Tnode Line Level pre
MIES IL5.

amp

2
,
00B PP 2Ew Mono blocks ( or)

from
from

£899.95*
£799.95'
£599.95 .
£599.95'
£599.95*
f1799.95

Ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment.
Wears at iltaeasal ether wers war leek smear. ket err Melts are rim ta as a
reseal
millet hill weer aahar salts Is Waster IL
'Try for 30 days, refund if not delighted! (UK only, conditions apply)e&oe

Visit ear new websIte at winviciensallacee
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk

•

LC_071- CAIXIGIT 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
Visa end MasterCard accepted

CE marked

UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM

"Nothing less than total dynamite"

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL
belt drive turntables

HI-FI WORLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega toncarm, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade lira wire is also offered at an additional £70 and external
rewiring is also £70 further increasing the performance.

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the

motor

drive...nothing can ?repare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking.'
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ... but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by

WHAT 1111-R?
11.011, MID VIS11011

Structural Modification - £75
*****
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm ( manufactured
by Rega) £ 124
Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

Sille

outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being

sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
improves on the hest of other power supplies costing over 4limes as must or
your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement

attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000
times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.

Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570
Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
Upgrade DC 200 motor -£129 with kit

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: info@originlive.com

www.originlive.com

Following in the foot steps of the highly

•18mm Braced Birch-ply Cabinets

regarded Stiletto, ART Loudspeakers are proud

•Proprietary Horn- loaded HF Unit

to introduce the new Stiletto 6. At £ 2,000
this new model is destined to make many new

to chance. Beautifully matched veneers, state-

•The Coated Paper Bass-mid Driver
incorporates an extremely stiff and stable
injection moulded metal basket, keeping
the critical components in perfect
alignment. Large windows in the basket
both above and below the spider reduce
sound reflection, air flow noise and cavity
resonance to aminimum

of-the-art drive units and the very best available

•Hovland Musicaps

friends, whether you use solid-state or low
powered valve amplification.
No design element in the Stiletto has been left

crossover components, combine to deliver

•Handmade and matched Aircore Inductors

music as it is.

•Available in achoice of matched real wood
veneers

Give us acall for further information.

stiletto

I stiletto

6 ISkibo

tel/fax + 44 ( 0)1292 319 416
contact@loudspeaker-art.com
www.loudspeaker-art.com
118

Universal turntable motor kit
'Fhe Cinderella of HiFi - largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of
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art oudspeakers
www.hifi news. co. uk
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cal 0208 726 8323 to advertise

West Midlands

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
•Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
•Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
•Chapter Audio • Chord Company
•Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • / nfocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
•Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
•Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham B17 8DL
0121 42? 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands 892 8X
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB
01384

HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road

OPEN TJES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL E.30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free crecit on selected items • 0% APR
Written details on

home cinema, multi- room and

-equest

for many products

MUSIC
MATTERS

• Licersed credit broker

,4Biee

lighting. Home trials are available

4 44184

SUTTON COLDF1ELD
IO Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311

miA

THE AUDIO

www.musicmatters.co.uk

SPECIALISTS

London
ISHII

Me O'Brien Hi-Fidel

M. \

Est

•AEG • AFICAVOIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • AVID • * YEN • CABLETALK • . 113F10 CABLES • CREEK • CUSlOM DESIGN • DEMON

•0 •

1966

DENSEN • DIAPASON • Dr4AVECTOR • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • GRAN

•GRAAF • COLORING • GULP/IRE CABLES • JAWS • JECNL IN • RE • MICHELL • MOILRIO • MOON • MORTAL) • NAB • NAIM • OPERA • ONNYD • ORIGIN LIVE • OPTIMUM • PATHOS • PRIMA LUNA • PROJECT • OFO

SI GDP% NOISE -"""--

•RESOLUTION • RESON • SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SOMAS FABER • STANDS • UNICUE • SPECTRAL • SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIMIGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WKERFALL • WILSON

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Pe-sonal Expon • Mall Order • Installation :,eryice • Repair banes • 5mino walk Raynes Park BR
•20 miss Waterloo • 5mino from A3 ( Raynes Park 8282 exit, • 25 wins M25 Jonc 10 • Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on ra quest
WAS
£594 £449 Sonos faber Cuece/ion : new)
£599 £
425
NOW Creek A5018 nay )
Audio Analogue Belltni Pm (
CI)
£349 £395 Creek 953 (oh.
f550 £200 S,nus faber Concedo (new)
£999 £ 149
Gryphon
Pre
ri
,
c
phono.PSU
s
(s/h)
£450
Audio Analogue Donizeti Power Amp (sis)
£595
£843 Sony WM06 Mil
£300
£
90
£3150 £1500 Srigden masterclass Co ( rew)
Audio Analogue Puccini iex/dem) blast
£495 £349 Marlin Logan Aeon (ex den)
£2700 £
2200
£895 £649 Monno Asty Si amplifier i50 Watts ex dem)
£450 £269
Audio Analogue Puccini SE (new)
SJgden Bijou system ( new)
L2647 £
2149
Audio Analogue Maestro CD ( new)
£170C £945 Monno Asty lop (
ex dem) black
£450 £229
new ,
L3150 £
2250
£1550 £995 Sugden Masterclass amp r
Audion 300B SE Silver night Integrated (o/ir)
£375 Moon 5080 (43. (as/dew)
L1500 £
600
£700 £550 Theta Data 11 CO ( raw mech)
Audion 300B Silver Night Monos
£375ea NAD L70 AV D'IND processor ( new)
249
£1598 £
1049 Quad FM4 (oh ,
£225 sransparent MusicLitk PICS ( lin) new £299 £
t,opland £00822 (ex den)
£299 £125 Unrson Lino ( new)
treek A52SE power amp i
sAl
£599 £249 Sequence 9/1/120 ultra slim sub woofer ( s/11)
0195 £
945

III II

0% Instant Finance Available
Written details or tettuest
60 Durham Rd. West Wimbledon. London SW20 OTW Open 930-5 30 rues-Sat Tel 020 89461528/0331 Web www.obrienhiti.co.uk E-mail: shop@obrienhifi.com

Devon

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

(sound cinergy

HIGH END SALE

spechalists en home entertainment

KRIELL SACD Standard

3100

Infinity, Linn, Marantz, Merdaunt Short,

KRIELL KAV-250a

1400

NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Rekson, Trichord

PATHOS LOGOS

1950

MARANTZ SA- 12 (. 1fluspd

1500

KRELL KPS-25sc ( latest)

POA

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harman Karden,

specialists
siocKibts u Audia, Audio

s audio

Physic, Audion, Avid. Ayre. Bel
Canto, Chapter Audio. Cairn,
Chord, Da i. Exposure. Grand
Prix Audio Inca Design, Iscl
8, Lexicon McIntosh. Monitor
Audio. Moon, Musical Fidel.ty.
Parasound, Primare, Project.
Rel, Roksan, Ruark. Stax.
Tannoy Prestige, Thiel, Tivoli,
Totem Acoustics and many
more

home cinema

> Free Advice in a relaxed
and friend yatmosphere
> 0% Finance Available
> 2 Demonstration Rooms
> Childs Play Area
> Out of Hours Appointments
> Home Demonstrations
> Open mon - sat Dam - 5am

Call 01884 243 584
Mike & Caroline look forward
to seeing you sooni

37 High Street, Aldridge

accuphase

A-A MAESTRO 192/24 CD

1300

arcam

TRANSPARENT CABLE

Call

cyrus
dynaudio
focal jm

WWL`...,31.:,.11'Jj,Iii.iuL;ri GU LIK

nagra
naim

audio

peak

consult

proac
siltech

Shunyata

spectral

Research

spendor

the audio room
hedon, hull,

2 george street,

HU12 8JH

891375

www.theaudioroom

. co . ulc

open monsat 9a.m.-6p.m.

To advertise in this section
Call 020 8726 8323
www.hifinews.co.uk

Tel: Plnewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianrivemac.com
Mobile: 07860 351113

lab

linn

tel: 01482
maileiaudiodestination.co.uk

01922 457926

THE PROFESSIONAL'S REFERENCE
AUDIO ATMOSPHERE
tel 01785 711232
www.audioatmosphere.com
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call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

Surrey

Cables

1

Stockists of: ARCA NI • In \SEN • EPOS • II\ \ • LOEWE
•MICROMEGi • '
S \ 151 M;DIO • NE Si • SIGA • ROTEI
•ROYD• SH % Ili \ I1N • TEAC • 1 ‘‘ IMIA & MORE

nfidelit Y
indecently good hi-fi

9High Street, Hampton Wick, Kingston upon Thames,
Surrey KTI 4DA Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

Cartridges

Norfolk

High End Cable

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
•td Near Norwich, Norfolk

Your friendly cable store

le Tel: (01508) 570829
Basically Sound of Norfolk

Upgrade your Hi-fi or AV system with quality new cables
and power accessories from

Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax, Teac. and others

Chord Company - Full range
Stereovox - Studio and Reference
Nordost UK
Black Rhodium -- Deep Cryogenic Treatment
Tenney
van den Hul - Full range

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'

www.basicallysound.com

ISOL - 8
Stax earspeakers - Full range
Ortof on - moving coil cartridges

Suffolk

Acoustic Zen
Turbosound personal headphones
Ayre CD
and many more

atc
cabasse
creek
epos
harbeth
harmareardon
lexicon
m+k
michell
nalm audio
neat acoustics
nottingham '

Free delivery worldwide on all interconnects.
For many more money saving offers call Dave Jackson
01775 761880 or better

still visit

www.highendcable.co.uk

Plus cartridge re- tipping service

www.cartridgeman.com
thecartridgeman@btinternet.com

Web Site:

020 8688 6565

For all Hi Fi repairs please visit;

www.servicesound.com

°mere

sme

sign

or phone Geoff on 01424 216245
To advertise in this section

Specialists in Valve and

Call 020 8726 8323

reel to reel tape recorders

1pswic

(o1473)35171

fax ( 01473)
W

W

W

eil:enqesignals.uk.com

uk.co

.

MAIL ORDER - WORLDWIDE
90% of " 1month home trial" customers keep our %like amplifiers.
Money back guarantee ( less £30 UK or £ 00 overseas, within 30 days) that you
prefer £650 or £ 1,400 "Triode Connection" amplifier to most £200 to £200,000
amplifiers (
integrated,pre,power,monoblocks,power supply) (transistor,valve,digital)
with silver wire + polypropylene capacitor + Himalayan volume control + snake oil
1. Transformers are very important. Most of our customer prefer our amplifier
to ? unbeatable? budget valve amplifiers and most ?high?end? valve
amplifier / monoblock because our £350 or £650 transformers are bigger.
2. You do not have to muck about with aseparate power supply.
if you put a huge transformer + choke regulation into the amplifier.
3. The " heart" of a " typical" £ 3,000 preamplifier is £ 0.50 " Op amp" or £ 10 valve.
About £2,800 is gross profit, VAT, labour and the cost of the pretty box.
How can these ? high?end? components improve the sound of our £ 100 300B
valve or £40 KT88 valve ( matched by our computerised valve tester) ?

KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than 6550
valves

HUGE expensive " High End"
"potted" transformers
Unbelievably
'huge
transformers

American
5670
,valves
.expensive .1.
non-magnetic
stainless
steel
chassis

Ihere is iciitterence between .High Pr.
and " High End
and "
King's New Clothes" sensationalized by magazines to sell magazines.
A magazine gave arave review to £ 3,000 valve amp, whilst another magazine
described it as "slightly bright" and should be used with "warm sounding" speakers.
Which magazine do you believe ? Believe YOUR OWN EARS and audition
any £3,000 pre Ipower/ monobiock against our £650 "Triode Connection"

Ultra Linear
£1,050 £ 1,150

Triode
£1.250 £ 1,400
KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than
6550
valves

' huge
transformer

American
5670 valves

Most 5" or 6" drive units struggle with 10 watts of bass and produce a lot of
2or 6
distortion ( 1% to 3%). Why do Hi Fi magazines recommend 100 watts amplifiers pieces
for 5" or 6" drive units ?
Has any Hi Fi magazine measured the huge distortion of silver
and al , hie compressior of 100 watts of bass into a5" or 6" drive unit ?
capacitors
Big pair.
it

Shop prices are expensive

valves

because of rent, rates, wages
Buy direct Sz sabe £££,
Free UK delivery
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime
2years guarantee on amplifier
& valves.
8times longer than
"typical" 90 (lays guarantee for
most valves of ? high?end? amps
120
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Triode
Ultra Linear
Connection
£650 £ 750
£1,000
Distortion
matched
Larger
famous Russian
transformer
Svetalana
huge
EL34 valves
transformer
40 watts
40 watts
American
5670 valves

40 watts
+ 40 watts

Upgradeable
to £ 1,000
KT88 Triode Connection
+ £ 50 for carriage
+ £ 50 for used valves

Ultra Linear
£600

£700

www.hifinews.co.uk

Hertfordshire

Nam Audio Specialist

UK Wide

thesoundm actice

the largest selection of mint, pre- loved
nts on the
• 12

monti guarantee

• credit/debit cards
•den-facilities
• mail order
• open 7days

4

• proaucts tested
•

help F. advice

Tel: 01727 893928

REAL

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"

fresh approach to the World of Specialist
3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

/7,-e-;,\.\Skaaning
evLoudspeakers ,

Crimson, Wilson Audio, Monitor Audio. Myryod,
S.M.E, Rotel, Denon,
CHANTRY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
B&W 804 Speaker', red cherry, boxed (ex den) £2,500 £ 1,695
B&W 805 Sionature, boxed,
min., red liger eye
(ex dent) £2,500 £ 1,750
Meridian DSP 5000, rosewood, boxed (ex dens) £4,540 £2,295
Meridian 5000 centre, boxed (ex dent) £2,150 £ 1,195
Acustat Speakers, sib and
electron actno xover
(s/hl £4,350 £ 1,250
Linn Classik, black, boxed
(ex dean) £ 1,000 £685
Rote) RSX 1055 AV amp, silver, boxed (rodent) £ 1,195 £795
Ratel RSPI 066 AV Proc/pre, timer, boxed (ex-dent) £995 £695
Please contant us 'or afull list of ex- dent equipment
To see our full up te date listings go to www.chontryoudio.com
NB. All Ex Dere items are as new, unmorked, and boxed and include the
full manufactures guarantee! Offering aminimum of 2years and up to 5
years, depending upon the product.
Mail Order Available .

a

SYSYTEMS

Decade

of

Sound

Agencies include OC • Audionet • AVI • Bryston • Chord

NifYRDOST

scanspeaK

(
D;Ison berDesch.

%OW LEEDS ( 0113) 204 9458 ley LEEDS ( 0113) 253 3098

Yfrkshire
infooudiorefle<tions.co.uk
e
_ wd< WWW ouclioreflections.co.isk

1

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS,
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
RO BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 US.A
TEL 608-831.3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e-mail into@madisound corn
Web Page' Nip /www madrsOund cam

S_pecialisrs

FREE PARKING

itt

Prociuct
Open 7days par week

LAID-BACK AUDIO LTD

.4

QUESTION FOR

MARTIN LOGAN

section

OWNERS:

of the finest

For the sweet sound from asingle-ended
valve amplifier made by hand.

9ludie Equirreir
at

For more information

alr price

Bearing in mind the marvellous
sound quality from these incredible

Currently on demonstration:
Adantge. AEON. Audiophile Base. Audica, AVI, BAT. Boulder, Cearaudio, Cymbol.
Foca Hovland. JMIab. Gamut. Gering. Gradient. Grado. Graham Sift, Graves Adio.
Lire Classik. Lumley. Loewe. Merlin Cables, Mission, Music Maker, Music Tool
Nottingham Analogue Ootmam. Pure Rockport. Ouadraspire. Stello & Vinceir
30 High Street

020 8726 8323

Ac chester
Kent ME1 1LD

01634 880037
infodrochesterd•fi.co.uk
w.rr

-s-M arshalluCdhi oongAudio

speakers, what would you do
if you wanted the same clarity
and imaging but your new room is too
small - or the family and neighbours
won't let you play as loud as
you'd like, or something else like that?

o co uk

U

Simply phone

+ 44 ( 0)20 8670 3770

020 8447 8485

SOUND PRINCIPLES DIPOLE LOUDSPEAKERS
www.mcaudio.co.uk
Distributors and dealers for

lb/

COF0NENT PARTS
CA RDAS

plated copper phono sockets
phono plugs banana plugs spade terminals
speaker terminals biwire jumpers solder
cartridge leads naim converter boxes
tone arm wire contact conditioner
ACOUSTIC ELEGANCE subwoofer drivers
BG planar drivers
CLARITY CAP crossover capacitors
EICHMANN bullet bayonet and cablepod
RYTHMIK AUDIO subwoofer plate amps

v.1

rhodium & gold

www.hifinews.co.uk

INC.

Kent

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone 101777) 870372 Facsimile 101777) 870437

To advertise in this section

Miss

\lira c

•Gamut • Nordost • Primate Systems • REL • Wilson Benesch
•The Professional Monitor Co • Wodia and many more.

Frien'lly.5e,vice and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First-Iime Buyer to High End Enthusiasts,

maIl@laidbackaudio.co.uk
ww,w.laidback-audio.co.uk
Phone 01905 640028 • Fax 01905 641596

morel`

Beig

LEEDS(0113)204 9458 (
evening calls welcome/
Generous part ex- flange allowance always available.

Waeia

Fostex

BEY=
ACOUSTIC PANELS

For friendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of some of the
World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY on

Som. Faber, D

Ill

r

/•.1-1-2

HIFI

Celebrating

Hi Fi

Avid, l'a Prirnoluna (ralee), Krell, Martin Logan, Theta, Copeland,
Audio Research, B&W speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Sim Projection,

Call

C Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Aucl io reflections Limited

Chantry Audio

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

seas

Yorkshire

www.torintomaudio.com

EASY ACCES

PARTS AND ADVICE.

stalbans: 01727 893 928
www.thesoundpractice.com

• see website for stock

A

MADISOLIND PROVIDES SPEAKER
BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY

simaudio moon
47 laboratory
avid
shahinian
lavardin
electrofluidics
living voice
border patrol
neat acoustics
isoblue
resolution audio
tom evans audio
dnm/reson
lfd audio
audio physic
slinkylinks

AVLNTERNATIONAL LTI)
AVIS

NEW LABORATORY

SERIES

HIFI CHOICE " EDITORS CHOICE"
PRODUCT OF THE YEA?

What

HIFI 5 star and best buy

TO find

Call for an audition in our
listening room in London

out more quickly

www.avihifi.com
TEL:01453 752656
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IAN

HARRISON

HIFI

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SALE
MICHELL ORBE
£2050
MICHELL ORBE SE
£1800
MICHELL GYRODEC
£1000
MICHELL GYRO SE
£800
TECNO ARM "A"
£340
DENON DL304
£175
SHURE VI 5VXMR
£270
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
£800
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA
£585
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
£1900
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER IV
£1900
KOETSU BLACK
£800
KOETSU RED T
£1300
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION LEVEL 2 £1700
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION
£700
GRAHAM TONEARMS
£P0A
RES ON LEXE
£1050
DECCA SUPER GOLD + POD
£475
PO Box 30429, London, MVO 7CY

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROvAL. SORRY NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
ESTABLISHED 1986

Tel / Fax: +44 (0)20 8459 8113
Absolute_Analoguen emaiLmsn.com
www.absoluteanalogue.co.Uk

/1\

MANTRA AUDIO
MAIL ORDER HI FI ACCESSORIES

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 600
TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

GRADO HEADPHONE SPEC AL OFFERS

CARTRIDGES

Prestige

SR- 60

£ 75

Audio

AT 110E

SR- 80

£ 90

Technica AT OC 9ML

SR- 125

£ 140

Goldring

1006

EXCHANGE

What do you do if
STYLUS

£28

N/A

£330

£295

EX

N/A

£76

£62

GEX

£52
£67

£17

SR- 225

£ 175

1012 GX

£95

£76

GEX

SR- 325

£265

1022 GX

£124

£100

GEX

£86
£100

Reference RS- 1

£535

1042

£143

£114

GEX

RS- 2

£450

Eroica LX/H

£133

£109

GEX

N/A

Elite

£232

£190

GEX

N/A

QED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS

Full range of QED Switch Boxes,

Ortofon

Cables & Interconnects available

See website for details.
CARTRIDGES
Denon

Grado
Shure

SUMS

510

£34

N/A

MC 15 Super II

£130

£110

EX

N/A

MC 25 FL

£227

£193

EX

N/A

MC 10 Supreme

£304

£258

EX

N/A

.
4
0

You just
get any conventional
speaker to present the essence of music
like your QUA t lectrostatics do - but
your partner •
nt like the look of
them, or you
play at the volume
you'd like at nig
rthey won't match
your new déc - or, or
.

£22

MC 30 Supreme

£452

£385

EX

N/A

DL 110

£ 79

N/A

Kontrapunkt a

£412

£351

EX

N/A

DL 160

£95

N/A

Kontrapunkt h

£530

£451

EX

N/A

DL 301

£ 210

N/A

Kontrapunkt b

£643

£548

EX

N/A

020

phone
78485

"Lockwood Audio

Prestige Black £ 40

£27

Kontrapunkt

£824

£700

EX

N/A

Prestige Gold £ 110

£ 73

VINTAGE GEAR

Rohmann

£837

£742

EX

N/A

M97 XE

£ 58

Blue Point Special

£265

£237

EX

N/A

AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

£ 98

V 15 VxMR

£ 304 £213

V 15 V MR

N/A £ 158

V 15 III MR

N/A

£112

Surniko

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

MAIL ORDER ( 1-1 0 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £ 5 EUROPE
AND UP TO £15 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £ 50
MANTRA AUDIO (
HFN). 22 GARTH AVENUE. NORTH DUFFIELD.
SELBY. NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

SOLID SILVER

Upgrade your equipment with superior wiring:Annealed > 99.99% Silver wire, PTFE insulated
0.25nun at £ 12/m or 0.037nun at £ 15/m. P&P @ £2per order
CSS, 12 Willow Walk, Cambridge, CBI ILA www.silverwire.demon.co.uk Tel:01223 501833

Dynavector's SuperStereo
The only multi-channel for music lovers and audiophiles.
Simply add 2small sub-speakers to your system fed by aDynavector SuperStereo Adapter.
"Superb" HiFi World
"Produces astonishing results" HiFi +
"Extraordinarily convincing" HiFi Choice
Make the most of LP's, CD's, SACD's & DVD's with an Adp-2 (£895) or Adp-3 (£ 1,495).
Info & sales direct from: Dynavector SuperStereo
Tel/fax: 44+ (0)1202) 767873. E-mail: dynavector®onetel.com
Web: http://wellonetel.com/—dynavector
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TRICHORD DINO
£250
TRICHORD DELPHINI
POA
TRICHORD DINO/DINO+
£425
WHEST AUDIO
POA
GRAHAM SLEE
POA
JAN ALLAERTS
POA
ZYX
POA
VAN DEN HUL
POA
GRADO RS I
£ 625
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD
£ 490
SUMIKO BPS EVO III
£ 190
SUMIKO PEiVIWOOD SIGNATURE £ 845
KOETSU RED K SIGNATURE £ 1975
KOETSU THE SIGNATURE £ 3300
TOM EVANS GROOVE
£ 1500
TOM EVANS VIBE
£ 2200
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE £ 350
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE+ £ 625

JULY 2005

HI-FiNews

Spares and repairs
See the TANNIOY Cones
Hotline at
www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk
Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
+44(0) 20 8864 8008
.ao
\Ce

or Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 3064

Rem
.

mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

r
AUDIO

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE

020 8255 0572
07973 436135
Nely
Sale
Audiomeca Mephisto 11 CD transport £ 2750£195
Audio Note AN/J spks & stands
£ I099 £ 399
Chario Academy 3. 5ft. solid Italian walnut spks. £8000 £ 2995
Chario Academy Millennium I & stands £ 1650 £ 750
Conrad Johnson DVIOAL pre
£995 £ 500
Crimson CS610 pre/C5630 monoblocks £ 1250 £ 525
EAR 859 pwr amp
£ 1800 £ 599
Jadis JPL pre
£4300
LI 295
Jamo Concert 8piano black UE
£ 1800 £ 750
Linn Kolektor pre, r/c
£495 £ 150
McIntosh MC7010 CD player
£ 3500
I199
Meridian D600 Active spks
£ 2500 £ 995
Musical Fidelity A370 Mk 11 pwr amp
£ 2500 £ 695
Pink Triangle Decapo 1307 chip
£ 1550 £ 495
Rogue Audio M120 valve monoblocks £ 3000 £ 1600
Sonic Frontiers power 2valve amp 110 watts
£5000 £ 1995
Sonic Frontiers Une 3,2 box valve pre-amp,
r/c. bal & s/e
£5000 £ 1995
Talon Raven 2002 spks
£ 7500 £ 3500
Yamaha CT7000 Tuner Box - Rare
£495
All above equipment in good working order.
Everything must go, all reasonable offers considered.

www.hifinews.co.uk

The HiFi Company's

Trading
Station
Vinyl
ACOUSTIC Research 10101

Retail
Olier
£275 £ 148

DUAL CS505-1 Silver

£150 £65

E.A.R. 834P onn mc volve Phono Stage
GARRARD 401 ( No Arre)

£715 £ 498
£400 £248

GARRARD 401 SME 3009 Shure M95ED

£750 £ 39S

GOLDMUND Studienol5 Ann
GOLDMUND Studio .13F Arm(PL8 Servo

£4,000 £ 1,498
£10,000 £ 2,998

KOETSU Block ( Re-tipped)
LINN Axis

Akito

K9

£1200 £ 595
f795 £ 335
£600 £ 265

LINN Basik Turntable
LINN Wok II Block

£800 £ 395

LINN LPI2 Aft ILingo / Akita Ex- Demo
LUXMAN PD282 Rosewood
MANTICORE Mantra IRE1300 IMPH

£2,900 £ 1,994
f595 £ 325
f895 £ 288

MICHELA GYRO SE OC IREMO (origin)
MICHELA GYRO SE ( No Ann) Ex- Demo

£1,900 £ 1,298
£1,065 £ 876

ORACLE Alexandrio

£1,500 £ 495

MA Plano, 2
ROCKPORT Cabello II

No Arm

ROKSAN Xerves Morph Arm AT 0(5
SME30 VArm Micro Ben: Ref. Cart
SME 100 Ex- Demo

£325 £ 178
£10,000 £ 3,996
£2,000 £ 798
£16,500 £ 9,298
£3,581 £ 2,954

SME 20 LA Ex- Demo
SUMIKO Blue Point Special

£5,537 £ 4,568
£149 £ 175

T8A VID Integrated ¡ Table Ex Demo

£4,000 £ 3,196

THORENS TD318 Ono'. OMIO
THORENS 11150 Rare

£375 £ 148
£300
0145

THORENS TDI65 Shure VIS Ill
THORENS TD280 Mk II

£300 £ 128
£350 £ 115

TRICHORD Dino phono
WILSON BENESCH Full Circle Ex- Demo

£199 £ 125
£2,000 £ 1,496

II Digital Sources
Rood
Offer
ARCAM Alpha 6CD Player
£329 £ 145
ARCAM Alpha 5plus CD Player
£ 480 £ 178
ARCAM Alpha 8CD Player
f450 £ 185
ARCAM Alpha One CD Ployer
£300 £ 115
ARCAM Black Bo, SO Delta 2507
£ 1,195 £525
AUDIO NOTE CDT-Two Transport £2,200 £998
AUDIO NOTE DUC 4Srgnature £ 10,000 £5,748
AUDIO NOTE DA( 3
£2,100 £ 1,125
AUDIOLAB 8000 ( DM
£ 1200 £ 598
AUDIOLAB 0000002
£ 1,000 £ 528
AUDIO RESEARCH CD2
£3750 £ 2255
AUDIO RESEARCH DUCS Ex- Demo
£1,335 £ 1,297
CYRUS Dad30 CD Player
£895 £ 375
CYRUS DODO DOD Player
£ 1,000 £ 595
KS Purcell Upsompler
£4,500 f1,795
DEMON DC05-10 II
£ 1,300 £ 528
E.A.D. T8000 LD CD Transport £3,950
f698

The leading reseller of carefully used
and mint condition hi-fi components
and systems.
Buy, sell, exchange. Commission Sales.

www.hifitradingstation.com

BUY NOW PAY IN 2006

The Trading Station
35Cowgate Peterborough PEI ILI

PLEASE EMAIL FOR DETAILS

Tel: 0870 608 8211

QUALITY HI-FI WANTED

email: info@hifitradingstation.com

Cash ... Trade-in ... Commission Sales

BUSINESS HOURS: Tues - Sat: lOom - 5.30pm - CLOSED MONDAYS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED*NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE'COMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

KINSHAW Perception DA(
£ 1,000 £378
KRELL KPS25sc
£ 24,998 £ 11,998
KRELL Kps 25 ( 24 brt) CD Player £ 24,998 £ 8,996

ARUM Diva 090 Ex- Demo
AUDIO ANALOGUE Bellini Pre
AUDIO ANALOGUE Donizetir

KRELL Km 284 CD Player Ex- Demo
£8,998 £5,996
LINN Rank CD Player
£ 1,850 £ 896
LINN Numerik DAC
£ 1,500 £ 796
LINN Numerik / Ronk Transport £ 3,350 £ 1,726
LINN IMemi CD Player Ex- Demo
£ 2,200 £ 1,224

AUDIOLAD 80000
AUDIOLAB 8000LX Power
AUDIOIAB 8000C Pre
AUDIOUIEI 8000SX Power
BOW TECHNOLOGIES Woo° XL Int
BURMEISTER 850 Mono blocks
CHORD ( PAT 800 Pre Amplifier
CHORD SPMI000 Power ( black)
CHORD SPM 1200 Power Amp
CYRUS Two Integrated
CYRUS 3Integrated Amp
CYRUS 5Integrated
CYRUS Pre

MARANTZ CD17 CD Player
£ 895 £ 395
MARANT2 052 SE CD Player
£ 250 £ 55
MARANT2 CD67 SE CD Player
£375 £ 148
MARANT1 CD85 CD Ployer
£450 £ 195
MERIDIAN 200 CD Ployer
£ 895 £226
MERIDIAN 207 CD Player
£ 700 £225
MERIDIAN 501 CD Transport £ 1200 £598
MERIDIAN 596 DVD APlayer
£ 2,500 £ 1,296
MERIDIAN 506 ( 18 bit) CD Player
f1,295 £495
MERIDIAN G91DH DOD Ex Demo
£ 3,895 £ 3,116
MERIDIAN G98DH DOD Trans Ex Demo
f3,350 £ 2,686
MICROMEGA Duo DAC
£ 499 £ 146
MICROMEGA Stage 2
£ 600 £ 296
MICROMEGA Stage 3
£ 750 £ 298
MICROMEGA T-DAC
£ 1,000 £375
MUSICAL FIDELITY £ 60 CD Player £300 £ 165
NAIM CD5
£ 1195 £ 798
NAIN ( Di CD Player
£ 1,999 £ 595
NAIN CDSICDPS
£ 5,000 £ 1,998
PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES P.3A DA( Ex- demo £ 795 £ 596
PHILIPS DVDI010
£ 650 £ 248
PIONEER PDR 04 CD Recorder £ 1,000 £ 396
PIONEER DVE-1000 Eel DOD Recorder Ex- Demo £ 1,299 £596
PIONEER DVR-3100 DVD Recorder Es- Demo £ 450
£394
QUAD 66 ( DPlayer
£800
£396
REGA lupiler CD Player Ex- Demo
£ 995
£694
£145
ROTEl RCD 965 CD Player
£ 400
ROTES RCD 991 CD Player
£ 799
£296
£148
SONY ( DF 970 CD Player
£ 495
SONY DVP-NS 905V DOD Player
£ 250
£95
SONY iAUDIO SYNTHESIS Transcend Trans £ 1,000
£336
£228
SONY NS900V
£ 450
£145
SONY SCDX940 SACD Player
£ 290
TEA( 010510 CD Player
£700 £346
THETA Carmen DOD CD Player
£4,000 £ 1,726
THETA Dota Basic 1Transport
£1,800 £648
THETA DSP Pro.Gen VROC
£3,800 £ 1,298
THETA Progency DA(
£1,396 £676
TRICHORD Pulsar Series 1DUC
£1,900 £ 748
WADIA W13200 Transport
£4000 £ 796
WOODSIDE WS2 CD Player
£1,000 £ 298

Amplifiers solid state
47 LABORATORY Model 4706 int.
ADVANTAGE A300 Power Amp
ARCAM 585 let. Amp
ARCAM Alpha 6Plus Int, Amp
ARUM Alpha 8
ARCAM Alpha 0050 Amp
ARCMS Delta 110 Dig Pre
ARCAM Delta 290p
ARCAM EAU An Dave Module

Retail
Offer
£3,000 f1,698
£2,699 f1,495
£495 £ 295
£350 £ 115
£450 £ 188
£100 £ 245
£700 £ 248
£450 £ 145
£1,850 £ 675

£850 £ 684
£595 £ 265

NYTECH CM 206 ( rare classic)

£650 £346
f600 £ 295

PURIST AUDIO Dominus SE I
m I/C

£650 £345
£600 £ 185
£650 £ 228
£2,500 £ 1,496
£2,500 £998
£2500 f1798
£2,000 £ 898
£3750 £ 1798

£275 £95
£500 £ 325
£.500 £395
£800 £ 358
£2,000 £ 378
DNM Pre - 3PSU
DNM Pre 2 PA1 Pre 8Power
£2,804 £ 618
ELECTOR NFL Pre-Amplilier
£500 £ 118
£950 £ 298
EXPOSURE 19 Pre- Amplifier
£14,998 £ 8,998
KRELL EPB700 cc
KRELL KAV150A
£2200 £ 1398
£9,998 £6,996
KRELL KCI Pre- Amplifier Ex- Demo
£1,950 £ 1,194
LINN 2250 5ch Power Ex- Demo
£3,285 £ 1,994
LINN AV5I03 AV Pre/Processor Ex- Demo
£2,000 £ 1,296
LINN Classic ' Movie' AVRec Ex- Demo
£995 £ 494
LINN Wokondo Pre- Amp Ex- Demo
LINN Kahn Pre- Amplifier
£1,750 £ 896
LINN 10280 . Sparks PS,
£1,100 £ 528
McINTOSH MA6900
£4999 £ 3756
McINTOSH MC7I08 8050 watt Power Es- Demo £2,449 £ 1,496
MARANTZ PMI7 Integrated ( blk)
£995 £525
MARANT1 PM4200 Integrated
£195 £ 95
MARANT2 PM66SE Ki Sig.
£295 £ 95
URIC LEVINSON 331 Power
£5,500 02,295
£15,000 £ 8,028
McINTOSH MC1201 ( 1100 watt Mono's)
£7,995 £ 3,998
McINTOSH ( 100 ( 1box Pre)
£895 £ 596
MERIDIAN 555 Stereo Power
£1,250 £698
MERIDIAN 561 Pre
£1,195 £596
MERIDIAN 562)L2 AV Pre
MERIDIAN 603 Pre Amplifier
£1,500 £ 525
MERIDIAN G57 Power Amp Ex Demo
£1,995 £ 1,596
£1,750 £ 1,406
MERIDIAN GO? Pre El Demo
MICHELL Argo Electro Mono's
£2,495 £ 1,126
MICROMEGA Tempo 1Integrated
£600 £ 245
MUSE Monoblocks ( 300 wafts)
£4,500 £ 1,998
£350
f118
MUSICAL FIDELITY Ell Integrated
MUSICAL FIDELITY RIO Integrated
£300 £ 118
£350 £ 75
MUSICAL FIDELITY ' THE' Pre Amp
NAIN 42 Pre Amplifier
£400 £95
f1,100 £ 595
NAIN MAC- 102 Pre Amplifier
£795 £ 445
OPERA Aida Integrated
PLINIUS 9200 Integrated
£2,500 £ 1,596
PS AUDIO LCC Pre
£249 £ 98
£250 £ 126
QUAD 303 Power
£175 £ 75
QUAD 33 Pre Amplifier
QUAD 34 Pre Amplifier
£395 £ 198
£1,295 £ 896
RED ROSE ' Spirit' Integrated
£150 £55
ROGERS Rovensbrook Integrated
£900 £ 418
ROKSAN Caspian DSP AV Pre
ROTES 04920 AX Integrated
£200 £S5
ROTEL 04820 Integrated
£150 £ 45
MA Cursa Pre Amplifier Ex- Demo
£545 £344
£799 £375
SONY VA333ES AV Amplifier
SPHINX Project 12 mono's
£3,000 £ 1,128
SPHINX Project 1Pre Amplifier
£1,600 £ 598
TAG McCLAREN F3 Pulsar Amplifier
£1,500 £ 488
TALK ELECTRONICS ' Storm' Int
f650 £ 185
TESSERA( Pre Amplifies
£1,500 £ 378

PIONEER 9656 am Im Tuner
QUAD FM4
REVOX All 10" reel to reel

Amplifiers

valve
Retail

Ofier

ART AUDIO Symphony FBorder Patrol PS. £ 3,500 £ 1,598
AUDIO INNOVATIONS Series 800 Mono's £ 1,200 £448
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 9300 Power
AUDIO RESEARCH Classic 60 Power

£ 1,200 £518
£ 3,300 £ 1,346

AUDIO RESEARCH 1015
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15 Pre- Amp

£ 3000 £ 1498
£3,000 £ 1,498

AUDIO RESEARCH 1016

£ 3000

AUDIO RESEARCH SP14
AUDIO RESEARCH SPIS ( 2box) Pre

£3000 £ 1498
£ 6,000 £ 1,798

AUDIO RESEARCH VS110 Ex Demo

£ 3999 £ 2996

AUDIO RESEARCH VS55 Ex Demo

£ 2699 £ 2016

f1795

£ 10,500
£ 1,200

£1,550

SONY WMD6C Pro Walkman
STANDS UNIQUE ' Ref' 5shelf support

£250 £ 178
£1,000 £ 398

STAX 3030 Basic electrostatic phones
STAX Omega electrostatic phones

£2,000 £ 996

TRANSPARENT Music Wave bi-wire 18h
TRANSPARENT ' Ref' ( 075m) Speaker

£1,100
C350
(2,250 £ 1,495

TRANSPARENT ' Ref' XL SE ( Im)

£3,915 £ 1,715
04,611 £ 2,155

TRANSPARENT ' Ref' XL SE ( 3m
TUC A33405 4hock 10" reel lo reel

AUDION Sterling 6550 Int.
CASO £ 198
BEARD 101 - 100 watt Mono's£ 3,600 £ 1,298
BEARD EIB100 Integroted £ 1,200 £525
CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 76 Dual Mono Pre £ 10,000 £5,298

CONRAD JOHNSON PVI 1Pre£ 1,950 £ 748
CONRAD JOHNSON PVI 2L Pre
£ 2,000 £ 1,195
COPLAND CTA401 Integroted

£ 1,695 £ 595

COPLAND CTA301 Pre- Amplifier

£ 1,250

HOVLAND HP100MC Phono Pre

C598

f5,750 £ 2,626

JADIS Defy 7Power Amp
£ 4,790 £ 1,875
LAMM LL2£ 4,000 £ 1,998
MANLEY Ref S'IL 275 watt mono's £ 6,000 £ 2,698
Mil NTOSH MC1000 ( Anniversay LE.) £ 12,500 £ 9.998
McINTOSH MC210 Pre- Amplifier£5,500 ( 2,698
NAGEA PLP Pre- Amplifier Ex- Demo

£ 6,995

f4,996

PATHOS Twin Tower Int.
£ 3250 £ 2128
QUAD Concordant Mono's
£600 £378
T8AVIO Integrated Amp Ex Demo
£ 4,000 £ 3,196
TRILOGY 902 Pre
£ 1,950 £896
TRILOGY Vii Integrated

£ 2,500 £ 1,048

UNISON Unico Integrated

£900 £ 515

U Tuner Tape mis•::
Retail
ARUM DABIO Digital Tuner
ARUM Delta 80 AM FM Tuner

Ofier

£ 800 £ 295
£ 300 £ 148

ARCAM Diva 061 FM AM Tuner

£ 230 £ 164

AUDIOLAB 80001 Tuner
CYRUS Tuner
LOWTHER PM2C Drive Units

£ 1000 £ 598
MO £ 148
£ 400 £ 175

LUXMAN 50 Tuner
LUXARAN ST50 Tuner

£ 600 £ 195
£ 900 £ 195

M.I.1 2bBi-wire 10' pair
£ 1,000 £ 498
MERIDIAN 504 Tuner
£ 800 £ 398
MAIM Hait 05
£ 1125 £ 498
NAKAMICHI BXI 25E
NAKAMICHI 003
NORDOST SPM 5m bi-wire

£ 400 £ 178
0600 £ 228
£ 4,500 £ 2,996

f695

£480 £ 195
£900 £ 446

£550 £ 286

£900 £295

u

TUC 001 7" reel to reel

£7,197
f876

CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 8A Mono's £ 16,000 £6,996
CONRAD JOHNSON PVIOAL Pre
£ 1,400 £505

£395 £ 198
£750 £ 288

REVOX 'S Series syslem
SONOS FABER stonewood' slonds
SOW S800 AV System ind speakers

AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 Mk 1Power £5,500 £ 2,246
AUDIO RESEARCH VT200/2 Power Ex- Demo £ 11,982 £ 8,587
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60 Power
£2645 £ 1495
AUDIO RESEARCH Ref 2Pre Ex- Demo
AUDION Sterling 300E Int.

£300 (98
£250 £ 75
£4,000 £2,469

£750 £ 195

Loudspeakers
ATC 5CM10
AUDIO- STATIC DCI (White)
AUDIO- STATIC ES300
AUDIOPLAN Kontrast II
ARIEL ACOUSTICS Model 8's Rosewood

(200 £ 78
£2,500 £ 748

LINN Kober Akliv Xover

01,000 £ 378
£1,000 £ 288
£795 £ 454

LINN Keilidh
LINN Hord ( centre) Ex- Demo
LINN Espek Ex- Demo
LINN Espek stds Ex- Demo

£2,500 £ 1,424

LINN Silmik 10.25

£995 £554
£1,500 £ 678

LOCKWOOD Studio 15
McINTOSH 10320 Ex Demo
McINTOSH 13340 Ex Demo
MAGNA PLANAR is Imp
MAGNA PLANAR 2.5
MARTIN LOGAN Aerius I
MARTIN LOGAN CLSII
MERIDIAN DSP33C Dig centre Ex- Demo
MERIDIAN DSP5000C Dig. Centre
MERIDIAN DSP5000 Rose
MERIDIAN DSP7000 Silver Ex Demo
MONITOR AUDIO Silver 5

MISSION 781
MONITOR AUDIO R652MD
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 14

PINK TRIANGLE Ventrical
PROAC Studro 1

£1,500
£795 £ 376
£1,000 £ 445

£1,200 £ 275
£950 £528

PROAC Tablette 2000

£649 £ 375

QUAD 1IL
REGA Naos

£695 £ 436
£998 £594

EEL Stadium Sub

£700 £ 395
£500 £ 195

£3,500 £ 1,498
£1,500 £375
£3,000 £ 746
£5,679 £ 2,996
£700 £ 255

EEL Strata Sub
REVOX Elegance bookshelf

£1,995 £ 1,088
£600 £ 185

SONOS FABER Amati

KEE Eel Model 1.2
KEE 501 Ex.Demo
REF X01 stands
KEF X05

£1,150 £ 698

PROAC Super Towers

Offer

CHORD 13351 24

REF 035
REF 055

£500 £ 148
£900 £ 226

£1,600 £ 445
£5,000 f1,998

SMELL ACOUSTICS III
SMELL Type K

REF Cube ( Ell box)
REF Model 3

£500 £ 255
£250
C98

MOREL Bass Masters
MUSE 15 15" Active Sub

£1700 £898
£695 £ 295

IMPULSE H7 ( horn- loaded)
JPW UPS
J.R. Lpa Subwooler ( rare)

f1,798

L1,200 £ 446

£1,750 £ 745

HEYBROOK Heystack

£3,500

L17350 £ 13996
£450 £ 214

MONITOR AUDIO Shidio 12
MORDAUNT SHORT Avant 5.1

BOSE 901
CASTLE Harlech

GAMMA ACOUSTICS Epoch 5
HEYBROOK ' Halos'

£1,425 £ 1,146
£1,995 £ 1,344

£350 £ 145

RUARK Prelude

GALE 401 ( Chrome)

£6,700 £ 2,245

£100 £58

£1,000 £ 195

ENSEMBLE Prima Donna

£2,950 £ 788
£2,100 £ 1,125

MISSION 771
MISSION 774

El & W P6
ERS AUDIO 10711

DCM Time Windows ( collectors items)
DYNAUDIO 3.3 ( Rosewood)

£1790 £ 996
L4590 £ 2496
£1,400 £ 445

MISSION 760

ROGERS 1533 AB33
RUARK Equinox

W PA

£195 £94

£1,500 £ 438

Retail
A(OUSTAT Spectra 1100
ARISTON ONE Monitors

LEAK Mini Sandwich
LINN Kober

£4,500 £ 2,598
£10,000 £ 2,246
£595 £ 298
£3,000 £ 375
£450 £ 208
f500 £ 146

RUARK Sceptre

SONOS FABER Concerto
SOMAS FABER Grand Piano ( Blk)
SOUNDLAB Al ( lull range)
SPENDOR S8 Cherry Ex- Demo
SPENDOR 5E1'1
TANNOY Buckingham

f1,200 £ 338
£295 £95

TANNOY DC2000
TANNOY Edinburgh

£500 £128
£700 £ 145
f2,995 f1,696

18991 OS TI25
TANNOY 1215

£350 £ 198
£500 £ 196
£1,500 £ 678
£999 £644
£299 £ 184

TEA Nucleus II
TDL Studio 1
TOWNSEND RIBBON
TRIANGLE hare
TRIANGLE Celius Ex- Demo
TRIANGLE Titus 202

£1,999 £ 1,194

WILSON BENESCH Orator Ex- Demo

KRELL Resolution 2Ex Demo
KRELL Resolution 3Ex Demo

£6497 £ 4876
£3200 ( 2406

WILSON Sophia
YAMAHA NS100M

KRELL Resolution Centre Ex Demo

£2980 ( 1236

ZINGALI Colosseum sub sots

£450 £ 286
£895 £ 395
£2,200 £ 695
£600 £378
0700 £ 228
£750 £ 198
£395 £ 298
£11800 ( A996
£995 £ 596
£1,699 £ 1,098
£13,500 £6,668
L1,700 £ 1,195
£900 £ 198
£5,000 f1,875
f200 £ 75
£4,000 £ 2,666
£195 £ 178
£395 £ 165
£130 £ 75
f1,000 £ 295
£1,295 £ 495
£1,500 £ 255
£1,095 £ 896
£345 £ 276
£3,000 £ 1,724
£11,950 £ 9,596
£300 £ 125
f770 £ 428

THE
DIRECT
DISC
VINYL VINYL VINYL
Thousands of records always in stock.
+afull range of sought after
compact discs.
Extensive search service for
wanted albums.
Comprehensive 96 page
full catalogue available at £ 1.50
Telephone 01493 651019
Or visit our website on

Does This Seem Familiar?

0 0 0
Loud

Too Loud

Way too Loud

The usable range on the

volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems

of

excess

gain

and

bring

sonic

benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
The cost is only £ 39
vr delivered To order, call

Rothwell: 01204 366133

Like new, nothing like the price!

www.audiolincs.com

•ACCUPHASE DP75V

CD Player

World class reference quality integrated CD player, one
meticulous owner, little used. New £7,500 Now £4,995

•ADVANTAGE S-2
•ARCAM FM.! 23
•AUDIONET Amp 2G2

Pre-amp

Dynamics with refinement. New £2750

As new £1,495
CD Player
Mint £545

Upgraded components, very musical.

Monoblocks

Distributed by Wilson Benesch, no need to guess why!
Muscular, musical, refined. New £6000 As new £3,350

•AUDIO RESEARCH LS2
•AUDIOSTATIC

Affordable high-end, full service, new valves.

www.directdisc.demon.co.uk

It's a common problem.

HICAM
PATHOS LOGOS INTERGRATED AMP 110 WPC
AUDIO ANALOUGUE PAGANINI 24/96 co PLAYER
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO CD PLAYER
ALPHASON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED MINT
AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI PRE AMP MM/MC REMOTE
ACCUSTICS ARTS POWER 1INTERGRATED AMP 130WPC

or

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See the excellent reviews in HiFi Choice, Hi Fi World,
HiFi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.corn

Ni

Pre-amp
Nice £695

Loudspeakers

Rill range, no-compromise electrostatic elegance. Indulge
yourself in unadulterated music! (£5,000) Mint £3,695

•BAT VK-51SE

Pm-amp

Fantastic musical insights, especially with the new
VK-150SE power amps. Words simply aren't enough!
New in late 2004, listed at £7,995
Now £3,995

•BAT VK-150 Valve monoblock power-amps

Authority with subtlety agiant leap for the high end.
Bought new in late summer 2004, and absolutely
unblemished. New price £ 15,500
New £8,995

•CANARY 300B
•CARY 300B SE
•CARDAS Golden Reference
•CONFIAD JOHNSON PV- 14L

Superb amplifiers with new EH 300B's.

Monoblocks
Only £ 1,295

Monoblocks

Special edition in gold/chrome. New valves £ 1,995
1 Mtr
Only £595

Astonishing. RCA and XLR in stock.

Pre Amp
Fully remote controlled and you could be the first owner.
UK model, mint and boxed. Was £2250. Now £ 1,395

•EAR 509 Monoblocks

Power Amps
Glorious, will exceed your expectations in all respects.
Fabulous condition, fully serviced, boxed.Only £1450

•HORNING Agathon

Loudspeakers
On pemtanent demonstration Mcause Iwon't part with mine!
Visit httpl/wwwhorninghybrid.com

•HORNING Agathon

Loudspeakers
Mid-nineties nsxfel, beautiful in french-polished oak. Output
contours for any iuum Beats technology' for music. £ 1595

•LAVARDIN IT

Integrated Amp

The giant killer. Effortlessly dynamic and tiielessy entertaining.
Simply ino3mparable at its price.

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell i
best
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

(
-1\
I

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
UBES

Coll, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862 4870* fax ( 215) 862-4871
(
Visit our website at:
http://www.tatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fetwyre.com

mcomPrinv

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
JULY 2005

Hi-FiNews
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Integrated Amp
Just £495

Quite lovely, outstanding value.

Three in stock

With/without arms, various specs, top condition
Magic! Authoritatively musical.
A legend in its own length.

Rom £495

Power amp
Amazing for £, 1495

Imtr RCA
Great saving at £ 1,295

DAC
The complete system, Pia, P3a and P-3b, competes with
anything at any price. New £1695.
Our price £1095

•QUICKSILVER ' Mono'
•TOWNSHEND
•UNISON Unico

Monoblocks

Deliciously fluid 60 wpc with superb control.

Only £995

Super Tweeters
It's like giving your speakers pure oxygen.
IBM
Integrated Amp

You've seen the reviews, now you can enjoy real
musicality on abudget. Absolutely as new. Only £625

•USHER Pre 303
•XTC Prel

Pre

amp

High-end with tone controls? Believe it! So nice £395

Pre-amp

Incredible value with aperformance far above its price
point! Remote control. Boxed.
As new £495

GRANTHAM (Al) LINCOLNSHIRE
DEMO'S BY APPOINTMENT

THE
dir CAME

124

•LFD Mistrale LE
•LINN SONDEK LP12
•LUMLEY Reference Stereo
•NORDOST Valhalla
•PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES

Tel: 078 2192 5851
01476 591090
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

•
HIGH- END
REPAIRS
AND
SERVICE

WAS

NOW
2750

eoo . 395

1195
60
625
3690

.. 995
.
30
.. 395
. 3200

AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETI MONOBLOCKS
1150 .. 595
ACCUSTICS ARTS PRE AMP 1INC REMOTE CONTROL
2350
AUDIO ANALOGUE PRIMO SETTANTA INT AMP 70 WPC
425
GRAAF VENICINOUE INT AMP
2300 . 1500
AUDIO VALVE EKLISPE PRE AMP BALANCED
2100
AUDIO VALVE ASSISANT 20S INTERGRATED AMP
1500
AUDIO VALVE BALDUR 70.
70WPC
3100 . 2700
AUDIO VALVE AVALON MONO POWER AMPS
2450
CLEAR AUDIO SYMPHONO PHONO STAGE WC
770
ACCUSTICS ARTS DAC 1 32/384KHZ DIA CONVERTER
2900 . 2400
EXIMUS SI POWER AMP 200WPC RCA/XLR INPUT
2531
ACCUSTICS ARTS PLAYER 124/96
2895 . 2400
AVI LAB SERIES NEW POWER AMP 200WPC
1299
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
POA
AVI NEW LAB SERIES PRE AMP OPTIONAL PHONO/DAC
1499
AVI LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB NEW
1469
AURUM CANTOS LEISURE 3SE STANDMOUNT SPKS
1200 . 995
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC EX OEM
1499 . 1350
BLUENOTE BALDINOTTI MC CARTRIDGE
1400
BLUENOTE BORROMED TONE ARM
999
BLUENOTE DUCALE REFERENCE QUALITY BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS
18134:1
BLUE NOTE BELLAVISTA SIGNITURE TURNTABLE
1900
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 2 MTR PAIR
150 .
90
MONRIO MP2 POWER AMP 135 WPC
1095 . 795
BLACK RHODIUM POLAR ORATORIO 2 1MTR PR
1397
CROFT VITA PRE AMP EX DEMO
990 . 795
CROFT TWIN STAR POWER AMPS EX OEM
1500 . 1200
CROFT DAKSHINI ALL VALVE POWER AMP NEW
3600
CROFT GCI INTERGRATED AMP 40WPC NEW
1250
NEW BLACK RHODIUM OCT HARMONY 2 1MIR PR
160
CYRUS 8VS INTERGRATED AMP 6WEEKS OLD
800 . 600
NEW BLACK RHODIUM POLAR CONCERTO 1MTR PR
225
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION TURNTABLE
810
PROAC RESPONSE ONE SC STAND MOUNT
SPEAKERS EX DEN
1199 .. 950
CLEARAUDIO MICRO BASIC PHONO STAGE MM/MC
230
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
2400
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO DUAL MONO POWER AMP
2000 . 1395
EAR 13.34 INT AMP BOXED NEW
2440
PROAC TABLETTE REFERENCE 8SPEAKERS
699 .. 550
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE NEW
715
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A
3075 . 2600
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A
3250 . 2600
EAR 8L6 1NTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
2690
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 NEW
2275
EAR 864 PRE AMP
1850 1475
ELAC CL 310.2 JET SPEAKERS NEW
799
ELAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOFER NEW
799 .. 625
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO DUAL MONO POWER AMP
599
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
2469
GAMUT 1MIR TEFLON COATED INTERCONECTS RCA/XLR
195
ELAC F20 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDING/GLASS BASE
499
GAMUT 03 PRE AMP BALANCED IN/OUT
3430
GAMUT 0200 MK3 POWER AMP NEW 200WPC
3990
GAMUT M200 MONOBLOCKS 200WPC
6100
GRADO RS 1HEADPHONES NEW
600
HALCRO DM8 PRE AMP /RCA/BALANCED
9480
HALCRO DM 38 STEREO AMP 180WPC
13550
HALCRO MCA70 7 CHANNEL POWER AMP
5100
LYRA ARGO MC CARTRIDGE
795 .. 695
LYRA HELIKON MC CARTRIDGE NEW
1145
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
1249
LYRA DORIAN MC CARTRIDGE NEW
495
MICHELL HR PSU DC MOTOR NEW
315
EX/MUS DPI DAC/PRE 24/192 BALANCED CLASS A
2531
MICHELL GYRO SE/RB300 ARM
1128
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD NEW
2413
CLEARAUDIO BLUEMOTION TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRANTY
895
CLEARAUDIO EMOTION TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRANTY
655
MICHELL TECNODEC WITH RB 300 ARM NEW
700
GOLDRING GRI TURNTABLE CW ARM AND MM CARTRIDGE
140
CASASSE PIANOSA SPEAKERS CHERRY FINISH NEW
595
450
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA MC CARTRIDGE 0.36 MV
690
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER MC CARTRIDGE 0.38 MV
250
CASASSE X05 5WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM INC SUB NEW
895
595
STELLO P200 PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED
1195 .. 950
STELLO AI320 INTERGRATED AMP
1685
STELLO DP 200 DAC/PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED
1495
STELLO S200 STEREO POWER AMP 200WPC EX DEN
1495 1200
GRAAF GM 50 INTERGRATED AMP 50WPC
3950
VIRTUAL DYNAMICS POWER 3CABLE 6 FT LONG
125
VIRTUAL DYNAMICS DAVID RCA IMTR PR
380
AUDIO ANALOGUE ARIA MM/MC PHONOSTAGE
495
OPERA CALLAS SPEAKERS
1695 . 1295
ORELLECA100/SP100 PRE POWER NEW
1998 POA
PATHOS CLASSIC ONE INTERGRATED AMP 70 WPC
1325
ORELLE 100 EVO CO PLAYER EX OEM
1499 . 1199
ORELLE SA 100EVO INT AMP 80WPC A/C NEW
1199.. POA
ORIGIN LIVE AURORA GOLD TURNTABLE NEW
1470 . 1470
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM NEW
970 .. 970
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE ARM NEW
1570 . 1570
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION TURNTABLE NEW
1970 . 1970
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONOBLOCKS
3750
PLINIUS P8 POWER AMP 200WPCO8OHMS
2250
PLINIUS MS PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL
2250
PRIMARE A10 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
275
PSB ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW
500 . 225
STANDS UNIQUE AV 1SPEAKERS BEECH FINISH
399 . 250
RUARK VITA 1005.1 SPK SYSTEM INC RUARK
ACTIVE SUB USED
1695 . 750
RUARK VITA 120 5.1 SYSTEM NEW
1695 1500
RUARK PRELUDE 11 NEW
900 . 800
PROAC 015 VARIOUS FINISHES NEW FROM
1790
OED FULL RANGE
POA
RUARK PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
1250
SENNHE1SER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
159
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
2843
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
1126 loop
SME SERIES V ARM NEVER USED MINT
1615 Ism
SME 20/28 TURNTABLE INC SERIES V ARM
5273
WIREWORLD ECLIPSE REFFERENCE 1NT 1MIR NEW
499
WIREWORLD ALAN/FIS 5IMTR INTERCONNECTS NEW
149
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
POA
WIREWORLD EQUINOS 5 FOR NAIM OWNERS DIN/DIN
109
STAX SR 007.3SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
2495
STAX SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS NEW
349
STAX SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
99$
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
589
SUMIKO PEARL MM CARTRIDGE NEW
65
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
T.A 24/192 CD PLAYER AMAZING NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL evo 111 MC NEW
239
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5 1MTR INTERCONNECT NEW
69
WIREWORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CABLES
WIREWORLD STARLIGHT 5 HDMI 1MTR CABLE
199
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5 1/2 METRE INTERCONNECT
159 . 120
TRICHORD DINO PSU
NEW
299
NEW TA/CHORD DIABLO PHONO AMP KA/MC INLINE PSU
699
AS ABOVE WITH THE NEVER CONNECED PSU
1194
OED Si DISCSAVER CONVERTS LINE LEVEL TO ACCEPT MM
as
SHORE FULL RANGE
POA
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS 131.25 MIRS NEW
45
34
VIVANACO DX 400 HEADPHONES NEW
29 .. 20
MISSION RANGE OF SPEAKERS AVAILABLE
POA
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5 SPK CABLE AWARD WINNER .... FROM
132
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5INTERCONNECT 1MIR PR
219
WIREWORLD RAINBOW 5INTERCONNECT
149
AGENTS FOR. EAR. TRICHORD. AUDIONOTE, MICHELL. MYRYAD. AM, PAX, LAT, RAC,
RUARK, SME, PLINIUS, BLACK RHODIUM, LYRA, SUMIKO, OED, GAMUT. ORIGIN LIVE. CURDLE,
WIREWORLD,TRANSFIGURATION, AURUM CANTUS. ACOUSTICS ARTS. HALCRO. STELLO.
CLEARAU010. ALOIS. SHUN 1400K, CROFT AUDIOVALVE. VIRTUAL DYNAMICS

Open

Mon- Sun lam - 6pm Now in Northampton 2minutes off A508
1.-àle

Mobile:
Email . .
Website

For further details

01604 842379
07973 233380
PATRICK@HICAM.CO.UK
HICAM.CO.UK
www.hifinews.co.uk

QUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT.
BOUGHT. SOLD,
PART EXCHANGED

THE MIDLANDS BEST USED
EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST
TEL/FAX

0121 747 4246

Also agents for
Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•B AT • Boulder • Hovland
•Kharma • Lumley • Pass labs
•SME • Sound lab

CURRENT INVENTORY
RAP
NOW
1400
595
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7
4500
1495
AUDIO RESEARCH V70
2000
995
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
3700
2395
ACCUPHASE PS500
1600
895
ATC C2 SUB
7950
3995
BAT 51SE PRE 6 MTHS OLD
2695
5495
BAT VKD5SE CD
12950
7995
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC EX DEM
9450
6495
BOULDER 1010 PRE EX DEM
16500
9995
BOULDER 1060 POWER EX DEM
30000 14995
BOULDER 2060
1500
795
BRYSTON BP25 PRE
6500
3495
CHORD CPM3300 SILVER WITH LEGS
200
95
CHORD CHORUS 0.5 MTR RCA
6500
3495
DCS DELIUS FIRE WIRE
1850
1195
DENSEN BX340 NEW
1000
650
DENSEN B200 NEW
3500
1795
EAR V20
5000
2495
GRYPHON ADAGIO CD PLAYER
3495
7000
HOVLAND SAPPHIRE
7639
2695
KRELL KRC-HR KPE PHONO
1595
KRELL KSA 100S FULL RECENT AB/SOUNDS REBUILD
N/A
395
LINN ISOBARIKS PMS BLACK + PANEL STANDS s/n 6987/8 N/A
395
LINN KATAN BLACK
650
395
LINN ARKIV s/n 006242
1200
150
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
N/A
1295
MARANTZ SC12SI SACD DVD CD
3500
3295
MARK LEVINSON 383 INTEGRATED AMP
6500
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT 13 MONTHS OLD
4333
2995
295
MERIDIAN 562V
1300
1195
MERIDIAN DSP500C 24/96 BLACK
2000
495
MERIDIAN M60C BLACK
1000
7995
NAIM 500 s/n 179450/177734
12350
3995
NAIM NBL BEECH s/n 159946
7500
2095
NAIM CDX2 s/n209469
2800
530
NAIM 112X s/n 207435
705
595
NAIM 150X s/n 207569
795
395
NAIM FLATCAP 2 s/n 214209
535
250
NAIM PREFIX K s/n 165500
500
795
NAIM SBL BLACK s/n 097689
2700
450
NAIM ARMAGEDDON s/n 135075
800
250
NAIM IXO s/n 156340
500
495
NAIM 102 s/n 151705
1210
1495
NAIM 01 TUNER s/n 128137
N/A
1795
NAIM CDS11 HEAD UNIT s/n 148771
3995
495
NAIM SNAXO 3-6 S/n 187399
829
295
NAIM NAXO 2-4 s/n 86414
N/A
395
NORDOST SPM 0.6 MTR XLR
800
495
NORDOST RED DAWN 5.5 MTR XLR
1000
895
PLINIUS CD LAD PRE
2400
695
PMC GB1 CHERRY
1000
3795
QUAD 989 VINTAGE NEW SEALED BOX 1PAIR ONLY
5000
SPECTRAL MIT 350 MK11 IMTR RCA
1500
695
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
4000
2495
TARA LABS DECADE 2MTR BALANCED
2300
395
TARA LABS RSC PRIME 1MTR XLR
250
150
T AND A TALLIS 5 1 NEW UNUSED
2200
1295
VPI TNT HRX NEW
9250
5995
2995
VPI SUPER SCOUTMASTER NEW
4750
VERITY AUDIO FIDELIO PIANO BLACK
8000
3995
WADIA 861 SE SILVER 6 MTHS OLD
10400
6995
WADIA 270SE / 27IX NEW UNUSED
19000 11995
PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL
COLLECT AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.
KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME
ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA
McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

brighten
=GUI exchange
we are the south coasts
leading stockists of
quality new, used
and ex-dem Hi -Fi
equipment

elepllone
or
07734 436 180
dave@hifiguy.co.uk

in the country to pick
up or deliver your
equipment

www.hifiguy.co.uk

website updated dailyl

Just In
APOGEE DUETA SIGS
AUDIO STATIC 5s [new]
CAT JL- IMONOBLOCKS
CAT ULTIMATE PREAMP
CLEARAUDIO MASTER REFERENCE/MASTERTQ IARM
EAR 8E9 : NTEGRATED
KRELL FPB300
MARK LEVINSON 336 POWERAMP
MUSE 18 SUBWOOFER[we active cards]
QUAD 939
SIMONYORK MODEL 8

Current
ACCUPHASE DP7OV CD PLAYER
AMPHION XENON SPEAKERS[AS NEW]
AUDIO NOTE AN-SPX 2.7 METRE SPEAKER CABLE
AUDIO RESEARCH M300 MK2 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B PREAMP
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH VT I
50 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCHVT200 mk2
AUDIO RESEARCH LS25 PRE
ALON MK4s
BAT VK 60
BAT VK5I SE PREAMP
BEARD P35 MK2 POWERAMP
BEARD CA35 PREAMP
CAT ULTIMATE PRE
CECTL-2X BELT DRIVE CD TRANSPORT
CLASSE CAVI50 6CHANNEL POWERAMP
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 8A MONOS
CONRAD JOHNSON PV8 PREAMP
CROFT CHARISMA 3PREAMP
EAR 509 mkl MONOBLOCKS
EXPOSURE SUPER 18 POWERAMP
EXPOSURE SUPER 21 PREAMP
EXPOSURE SUPER 15 INTEGRATED
GAMUT CD2
GOERTZ AG3 DIVINITY SPKR CABLE 4metres X2
GRAHAM MODEL 2TONEARM[boxed as new
JEFF ROVVLAND SYNERGY PREAMP
JEFF ROVvLAND CONCENTRA MK2[BOXEDAS NEW]
KHAMA CERAMIQUE CE3s
LINN SONDEK LP I2JITTOKJASAK
LONDON SUPERGOLD S3 CARTRIDGE
LINN SONDEK LP I2JITTOK/KHARMA
LINN SONDEK 121 2113ASJK PLUS
LUMLEY ST7OVALVE POWERAMP
MARANTZ MA24 MONOBLOCKS
MARANTZ CD12
MARK LEVINSON ML380.PREAMP
MICHELL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS
MUSICAL FIDELITY A370 MK2
MUSICAL FIDELITY DVD 1
NAIM NAP90;NAC62K PRE/POWER
NAIM NAIT 3INTERGRATED
NAIM 131 SNAPS PSU
NORDOSTIMETRE VALHALLA DIGITAL1NTERC
PLINIUS ODEON 5CHANNEL AMP
PS AUCAO CLASSIC 250 POWERAMP
QUAD ESL57s
REFERENCE 3A ROYALVIRTUOSOS
REL Q200E SUB
SD ACOUSTICS SDI SPEAKERS
SONIC FRONTIERS CD' TRANSPORT
SONUS FABER MUSICA INTERGRA-nD AMP
SONUS FABEFL CONCERTO HOME[PIANO BLACK]
SPENDOR LS35A SPEAKERS[15 OHM]
SPI ALBA TURNTABLE
TOM EVANSTHE GROOVE PLUS
TOM EVANSTHEVIBEPULSE PSU
TOVVNSI- END ELITE ROCK/EXCALIBERMERLIN PSU/
TRANSPARENT ULTRA 6M PAIR
VINCENT SV2'38[integrated amp 200 wpc]
VTL 85 JALVE POWER AMP

Tel: 0121 747 4246
Acoustic Zen
Bonier Patrol

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00

E-mail:

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk

£ NIA
£5.550
£30.000
£2,995
£ 14.000
£2.400
£8,000
£ 12.000
£ 3,500
£5.500
£4.250

£1,100
£1,800
£895
£3.250
£850
£2,400
£2,995
£5,995
£2,500
£1,200
£1,700
£4,250
£595
£395
£2,950
£
£1,200
1,500
£7,995
£500
£1,500
£895
£350
£300
£295
£1,500
£1,000
£1,100
£1,900
£3,500
£1,800
£625
£300
£595
£450
£650
E1,200
£1,200
£1,700
£895
£900
£850
£295
£32.5
£495
£800
£3,200
£1,800
£400
£2,200
£425
£450
£2,500
£1,560
£650
£550
£7,000
£2,650
£3,250
£900
£1,000
£850
£850

£6,000
£2.400
£2.500
£ 12.000
£2.750
£8.000
£ 14.000
£ 12.000
£5.000
£3,500
£4.500
£8.000
£N/A
LNA
£6.500
£2.500
£3.600
£ 16.000
£2.000
£2.500
LN/A
£800
£800
£800
£ 3.000
£ 5.000
£1.900
£5.500
£7.500
£5.000
LN/A
£695
ÉN/A
LN/A
£2.450
£ 2.800
LN/A
£4,500
£2,000
EN/A
£ 1.500
£ 1,200
LNA
LN/A
£ 1.400
£4,000
£4.500
[NA
£4,400
£650
LNA
£7,000
£ 2.995
£ 1.200
LNA
£ 15.000
£3.850
£4.800
£N , A
£ 3.200
£ 1.795
£1,850

roducts

5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.

Website:

L , S00
£3,250
£6,99,5
£6,500
£7,995
£900
£3,400
£S,S00
£1,500
£2,995
£2.995

'
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j
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y others:
I BAT

Flinius

Halcro
PSAudio

CEC
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Heatherdale
'audio limited

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-fi

by enthusiasts

We think we are a refreshingly different hi-fi shop,
why not pop in. visit our web-site Of call us and see if
you agree.
Special offers
Below is asmall selection of some of cur ex demonstration
and part exchanged special offers For more information and
photos of most items prease see our website.
Turntables d Phono Stages

Was

Audio note TT1 turntable. Ex Cem

499

Heybrook TT2, Rega RB300 & Sumiko BPS
Unn Basil( with Basta LVX arm marke Ilid
1.100

Exposure 2010 CD player in sliver Ex dem
Rega Planet cast case version
Marantz DV8300 SACCiiCD/DVD-A Ex dem
Tuners
Talk Electronics L • htni • 1.1 tuner

600
500
1.500

29'5

600

4,5

Bryston BP20 & 3PST pre & power amplifier

875

1.850

Chord CPA2200iSMP600 Pre/Power

5.295

37;5

Consonance Reference 1.1 valve line pre

2.495

1.985

Exposure 2010 line level amplifier in black

600

455

Exposure XXI remote cvntrolled line level pre
Icon LA3 valve line level pre amplifier
Icon Stereo 40 integrated 40w valve amp

650
450
900

Magnum A50 monoblocks. Factory modified

695
1.200

Marantz PM6010 K.I.Signature in gold. New
Rega Eles integrated wet MM phono stage

500

Rega Mala 2000 power amp in Silver Ex dem

498

375

Rose Scion 2box intewated Ex dem

615

4E5

Sugden AmpMaster stereo power amplifier

698

395

3.000

1.500

B&W P4 speakers in black. Marked

250
675

1;5
160

Beautiorn B2 Gold, ATD drive & Vlbraplinth
BC Ac oustique Tibre ir cherry. ex dem

890

70

280

2Ci0

500

300
675

Omega full lange Fostex based speaker

2,000

11C0

ProAc Studio 125 in Maple. Ey dem
ProAc Tablette 2000 in natural Oak

1.000
650

6!5
4f.i-5

Quad 11L ni Birds Eye Maple. Ex dem

380

28.5

Rega Alya speakers in Maple

398

2-5

Revolver R13 speakers in Maple/Grey

500

3-0

Tube Tech Seer/Unisi s valve • re/••wer.

250
215

S • eakers
B&W DM60152 speakers

Castle Richmond 3. New . in Black Ash
Epos M12 speakers in cark cherry.

2895

JM Labs Electra 906 speakers in grey/nase

Rethm Second Rethm -serious Lowther hom

7.000
350

3.959
1-5

1,500

a
75

Denon DVD-A1 their flagship OVO player
Nad 1532 DVD player. New

2.500
330

1.4 - 5
21.0

Pure 601ES Processar and 5ch power amp

1.050

650

marked

Henley WR5 five tier rack. Ex display

300

225

Rega 4tier rack suitable for ca'itt case range
Target TT1 one tier amplifier stand

s0
40

ACCESSORIES
We stixrk awide range of acce ;
seines to cater for the need, 0,
emery enthusiast
-Conos etc from Michel/. RDC, Somethmng Solid & Nordost
-Turntable dust covers from Michell arm Clearcover
•
Ranige of LP's held in siock ( including HIFI News Testdisc
-Hill Plus magazine stockists
•IsolstIon platforms from Voodoo Something Solid ROC
-LP tweaks from Rmgmat Verdier Last Zerostat Shure
«Mains items from Isol-8 Isotex Power Wrap MusicWorks
-CD tweaks from Audioprism Statmat Bechni
-Antistatic LP inner sleeves boon Nagaoka Goldring & Maher
«Record cleaning products, machines and clearing service
Please see our webs/fe for Jur full range of accessories
NOTEWORTHY DllY
-Stoetkit superb range al Valve amplifier kits starting from
£395
-139A & UX4 valve bases
-Lowther drive unds
-PHY -HP drive units
-Wonder Solder
-Eichmann phono and 4mm plligs
•Furufech lEC sockets and plugs
-Inca Gold plated mains plug
-DeoxIT/Pro Gold contact cleaner
"Uns eeved 0 5mm Pure Silver wire
*Voodoo pure silver plated 4rnm plugs
•Sitverr plated phonoplujs, socxels and binding posts
Visit www notewoRhyauclio co uk/cily ter further details or ii,n1
to receive acopy of our DI? brooklet.

Retails £2,945

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE
> VIFA

£1,995

> VISATON

> VOLT
SP'EA ICERS

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND

Audio Physics Tempo Speakers
£ 795
Tannoy Monitor Gold 12" in
Lancaster size cabinets
£ 595
B&W Silver Signature 30 Speakers
(very rare, retail £ 7.000)
£4.450
Spica TC-50 Speakers
£275
Orchid LWO Speakers
£2,795
Thiel CS6 Speakers Rosewood finish
(superb condition, retails £8,500)
£4,495
Klipschorn Speakers medium oak finish
(retails £ 5.700)
£2,950
Audio Note Jspeakers (excellent condition, boxed). . £625
Tannoy 15" HPD drivers with cross avers
£395
Genesis 350 SE Speakers 10 months old
(retails £ 35,000)
£16,995

INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRAVIINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS,
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

ex"

PRE- AMPS
Exposure 11 & 12 Pre Amp & PSU
Naim NAC 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP
90/3 Power Amp
Tofo LBPA-5 Line level Pre Amp
Musical Fidelity MF3A Pre Amp & PSU
Audio Note M8 Pre amp with Phono Stage
(brand new. retails £ 19,500)
Audio Research SP14 Pre-amp
Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£ 595
£595
£495
£ 195

SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada

£ 12,500
£ 1,495
£ 1,395

Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949
Email solenesolen.ca
Web' www.solen.ca

AMPLIFIERS
Mark Levinson ML333 power amp
£3895
Audio Note Nero Mono Blocks
£ 5.495
Spectral DMC 12 line Pre Amp,
DMA 90 Power Amp with MIT Speaker Cable
and Interconnect ( boxed, mint)
£4,995
Quad 44/405 Pre/Power
£295
Parasound HCA 1000a Power Amp
£345
Musical Fidelity A3.2 CR Power Amp
£595
Musical Fidelity A3.2 Integrated Amp
£650
Mark Levinson ML 336 Power Amp
(cost new £9,995)
£4,495
Audio Note Kegon Mono Blocks
(silver transformers, western electrics 300b's.
Brand new ( retails £28,000)
£ 15,000
Meridian 605 Mono Blocks
£895
Accuphase A20V class A amp
(as new, retails £4,000)
£ 2,950
Advantage Integrated Amp
£ 1,495
CD PLAYERS

6 TRANSPORTS

Lab 47 Flat Fish Transport, Progression DAC &
Power Dumpty PSU
Roksan Attessa CD Transport with
ROC DAI and ROK DS4 PSU

Absolute Demos
•

Audiogram MB2 iIntegrated Amplifier
Audeogram MB1- Amplifier

£3.995
£895

O

Audio research VT100 MKIII ' Valve Amplefeer

CI

Audio research 150.M5 Class T

Audio research 150.2 - Class T diratal amplifier

TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
Art Audio Vinyl 1MM/MC phono stage
£695
Zyx Airey Cryogenic copper cables
(as new. retails £ 1.500)
£995
Air Tangent 2002 tone arm ( as new, retails £6,900) £4,250
Project 6.9 Turntable ( no cartridge fitted)
(as new, retails £600)
£425
Audio Tekne Cartridge with step transformer
(as new)
£2,995
My Sonic Eminent Cartridge ( as new)
£2,750
Dynavector DV -DRT XV1S cartridge
£ 1,995
(as new, retails £2,900)
Project 9c S carbon fibre arm with silver wires
(as new, retails £550)
£375
Project RPM9 Turntable ( no cartridge fitted)
(as new, retails £ 1,000)
£700
RS Laboratory RS- A1 with rotary headshell
(as new, retails £850)
£595
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges

Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preampleher

VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

Open 9.30 to 5 30 luesday to Saturday

Evenings
-

Email:

T699.00
£ 650.00

Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplefair

£ 1099.0

! Copland CVA 535- 5 0125W :mined.,

£ 1700.00

g
O

VISA
metros. 1

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

£899.00

Krell KAV250P - Preamplifier

£ 1499.00

Krell KPS 25Sc-Preamplifier/CD player CAST2

£ 18995.00

, Krell ( SL - Preampldier

1

£800.00

Marten Logan Odyssey Electrostatic Loudspeakers £4700.00

•

Martin Logan Ouest - Electrostatic Loudspeakers £2400.00

E

Martin Logan Script - Electrosalic Laudspeakers £ 1225.00

o

McIntosh C200 - 2 chassis Preamplefeer

•

McIntosh MC20130 - Ltd. edition Valve Amplifier £ 9000.00

•

McIntosh MC58 - Amplifier

«0

McIntosh MC202 - Amplifier

01

McIntosh MHT100 - Horne theatre arocessor

•

£ 4200.00

McIntosh CR16 - Multizone centrol system

.0

£2299.00

£ 171900

PS Audio Ultralenk II - DAC

£ 1999.00
£3199.00

£ 98900

PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Preamp

£ 1999.00

o

Somas Faber Concertino Home Leteleveakeis

IS

.4.

Theta Digital David II - CO/OVO Drive

=

Wilson Audio CUB II w/stands Black

•
o

£ 399.00

£2999.00

Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Sdver

£2900.00
£5499.00

Wilson Audio System 6 - Loudspeakers Cashmere £ 12500.00

Cr Wilson Audio Witt II Loudspeakers 3Iack
Z Systems 11001- Transparent Deptal Equaltzer

£ 5400.00

£ 1893.1%)

no grey imports - aN equipment comes
with 1 year full warranty

p
.Rooni

ruiner Audio
plow diunornitrneinsi

0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years.
'0n selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL

£ 4850.00

£ 1494.00

ch digital ampldier £4025.00

Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Pre muddle,

+

Shunyata Aries Interconnects 1m pair (ex demo)
£450
Shunyata Aries Interconnects 2m pair (ex demo)
£695
Audio Note AN-S2 moving coil Cartridge step-up
transformer, copper wired ( new) ( retails £499)
£450
Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £35)
£25
Zerodust CD & lens cleaning cloths ( retails £25)
£17.50

£26e,00

£ 219.00

Jadis Orchestra - CO Player

MISCELLANEOUS

36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworhyaudio.co uk

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD

JULY 2005

> FOSTEX
> LPG

Audio Note Zero System. Ex Demo. ANZ Mono Blocks,

77-5
455

A « liters

126

> ETON

ANZ Pre-Amp. ANZ DAC. ANZ Transport & ANZ Speakers

Audio Note CD-71 transport, Ex dem

Tannoy R2 in Cherry
Vienna Mozart in Gloss black di htl

> AUDAX

Main dealer for
'humor Prestige Speakers

375

CD Pla ers

> ATC

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OF/
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities aiwilable
Visit our Web Page Irlynthecteren co,,,

Now
360
155

DRIVERS:

'Room 1

Ocs Elgar. Purcell & Vend Franspon, Plituus C'D I,ad &
250 Power, Vents Fidel, â Sones Faber Speakers, Sillech
Cables, hoick Sub Station. BOA Equipment Stands
Audio Acre. Audio Synthisis, Kara Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Legue / Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, aotek Sub Station P/S

Auutnr Synthisis - Audio Physics
Acre
Sound,
OCS Ken - Plimus • Siltech - Arcici - BOA - Pink triangle
Avid Turntables - Project - Oncion - Van den Hull - Mirage
T/X welcome 'lime demonstration

qoodseùytion of Vliatui

We are tOmins J39 • MI
10mins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

www.hifinews.co. uk

You can now choose to pay in 2006 at Ki West One
Right now we are offering our
customers the opportunity to
choose any system, or component
upgrade for that matter with the
option to pay just 20% deposit and
then nothing to pay for 12 months.
We are committed to making it
easier for you to upgrade to your
dream system

systems below. All of us at ig take
considerable pride in our
endeavours to audition and put
together dream systems. We are
fortunate to be able to choose
from the world's finest range of
musical components.

work that well. Our ten featured
systems we know are totally
compatible and will provide atruly
satisfying musical experience.

In the final analysis we do feel
that our guiding criteria has to be
outright performance versus
Whilst equipment reviews are investment
helpful we quite often find that the
We think we've got it right!
Take alook at our own featured sum of the parts do not actually

SYSTEM 1

* * * * *

£1000.00

CYRUS CD8x

QUAD 99 Power

DYNAUDIO 42 Spkre,

£399.00

QUAD 221 Spkrs

Normal System Price

£2398.00
£480.00

DEPOSIT

c1918.oli

Deferred 12 months

Interest Free Option on Request
SYSTEM 4

* * * * *

SHANLING CDT- 100

£1649.00

SYSTEM 7
WADIA 302 CD Plyr
T+A V10 Amplifier

SONUS FABER Cremona
Nor mal System Price
DEPOSIT
Deferred 12 months

£3995.00
£4999.00

£1175.00

C550.00

UNICO Amplifier

£825.00

£895410

SONUS Concerto Spkrs

DEPOSIT

£500.00

Normal System Price
DEPOSIT

£600.00

Deferred 12 months £2399.00

Interest Free Option on Request

Interest Free Option on Request

SYSTEM 5

SYSTEM 6

* * * * * *

MERIDIAN GO8 CD Plyr

******

£2249.00

AUDIONET ART V2 CD

£2299.00

KRILL KAV400xi Amp

f2699.00

COPLAND ( 5/129 Amp

£1899.00

SPENDOR 56E Spkrs

£1499.00

PROAC Dl

£1799.00

Normal System Price

£4473.00

Normal System Price

£5947.00

Monad System Price

£7546.00

DEPOSIT

£ 895.00

DEPOSIT

£1190.00

DEPOSIT

£1510.00

Deferred 12 months £3578.00

logetest F
IN Option on
SYSTEM 8

leered

Request

* **** * *

THETA ( ampli Uni Plyr

•

Deferred 12 mont_41 L0151.00
Fn.

* * * * * **

£5 I
89.00

*******

AUDIO RESEARCH CD3

£10,000.00
£6798.00

WILSON Sophia Spkrs

E11,992.00

£21,987.00

Noma.System Price

£30,788.00

PATHOS Inpol 2Amp

£5500.00

WILSON BENESCH ACT

£9000.00

MARTIN LOGAN Odyssey

£2600.00

Normal System Price

£18,982.00

a

SYSTEM 10

£4482.00

£12,993.00

DEPOSIT

Deferred 12 months £6036.00
Interest Free Option on Request

Option on Requesi

SYSTEM 9

£2548.00

. £3800.00

Deferred 12 months £ 15,182.00

Normal System Price

DEPOSIT
Deferred 12 months

1M400.00
£17,587.00

KRILL KPS28c CD Plyr
AUDIO RES. LS25/VS110

A Perfect Partlership.
With the Wadia 302 at the helm
signalling accurate, detailed information
into the absolutely amazing and
innovative 70 watt intearated valve
amplifier from T+A driving the full range
of micro dynamics throLgh the most
elegant affordable speaker from the
master craftsmen at Sonus Faber. Yes,
we have the perfect partnership. A sonic

HIGH-END HOME DEMONSTRATIONS BY
APPOINTMENT. PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS

£9798.00

Deferred 12 months

£24,588.1
•

KJW EST O NE
26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET
LONDON WIG STY
Tel: 020 7486 8262/3
PETERBOROUGH
(01733) 341755

alliance at, dare we say. abargain price.
SUBJECT TO STATUS: WRITTEN DETAILS ON REQUEST.

£8998.00

DEPOSIT

hderesi Free Option on Request

* FINANCE

£999.00
£2999.00

Deferred 12 months J1£1945.00

McINTOSN (2200/M(2101

£10,393.00

UNICO CD player

£2445.00

Normal System Price

* * * * *

£1000.00

£1325.00

PATHOS Classic 1Amp

*****
1" £3999.00

SYSTEM 3

* * * * *

QUAD ( DP

£999.00

ROKSAN Caspian Amp

l
et

SYSTEM 2

The World's Finest
Sinold (7- Vision Systems

Full System Reviews featured at
www.kfwestone.com

Award Winning Retailers...

ckers Hi I
The North of England Hi -Fi Specialists

rQuality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000
rWidest choice in the area

rIndependent advice

rConsumers Choice Gold Award Winners
NtPeIrr,
(4)PLI

rOver 35yrs experience.

Qualified staff

rComfortable dem rooms

Superb showrooms

Or 'gin L

rMain road location

()not, n)

rInsurance estimates

Major car parks nearby
Service Dept.

rUp to 3years Interest Free Credit*
>icker

only 20% deposit

rCarriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit) * subject to status

Prin win
P(0 AC

rDelivery & installation

Part Exchange

Projact

rOpen 10:30am - 5:30pm

OUAD '

rVisa, Access, Switch etc.

6days: Mon. to Sat.

Roksan
Shading
SME

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7E0

Sugden

01904-629659

Tannoy
TF_AC

www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

ThIchord
Unison H
Van Pen
Wharfed:
Yamaltti

'dish in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967

No time??
"What is this life if full of rnission; we
have no time to sit, and listen?'
-as the poet might have said
Single- driver horns give breathtaking clarity,
free dynam .cs and real image depth. Nothing
comes between you and the music. And the
unique styling of the Beauhorns shows that
these are not run- of- mill conventional
speakers, but hand crafted objects of beauty
as well as unrivalled music reproducers.
So, music overs, make time to hear them.
Find out \Ahy Beauhorn users enjoy their
listening so much - just ask for a
demonstration

Beauhorn,,
webstte www.beauhom.com

JULY 2005

infon@beatihom.com Hastings TN35 4NB England

Telephone: +44 (0)1424 813888

www.hifinews.co.uk

turntableworld'

306 Larch fi eld st, Darlington - 01325 241888
• or e-mail us... news@turntableworld.co.uk

the

The biggest and best analogue dem selection in the north
Turntables

Clearaudio
Michell
Nottingham Analogue
Origin Live
Project
Wilson Benesch

Cartridges

GFC Hadcock
Michell
Moth
Nottingham Analogue
Origin Live
SME
Wilson Benesch

Tonearms

Stages

Audio Technica
Dynavector
Goldring
Grado
Lyra
Ortofon
Sumiko
Transfiguration
Wilson Benesch
Graham Slee
Project
Tom Evans
Tnchord Research

hi-fl

• buy your hi-fi
• sell your hi-fi
• trade-in hi-fi
• we collect your hi-fi

shop

• uk next-day delivery
• all major credit cards
• no grey imports
• no phantom products
• all equipment tested by our engineer
• six month warranty on all used hi-fi

Accessories

Protective sleeves. Record Cleaning Machines. Platter Mats, Wall shelves.
Carbon Fibre Brushes. Stylus Pressure Gauges, Stylus cleaner. etc etc

Used Items

Over 50 used items by the following great names.....
Alchemist. Alphason. Audiolab, EAR, Chord. Garrard. Hadcock. Linn.
Logic. Michell. Monrio, Mission, Musical Fidelity. MTM. NA1M,
Origin Live. Odyssey. Pink Triangle. Project. Rega, Rotel, Roksan.
Thorens. Transcriptors. and more by the time you read this!

changes daily.Why not subscribe (free) and receive our complete list by

Trade Ins

Helping you to make the right upgrade at the right price is our speciality

email every Monday! Simple.

Why us

We probably have the widest experience of working with turntables in the
UK and have over 100 fully working models for servicing info etc

,

Please visit vvww.hi-fishop.com for acomplete up-to-date list as the list

Bargain Basement

hifisound

30b Larthfield st, Darlington, DL3 7TE
01325 241888 or email news@hifisound.co.uk

We are proud to announce that we have been appointed stockists for

USHER AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS

MRP

RRP

Arcain Alpha 10 Integrated (black)

s/h

£795

£295

KEF Concerto One

s/h

£495

£ 199

AND

CHORD CABLES... PAY US A VISIT!

Special Offers

USED SELECTION - 100+ items in stock
Arcam
CD837 - nr mint, boxed remote
Audiolab
8000CD - nr mint boxed
Audiolab
8000DAC - nr mint boxed
Audiolab
8000CDM/DAC - nr mint
Krell
CD-DSP - ex clear and smoked lids, remote, stunning
Micromega
CD53 and BS2 - nr mint, boxed, remote
Quad
99CDP - nr mint, boxed
Rotel
RDD980 and RDP980 Transport and DAC - ex, very very rare
Rotel
RCD991AE - nr mint. boxed
SAT
CD% - nr mint boxed, in silver
Clued
67/66/66/606 - ex, sought after combo with system remote
Audiolab
8000P - ex. boxed
AVI
SC2000MM - ex pair monoblocks
Meridian
505s - ex. boxed pair monoblocks
Acoustic Energy
AE1 mkt - ex, black
Lavardin
IT - nr mint boxed
Meadowlark
Shearwater Hotrod - ex. boxed
PmC
F81 -nr mint, boxed, cherry
Quad
ESL63 - nr mint, black'rosewood, just back from Quad service, boxed

399
399
299
779

1449

899
699
449
399
699
1449
399
699
899

399

1799
999
799
1299

ITEMS TO SELL? CALL US - WE WILL GIVE YOU MORE COMMISSION SALES TOO!

audioplay

Electronics for those who prefer music....

ive never been so taken with any speaker.
at any price point. as ihave by the VR4 Gen iii
special widen h is my contenten that this product
will redefine what other manufacturers will have to
beat at 520.000 and lower"
Greg Weaver - The Stereo Times

'The involvement level of the LL2 e so intense, so
deep. and so much like IMISIC that my words
end up getting ut the way - which, of course.
makes writing a review a pretty difficult task"
Todd %renege Soundstage

MRP

RRP

Cary SLP-50 Pre-amp (silver good coed)

£1,995

£1.000

Cry SLAM 100 monoblocks pair (silver)

£5,400
£

£2,250

AmOifiers

1,400

Conrad Johnson P1/II OA Pre-amp

£750

Gryphon XT 2-box Pre-amp (black)

s/h

£4,500

£1.750

Mark. Levinson 32 Preamp (inc phono stage)

s/h

L16,9CA

£8,250

Mark Levinson 332.5 Bridg Pair Monos 600wpc s/h

£15,990

£4,995

Parmound A23 Power Amp I
25wpc (silver)

£750

£575

£5200

£4250

exd

Rinsand)C1 Monobicck Powa:403wpc

Digital
Copland CDA-277 CD Player (silver)

s/h

£1.649

£525

Manley Reference (Professional) DAC

exd

C8,250

£3,495

Mark Levinson 31 CD Transport (mint)

s/h

£8,995

£3,295

Micromm Duo CD 2Transp & Duo Pro Dac

s/h

£3.099

£799

Micromep Duo CD3Transp & Duo Pro 2Dac

s/h

£3,100+

£1,095

RnkTriangle Da Capo Transport. DAC.

s/h

£3,100

£995

Sugden CD2 I(
new, sealed box)

new

£1,049

£650

Sugden Bijou CD Player

SA1

£1.290

£650

Talc EsotaicDa50 (CD/SACD/DVDAudio+Vpdeo)

flerer

£4.495

£3,495

s/h

£7.490 £2,495

Audio PhysicVirgo 2 (blackimahognny)

silt

£2,995

£1.250

Audio Physic Avantis Speakers

s/h

£7,500

£3,500

Cibasse Colono 135

s/h

£2.000

£995

Lumley Lit npros 400 / S2

s/h

£8.000

£2.995

Proac Future 2 (walnut) Ribbon Speakers.

s/h

£10,575

£4,745

ProAc D25 (stunning ebony, as new)

exd

£3,575

£2.450

Quad ESL-63 (recently serviced)

s/h

Ltbc

£1.495

Quad 77-11 L (pano maple)

s/h

£450

£200

Zingali Overture 2s (Walnut)

s/h

£2,495

£1,395

Zingali Hoirie Monitor 115 (c

s/h

£9,700

£4,795

and Battery Power Supply

Home Cinema / AV
Proceed PR PMDT-PVP DVDTransport

n411
.

AIL 2.1 18wpc se mono power

Speakers

n

www.vonschweikert corn

Ion Schweikert Audio

Call now for pricing, literature and to arrange a demonstration / consultation either at home or at our
business premises

-Conrad Johnson Premier 140 stereo power amplifier ( 140wpc push-pull)
-Pass Aleph 3. 30 ope pure class A power amplifier
-Rogue 88 wag stereo power amplifier (60wpc ultra holler / 40wpc tonde)
-Rogue 90 wag stereo power amplifier (60wpc ultra linear / 40wpc triode)
£500 extras Inc lungsol 6550's. (
wbt 'imager input tacks and tube dampers)
'flora Galaxy Ref power amplifier f5Mvpc push-pull triode)
-Audible Illusions Modules 3e Pre (line Mirrilhomc) silver or black face

-Von Schweiked VR-1 Ref monitor (havelwood xdemonstration)
-Tammy Lancaster's. monitor golds, vgc, (mahogany)

-VVadia 16 (del volume output 4digital inputseufputs. cmk4 VROS

£7500
£2200
£2000
£2500

£4495
£I195
£750
£1200

£4500
£2500

£2485
£t395

£885

£745
£495

transport)

-Cardas Golden Cross interconnect 15m R.
-Transparent Music Wave Ultra tr berme spades
-Transparent Muse Wave Ultra interconnect toi Rea
-Transparent Mu. Premium PDC digebnk

£7500

£2295

£970
£2700
£800
£350

£545
£1095
£350
£195

and previously owned high-end audio
Demonstration by appointment
Simon Phipps + 44 (0)207 3596962
mob + 44 (0)7966 101971
email: audioplas@btintemeLcom
Dealers or new

Agents for:

www h[tints

Von schweikert

uk

Lamm

Renaissance

Verbatim Cables

Other
Audio Synthesis DAX & DESIRE Decade

£5.745 £2.500

BOW Wand Remote Control (silver)

F

rgee'.

s/h

Maestro

£329

ii.5.1
3

£ 149

0%

Call 0141 333 9700 today or
visit www.hi-fishop.com
The Hi-fi Shop Ltd is owned and operated by
The Audio Salon Ltd. 4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX.
Reg office and showroom,

JULY 2005
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Seetgg e

01376 521132
07709 260221
E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Chelmsford, Essex

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk
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AMPLIFICATION

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SE INTEGRATED PHONO BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB £399
AUDIOLAB 8000P POWER AMP GREY CASE
£449
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS
£549
COUNTERPOINT SA100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£595
DENON DVD5000 DVD PLAYER BLACK IMMACULATE ( NEW £1600)
£499
EPOS ES12 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
EPOS ES 14 BLACK SINGLE WIRE
£329
GARRARD 301/SME 3009/SHURE MM CARTRIDGE ON HARDBOARD MOUNT
£599
KEF 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS
£399
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND £649
LINN SONDEK LP12 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB
£ 1295
LINN KAIRN PRE AMP MM/MC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
£695
LINN SARA 9BI-WIRE WALNUT BOXED AND STUNNING WITH STANDS
£499
LOEWE ACONDA 32' FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND
£995
MERIDIAN 606 DAC BLACK/GOLD BOXED AND 1MMACULATE£495
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDITION
£399
MERIDIAN 605 MONO AMPLIFIERS BLACK
£795
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER IMMACULATE
£349
NAIM SNAXO 362N IMMACULATE BOXED 2004 MODEL
£599
NAIM NAP 250 BLACK FRONT 1985 BOXED VERY NICE CONDITION
£795
NAIM NAP 135 x2BLACK FRONT 1988 LOVELY CONDITION BOXED
£1595
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
NAIM NAT 03 TUNER BOXED VERY GOOD CONDITION
£349
NAIM CDS WITH CDS POWER SUPPLY TOP LOADER BOXED IMMACULATE
£1495
PRIMARE 0.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
£595
PROCEED AVP AUDIONIDEO PRE AMPLIFIER AC-3, DTS, THX,DPL ( NEW £4700)
£1495
PROCEED MDT MODULAR DVD TRANSPORT ( NEW £5500)
£2495
QUAD FM4 FM TUNER GREY CASE DIN SOCKET BOXED SUPERB
£279
QUAD 33/303 PRE/POWER AMPS LOVELY CONDITION
£249
QUAD 77CD BUS/77 PRE/77 TUNER CARBON BOXED AND IMMACUALATE £995
QUAD 606 MK1 LOVELY CONDITION WITH MANUAL
£499
REGA PLANAR 3BLACK, RB300, ROKSAN CORUS BLACK, REGA MOTOR UPGRADE £279
REGA RADIO RREMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£229
ROKSAN CASPIAN TUNER BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£289
ROKSAN L1.5/DS1.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£2295
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MODDED
£1495
RUARK TALISMAN II ROSEWOOD FLOORSTANDERS
£449
RUARK TEMPLAR 2CHERRY FULLY VENEERED LOUDSPEAKERS SUPERB
£349
TAG MCLAREN PA10 PRE AMP BLACK MM/MC PHONO STAGE
£399
THORENS TO 160 SUPER BLACK/SME 3009 IMPROVED
£259
THRESHOLD MODEL FET ONE 8 5/150 STASIS PRE/POWER AMPS SILVER
£695
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT MONTHS OLD
£1295
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS
£995
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www.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

•Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors ( Supersound,
SCR & Hovland Musicap), cables, damping and grille materials.
•UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.
Phone today for your FREE FULL COLOUR Catalogue
or check out our website.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605 Website: www.wilmslowaudio.com
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ACOUSTIC SOLID
Small Royal Turntable polished aluminium with
60cm aluminium
platter,topped with a 6mm
acrylic platter and leather
mat Features a near zero
tolerance bearing Nylon
thread belt - weight 25kg,
shown with Type Two
stand Available in a mat
finish. One of a range of
turntables made by
Acoustic Solid - Germany.

Acoustic Solid
One to One turntable

LAT INTERNATIONAL - USA - Mains Power, Analogue, Tonearm, Digital, Video
interconnects and single and biwire Speaker cable Silverfused wire technology,
LAT cables proven better than most others at double the price.NEVV FOR 2005
-AC-2 MKII power cord, SS800 MKII and SS1000 MKII Speaker Cables

Bosendorfer Loudspeakers,
by the company who make, arguably
the best pianos in the world. certainly
the oldest piano maker - 1828
HiFi Choice
April 2005
HiFi News and Record Review May 2005

The sound is extrordinary

in its overall balance. The VC7's are capable of exceptionally fine detail and dimensionality.
In terms of the sensible compromises, the sheer musicality and sense of being there, the
VC7 is masterpiece. The Bosendorfer VC7 is for me a dream come true

Best Loudspeaker 2004 - Wallpaper Magazine
Le Festival Son et Image de Montréal 2004

IC-200 MKII

It was also perfectly obvious that

the Bbsendorfer loudspeakers had the finest reproduction of piano music that Ihave ever
heard. Seeing the quality of the piano in the same room as the loudspeakers, Iwas
impressed, but not surprised. They obviously knew what they were doing when they built
these beauties

AUDUSA EUPEN
The world only true Ferrite tech-

nology cables - a high quality
ferrite is extruded over the conductor strands. Power Cords GNLM 5/2.5 (CSA 2.5) and
GNLM 05/04. From 48 for a 1m
cord terminated
jd with an IEC and
MK tough plug.
Also available
are the CMS
Analog, Digital
and Video Interconnects with
RCA, XLR or
BNC connectors

Interconnect
even better
LAT AC-2MKII
Power cord compare with products
costing ten times as
much, then decide

than before,
available with
Jack, XLR,
Phono, Din
and as a tone rm lead

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

Th e

Market

The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

For sale

Chord CPM2600 integrated + remote £2500

Ruark Accolade 3-way floorstanding speakers,

(£4140), lsotek Cleanline £ 150 (£295), Rega

attractive dark walnut finish, impressive sound and

Accuphase DP75V single- box CD player, mint

RB300 with Michel TecnoWeight £85, Ortofon

top quality build, excellent condition, original boxes

condition, UK dealer supplied, original box and

MC25FL, low usuage £95 (£250), Tel: Dave on 020

and manuals, bargain £895 (£2700 new) Tel:

packaging, manuals, very light use, £4000, very rare

8641 3911 evenings ( Surrey) 1FH171

07905338232 anytime[FH17]

modern classic, better than DP85 at playing CDs. Tel:

Krell KSL pre-amp, classic Krell pre-amp in super

Naim NAC 552 ( inc P/S) and Naim NAP 500 ( inc

07791 361620 EEH171

condition, can be seen working £400, Tel: 01733

PIS), all in mint condition, wonderful sound, dealer

Spectral DMC-30SL studio reference limited edition

706175 (Cambs) 1FG141

installed December 2004, only £ 19,995 the pair

pre-amplifier, XLR and RCA inputs and outputs,

Audiolab 8000P and 8000A amplifiers, black,

(ono) save £4200 on the list price! House move forces

latest benchmark Spectral product, complete with

boxed, first class condition, bargain at £325 for the

sale. Tel: 01225 445561 ( office hours) 1F1-1171

remote and manual, etc, as new £6450 ono, Tel:

pair, Tel: Stuart on 020 8774 5174 1FG141

Warped vinyl permanently flattened with Air-Tight

07776 3011061EH171

Tom Evans new design Super Triode, Linear A, pure

record flattener; records cleaned, cables

Avid speaker cable, connects to mains, 3m pair, 3

Class A, 25 watts, like new, warranty, £3195

professionally burnt in using Cable Cooker, CDs

months use, as new, retails at £850, must sell hence

(£4000), Audio Valve Baldur 70 Class Atriode

profiled on Audio Desk Sound Improver. Tel: 01923

monoblocks, truly amazing, like new, black £2150

826830, email: derek.Achelis@

'£349 ono, also complete AVI system cost £4200
when new sell £ 1650, all items mint and boxed Tel:

(£3195), Tel: 07919 211332 EFG141

btinternet.com 1FH171

01455212362 or 07795 671932 EEG17]

Dunlavy Audio speakers SC-V1 monsters, cost 24k

AVI monoblocks and pre-amp £895, AVI Pro Nine

Ultimate 60K system, Wadia 7,9,10 ( 27k) 9.5k,

£7500, HRCC centre £ 1500, SC- 11 £ 750, light oak,

Plus £395, AVI Reference 52000 C/D £360, Avid

Artemis Systems EUS Signatures, Base modules,

excellent condition, Jeff Rowland 8Ti power amp, new

ASC speaker cable 3m £300, mint, Tel: Julian 01455

batteries, original crates, £6500, dCS Elgar/Purcell

212362 or 07795 671932 ( Midlands) 1FH171

,composite stands crossovers ( 17k) 7.5k, cables,
silver ( 13k) 1.5k, NRG control 400W Class A

upsampling DAC, original model, £4000, boxed , Tel:

Plinius 8150 amplifier £ 550 ono, Vincent SV238

monoblocks ( 13k) 3.5k, All 20k, Cary Cad 805

01243 584728 ( Bognor Regis) [ FH22]

Class Aamplifier £ 750, Shanling SCDS200 SACO

Signatures single-ended triode, wooden crates ( 18k)

Naim NAP500 inc 500PS £ 7000 (£ 12,000), Naim

player £ 550 ono, TEAC Tl, TEAC DT1 £400 ono,

8k, amazing equipment, serious only, Peter Tel:

NAC552 inc 552PS £ 7000 (£ 12,000), Chord Blu

further details Tel: George on 01262 606089/07890

01766 780043 / 07879 032638 EEG171

CD transport £4000 (£ 7000), Chord DAC64 £ 1200

933787 ( Bridlington) 1FG141

Naim NAC52 Super cap £2500, CDS 2COPS

(£2000), Dynaudio Evidence Temptations £ 1800

Krell KPS20i Legendary Reference CD player,

£2000, NAT 03 £330, Mana 6-shelf equipment rack

(£28000). All 12 months old boxed in mint

AbsSnds inspected 3/05 £ 2995 (£ 10,000), Martin

£300, B&W 803, cherrywood £2300, Chord SPA

condition, private sale, Surrey Tel: 07960 933059

Logan Odyssey Hybrid Electrostatic floorstanders,

2232 stereo power amplifier ( 1200E) £ 2000, Tel:

EFG18501

mint, astonishing realism £3950 (£6700),

020 8339 0157 ( Surrey) [ EG17]

Russ Andrews 4x3ft Reference Power Cords

Transparent Musiclink Reference, balanced

Conrad-Johnson PV12AL valve line stage, cherished

Wattgate 320i I
EC £ 70 ea (£ 115), 1x10ft Reference

interconnects 1.5m £995 (£ 3300) Tel: 01590

and lovely, C/w unused valves, and set Rothwell

Powercord with Wattgate 32011EC £ 135 (£248) Tel:

624333, hiredfox@onetel.com [ FH17]

attenuators, sounds fab £895 (£ 1990) upgraded to

01604 410726 ( Northampton) [ FG14]

Quad ESL57 black pair, vgc, serviced £ 550, Naim

Prem 16. John King, email:

B&W CD, mint, floorstanding speakers in cherry

CDI, vgc £ 500, Gamma Rhythm Reference 211

'

aseaview@emirates.net.ae [ EG17]

finish, excellent condition with manuals (£ 1250)

single-ended integrated valve amplifier, vgc, serviced

.

XTC pre2 pre amp, £ 500, Orelle SP100 power amp,

accept £ 500 ono, Tel: Robert on 01234 214169

£650 Tel: 01234 852675 or 07905 476446

latest version £ 500, everything is mint with original

(Bedford) [ FH17]

(Bedford) 1GH141

box and packaging, and transferable warranty, Tel:

Van den Hul First Ultimate ( latest version) 0.8m

2Creek mono 52SE power amps, passive pre + power

£130, Wireworld Equinox interconnect 1m RCA,

supply, m-chead amp + power supply Epos ES22

Valhalla 0.8m, £ 560 (£ 2000), 1.0m VdH First

£120, Audio Note ( Kondo Japan) 2m bi-wire speaker

speakers £650, Tel: 01727 850904 mobile: 07946

Ultimate Mk II £ 129, Red Dawn £ 195, all as new,

cable £40, Van den Hul Royal Jade speaker cable 2m

848157 [ GH14]

2.0m SPM speaker cables £ 750 (£2300), Valhalla

pair ( 2pairs available), £45 per pair , LFD power cord

Naim NAC102 pre, January 2002, c/w m/coil phono

2.15m speaker cables, boxed, £ 2100 (£4300), Tel:

(2 available) £80 each. Tel: 07791 361620.

board, mint, boxed £600, NAPSC p/supply, 3months

01895 677714 email: shasha@fsmail.net 1EG171

[FG2150]

old £ 165, NAP90/1 power plus NAC62 pre £250,

VPI Aries Scout, JMW 9tonearm, dustcover, 18

Shanling SCD-1200C, valve or solid-state SACO/CO

NAC 90/2 power £ 175, Linn Helix speakers with

months, as new, cost £ 1300, £950 ono, see

Player, UK Model, 7months old, mint, boxed,

granite stands, immaculate £ 175, Rega Planar 3

l

e

.,,

' 07791 361620 EEH171
,•

F

Stereophile.com/print archives for review or HiFi+,

£1349, Bel Canto DAC2, Wadia sound without Wadia

RB250 K9 £ 110, Apollo 4-shelf rack £25, Tel: Paul

Audio Alchemy DAC in the box, QED Qunex P75,

price,5 year guarantee, mint, £ 520, Bristol, Tel:

01702 617274 ( Southend) EGFOC1

£95, Tel: 01260 295804 1EG201

07979 903989 [ FG14]

Garage Sale, turntable motors, unused ( both 24V,

Sonus Faber Amati Homage speakers, as new

Spectral Audio DMC-30s, Reference pre-amp ( mint)

50Hz, 25Orpm), 1xPremotec special ( Linn type

condition, £ 7000, Cayin 500MK tube integrated

boxed with manual, just over 2years old was (£8500)

platters) 9904-111-31823 50 euros, 1xMotion

amplifier ( with mundorf silver/oil caps) £ 1900, Quad

sell £3499 ovno. Tel: 020 7584 5784 email:

Dynamics for heavy platters MV86-111-P3, 30 euros,

11+ 22, £900 ( price includes shipping from Italy),

ianbodill@hotmail.com 1FH171

bullet plugs, copper, used x625, 25 euros, RPG

email: imechant@hotmail.com 1FH171

BAT VK-51SE flagship valve pre-amp, 7months old,

Acoustics Skyline Diffusers, used x12, 30 euros each

Naim NAC252, NAP 300, mint condition with

pristine, boxed as new, under warranty, stunning

(user must collect), email: barig@internet.lu Tel:

original packaging, £7500 Tel: Pascal 00 32

sound and build, additional info at

+352 407811 or + 352 021500756 mobile EG101

42210050 ( Belguim), email:

www.balanced.com £3700 ovno Tel: 01638 602319

Shunyata Research Power Snakes, 2xKing Cobra I
Is,

eldrummer@teledisnetbefFH171

email steve-byrne@ntlworld.com [ FH17]

with schukos ( 2pin EU), 1xKing Cobra, with US 3pin, 1xBlack Mamba, with schuko, photos available

Naim NAT-01 tuner, vgc, boxed, instructions etc

Yamaha NS100M speakers, black ash with stands,

£800, Tel: Roger on 01565 632796 (Cheshire) or

cables, Exposure XX integrated amp, all excellent

by email, all at one third original price, o.b.o. Tel:

mobile 07773 514085 [ FH17]

condtion £ 500, Tel: 01494 452050 home [ FG14]

00352 407811 or 00352 021500756 ( mobile) in
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Luxembourg, email: barig@internet.lu [ G10]

channel, boxed with manual, £300 ovno, Tel: 07740

Mullard ECC88 £30, 4xMullard EL84 £80, several

Stratosphere turntable, Reference AC Drive System,

282347 [G81

sets available Avo tested, Tel: 0113 2559475 [ G8]

the Ultimate AC Synchro Drive System for

Bryston 4B ST silver power amplifer, 15 year warranty

Marantz CD94/94A Classic and much sought after

Stratospheres, custom-made Easton Eng Motor- pod

remaining, absolutely mint and boxed. (£2300 new)

two-box Reference player and DAC, one of the best

(marine grade stainless steel/gold, modified

asking £ 900 for quick sale. Tel: Colin 02891

ever, mint, original boxes and manuals £ 650, Tel:

Premotec motor), plus totally OTT regenerative power

463348 ( eve) [ 081

01923 855235 ( Herts) [GH14]

PSU, Tony Brady design, units were prototypes for

Well Tempered turntable, original version built by Bill

KEF 104/2 Reference floorstanding speakers,

Blue Pearl Audio JEM turntable retailing at £49k,

Firebaugh for his personal use, weight 40kg,

walnut finish, superb sound, excellent condition,

must be seen, photos available by email, total original

exceptional sound quality, design details, history and

genuine reason for sale, downsizing house, only

cost over £3700, £2000 o.b.o. ( includes many

photograph on request, £450 ono, Tel: 020 8883

sensible offers only. Tel: 01954 231496 evenings

spares), email: barig@

5618 [ G81

(Cambridge) [ GH14]

internet.lu or Tel: 00352 021500756 [ G20]

Audio Research Classic 120 monoblocks, excellent

Arcam FMJ DV27A, 4year Arcam warranty £ 1200

Meridian DSP5000 Mkl loudspeakers, also Meridian

condition, fantastic sound and soundstage, black

(£1900), Pioneer DV646A DVD player £ 100

500 CD Transport System, in mint condition with

facias and spare silver, cost £8k, sell £ 2600 ovno,

(£490), KEF Q15 £80, VdH Triaxial digital £60

original boxes, instructions, cables and remote

Tel: 029 20235881/ 029 20777156 [ G8]

(£80), TCI Viper interconnects £45, Tel: 07808

control, genuine enquiries only, Tel 01383 413695

Quadllamplifier £150, Quad 3350, Tel: 020

771394, email: jasphull@btinternet.com EGH141

or 07971 632162 [ GJ17]

8761 6787 (eve) email: trevorm@ssil.co.uk [ G8]

Arcam A85 integrated amplifier, silver, boxed, one

Audio Analogue Bellini pre-amp, not remote, brushed

Marantz CD63K1special Ken Ishiwata upgrade, see

year old, mint £425 ovno, Tel 01803 873070

aluminium finish, no blemishes, perfect running

rave reviews om Hi Fi World, total copper chassis,

daytime, 01803 400708 evening ( Devon) [ G1-114]

order, bi-wire capability, MM or MC Phono, CD, Tuner,

total analogue sound, amazing, few upgraded £ 1350

BAT 150SE valve monoblocks £ 7250, Verity Audio

Aux and Tape inputs and tape output, can run

ovno, Tel: 029 20235881/029 20777156 [ G8]

Parsifal Encore speakers ( stunning, with flight cases)

subwoofer, boxed with manual £300 ovno, Tel:

VAC PA35/35 £ 1595, Rehdeko RK125 c/w cradle

£6550, Pass Labs X-350 power amp £3450,

07740 282347 [ G8]

stands £ 1795, Rata Torlyte turntable support £ 180,

Gryphon Sonata Allegro pre-amplifier £4595, all

Audio Analogue Donizetti power amp, not monoblock,

Snell K £200, matching Huygen stands £ 150,

mint/excellent condition, delivery possible, Tel:

brushed aluminium finish no blemishes, perfect

1960s 10-12 watt valve amplifier £ 215, Deltec Slink

07795 173094 EGH141

running order, bi-wire capability, 60 watts per

£60, 4xMullard ECC8S £ 70, 4xMullard ECC82, 4x

Boulder 1060 power amp £8495, Boulder 1012

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: hi-fi ads@ipcmedia.com. For your security, do not include acredit card number
in any email. Please call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your credit card details.

Hi-FiNews

Private ad order form:
do not phone in ads

Rates: £ 8 ( inc VAT) per 30-word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14; three months £ 17. Additional words 50p each. Box numbers £ 3extra.
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( eg, Pioneer A400 = two words)
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Please publish the above advertisement for
FOR SALE

—I

WANTED

Box number required

insertions under the heading:

—I
—Iyes

Cheque/postal order enclosed for €

1no
( pounds sterling) made payable to

IPC Media or please charge rey AccessNisa/Amee

Card Number

EIDHEIUMMEIEIMEICIP
Expires (date)

Name
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Daytime telephone number
Date of sending

Send to. Classified Ads. Hi•Fi News. IPC Media. Leon House, 233 High street. Croydon CR9 1HZ
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IB No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
• We are not responsible for clerical errors
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The Market
pre-amp/phono/DAC £6495, Mark Levinson

excellent review HFNJan 05, Tel: 01257 415541

07813 136321 EGJ171

Reference 32 pre-amplifier £6750, Wilson

(eve), 07985 870560 ( day) ( Lancs) [ GJ17]

Nordost Vishnu power cable, 2months old, just burnt

Watt/Puppy 7 £ 12,995, all mint/excellent condition,

Krell FPB600 power amp £ 5750, FPB650 mono

in, put at base of your system and hear the difference,

delivery possible, Tel: 07795 173094 EGH141

power amps £ 11,500, Reference KPE step- up-amp

cost £4500, sell £330, Tel: 020 8374 9788 [ G8]
Ben Duncan pure power mains conditioner £220,

Halcro DM38 power amp £8795, Halcro DM10 pre-

£1000, Wilson Audio Watt Puppy 5.1 £6600,

amplifier with stunning phono £6995, the ultimate

Vidikron Vision 1projector ( 250 hours max used) still

EAR 834P m- m phono stage £ 220, both excellent

combination, just 8months old, Wilson Audio Sophia

the world's best projector, Faroudja Vidikron VP400

Tel: 01592 772806 [ GH14]

speakers ( mint) £ 7150, I
nfocus Screenplay 7205

line quadrupler £ 15,000, Nakamichi Dragon £850,

Wilson Witts finished in piano black (£8888) £2900

projector ( as new) £ 2750, delivery possible, Tel:

Runco LJRI I
laser disc £300, Tel:01707875711 /

ono, Theta Data Basic II CD (£2397) £900 ono,

07795 173094 [ GH14]

07740 624101 EGJ171

Theta Pro Geny DAC (£ 1145) £600 ono, manuals,

Naim GBL black, latest drivers, excellent condition

Krell KPS 25sc and FPB 700cx both in absolutely

Tel: 01372 450969 EGJ171

£700 ono, Tel: Watford 01923 448265 EGH141

mint condition, very latest spec and cosmetics ( not

Theta David Il CD/DVD transport, excellent condition

Audio Analogue Donizetti power amp £450 ono, Linn

upgraded units) £ 14,850 for the pair (£40,000), Tel:

£1500, worth it for the CD replay alone. Mark

LP12 Basik plus, serviced £400 ono, Michell 150

Akis 07971 795214 ( Norwich) EGH171

Levinson Proceed AVP1, AV pre-amp, excellent

Hera £350 ono, Tel: 01773 861816/07745

Michell GyroDec, QC Power Supply, ISO phono, SME

condition £ 1000, Tel 07773 374508 or 01538
399347 [ GJ17]

104258 [ GH14]

Series Vand Denon DL304 cartridge all excellent

Monarchy SM70 Class Azero feedback power

condition, bronze-tint with black/gold finish £ 1600

Sansui CA- 3000 pre amp and BA-3000 power amp,

amplifier £ 375, Cambridge Azur 640 CD, as new

(£3750), Tel: Akis 07971 795214 ( Norwich) EGJ171

also interested in Yamaha NS- 1000M speakers, only

£180, Pioneer 656 universal disc player £ 195, Linn

Nordost Valhalla, Quattro-Fil, SPM interconnects,

mint or near mint. Tel: 01327 855454 ( eve).

Kolektor pre-amplifier with remote £295, Tel: 01243

different lengths and termination, all mint, sell for

Karl.holteebtinternet.com EGJ171

863371 ( W Sussex) EGH141

much less than half of retail prices, contact me for

Theta Carmen CD/DVD Transport £ 1500, Copland
CTA305 pre-amp and CTA520 power £ 1300, Sonus

Nottingham Analogue Dias turntable, mint condition

details and photos, Tel: 020 8661 5329, email:

£2200, SME Series Vtonearm £ 1100, boxed as new

zhuo_deng@hotmail.com EGJ171

Faber Signum speakers and Stonewood stands,

(£1900) Tom Evans Groove phono stage £ 1200, Tel:

Eichmann Bullet Plugs, as new, £ 17 for aset of 4,

£850, all immaculate and boxed, growing family, no

07967 317036 / 0161 7734198 ( Manchester)

Neutrik XLR connectors, gold plated, as new, £ 14 for

time! Tel:Simon 07711 912094, email:

[GH14]

aset of 4, more available. Tel: 020 8661 5329,

simonrilot@yahoo.co.uk ( Richmond, Surrey) EGJ171

Chord SPM 1203 £ 2300 ( original price over £ 5700),

email: zhuo_deng@hotmail.com [ GJ17]

Bryston 4BSST, black, 18 yr warranty, £ 1600, REL

mint condition, black ash version, original box,

Cardas Golden Reference XLR, lm £365, Golden

0400E £380, Cyrus ACA7.5 balanced pre-amp,

postage extra, Tel: 020 8776 9812, email:

Cross XLR, lm £ 285, Golden- 5C Hexlink XLR, lm

black £380, Nordost Solar interconnects £40,

mfc117@yahoo.co.uk EGH141

£120, Transparent Premium Digital, XLR, lm £ 120,

speaker leads £ 140, everything mint, boxed,

Musical Fidelity kW500 integrated amplifier, £3300

Cello String- 1interconnects, XLR, lm, £ 120, Tel:

receipts, Essex, email: p_vantage@yah000.co.uk

(original price £3999), mint condition, original box,

020 8661 5329 email: zhuo_deng@hotmail.com

[GJ17]

postage extra, Tel: 020 8776 9812, email:

[GJ17]

Dynaudio Contour 1.3 Mk II standmounts, beech,

mfc117@yahoo.co.uk [ GH14]

Krell KPS201 CD player with Delta 09 upgrade, as

vgc with Target Ref 4stand 24in, black, together,

Avalon Eidolon speakers in unmarked cherry wood

new, with original boxes, manual, remote , stunning

boxed £ 775, Naim power amp 140, 1989, olive

finish £ 12,500 (£ 23,000), Tel: 01797 253073

sound for £3250, cost new £9900 plus £ 1500

serviced £ 295, Southampton 02380 905264

/07801 837927 ( GJ171

upgrade, Tel: 01495 248488 EGJ171

mobile: 07952 0677381081

Kimber Select KS3033 15ft pr Reference Copper

Nola speakers the Pegasus outboard crossover

Proceed cdd transport d/a processor, pristine

speaker cable complete with Pelican box and

network Grand Reference sound, walnut, ex-dem, no

condition, original boxes + remote, bargain £ 1400

terminated with WBT0645 banana plugs 12 months

substitute products, mint, cost £34,000, £21500,

(£3500), Jeff Rowland Consonance pre-amp, black,

old, excellent condition, as new (£ 2200) £ 1250 inc

Nola Signatures £4500 (£9000), Thunderbolt Sub

pristine condition, w/phono stage + remote, 6inputs,

carriage, Atacama R724 silver speaker stands (£250)

£1000, Tel: 07905 352793 EGJ171

digital volume £ 1200 (£2500), Tel: 07900 166105

£125, Tel: 01772 721114/07899828232 [ 0J17]

Audioquest: Anaconda 5m balanced interconnects,

(George) EGH141

Revox B77 Mk II, Koetsu with diamond cantilever, top

mint, 2months old (£ 2300), Volcano 2m speaker

Martin Logan Prodigy, large hybrid electrostatic

of the range, silver cables, again hand- made,

cable, mint, 2months old, single to bi-wire (£ 1800),

speakers, incredible sound, require large room and

probably the best in the world Tel: Tue-Thur 07802

Electrocompanient ECI 1, mint amplifier, true dual-

powerful amplification for best results, widely

843769 7-8pm EGJ171

mono, original anniversary edition with blue stone

considered one of the world's great speakers, plays all

Michell Gyrodec £ 550, SME IV £ 595, Michell Alecto

front, will accept reasonable offers, Sonus Faber

music convincingly, utterly sublime with vocal and

stereo £ 550, Michell Orca £695, Musical Fidelity X-

Electa Amator Mk 1, mint early originals with no fixing

acoustic music £4500 (£ 12,000 new), Tel: 01959

Can V3 £ 120 (£250), Nordost Blue Heaven 0.5m

holes in the base, will accept offers around £ 1500-

570662 or 07808 585309 ( London/SE)

£50, Red Dawn 11m £ 140, Tel: 01202 381413

£1700, JPS SC2 10 feet unused speaker wire pair

[0J17]

(cost £ 2500), as moving will accept reasonable

Naim CDS3/XPS CD player, few months old, 3yrs

offers, email: zi.jaffere

Wanted
Rogers, KEF, Spendor or similar, one pair of BBC

g/tee, boxed/inst, Al condition £ 5250 ( new £ 7244),

ukonline.co.uk. Tel: 07921 044254 [0J42]

Tel: 01623 740872 or 07816063648 [GJ17]

ProAc Response 2, ProAc;s best speaker, mint, cost

LS3/5A speakers, private buyer, Tel: 01394 388399

Audio Research Reference 2Mk II line stage, 11

£1700, accept £ 655, EAR 834 integrated amp,

fEG141

months old, perfect, boxed, manuals, £ 5000 ono

50wpc valve, mint, boxed £ 1295, Kimber 8TC 2.5

Vintage Hi Fi quality items,unusual speakers, drive

(£10,000), can demonstrate in your own system if

metre speaker cable £ 100, Tel: 07973 189538

units, valve amplifiers, cartridges, arms, turntables,

genuinely interested, Tel: 01925 656990 (eves)

(London) [ GJ17]

record decks, microphones, audio valves,

email: nemal 1@aol.com [ G.117]

dCS Verdi transport, mint condition, 2yrs warranty,

headphones, or anything old and interesting from the

Musical Fidelity A5 integrated amplifier, 250W/ch,

£3995 ono, Wilson Benesch ACT1 speakers, mint

1950s onwards, will travel ( cash paid). Please call

boxed, mint, little used. (£ 1500) £ 1200 ono,

condition, 3yrs warranty, £ 3000 ono, Tel: Ben

01726 812966. ( 0J171
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definitive
audio

Definitive Audio creates a quality of musical experience
that is peerless. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy
is unique and our results are celebrated the world over.
We use a selection of the most artful and ingenious
creations, including the emotionally persuasive
and sublimely beautiful KSL Kondo amplifiers and
Living Voice speakers.
Second-hand and part exchanged stock clearance

Sale

New

Audio Aero Capitole Mk11 CD player. 2003/50 hours £ 1750
£3200
Lamm ML2 Monos. Unusual second hand find. 2000
£13500 £27000
Lamm LP2 Deluxe phono amp. 2004/100 hours
£2800 £5595
Living Voice Avatar OBX-R2. Maple. 10 months old
£2900 £4000
Living Voice Auditorium 11. Cherry. 1year old
£1000 £ 1700
Nottingham Analogue Mentor. SME V.
£2300 £4300
dCS Verdi, Elgar 2, Purcell ( Serviced by DCS)
£ 11250 £22500
dCS as above but with verona master clock
£ 16000 £26500
ELP Lazer turntable. 5hours use only
Supratek Cortese pre amp.
December 2003/10 hours use
Living Voice Avatar. Cherry. 1year old
Goldmund Eidos 18 SACD/CD/DVD Transport
EMM Meitner DCC2. 3months old
Acustik Lab Stella Extremus super tweeters.
20 hours use
Nagra PLP line/phono pre amp. 100 hours use

Specialists In
)
-h-end-Audio

ProcluCtS
Open 7days per week

v1- selection of thelinest Audío Equiymen

at all price points
Currently on demonstration:
Advantge, AEON, Audiophile Base, Audica, AVI, BAT, Boulder, Clearaudio,
Cymbol, Focal Hovland, JMIab, Gamut, Goldring, Gradient, Grado, Graham Slee,
Graves Audio, Linn Classik, Lumley, Loewe, Merlin Cables, Mission,
Music Maker, Music Tools, Nottingham Analogue, Optimum, Pure,
Rockport, Ouadraspire, Stello & Vincent
30 High Street
Rochester
Kent ME11LD
www.hifinews.co.uk

01634 880037

info@rochesterhi-fi.co.uk
www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

£2000 £8000
£2500 £4000
f1900
£2700
Ring for details
£5000 £9500
£ 1000
£2000
£4500 £7500

Reussenzehn V8 amplifier. 2003/10 hours use
£2750 £5200
Sophia Electric 30013 SET monos. 2004/50 hours use
£2000 £4000
Viva Linea per amp. 20 hours use
£3300 £6600
Viva 845 30 watt monos. 20 hours use
£6500 £ 12000
Wyetech Labs Topaz 572 15 watt stereo.
2004/10 hours use
£4750 £9500
Art Audio Carissa 15 watt 845 SE stereo. 10 hours use
£2500 £3500
Art Audio PX25 5watt stereo SE. 15 hours use
£3000 £4000
Audio Pax Model 88 monos. 18 months old/30 hours use
£5500 £8000
Acapella Plasma tweeter/Pair. 2hours use!!
El 500 £2500
Meridian 502/557 pre/power
with table top remote. 6years old
£1000 £2800
Canary 303 monos 300B p/pull.
Lovely sound, big and beefy
£3500 £7250
Canary 309 monos 300B parallel p/pull.
Lovely, beefy, nearly new
£4500 £ 10000
Canary 801 line pre amp. In very nice condition £2250 £4500
Musical Fidelity Tri Vista integrated.
Boxed, spotless. 1year old
£2200 £4000
Sugden A21 integrated amp with phono. Modern classic £700 £ 1050
Aloia 2- box line pre amp. Rare, boxed, perfect condition £ 1200 £2800
Art Audio PX25 power amp.
Flea power ideal for horn users
£2000 £4500
TEAD Micro Groove standard.
Moving coil phono stage 0.8mv/1k
£300 £450
Eastern Electric mini max. Valve rec. line pre amp.
New boxed
£400 £800
Melos 509 balanced input monster valve amp.
10 years old
£ 1500
Lots
Art Audio Concerto 6550 Class A power amp.
30 watts. 5years old
£1400 £2600
Border Patrol P21. Nearly new
£4500 £5400
Border Patrol Control unit line pre amp.
Very, very nearly new
£ 1250 £1750
Croft Essence OTL. Just serviced by Croft. 4years old
£1200
£2500
van den Hul Colibri XPM ( 4mv). New and boxed £ 1900
£3000
van den Hul Colibri XCM 1.6mv). New and boxed £ 1900
£3000
Audio Mecca Mephisto transport
£ 1400
£2500
Audio Note UK Zero pre/power amp
£600
Living Voice Auditorium Mkl. Walnut. 7years old
£850 £ 1500
SME Model 20/A Mk1 including SME Varm.
Spotless old bird
£2450
£2750
SME Model 10. New. Sealed box. Excess stock £ 1450
£2750
Rega RB300. New. Boxed. Excess stock
£ 130
£170
Mark Levinson 383 integrated
£3000
£6000

Tel: 0115 973 3222
Fax: 0115 973 3666
Internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk
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hardware
NOW HEAR WHAT THE EXPERTS HAVE TO SAY:
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"With ataste of the best of both tube and transistor, this is atruly endearing
power amplifier.' HADFN BOARDMAN,141.WORW. ' ARCS ION

audio pro

"The amplifier has been taking on bigger, beefier competitors and **petering
them, areal David vs. Goliath scenario." KEN euuta..1 NEWS. 1...142i01
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HEATHCOTE AUDIO
TEL: 01992-653999 MOBILE 07860 511111 WEB: www.heathcoteauclio.co.uk
E-MAIL: FIcathcoteAticIto©aol.co
VIflYL
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION LEVEL 1
&UNIFY ARM ( 20 HOURS USE £2250).
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE (£650)
VOYD TURNTABLE/CYALINE ARM

MINT/BOXED £1695
BRAND NEW . £450
RING

PLINIUS SA- 102 POWER AMP
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL-56
BARTOLAMEO POWER AMP
GRYPHON SONATA-ALLEGRO PRE .
C. JOHNSON PFR.REMOTE PRE
ALOIA PST11.01 PRE/PSU

MINT
EXCLT
VGC
MINT/BOXED
MINT/BOXED
EXCLT

£2795
£2795
£795
£6495
£1795
£1495

COMPACT DISC

VALVE AMPS

CHORD DAC-64
MINT. £1195
AUDIO SYNTHESIS TRANSEND TRANSPORT. MINT/BOXED. £2250
AUDIOMECA DAMNATION TRANSPORT
EXCLT. £575
THETA CARMAN CD/DVD TRANSPORT .. MINT/BOXED . £1695
CEC TL-51 MK111 TRANSPORT
3MONTHS OLD. £995
TECHNICS Z- 1000/X1000 TRANS/DAC(GOLD) BOXED. £1995
CHORD 1500E 96/192 kHZ (£6800)
MINT/BOXED . £2850
PERP.TECH PA- 1DSP
BRAND NEW. . £895
PERP TECH/MODWRIGHT SIG- 2PA-3 BRAND NEW. . £795
PERP TECH/MODWRIGHT SIG -2PSU
BRAND NEW. . £495
THETA DS PRO BASIC- 11 DAC
MINT/BOXED. . £995
MONRIO 188 DAC/PSU
EXCLT. . £375
MSB.LINK DAC 324/96
MINT/BOXED. . £375
PRIMARE V-25 DVD (21000) .... EX DISPLAY/BOXED . . £695
PIONEER PD-91
MINT/BOXED. . £395
TECHNICS SLP-2000 ( 21000 MODS)
MINT. . £995

£1395
B.A.T.VK-3i REMOTE PRE
MINT/BOXED
AUDION SIL.KNIGHTS/PRE
IBA
MINT .. £3450
TUBE TECH.SYNERGY NO.1
JADIS JPS-2 (WAS £8000)
EXCLT .. £2995
JADIS DEFY-7POWER AMP
EXCLT .. £2995
UNISON RESEARCH C5P PRE/PHONO
EXCLT .. £595

SOLID STATE
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-300
MINT/BOXED £895
THORENS TC-2000 PRE/TIA POWER AMPS ... MINT £695
AVI M-2000S PRE/SYSTEM REMOTE . . MINT/BOXED. £495
AVI 2000M MONOBLOCS
MINT/BOXED. £795
AVI POWER AMP
MINT. . £475
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3cr PRE/ A3crPOWER
MINT £1295
DPA 505 PRE/POWER/CABLES
MINT/BOXED. £1250
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-370 MK2
MINT. £1295
GRYPHON S-100 POWER AMP
MINT. £2895
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LOUDSPEAKERS
B&W 801 MATRIX/STANDS/E0
£2795
M. LOGAN CLS2Z
EXCLT. £2995
SOUNDLAB MIL-3BI-WIRE (£9300)
EX.DEM. £5450
KLIPSCHORNS B.EYE MAPLE ( 104 DB)
VGC. £3750
A.R.T PRECISION-2PIANO BLACK
MINT. £3250
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 1.3 MK11/STANDS MINT/BOXED. £995
RED ROSE SPIRIT MONITORS ( RIBBON)
MINT . £750
CELESTION A-1 CHERRYWOOD
MINT/BCXED. £495
SNELL CMKIV
EXCLT. £1295
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5 ( BOBINGA)
EX.DEM. £1295
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS ROSEWOOD
(21500+)
BRAND NEW/BOXED £1195
PROAC STUDIO 150 (YEW)
EXCLT . £995
CURA CA-30 MAPLE
MINT/BOXED £895
KELLY KT-3 ( 96 DB SENSITIVE)
BOXED. £750
TRIANGLE TITUS ( 1WEEK OLD)
BOXED. . £275
TRIANGLE ANTALS
£595
REL STORM
£395
AUDIONOTE ANE R/WOOD
£795

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
AUDIONOTE AN L4METRE SILVER PLUGS
£275
AUDIONOTE AN- L3METRE TERMINATED
£225
XL0 5.1 SIG.7 FT PAIR X2BRAND NEW ( EACH)
£995
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET BI- WIRE
£795
PS.AUDIO X-STREAM 3METRE PAIR
£750
NIRVANA SL- 2.3 METRE EX DEM
£475

inTERconnEcT
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF. 3.5 METRE XLR
£1450
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF 1.5 METRE RCA
£650
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF.1 METRE RCA
£495
SILVER ARROW 1METRE XLR ( 21200)
£495
XL0 3METRE PAIR EX.DEM/NEW £225
AUDIOOLIEST DIAMOND 2METRE RCA
£450
AUDIOOUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£395
VAN DEN HUL 0.8 MC GOLD XLR
BOXED/AS NEW £195
NEOTECH PROFESSIONAL CABLE
0.5 METRE
BOXEDAS/NEW £195
TULSA HURRICANE JUNIOR 6.5 METRE XLR
£295
TULSA HURRICANE JUNIOR 1METRE XLR
£65
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY
BRAND NEW . £50/65
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO
BRAND NEW £80/100
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIABRAND NEW .. PLEASE RING

STAIlDS
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 105
SOUNDSTYLE ST-100
SOUNDSTYLE ST 310
SOUNDSTYLE XS-105
SOUNDSTYLE XS100
COPULARE AMP STAND
TARGET R-2 SILVER
ATACAMA R-274

NEW
£275
NEW
£250
NEW
£275
NEW
£225
NEW
£200
£495
£250
£149

SIMILAR EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 10.6PM

www.hifinews.co.uk

OHM PLf STAX
We asked a cross section of our
customers rank in order of
importance the primary reasons
why they chose to purchase from us.
This is what they said:
1101U,

1. The 28 day satisfaction or your money
back guarantee.

Mem

2. Having the entire range on
permanent demonstration in our
demonstraticn room.
3. Unbeatable upgrade path i.e.

(/

Generous trade-in values;
minimum 90% p/ex within 4

rffl pathos

stereo integrated and 5channel power amp -

months, minimum 70% p/ex
within the first 12 months
4. Relaxed demonstrations in the
buyers home.
5. The confidence of the loan facility if the
purchase should fail.
6. Offering exclusives on the SRM-717, the SR- 4070,
the SRS- 3030, 4040 and SR- 717's in BLACK.
7. Comprehensive, uncomplicated website.
Interestingly, nobody mentioned price.

www.simplystax.co.uk
0208 447 8485
7 days a week until 9pm

con tukd • 01753 65
9
info@ukd.co.uk • www.ukd.co.uk

next month in Hi-FiNews
ti

Audio Note excess?

.26

Remember the original, stratosphericallypriced Ongaku valve amplifier? Equally
outrageous is the new Ongaku from Audio
Note UK — even !' it has little in common
with the Kondo design of yore. Also tested
in August: the amazing
Krell Resolu iion 1along with more
speakers from N.EF Dynaudio, Unix and
Focal-JMIab, the stunning
Shanling 300 CD player and more
electronics from BAT, Marantz and others.
There'll be awhole bLnch of exclusive AV
tests in August's AVTech section. And
there's another great hi-fi prize to win in
or free-entry competition
Don't miss HiFi News August issue, on sale Friday, 1 July

www.hifinews co. UK
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Opinion

A tale of
two channels
Ken Kessler

If stereo dies, why not DIY? Then there's Onkyo...

H

glibly. Someone studied the market and

owever homogenised the major
companies would like to make

decided that Onkyo could justify not
just the release of two-channel

home entertainment, there

remains acore of consumers impervious

products, but ones that could handle
LPs as well. Is this the start of a

to such efforts. No, nothing will stop the
relentless march of convergence, nor
should it. Some people genuinely want to

revolution? Idoubt it, and it's not an

have wired homes' and really do revel in

et al to crack open the Moét. But I

apush-button world. They just don't

didn't want their efforts to go unnoticed
-which they might have when you

invitation for Messrs Hobson or Fremer

represent the rest of us.
Mercifully, we have both cottage
industry die-hards, and afew enlightened
multinationals. No foolin': some of the

consider the number of compact oneSubversive separates? Onkyo's 275 series

You're brave enough to remember that

major players do find room in their glossy
catalogues for products that don't involve USB or SCART. But
before you think for even amillisecond that I'm suffering a

make systems launched every year by
major players. Onkyo, Isalute you.

your roots are in sound quality, not bells and whistles. But I
also wish to salute the efforts of one at the other extreme.

bout of optimism, don't. We're still looking at the beginning of
the end, if not its middle, and any rallies I've noted lately, with
precious few exceptions, come from the usual suspects. ( Let's

ARMS AND THE MAN
At John Howes' audio fair in Tonbridge in February, Iwas

be honest for once, huh? Imean, you could inject sodium

approached by acouple working their way through some vinyl I

pentothal into the collective arses of Classic Records' Michael

was selling. ( No, Ihaven't forsaken the LP, and you bloody well

Hobson, analogue champion Michael Fremer and anyone still

know that. Iwas simply clearing out duplicates.) We got to
talking, and lady said, ' Tell him about your tonearm!' It turns
out her partner, Michael Burnham, made his own tonearm from

making LPs, turntables, arms or cartridges, and they'd still tell
you that ' the LP is making acomeback.' But they're deluded.
Gerry Marsden fronting the 97th version of the Pacemakers
at aworkingmen's club in Cleethorpes is a ' comeback,' too,
but Idon't see EMI waving £35m under his nose. Some
perspective is needed.)
BUT STEREO LIVES
Onkyo's latest press release rattled me, but it just may be the UK
press officer telling the UK press what it wants to hear. Here's a

scratch. Comfortable with alathe, and with aknowledge of

Think about it. A major player of
the Asian Persuasion releasing a
range that's free of AN badinagen

"

company obsessed with home theatre, that fights with heavy
hitters like Denon and Yamaha in the arena where the weapons

engineering, Burnham produced asimply stunning cartridge

are massive AN receivers. And yet, in April 2005, it issued a

carrier he described as, ' abeam located by purpose-formed

missive that states, in 26pt type at the very top of the page:

seatings, on two upturned, hard spikes. The arm's rotation is

'Stereo Lives! Onkyo debuts its new ultra-compact 275 Series

by conventional ball races, as big as Icould fit in.
'The hard points have adiffering angle to allow for afull

hi-fi separates line...'
Now we're not talking about religious conversion, and Idon't
expect their next release to herald avalve amp, but it does

range of vertical movement. Ihave made these adjustable for

continue with: ' Onkyo has renewed its commitment to the

height by asmall amount and isolated the arm at this point.
This seating in the beam allows no unwanted movement and is

stereo separates market with the launch of aexciting new line

secured by the arm mass; the chosen point of axis uses this

of 275mm-wide two-channel stereo components, designed to
deliver ahigh level of sound quality that'll give you new insight

adjustment.' His photos show an arm that could say ' Grace' or

into your favourite music.'
Think about it. A major player of the Asian Persuasion
releasing arange deliriously free of AN badinage. It talks of

mass to provide damping in the vertical plane and again some
'SAEC' and you'd believe it. But when asked if he'd consider
producing it, Burnham replied, ' No.'
Ican appreciate this. Michael did this for himself. And I

power supplies and quiet CD transports, amatching CD player

suspect there'll be awhole lot more Michaels among you when

and an FM/AM - not DAB - tuner. And there is this heart-

the big boys do eventually decide that two-channel and vinyl

warmer: '... this amplifier also sports amoving-magnet phono

and analogue really are, well, dead. On the other hand, maybe

stage for those who cherish music on vinyl...'
Trust me: companies the size of Onkyo never make decisions

www.hifinews.co.uk

it won't be as long as guys like Burnham live and breathe. Oh,
and some wonderful subversives at Onkyo.
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our new spring collection
The evolution begins now...
Introducing the next generation in Ayre
technology. The evolution series is acollection of
design achievements that further advances
Ayre's position at the forefront of audio and
video design. Every Ayre component has been
upgraded to offer anew level of sonic
performance and reveal all of the musical
nuances you were meant to experience.

No 326S Stereo Preamplifier
The new Mark Levinson No 326S features audio
circuits, controls and optional phono modules,
based on the award winning Mark Levinson No 32
Reference Preamplifier. The No 326S features
Arlon circuit boards, together with discrete volume
attenuators. Following the Mark Levinson tradition
the No 326S exceeds all your expectations and
creates anew standard for stereo preamplifiers.

CS2.4 Loudspeakers
The CS2.4 is the result of Thiel's more than
25 years of extensive experience in designing
high performance loudspeakers. Since 1977,
Thiel's history of innovative engineering has
led to significant sonic improvements in each
new model, resulting in speakers with the most
outstanding performance in their class.

1111EL

osymmetry
Ayre Acoustics, Cello, Esoteric,

t: 01727 865488

Grand Prix Audio, Lyra, Mark Levinson, Stax,

e info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

Stereovox, Sumiko, System Audio & Thiel

w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

"THIS MACHINE IS PURE AUDIO RESEARCH:

HIGH- END, THOROUGHBRED AND UTTERLY MUSICAL."

ARC ANGELS

"SOUNDS ARE PRODUCED FROM
AN UNSHAKABLE FOUNDATION...
YOU FEEL LIKE YOU COULD TRIP
OVER THE MUSICIAN"

"A SUPERB
ALL-ROUNDER AND
AN OBVIOUS BEST BUY"

"THERE IS SOMETHING SPECIAL ABOUT THEIR
SIMPLE 1950'S STYLING; THEIR USE OF VALVES
AND THEIR UNDOUBTED ABILITY TO PRODUCE
MUSICAL SOUNDS THAT MAKES THE PRODUCT
EXTREMELY DESIRABLE."

"OUSTANDING SOUND
QUALITY AND EXCEPTIONAL
EASE OF USE"

Ale° RESEAft-

Audio Research has studiously applied the technology
gained from their Reference series amplifiers to every
model in their range, right down to the entry-level designs.
The SP16 preamplifier. VS55. VS110 and VM220 power
amplifiers, the state-of-the-art CD3 Mk II CD player, the
multi-channel amplifier and the VSi55 integrated amplifier
are not only packed with knowledge gained from the
company's legendary flagship models, but they herald a
change in the way reasonably-priced high-end equipment
is perceived. The astonishing PH5 brings Reference
Phono performance to a remarkably affordable price
point. The LS25 Mk II Pre- amp clearly shares parentage
with the Reference pre-amplifiers. And the VT100 Mk Ill
boasts DNA derived from the Reference 300 and 600
power amps.
Now, there is new inspiration. Joining these classics is the
most radical product yet to wear the AudioResearch logo:
the Reference 3 preamplifier. An absence of conventional
controls, refined circuitry, better sound.
The bloodline strengthens.
For details of the full range and your nearest dealer,
contact Absolute Sounds.
AUDIO RESEARCH VM220

audio research

Audio Research: not acautious choice, but a
considered one.

AUDIO RESEARCH CD 3 MK2

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW
T: + 44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09 F: + 44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com
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